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ABSTRACT
This thesis yokes together ecocriticism, avant-garde poetry, and comparative literature
to offer a new approach to studying literary responses to environmental crisis on a
global scale. It develops this approach by examining contemporary poetic responses
to water and water-based crisis in the work of Cecilia Vicuña, of Chile, Craig Santos
Perez, from Gua°han (Guam), and Caroline Bergvall, of French-Norwegian descent.
In these diverse poetries, I identify a common emphasis on the irreducible
entanglement of language, body, and water. This language-body-water nexus
demonstrates our inseparability from our environmental and political contexts, as well
as the enmeshment of text with the matter of the world. Vicuña’s El Quipu Menstrual
is a ritual installation with accompanying text pieces that speak for and with the
Chilean glaciers; her text-based and river–based works Antivero (1981), “Arte
Precario” (1997), and her group performance Cloud-Net (1999) show the spatiotemporal reach of her water work and encourage a mode of expression, which moves
across waters and languages. Craig Santos Perez’s erasure poetry (2008-2012)—the
“from Lisiensan Ga ‘lago” series—discusses the eradication of indigenous language
and local water space by dominant powers, while his prose piece “Our Sea of Plastic”
(2013) and “ginen all with ocean views” focus on the spatial and identity
readjustments instigated by the Great Pacific Garbage Patch. Bergvall’s Drift deals
with the Mediterranean Sea migrant crisis to highlight multiple—sometimes positive,
sometimes negative—disorientations within language and identity in flux. These
cross-cultural poetic texts engage with the subject’s relation to water environments in
a climatically and politically volatile world. By reading them collectively for their
shared poetics of water, I develop a framework and example for how we might
represent the entanglement of people, water space, and language on a global scale,
and so better understand our responsibility to the world environment.
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TAI AROHA: WATER WAIATA
Composed by
Kereti Rau-Tangata, Tohunga Whakairo at Te Wananga o Aotearoa, Rotorua
Ko te aroha ano he wai
Love is an inspiration
e pupu ake ana
that wells up
he awa e mapuna mai ana
like a river that springs
i roto i te whatumanawa.
from the tears of the heart.
Ko tona matapuna he hohonu
Its roots are deep
a ina ia ka rere ano
and when it flows
Ko tona matapuna he hohonu
Its roots are deep
a ina ia ka rere ano
and when it flows
He taitimu, he taipari
It becomes an ebbing, flowing tide
He taiope He tairoa
a synthesising tide, an endless tide
He tainui
Indeed a great tide
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INTRODUCTION
In this thesis, I identify what I term a poetics of water shared among otherwise
geographically and poetically disparate writers. This poetics involves a persistent
concern with water and water crisis, and a mode of writing in which water is critical
both thematically and formally. This common poetics of water involves an emphasis
on the fundamental intertwinement of the human body, the body of text and the body
of water in a world in which water spaces reveal the effects of interwoven
environmental and cultural crises. Working at the intersection of contemporary
poetics, ecocriticism and comparative studies, I stress the interconnectedness and
global circulations involved in both today’s environmental crisis and in contemporary
culture, and demonstrate the entanglement of politics, environment, and language on a
global scale. I connect the post-structuralist unravelling of fixed boundaries of the
subject and fixed meanings of language to the ecopolitical undoing of the separation
between the human and the nonhuman, and the geopolitical separations between
cultures and peoples. “A Poetics of Water” investigates how the language-body-water
nexus that I identify in the poetry of all three writers highlights the crucial
interrelationship between human bodies and bodies of water, and examines the textual
representations that shape and are shaped by this interrelationship. Reading poets
from Chile, Gua°han (Guam),1 and Europe, I suggest their poetic strategies of
polylingualism, intermediation, iteration, erasure and excess both respond to and
describe the relational movement found within bodies of water. Drawing on the
motion of water, these texts describe a poetics that is deeply entwined with the natural
processes of water within a context of ecological and intercultural crises. By reading
these poetries for their poetics of water, I demonstrate that the ecopolitical cannot be
separated from the ecopoetic and that the rhetorics of our relation to each other and to
the natural world not only matter but become part of the matter of the world.
For this study, I have chosen poets from three different regions who cover a
broad geographic and cultural range in order to show the global reach of water
poetics. Cecilia Vicuña is from Chile and is based predominantly in New York City;
Craig Santos Perez, originally from Guam, works from Hawai’i, and Caroline

1 From now on, I will use the spelling, Guam, unless quoting from a poem, in which it is spelt
Gua°han, or discussing the renaming itself.
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Bergvall, of French-Norwegian descent, lives in the UK. All writers work and write
from multiple global spaces and in more than one language. Vicuña’s poetry is
written in a mixture of English, Spanish and Quechuan, the ancient Andean language
still spoken in the highlands, Santos Perez writes in English and Chamorro (also spelt
Chamoru), and Bergvall writes in English and forms of dismantled English, as well as
employing a poetics that she terms “plurilingualism.” All three poets practice erasure
and fragmentation and work with ancient or largely out-of-use language as well as
neologisms to produce languages that are themselves mobile in their temporality and
geographic origin. Vicuña engages with Andean glaciers and glacial meltwater, as
well as South American and North American river spaces; the Pacific Ocean informs
much of Perez’s work, and Bergvall’s Drift is set in the Mediterranean Sea. The
mobility of the writers themselves echoes the rhetoric of fluidity that is at the crux of
the language-body-water nexus and emphasizes the lived reality of the concepts I
explore in a poetics of water. In discussing writers who speak with and through
different forms of water in different regions, I show a range of material and sociopolitical contexts within which a poetics of water unfolds, as well as developing the
notion that the structural complexities within the poetries themselves are produced by
attending to a variety of formulations of water as it moves in the world.
Vicuña, Perez and Bergvall use a range of languages, forms, media and
performance in their work, as well as writing from multiple locations. They connect
the multiple structures and approaches of their work to the modulating, deconstructing
and re-forming processes of water as it moves through a water cycle that has been
made more volatile by anthropogenically-generated environmental crisis and direct
human activity on water. The enmeshment of the body of water with the body of text
and the human body is made clear in the themes, strategies and political contexts of
their poetics. In ecopolitical terms, I highlight the dangers of the unfixing of cultural
and political space in the context of the deeply uneven distribution of power in global
capitalism and geopolitics. Moreover, I show how these writers deploy a poetics of
water that ultimately reveals ambivalence within the metaphors of water and a need to
attend more carefully to the material “intra-activity” of water with our bodies and our
imaginative systems—“intra-activity” being an understanding of the world as a coemergence of mater and meaning, bodies, languages and form (Barad 2007, 151). By
centralizing this study around water as a material and metaphor for cultural
connection, disconnection and possible reciprocity, I offer a model of rethinking
9

comparative literature for an ecological crisis age.
Taking its cue from the aqueous turn in ecocritical studies (Ed. Chen,
MacLeod, Neimanis 2013; DeLoughrey 2007; Alaimo 2014), this thesis proposes a
global water-based ecopoetics situated in the element that covers seventy per cent of
our planet. I address water as at once regional and migratory, connecting and
distancing, and as an embodied comparative ecocritical model through which to
explore poetics. Covering melting glaciers and rivers in the work of Cecilia Vicuña,
the Pacific Ocean in the work of Craig Santos Perez and the Mediterranean Sea in the
work of Caroline Bergvall, I investigate the notion of the body of water as a space of
encounter through which national and cultural identities are imagined and negotiated.
I explore the modulatory movement of water between its different states as a
metaphor for the fluviality of poetic speech enmeshed in the element to which it gives
voice. Looking at water as cultural site, area of political conflict, contact and
entanglement zone between nature and culture, and as contaminated space, I consider
how capitalist prospecting and ownership struggles affect bodies of water, human
bodies and the body of the text. I hope this thesis will stimulate discussion around
what it means to speak as a global citizen in an ecologically and linguistically
precarious world; how an analysis of the modes and behaviours of water might align
itself with a contemporary ecopoetics alive to ambivalence and instability; and finally
how uprooting our ecocritical investigations and turning towards glaciers, rivers and
oceans might affect our methods of thinking eco-poetically, geo-culturally and interculturally and enable a more dynamic mode of relational ecocriticism.
My comparative study of contemporary water poetics draws on recent
“circulation” models of world literature (Friedman 2015) and ecocritical scholarship
that stresses how the global nature of environmental concerns is reflected in literary
texts, for example Ursula Heise’s Sense of Place and Sense of Planet: The
Environmental Imagination of the Global (Heise 2008). In building a mode of
hydrological comparative poetic theory, I situate water as a site for intercultural
contact, a dynamic entity imbued with agency and narrative power and an element
that crosses the boundary of inside and outside of the human body. I thereby highlight
the enmeshing of language with the body and the waters of the physical world.
Situating my study at the nexus of three bodies of scholarship—ecocriticism,
contemporary poetics, and comparative literary studies—I work hydrologically
through aspects of ecocriticism and propose a new ecological perspective to be
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brought to comparative literary studies. In emphasizing the synergies between these
three fields, I trouble the boundaries between human/nonhuman, nature/culture and
self/other. In doing so I illuminate our inseparability from each other and the natural
world via the material and metaphor of water.
ECOCRITICISM
Criticism that investigates the relationship between water and our modes of
expression has, in the past two years, surged into the ecocritical arena. Biologist
Rachel Carson, whose Silent Spring (Carson 2000) is a foundational text for
ecocritics, acknowledges the more long-held entwinement of poetry and water: “if
there is poetry in my book about the sea, it is not because I deliberately put it there but
because no one could write truthfully about the sea and leave out the poetry” (Carson
1952). Often coming out of interdisciplinary studies and often produced by a
collective of scholars, many of the current water-based ecocritical studies share an
intercultural interrelational focus similar to my study. Thinking with Water (Chen et al
2013), for example, investigates the entanglement of cultural, political and economic
ways of thinking about and with water. It seeks to address water as a “distinctly
ecocultural phenomenon that is both material and semiotic.” One of the contributors
to Thinking With Water—Rita Wong—investigates the links between the local and the
global via the medium and symbolism of water in her co-authored book,
Downstream: Reimagining Water (Wong and Christian 2016). Downstream draws
together material implications of water shortage with spiritual drought for indigenous
peoples. “Hydropolitics: Community, Environment and Conflict in an Unevenly
Developed World” is a group of studies investigating struggles over water supply and
control in an era of globalization and climate change. Under the direction of Graham
Huggan, scholars in Leeds, Sheffield and York, UK, are drawing together cultural
geography with sustainability studies and literary/cultural studies at the intersection of
ecocriticism and hydropolitics. “Waterscapes: Mapping Migrations Along the
Yangtze and Fraser Rivers,” is another interdisciplinary collaboration that seeks to
chart the ephemerality of globalization by comparing migration along two major river
ways in China and Canada (Chun, Xiong and Lee 2012). Finally, in a more popular
work, water is explored in material, scientific and cultural terms in Alok Jha’s recent
The Water Book (Jha 2015), Although Jha’s work does not include poetic
explorations, there is a tendency for academic critique on water to include poetry,
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personal reflections and other art forms. For example, Writing on Water, edited by
David Rothenberg and Marta Ulvaeus, which describes itself on the flyleaf thus: “the
book contains some science, a few plans for managing or protecting water, and plenty
of stories, poems, essays, and artwork.” This inter-genre approach seems to lend itself
to work that deals with water. However, despite the frequent ingress of poetic
languages of water into these studies of water, they do not connect the formal
structure of contemporary poetries with the materiality of water and its cultural
figurations. In building on studies of cultural responses to environmental change and
the cultural and poetic figurations of water, I approach the field of avant-garde poetry
to develop a comparative ecocritical study that has poetics at its core.
My study of contemporary water poetries from different cultures works
towards overcoming the land-based bias on which ecocriticism has been built.
Changing global temperatures, thermal expansion, ice-melt, toxic drift and ocean
acidification—water-related conditions and incidents that destabilize physical life—
coincide with the development of ecocriticism from a demarcated field of study into
generative intersections with other areas of thought. Environmental justice, social
justice, and sustainability meet now in broadly ecocritical scholarship with issues of
race, ethnicity and the unequal distribution of power instigated by globalization
(O’Brien 2001; Nixon 2011; Huggan 2004). Although William Rueckert’s “Literature
and Ecology,” 1978 (Rueckert 1996 107), is generally cited as the first mention of the
word “ecocriticism,” ecocriticism emerged as a field in the 1990s with the publication
of readers such as Cheryl Glotfelty and Harold Fromm’s The Ecocriticism Reader:
Landmarks in Literary Ecology (Glotfelty and Fromm 1996) and book-length studies
such as Lawrence Buell’s The Environmental Imagination (Buell 1996). In 1993, the
Association for the Study of Literature and Environment was founded. ASLE’s
journal, ISLE (Interdisciplinary Studies in Literature and Environment), gestures
towards the diverse investments of ecocriticism in its aim to be an “inclusive
community whose members are committed to environmental research, education,
literature, art and service, environmental justice and ecological sustainability.” In
2003, publication of The ISLE Reader: Ecocriticism 1993–2003 (Cantrell 2003)
cemented ISLE as an anchoring point within the many disciplines that come together
to form ecocriticism.
Despite, or even perhaps because of, the broad ethos it encompasses,
ecocriticism has been plagued by dichotomies, such as nature vs. self and nature vs.
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culture, as well as by attempts to overcome or blend them. Readings of the personal
epiphany poem are one way in which classical ecocriticism attempts to surmount
these boundaries. However, problematically, this kind of critique can either
anthropomorphize nature or reinforce its “othering” as wilderness, as well as bringing
up interrelated issues of cultural concretization. For example, in applying
environmental re-readings to canonical, mainly Romantic texts, works such as
Romantic Ecology: Wordsworth and the Environmental Tradition (Bate 1991) suggest
a fusion of territorialization and transcendentalism that positions the white male
literary figure at the centre of a spiritual communion with a broadly Western version
of nature. Indeed, Cronon’s negative critique of the wilderness fixation of American
nature writers and environmental critics in “The Trouble with Wilderness; or, Getting
Back to the Wrong Nature,” in which he states: “it is not too much to say that the
modern environmental movement is itself a grandchild of romanticism and postfrontier ideology,” could equally be applied to British ecocriticism (Cronon 1996, 10).
British ecocritics tend to use Raymond Williams’ The Country and the City (Williams
1973) as their founding text alongside the Romantic canon, whereas American
ecocritics draw upon Leo Marx’s The Machine in the Garden: Technology and the
Pastoral Ideal (Marx 1964) and the wilderness writings of Thoreau, as evidenced in
the essays that form Laurence Coupe’s The Green Studies Reader: From Romanticism
to Ecocriticism (Coupe 2000). Developing from either set of foundational works, the
classical ecocritical canon is built on the investigation of texts that foreground static
place knowledge and engender a romanticizing or fear of wilderness. This
romanticizing of wilderness reinforces the boundaries between self and nature as the
central dichotomy within ecocriticism, which thereafter propels further dichotomies,
such as self/other, theory/practice, First World/developing world and so on.
An emphasis on a sense of place was the mainstay of the first cohort of
environmental critics of the 1990s. Studies such as Scott Slovic’s Seeking Awareness
in American Nature Writing (Slovic 1992), as well as Edward Casey’s Getting Back
into Place (Casey 1993) and The Fate of Place (Casey 1997) promoted a focus on
bioregionalism and exploration of national landscapes. However, moving away from
the kind of bioregionalism that is infused with transcendentalism, and aligning
themselves more with scientistic approaches to poetics, later ecocritical works such as
Bate’s homeostatic analysis of Keats’s ode, “To Autumn,” posit the human as part of
an ecosystem. In an extract from his essay “Living with the Weather,” reprinted in
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Coupe’s Green Studies Reader, Bate describes the poem itself as a “well-regulated
ecosystem,” “[a] thinking of our bonds with each other and the earth, [a] thinking of
fragile, beautiful, necessary ecological wholeness” (Bate 2000, 258, 261). Bate’s
homeostasis reading, in which the poem is critiqued as a well-balanced ecosystem,
develops from his earlier ecocritical readings to an idea not only of oneself, but of
human feelings as part of an ecosystem, a view shared by John Elder (Elder, 1996,
161-184). Although these works show the interdependency at the core of organism
philosophy as including cognition and poetic expression, they function on the premise
that ecosystems are balanced and well regulated, which is not the case. Furthermore,
despite their holism, these studies often profess hermeneutics, and argue against a
transgression between disciplines. For example, Karl Kroeber’s Ecological Literary
Criticism: Romantic Imagining and the Biology of Mind reinstates Romantic beliefs in
the superiority of humans and human imagination (Kroeber 1994). Furthermore,
although Kroeber is happy to cross the border between biology and poetics, his work
seeks to preserve ecology and ecocriticism as a site not to be challenged by the
poetics of deconstruction and the concomitant dangers of divesting ecological
responsibility (Kroeber 1994, 2-3). Equally, despite Bate’s emphasis on aurality and
poetic metre as a method of relating to the natural world, which highlights the
physicality of poetry and its everydayness, his suggestions exclude any sense of
listening simultaneously to the non-natural world. Thus his criticism upholds the
nature/culture divide and promotes bioregionalism through encouraging attentiveness
only to one’s immediate environment. The extra-political aspect of Bate’s ecopoetics
is challenged by social ecologists such as Murray Bookchin who see the domination
of nature as stemming from the domination of human by human, and therefore accuse
“deep ecologists”—those whose sense of nature is critiqued as crossing over into
mysticism and therefore not leaving space for the practicalities of socio-eco action—
of homogenizing humanity and deflecting political critique” (Bookchin 2007).
This critique of deep ecologists who can focus on personal transformation to
the exclusion of the addressing of social structures that need change is taken up by
Lawrence Buell in his study, Writing for an Endangered World: Literature Culture,
and Environment in the U.S. and Beyond (Buell 2001). Buell, considered one of the
main proponents of ecocriticism, outlines six models of environmental criticism
paradigm:
1. Risk society paradigm (eg “toxic discourse”)
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2. Environmental justice (grassroots action by oppressed peoples)
3. Gaia (biosphere in homeostasis)
4. Ecotheology (earth as spiritually unified holism)
5. Ecofeminism (ethics of care/anti-domination)
6. Sustainability (environmental policy and ecological ethics)
All of these models emerge from an ecocritical sense of interconnecting systems that
include the social, chemical and artificial forces. I would add to that list
posthumanism (Haraway 1985; Hayles 1999; Braidotti 2013) and the notion of text as
part of ecology (Morton 2009, 2010; Durand 2002), which reaches out beyond one
particular local area or landmass. This notion of an extended ecology includes text,
human bodies and bodies of water and produces the language-body-water nexus that I
identify within a poetics of water. In the same book, Buell himself points to water as a
physical connector and a boundary crosser. Within Buell’s model, though, the flow
line is not between nations or peoples but between the country and the city:
“Everywhere is either upstream or downstream (or both) from somewhere else. From
a watershed perspective it is impossible to forget that country is destined to flow into
city by gravitational laws more inexorable than the historic urbanization process
itself; city is destined to remain integral with the half-forgotten hinterland it thinks it
has displaced. For these reasons, if for no other, watershed is a potent
environmental(ist) icon, if not an all-sufficient one” (Buell 2001, 264). By leaving his
concept of “watershed” within an isolated city—and furthermore within the icon or
cipher, “city”—Buell does not pursue the idea of water as a force that yokes different
cities, countries and wider social contexts. By contrast, I argue for a mode of critique
that attends to the water as integral to global political and ecosocial issues. For
example, my exploration of contamination and privatization of water spaces considers
the effects on both local and global communities, illuminating the water-borne
interconnections between the two.
As an attempt to situate ecocritism firmly in the real world, first-wave
ecocritics called for scientific literacy to back up ecological and cultural critique, as
seen in Robert Crawford’s Contemporary Poetry and Contemporary Science
(Crawford 2006). This move into a meeting between scientistic and poetic language,
however, continued to solidify the boundaries between the two, and even undermined
the value of poetic discourse by demanding a scientific correlative in order to support
it. A concern with eco and social welfare within a specific geographic context, as
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impacted by global effects, was another way in which second-wave ecocriticism
outwardly reacted against transcendental place ethics yet retained localism. This
concern expanded out into Environmental Justice, an interdisciplinary bridge between
postcolonial studies and environmental studies. Works such as The Environmental
Justice Reader: Politics, Poetics and Pedagogy (Adamson, Evans and Stein 2002)
brought ecopoetics into conversation with ecopolitics, a crucial intersection at which I
position this thesis. The Environmental Justice Reader includes contributions around
water-based environmental issues by Jim Tarter—“Some live more downstream than
others: cancer, gender and environmental justice”—(Tarter 2002), Tom Lynch—
“Toward a symbiosis of ecology and justice: water and land conflicts in Frank
Waters, John Nichols, and Jimmy Santiago Baca”—(Lynch 2002) and Janis
Johnson—“Saving the salmon, saving the people: environmental justice and
Columbia River tribal literatures” (Johnson 2002). Arguing that the uneven global
distribution of wealth and power “often leads to correlative social upheaval and
environmental degradation and/or toxicity,” the focus in the reader is on texts that
“emphasize intersections between social oppressions and environmental issues”
(Adamson, Evans and Stein 2002, 5, 9).
Indeed, whereas the word, environment from environ, meaning to surround,
implies separation between humans and nature through the situation of the human
against a backdrop of nature, the word eco, from the Greek root oikos, meaning home,
suggests a systems approach in which everything interacts, including text.
Furthermore, it implies that human/nonhuman relationality is important to this area of
criticism that deals with where we dwell and who with. Having said that, the eco in
ecocriticism does not necessarily denote a less binary approach than “environmental
criticism.” In her reader, Cheryl Glotfelty states that ecocriticism is a critical
discourse that “takes as its subject the interconnections between nature and culture,
specifically the cultural artefacts of language and literature” (Glotfelty and Fromm
1996, xix). However, the term “interconnections” still implies a demarcating line
between nature and culture. Work from thinkers such as Wendy Wheeler, within the
field of Bioesemiotics, encourages the dissolution of the nature-culture divide
(Wheeler 2006). Biosemiotics—a crossover school with ecocriticism—is a theory that
affords semiotic communication to the non-human and therefore positions humans
and our texts within a wider discursive continuity that includes socio-politics as well
as manmade materials and technologies. Wheeler accepts Hoffmeyer’s argument in
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“Signs of Meaning” that signs are the basic units in the study of life, rather than
molecules (Hoffmeyer 1997). In her study, The Whole Creature, Wheeler suggests,
for example, that we analyze swarm characteristics as systems that exponentially
iterate in order to study the development of language and culture through repetitions
of previously successful evolutionary configurations (Wheeler 2006, 123, 150).
Similarly, in “Literary Ecology and the Ethics of Texts,” Hubert Zapf discusses what
he terms eco-literature as “ecosemiotic networks of signs” (Zapf 2008). Developing
this concept further, Timothy Morton uses the investigation of algorithms and
genomics to argue that text cannot be imagined separately to the environment, as both
are made up of interdependent and enmeshed sign systems (Morton 2010).
These studies draw ecocriticism from a hermeneutic theory that deals only
with texts with explicitly environmental content towards its inherent potential to
consider syntax and modes of poetic expression as ecologically composed. However,
although their ideas are radical, Morton and Zapf continue the land-based bias of the
ecocriticism that has gone before them by focusing on ecology as earthed, rather than
marine or a combination of the two. Instead, I argue that in the continual dissolutions
and restructuring within the processes of water can be found an important model
through which to address the workings of open textuality within a socio-eco poetics.
This concept implicates text in the material and social environment and intersects
with a poetics of precariousness that is intensified in our global period of accelerated
environmental destruction. Therefore, the material and imaginative world is shown as
offering an entanglement of possibilities that can lead to a surmounting of the
dividing lines between land/water, self/other nature/culture and text/water space.
Indeed, in What is Nature? Kate Soper points to a formative binary in
ecocriticism, prior to the self/nature, nature/culture dichotomies: the pluralistic sense
of nature as both a physical reality and a social and cultural construction. Soper’s cry,
“it is not language that has a hole in its ozone layer,” is continually shifted and
restructured, gesturing towards poetics as playing an integral part in an ecocriticism
that seriously addresses the self and the transitive spaces it occupies in a world of
precarious interconnections and material degradation (Soper 1995). Therefore, as
Soper is gesturing toward, ecocriticism’s problematic nature-culture divide may be
surmountable as long as it allows critical theories into its discussion without seeing
them as a threat or a diverting device away from, for example, the safeguarding of
physical natural spaces. Culture is, in this way, positioned as dynamically intertwined
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with language and the human and nonhuman bodies and matter of the world in a
process of mutual meaning making. This sense of dynamic culture creation is aligned,
within a context of consciousness and sociology, with the relational movement of the
“becoming-individual” that affect theory explores (Manning 2009). Manning and
Massumi et al situate culture as a directional development and conceptual abstraction
of the complexity of nature. As well as unsettling autonomy, affect theory brings
embodiment to poetic creation by showing not only that we are physically all part of
each other but also that our material worlds, our thoughts and our creations are
included in that totality.
The view of the world as a network of intra-acting forces was first articulated
in literary studies by N. Katherine Hayles in her ground-breaking work, How We
Became Posthuman: Virtual Bodies in Cybernetics, Literature and Informatics
(Hayles 1999). Karen Barad, feminist writer and quantum physicist, then developed
this idea of the entanglement of matter and discourse in a state of mutual and ongoing
“intra-activity” in Meeting the Universe Halfway (Barad 2007). Intra-action is the
idea that universal “matter is a stabilizing and destabilizing of iterative intra-activity”
(Barad 2007, 151). This concept is developed through the ecocritical move into
scientific, semiotic and technological discourse, which has been pioneered partly
through posthumanism by feminist writers such as Nancy Tuana and Rosi Braidotti
(Tuana 2008; Braidotti 2013). Certainly, an ecosystem model applied to
environmental literary theory must incorporate the poetic, political and technologised
world as well as the natural, a necessity proposed by ecofeminist Donna Haraway in
her seminal “A Cyborg Manifesto” (Haraway 1985). Scientific and political,
Haraway’s “A Cyborg Manifesto” is a precursor to, for example, Philip Beesley’s
kinetic architectural investigations of hylozoism (Beesley 2012), and presents the
need to think interdependency through the human, natural and machinic world. This
feminist model of interrelation and embodiment, proposed by Haraway, a multispecies feminist theorist, and taken up by N. Katherine Hayles within a posthuman
context, works on the premise that the universe, including each individual human
body and mind, is an interwoven system of relational devices and referential systems
(Sole & Montoya 2001). Drawing on Hayles’ alignment of chaos theory and nonlinear
dynamics with literary deconstruction, I too enmesh discussion of the material
components, forces and systems of water with investigation of poetry that
thematically explores and is structurally informed by water.
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According to Hayles, the body is in constant interaction with discursive and
material realms. In Chaos Bound: Orderly Disorder in Contemporary Literature and
Science, she shows how poststructural theorists draw on central tenets of chaos theory
to investigate literary works, saying: “scientific theories show that deterministic
physical systems become chaotic because initial conditions cannot be specified with
infinite accuracy; deconstructive readings operate upon texts to reveal the
indeterminacy that results from the lack of an absolute ground for language” (Hayles
1990, 16). However, Hayles keeps to the forefront the danger that chaos theory itself
is an attempt to tame untrammeled elements and forces within imposed scientific
theory and modeling. Gillien D’Arcy Wood, too, within a framework of Sustainability
Studies, argues for an “integrated understanding of the natural world as an open,
dynamic system subject to nonlinear transformations, feedback loops, and multiscalar
interactions” (D’Arcy Wood 2012, 3). Moreover, D’Arcy Wood suggests
biocomplexity as sharing structural and functional similarities with literature and calls
for a widespread engagement with systems literacy—the understanding of “the
complex interdependency of human and natural systems” (D’Arcy Wood 2012, 4). In
reading an Emily Dickinson poem as “a ‘green’ poem complex in character, with
biocomplexity as its subject,” D’Arcy Wood makes an impassioned claim for the
validity of ecocritical work that attends to ecological, societal and political issues as
interwoven (D’Arcy Wood 2012, 12). These studies find a correlative in the field of
socio-politics with Latour’s concept of “actants” in Politics of Nature as material
forces and entities in the natural, social, political and machinic world that modify
human actors and co-create events with them (Latour 2004, 237).
The emergence of material ecocriticism coincides with such network theories,
as well as studies of affect and the interest in performance and earth art poetry in
innovative poetics. Material ecocriticsm is a theoretical school that reflects on “the
way the matter of the world is embodied in human experience, as well as in human
‘mind’”’ (Iovino 2012, 51–52). Material ecocriticism’s emphasis on the drawing in of
the body to textual work is partly to resist the positioning of nature as a linguistic or
social construct, and to overcome the boundaries within ecocriticism. My sense of the
material processes of water being like the textual strategies of the poets I investigate
here, as well as water being part of the active narrative agency of the works, is aligned
with this ethos. Jane Bennett’s Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology of Things was one
of the first texts that argued for this inherent creativity of matter and things and the
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generative interconnectivity of human and nonhuman forces, thereby displacing
human agency from its central position within the world (Bennett 2010). Serenella
Iovino explains: “material ecocriticism…is the study of the way material forms—
bodies, things, elements, toxic substances, chemicals, organic and inorganic matter,
landscapes, and biological entities—intra-act with each other and with the human
dimension, producing configurations of meanings and discourses that we can interpret
as stories” (Iovino 2012, 7). This view leads to a less human-centred notion of both
environment and poetics, and offers an ecopoetics in which the natural world
collaborates with and disrupts our human narratives. The emergent point is neither the
human subject, nor the natural world, but the intra-action of forces and agencies,
coming into being together. This intra-action of the non-human with the human
demonstrates nature as already cultural to the extent that it is drawn into human
discursive, interpretive systems, which are in their turn shaped by natural phenomena.
Transversely, or again in interaction with this, language and text are an extension of
the natural world and its dynamic ecosystems. Material ecocriticism therefore not
only sees matter as thematically and structurally informing and directing text, but it
sees the material of the world as containing its own stories and its own narrative
agency. For example, Jens Gurr suggests that Amithav Ghosh’s The Hungry Tide is
structured via the narrative agency of a wetlands. In “Emplotting an Ecosystem:
Amithav Ghosh’s The Hungry Tide and the Question of Form in Ecocriticism,” he
discusses “how language shapes a landscape and vice versa, and…how a landscape
can and must be read as a text” (70) and suggests that form itself can be an ethically
orienting device in ecocritical texts. Gurr quotes part of The Hungry Tide to
demonstrate this notion of landscape as text and vice versa, showing his argument as
emerging from the water: “[Piya was] watching the water with a closeness of attention
that reminded Kanai of a textual scholar poring over a yet-undeciphered manuscript:
it was as though she were puzzling over a codex that had been authored by the earth
itself “ (Gurr 2010, 76–77). I investigate the correlatives between this concept of
narrative agency within the natural world and the ways in which, in the Andes and in
some Pacific cultures, oral history is retold and re-performed often within natural
settings, acquiring new contextual meanings, partly as a process of meeting the stories
of the earth in a practice of decolonization (Cruikshank 2005). The co-extensive
understanding of the world as a set of intra-acting forces is, I believe, evident in the
activity of water as it moves between bodies, between landmasses and across texts.
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Lisa Samuels draws the body and water strongly into an intertextual context, when
she suggests that wet contact or membranism is involved in energy exchange between
human bodies, as well as information transfer through electronic media (Samuels
2010, 156).
The language-body-water nexus at the centre of the works studied and my
own developing theory builds on such contemporary feminist studies as Elizabeth
Grosz’s Volatile Bodies: Toward a Corporeal Feminism that have urged a return to
the body after some of the more scientistic discourses of first-wave ecocriticism
(Grosz 1994). Spearheaded largely by the works in Hekman and Alaimo’s Material
Feminisims (2008), branches of ecocriticism and ecofeminism now recentralize the
relational human body (Iovino 2012, 2014; Tuana 2008; Braidotti 2013; Alaimo 2010,
2014), and blur the boundaries between science and culture (Hayles 1999). I situate
the body as the site for material and discursive entanglement of the languages of the
human with the narratives of the cultural and physical/ecological world it lives in as a
development from the work of these thinkers. In my study of contamination as an
ambivalent connector in the work of Craig Santos Perez, I draw on the concept of
transcorporeality in works by Nancy Tuana and Stacey Alaimo: the notion that we are
connected across bodies via the transience of cultural flows, interconnectivity and, as
I explore here, the fluid circulation of toxicity. Indeed, Stacey Alaimo’s Bodily
Natures: Science, Environment and the Material Self makes a crucial contribution to
reorganising our formerly separationist thinking about human and nonhuman nature
and creative agency by introducing the term “trans-corporeality” that I use as a
guiding concept in my chapter on the toxic connectivity of Pacific Ocean
contamination (Alaimo 2010). As Alaimo explains in her introduction: “imagining
human corporeality as trans-corporeality, in which the human is always intermeshed
with the more-than-human world, underlines the extent to which the substance of the
human is ultimately inseparable from “the environment” (Alaimo 2010, 2). This sense
of “intermeshing” of the human with the “more-than-human” and poetic language is
central to the language-body-water nexus.
CONTEMPORARY (ECO)POETICS
The emphasis on intra-action in recent ecologically informed theory is aligned with
innovative poetry’s tactics of erasure, indeterminacy and relationality. The poets I
study here emphasize the materiality of text and its entanglement with water
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environments and the human body. Furthermore, they use ecological tactics within the
structures and presentation of their work to suggest a relationship of mutual meaningmaking between language, water and the body. The denouncing of literary autonomy
alongside the increased material volatility of our water systems and the social
structures around them has led to what I see as an experimental ecopoetics concerned
with and structurally informed by water-based ecological precariousness. As well as
those writers who profess explicit interest and investment in ecocritical discourse,
avant-garde poets and thinkers display structural techniques that can be aligned with
the flows of water, as well as working with concepts of subjectivity and identity that
are inherently fluid. In Ecopolitics: The Environment in Poststructuralist Thought,
Verena Conley states that: “the driving force of poststructural thought is indissolubly
linked to ecology” (Conley 1996, 7). In this study, my exploration of ecocriticism
now develops further into ecopoetics. Ecopoetics is described by Evelyn Reilly in her
search for a definition in “Eco-Noise and the lux of Lux” as “a relational poetics, one
that reflects the shift from a classification biology obsessed with naming, to an
ecological biology with its emphasis on processes of interaction and change, and, on
the molecular scale, with randomness and contingency. Ecopoetics points to a poetry
that attempts to trace the kinetics of whole systems, and to enact connections rather
than to mark distinctions” (Iijima 2010, 258). In the masthead for ecopoetics, first
published in 2001, editor Jonathan Skinner states that the journal is “dedicated to
exploring creative-critical edges between writing (with an emphasis on poetry) and
ecology (the theory and praxis of deliberate earthlings)” (Skinner 2001). In a sense,
ecopoetics is an ecotone between the disciplines of ecology, poetry, and ethnopoetics,
where ecotone denotes a borderline between two different regions of ecological
activity that yet blend and intermingle. Situating herself strongly within an
intercultural and ecopoetic framework, in her influential work, The Poethical Wager,
Joan Retallack uses the metaphor of the coastline for interrelational cross-boundary
investigations: “the fractal geometry of coastlines, with their ecologically dynamic,
infinite detail, may be a more productive model for the interrelationships of
cultures…I believe we learn the most about what it can mean to be human from
border-transgressive conversations” (Retallack 2003, 1–2). I go further and suggest
that water itself, with its continual producing and effacing of patterns, its draw
towards and away from landmasses and its status as a space in which intercultural
contact can play out, is a valuable metaphor for interconnection and disruption in our
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increasingly globalized times.
The precarious interrelations within the ecotone and within the chance and
swerve that governs much of Retallack’s project are informed by and relate to the
poetics of indeterminacy, first proposed by Marjorie Perloff (Perloff 1981). Perloff
introduces the concept of a poetics of indeterminacy or “undecideability” as a strand
of Modernism originating with Rimbaud that foregrounds the multiplicity of
literatures within any perceived canon and the ongoing dynamism of literary
trajectories. Perloff interrelates this poetics of indeterminacy with a sense of
instability and chance within our everyday lives as well as scientific frameworks for
understanding life, such as chaos theory. She thereby interrelates text and the material
and natural world by pointing out mutual processes of mimesis and intra-action. In the
area of ecofeminist avant-garde poetics, Lisa Robertson’s The Weather develops an
interconnectivity of poetic structure with the material processes of cloud patterns and
the literary and scientific emergence of the study of meteorology (Robertson 2002b).
By using incrementally developing sentence structures that mimic the movement of
clouds across a sky, as well as the repeating speech patterns of the Meteorological
Office Weather Reports, Robertson effects a union between text, environmental water
vapour and the bodily movements of a group of women, thereby unfolding what I
suggest is a language-body-water nexus. Doing so demonstrates a new kind of poetics
that functions with and through the interrelation between the moving body and its
fluctuating natural and political environment. As Robertson states in the opening to
her “anti-pastoral” text, “How Pastoral: A Manifesto”: “I needed a genre for the times
that I go phantom. I needed a genre to rampage liberty, to haunt the foul freedom of
silence. I needed to pry loose Liberty from an impacted marriage with the soil”
(Robertson 2000a, 21). Perloff discusses Lyn Hejinian’s sense of subjectivity as
similarly defined by fluctuation, as laid out, for example, in “The Rejection of
Closure” (Hejinian 1984). This fluctuation and mutual meaning-making is evident
also in Charles Olson’s “Projective Verse” and in Susan Howe’s critical/poetic text,
The Birth-Mark: Unsettling the Wilderness in American Literary History (Olson
1997; Howe 1993). Both Olson and Howe provide touchstones for an ecopoetics of
openness and connectivity, often emerging from the precarious experience of
intercultural and naturalcultural relationality. Building on this enmeshment of the
precarities of text, human experience and language, and moving towards a material
ecocritical poetic stance, contemporary poet Marcella Durand suggests that text can
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be seen as operating through a “lucid yet wild infusion of structure of poem with
structure of matter/energy” (Durand 2002, 59) and a breaking-down of text and matter
into objects and subjects of equal importance, a poetics which she exemplifies in her
poem “Pastoral” (Durand 2013). In relational philosophy too, the “I” becomes part of
an “ecology of relation,” that is co-created through an encounter with another.
Furthermore, the “I” is broken down into relational objects within itself (Manning
2012). In her book, The Posthuman, Rosi Braidotti explains the “posthuman
recomposition of human interaction” as “an affirmative bond that locates the subject
in the flow of relations with others” (Braidotti 2013, 50).
However, registering the ambivalence within a poetics of water, this notion of
the breaking down of a singular entity into a milieu of many could alternatively bring
up issues of homogenization and highlight the flat planes and flows of globalism as
dangerously non-differentiating. I challenge such dilution in this thesis by exploring
the ambivalence in the terminology and metaphors of water within different contexts.
For example, studies such as Zygmunt Bauman’s Liquid Modernity and Erik
Swyngedouw’s Flows of Power highlight the “flows” of global capital and the
“currency” of modern existence, and use water metaphors that have been incorporated
into dominant discourse of power (Bauman 2000; Swyngedouw 2004). Bauman’s
continuing focus on water in his texts, Liquid Love (2003), Liquid Life (2005), Liquid
Fear (2006) and Liquid Times (2007) emphasizes the epistemological reach of
metaphors of water. I argue for the importance of attending to the ways in which
water resides in dominant and academic discourse alongside the eradication of
indigenous languages, which interact with water as a powerful sacred and material
entity.
Erasure poetics and recycling poetics offer more productive ways of
imagining the complex relationship between water, body and text than the ecocritical
frameworks discussed above. Indeed, erasure poetics in some ways parallels more
recent work from the ecocritical field that tries to engage with that complexity. For
example, as discussed above, Durand views the poetic act of “recycling” language as
a positive sort of eco-iteration. In This Compost: Ecological Imperatives in American
Poetry, a text also situated within experimental poetics, Jed Rasula suggests that
composition can occur through decomposition, thereby proposing a poetics that
listens to the life cycles of natural materials and to the undoing of the subject and
even language itself in poststructuralist thought (Rasula 2002). An alternative angle
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on the ecology of poetry and the materiality of text that functions through dissolution
can be demonstrated through erasure tactics. In an interview with Evelyn Reilly,
another ecopoet, Rasula states: “I tend to regard as ecologically wholesome any
activity in which decomposition is germane to composition” (Iijima, 2010, 126).
Similarly, Harriet Tarlo advocates recycled and found poetry as an ethical exercise
(Tarlo 2009).
Erasure poetics is the driving force of Craig Dworkin’s Reading the Illegible,
a book that “focuses on poetic works that appropriate and then physically manipulate
a source text, employing erasures, overprintings, excisions, cancellations,
rearrangements and so on in order to render part of the source text literally
unreadable” (Dworkin 2003, Xviii). Dworkin proposes this work in order to argue for
the ways in which multiple texts signify through their form and, importantly, via the
particular context they are formed within. This makes the political and social
implications of textual structure a crucial component to the work. As well as
structural erasure and manipulation of text, Dworkin investigates deliberate
misreadings produced by certain paragrammatic formations as a strategy of collision
yet interconnection that I explore in relation to all three poets within this thesis.
However, whereas Dworkin’s study of visual prosody and the materiality of the page
in his chapter, “The Politics of Noise” looks at Susan Howe’s trope of the “word
forest” and he also explores Smithson’s “non sites” and the notion of the “sediment of
text,” the ecopoetic bent of the chosen works is land-based rather than water-based
(Dworkin 2003 43, 133). Furthermore, Dworkin does not explicitly frame his study
within ecopoetics.
In this thesis, I show the crucial role of erasure poetics and experimentalism in
aqueous ecopoetics. My exploration of multilingual and erasure poetics as ecological
and relational aligns partly with Charles Bernstein’s notion of “collidering” within
avant-garde poetics. In his essay, “Colliderings: O’Sullivan’s Medleyed Verse,”
Bernstein suggests that “collidering”—a process of half-uttering and translinguistic
speech, is not just an aesthetic, but an ethic, leading us into the area of poetics as
socio-ecological work: “It’s not that O’Sullivan writes directly “in” any one of the
languages “of these Isles,” but that they form a foundational “force field” out of
which her own distinctive language emerges, as figure set against its grounding”
(Bernstein 2005, 159). This kind of ethical interlinguistic poetics is taken up by Joan
Retallack in The Poethical Wager (Retallack 2003). I suggest Bernstein’s sense of
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“collidering,” with its elements of dynamism, erasure and relationality as crucial to
the meetings and co-existence of the multiple languages, media and modes of
presentation in the works I study here. Moreover, I suggest that it is this cross-media
and interlingual dynamism that unites the works together in the “mimicry” of the
motion of water between nation states and landmasses. This methodology correlates
with my focus on erasure poetics—a form that deals with the proliferation of potential
meaning activated via the disruption in or eradication of meaning—as an important
site for socio-ecological discussions about a world in flux.
Through studying multilingual poetries, erasure poetics and cross-media
work—all poetic strategies conducive to disorientation and disruption, as well as to
intermedia intercultural encounter—I highlight the importance of attending to
disequilibrium in our water-based environments and intercultural relationships, as
well as the ways in which we speak about them. Materially, these contextual
multiplicities of a poetics of precariousness relate to nonlinear dynamics, the theory
behind meteorology. A lack of coherent originary difference and inability to specify
initial conditions renders all subsequent conditions (texts) unstable and indeterminate;
these minute discrepancies then multiply and magnify exponentially, similarly to the
ways in which weather systems and water systems function. Developing these ideas in
a social mode, writers such as Vicuña and Bergvall construct the I through shared,
social language, mixing classical and high poetics with vernacular and multiple
indigenous and non-indigenous languages and languages in disuse. I argue that these
comminglings of languages and cultures are similar to flow complexity and the
motion of water between lands and structures, acknowledging also the reflective,
refractive and permeable qualities of water. It could be argued that language’s
inability completely to convey the texture and tonality of experience is what gives it
its intrinsic value. Its lack of total affinity with the felt world activates the in-between
space of relation between, say, language and thought, self and environment, self and
other. Instead of a direct mapping of one layer of experience onto another, such a
space of relation allows for a glimpse, within the simultaneity of multiple perceptions,
of a potential kinship of forces. It is this kinship and being-with of languages,
cultures, bodies and water space that I explore. Furthermore, I argue for the
importance of a study that incorporates both metaphors and realities of troubled
intercultural relation and emerges from notions of mobility, suggesting this as a
valuable concept metaphor to apply to texts within a socio-ecocritical context in our
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globalized environmental crisis era.
Through this analysis of the field of ecocriticism and contemporary poetics, I
have shown how the traditional separation between human and nature within
environmental criticism and earlier ecocriticism moves towards the sense of the
human as part of an ecosystem. I suggest, with critical support, that text is part of
ecology, and that the contemporary, innovative poetries I study here demonstrate
ecological tactics within the structures and presentation of their work. They show how
text, water ecology and the body function as an interrelated system. In the following
section I explore how this interrelated system also incorporates global and diasporic
communities, thereby surmounting boundaries between nation states that are fluid and
shifting when registered within the waters that connect and disconnect us landmass to
landmass.
COMPARATIVE LITERARY STUDIES
In “Greening Postcolonialism” Graham Huggan argues that “postcolonial criticism
and ecocriticism exist in part as mutual correctives: postcolonial criticism to the
culture-blindness of certain strands of ecocriticism, and ecocriticism to the
anthropocentric tendencies of postcolonial thought” (Huggan 2004, 701). In my study,
water is the key that links ecopoetics with comparative literary studies. I align our
modes of relation with the continually moving, connecting and disconnecting
processes of bodies of water in order to suggest a way of surmounting the many
dichotomies of ecocriticism with a dynamic model of relationality. Dynamism and
relation are central to many works of comparative literary studies; some use water as
a guiding theme or metaphor; others use fluvial language to express their ideas. Paul
Gilroy’s seminal work The Black Atlantic: Modernity and Double Consciousness and
Elizabeth DeLoughrey’s Routes and Roots: Navigating Caribbean and Pacific Island
Literatures both engage water as a concept metaphor in works within the realm of
comparative literary studies and postcolonialism (Gilroy 1993; DeLoughrey 2007).
Centralizing his work on the atrocities of the Middle Passage, Gilroy develops the
ship as a guiding metaphor that is imbued with historical and contemporary
intercultural violence. In Roots and Routes DeLoughrey similarly uses the ship, the
canoe, islandology, and navigational strategies to explore her transoceanic theories of
intercultural contact. DeLoughrey works on the premise that we dwell in “a
terraqueous globe, a watery planet that renders all landmasses into islands surrounded
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by the sea” (DeLoughrey 2007, 2). Throughout her book, she “attempts to weave both
diaspora and spatial theories together, to foreground the fluid construction of diaspora
space and its transoceanic itineraries” (DeLoughrey 2007, 61). In the use of her
multiple chronotopes—the slave ship of the Middle Passage and the waka or canoe of
nomadic Polynesians—DeLoughrey speaks of the relationship between the
modernizing drive of the Pacific Rim and the ancient narratives of the basin that it
depends on in order to function in a global capitalist system. However, although she
discusses oceanic currents, DeLoughrey does not engage deeply with the structures
and material functioning of water itself, preferring to stay on its surface and analyze
the human intra-actions that occur on it. Equally, as Steinberg says in reference to
Gilroy’s relative lack of engagement with the materiality of the Atlantic, “venturing
into Gilroy’s Black Atlantic, one never gets wet” (Steinberg 2013, 158). I build on
these studies in my investigation of the effects that water-based environmental and
humanitarian crises have on our senses of individual and intercultural identity.
Furthermore, I explore the ways in which the different modulatory stages and material
processes of water are themselves entangled with our modes of relationality as
expressed in innovative poetics. In this way, through my central language-body-water
nexus, I provide an embodied comparative ecocritical model through which to explore
poetics.
Studies that develop ecocriticism in conversation with comparative literary
studies, yet that are not necessarily associated with water, such as Graham Huggan
and Helen Tiffin’s Postcolonial Ecocriticism: Literature, Animals, Environment
(Huggan and Tiffin 2010) and DeLoughrey and Handley’s Postcolonial Ecologies:
Literatures of the Environment (DeLoughrey and Handley 2011), still draw on waterbased critiques such as the seminal Poetics of Relation by Edouard Glissant (Glissant
1997). For Glissant, the master narrative of colonialism, rooted in spatial conquest
and control of water space, dissolves into the underlying and interwoven poetics of
co-existing equivalences and relationality that move within the in-between space of
the Caribbean Sea. The other foundational water-based concept metaphor is Kamau
Brathwaite’s “tidalectics,” a dynamic model of geography, history and
interculturality, which he describes as: “the rejection of the notion of dialectic, which
is three—the resolution in the third. Now I go for a concept called ‘tide-alectic’ which
is the ripple and the two tide movement” (Naylor 1999, 145). Braithwaite’s
“tidalectics” shows a metaphorical, cultural, historical and linguistic attention to
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water, with the neologism itself performing a kind of extension of the concept of
dialectics. Therefore “tidealectics” works with water on multiple levels and
positionings in the same way that my study does.
Ecocriticism cannot be studied in isolation from such studies of interrelation,
and the entanglement of ecopoetics and ecopolitics must always be attended to. In the
field of comparative literary studies, works from oceanic and archipelagic peoples of
the Pacific and the Caribbean have used water as a way to draw away from
hegemonic nation narratives, yet equally as a way to reterritorialize oceanic nations
and cultures that have been disregarded within the global imagination. I develop these
studies by theorizing water as material of and metaphor for ambivalent
interconnectivity, intersecting dynamic models of place-based critique from
ecocriticism and circulation theories from comparativism with an exploration of
linguistic transit, disruption and erasure in contemporary poetry. Epeli Hau’ofa’s
seminal “Our Sea of Islands” worked to adjust the view of the Pacific from “islands in
a far sea” to “a sea of islands,” the former stressing the remoteness of the dry
landmasses of the archipelago and the latter providing “a more holistic perspective in
which things are seen in the totality of their relationships” (Hau’ofa 1999, 31). If we
follow Hau’ofa’s suggestion of moving our focus from land-based archipelago
geography to marine geography, water and its modulations could be a poetic model
that brings ecocriticism and comparative literature further into conversation in order
to pursue “relation [as] open totality” (Glissant 1997, 171), whilst also acknowledging
that water is a cultural and bodily centrality, as: “we are the sea, we are the ocean. We
must wake up to this ancient truth” (Hau’ofa 1999, 37). Similarly, in the High Andes,
according to Vicuña, water is the thread of life (Vicuña 1992, 89). Using water as a
model for a comparative transPacific study, therefore, listens not only to the physical
motion of water, but to its importance in the cultures investigated.
Contemporary literary studies has become increasingly concerned with the
study of literature beyond the boundary of one nation. Many recent comparative and
global studies fall into what Susan Standford Friedman terms “circulation” theories of
world literature (Friedman 2015). I pick up on the water metaphor suggested by this
term and show how water provides a key material and metaphor for thinking
networked global interconnectedness. As a discipline, ecocriticism has certainly
moved away from its white-centred origins to broader considerations of ethnicity,
diaspora and motion in an era in which globalization and anthropogenic climate
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change contribute to a shifting sense of self as well as further problematizing
definitions of nature and culture. The Association for the Study of Literature and
Environment Conference Call, 2014, for example, locates ecocriticism as a
“multidisciplinary act of ecological intervention that has fermented an array of
possible reference points into an expanding range of cultural texts” foregrounding the
dynamism of ecocriticism, its shifting boundaries and potential for production of
social action. However, although book length studies by Heise (Heise 2008), and
Huggan and Tiffin (Huggan and Tiffin 2010) as well as readers such as DeLoughrey
and Handley’s (DeLoughrey and Handley 2011) show an intersection between
postcolonialism, globalization and ecocriticism, it yet remains a relatively new
interdisciplinary area. As a possible explanation for the difficulty in performing an
intersection between comparativism and ecocriticism, Rob Nixon, who, in Slow
Violence and the Environmentalism of the Poor, approaches environmental justice
through transnational literature, unpacks the apparently oppositional tenets of
postcolonialism and ecocriticism: postcolonialists foreground hybridity, displacement
and cosmopolitanism developed from histories of migrant past and memory, whereas
ecocritics prioritize literature of place attachment, narrativized within a national
framework, while history is subordinated to the timelessness of communion with
nature (Nixon 2011, 236-45).
David Damrosch defines “world literature” in What is World Literature?
(2003) as an elliptical refraction of national literature—writing that gains rather than
loses in translation. The fluvial language of What is World Literature? emphasizes
water as a fairly commonly used concept metaphor for works that deal with
intercultural relationality: “works of world literature interact in a charged field
defined by a fluid and multiple set of possibilities of juxtaposition and combination”
(Damrosch 2003, 300). Indeed, he states that World Literature is not a set of canonical
texts, but rather a “fluid” mode of reading that allows us to engage with worlds
beyond our own place and time, for purposes of self inspection and ethics. This study
suggests, alongside Juliana Spahr in Everybody’s Autonomy: Connective Reading and
Collective Identity, the fruitfulness of reading multilingual texts. Spahr designates
writing and reading as always a collaborative and ongoing act: “while the author
cannot help but be a creator, he or she is just one of many and also the one who
remains behind the door when the work leaves and becomes read by others” (Spahr
2001, 44). In her essay, "Connected Disconnection and Localized Globalism in
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Pacific Multilingual Literature," Spahr notes the practice of multilinugual writing in
Pacific poets who recover banned or pressured languages and situate them alongside
English, as Perez does. She suggests that, rather than offering a sense of harmony or
connectivity without limits, “these gestures illustrate that paying attention to the
unequal exchanges within much colonialism is a necessary and ethical action that
points to the particularism within any rich plurality” (Spahr 2004, 79). Furthermore, it
is important to note that for Oceanic peoples, water is as much a territory as the land,
and the multiple regions of the Pacific—even the different islands of the Marianas—
produce different cultures, creating fine and often contested particularities within the
ocean (Diaz and Kauanui 2001, 319). In “‘A knife through time’: Robert Sullivan’s
Star Waka and Politics and Poetics of Cultural Difference,” Chris Prentice discusses
the crucial project of cultural decolonization—and de-homogenization—via a reading
of the ocean-waka-star motif of Robert Sullivan’s Star Waka (1999), offering
movement as “a challenge to the binary oppositions of essentialized presence and
absence, subject and object, identity and difference” (Prentice 2006, 116). Spahr’s
notion of “disconnected connectivity” and Prentice’s proposal of disruptive poetic
language-forms as a modality through which to think decolonization find companion
in Wai Chee Dimock’s works. “Literature for the Planet” and Through Other
Continents: American Literature Across Deep Time encourage an attentive close
reading as an ethical stand-point that will turn up interruptions to a project of
hegemony or the smooth functioning of globalized cultural capital (Dimock 2001,
2009). Indeed, focusing his study on the convergence of American and Asian
literature through the Pacific, Yunte Huang states: “one way in which we may live
with our differences and similarities—across the Pacific or elsewhere—is to face
language as ethical responsibility and possibility” (Huang 2008, 156).
In All the Difference in the World: Postcoloniality and the End of
Comparison, Natalie Melas too emphasizes this notion of literature as collaborative
meaning-making—specifically across languages and cultures—as foregrounding “the
‘unverifiable’ quality of literary textuality as a crucial, if unpredictable and
unsystematic, access to collectivities” (Melas 2007, 38–9). Melas explores place in
movement within a context of postcolonialism, suggesting that place is not only
territory but is the relational conversations between its cultural histories, reaching
toward a community that is at once idealized and undercut or deferred by
globalization (Melas 2007, 112). Indeed, Melas suggests that “the tension between
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contingency and transcendence, the resolute resistance of the particular and the
strategic deployment of the universal is at the heart of both diasporic and avant-garde
interrogations” (Melas 2007, 6). The essays in Romana Huk’s Assembling
Alternatives: Reading Postmodern Poetries Transnationally engage with similar
issues, as they ask how to seek affinity across cultures and create a poetic collective
without effacing difference and without ignoring the thorny socio-political histories
inscribed in the poetries from which their own projects emerge and depart (Huk
2003). This sense relates to the investigation of colonial travel and exploration in
Mary Louise Pratt’s Imperial Eyes: Travel Writing and Transculturation, in which
she discusses a water-based work, Richard Burton’s Lake Regions of Central Africa,
to suggest colonial movement across and around water as one of fixity, despite the
fluidity that is at its core (Pratt 1992, 205). This ambivalence within activity on and
literature about water is flagged up by Melas, again in All the Difference in the World,
in which she states that “diaspora is multi-disciplined and transnational and slips
easily, in this era of late capitalism into the borderless world of global economy”
(Melas 2007, 173). Expanding on this, the forced displacement of humans as a result
of water-based effects of environmental crisis, such as rising sea levels, further
complicates, textually and ethically, notions of place attachment and “privilege of
mobility” (Chow 2006, 80), themes that I take up through a discussion of Bergvall’s
Drift in the final chapter (Bergvall 2014). Focusing on the work of poets who live
outside their native country also allows an exploration of movement across water, and
the cultural differences that enable new poetic compositions and decompositions,
mimetic to the relational movement within water between landmasses.
Franco Moretti’s concept of “distant reading” proposes a different mode of
relating (Moretti 2000). “Distant reading” views culture and literature from a macro
perspective, looking at “waves” of literature and patterns of production and
circulation, and conceiving of literary traditions that function continuously yet are
disrupted or subject to “interference” according to what new culture or language they
pass into (Moretti 2000). However, although it uses metaphors drawn from physics
and from water, in my view, it does not align with the way that water operates. As
Jacob Edmond suggests, Moretti’s “waves” of literature seem to need a static cultural
medium and a static sense of place against which to show themselves. Instead,
Edmond draws on Haraway and Barad, to propose “diffractive iteration as an
alternative to the opposition between the theoretical totality of distant reading and the
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local particularity of close reading,” and explains “diffractive iteration demands a
consideration of matter, medium, history and culture as dynamic, interactive and
intra-active processes” (Edmond, “Diffracted Waves and World Literature” 3). A
concept metaphor that more aligns with my work is Michael Bakhtin’s development
of the “chronotope” (Bakhtin 1981). Bakhtin develops the “chronotope” to suggest a
culturally constructed set of space-time coordinates or navigatory devices within
works of literature: “the chronotope is the place where the knots of narrative are tied
and untied” (Bakhtin 1981, 250). Through this poetics of water, I undertake a close
reading of the work of poets who themselves tie and untie knots of narrative across
many different languages and contexts, in order to extend a literary concept out
towards a material, cultural and—crucially—ecological understanding of the
interrelations between language, water and the body.
Drawing together ecocriticism with comparative literary studies, in Sense of
Place and Sense of Planet, Ursula Heise argues that a non-territorialized sense of
planet must replace a sense of place (Heise 2008). This is a stance proposed in terms
of “planetarity” in Gayatri Spivak’s Death of a Discipline (Spivak 2003). Spivak
acknowledges the necessity of working in languages apart from English to draw
towards a sense of “planetarity” via a version of “teleopoeisis.” Spivak states that her
aim is not to transcode texts across cultures but “to affect the distant in a poiesis—an
imaginative making—without guarantees” (Spivak 2003, 31). Furthermore, Spivak
seeks to mingle the concept of nation—ostensibly culture—with nature, or the Earth:
“the country is…the mass of the national, to which the blood rushes first and that
becomes continuous with the exchange of the Earth. The Earth is a paranational
image that can substitute for international and can perhaps provide, today, a displaced
site for the imagination of planetarity” (Spivak 2003, 95). This enmeshing of the
Earth with human blood and imagination, shows a potentially ecopoetic drive within
works of comparative literary studies and develops towards the idea of the
entanglement of language, body and water within this project.
Emphasizing, again, the body and its communication with its environment, I
find Spivak’s idea of “imaginative making” communicates fruitfully with Erin
Manning’s notion of a body’s movement through the creation of art, dance or
literature, as a process of space-timing and co-creating with its environment, a process
that “incites cross-cultural transformation at an artistic as well as a political level,
asking us to rethink the map, the landmark we presumed we could locate, the
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direction we thought we knew how to follow” (Manning 2009, 183). I respond to
Manning’s emphasis on generative forming, deforming and reforming of topologies
and Spivak’s call for “planetarity,” with its earthed connotations, to suggest water as a
concept-metaphor. Through this concept metaphor I offer a contribution to this crucial
work of “imagining placeness in multi-scalar terms” (Buell 2005, 96). I argue that
discussions of place must include displacement, and that this discussion is pivotal to
both ecocriticism and comparative literary studies and to their fusion in an era of land
loss and reclamation as a result of engulfing waters. Suggesting an appropriate sense
of place now is a sense of motion, I offer water as an ambivalent relational concept
metaphor through which to tackle the local-global dialectic, as well as a material
location or site on which intercultural and human-natural relations play out.
“Eco-place” is the term anthropologist Deborah Bird Rose uses in her study of
the interrelation of Indigenous and “Settler” Australians with nature, in order “to
speak to a locatedness that is not human-centred and that is attentive to the many
living things who participate in the life of a given place” (Bird Rose 2004, 168).
“Eco-place” draws on Val Plumwood’s notion of “philosophical animism” within
particular places, a stance that encourages ethical attention to nonhuman agents and
their narratives—including the sacred and silent—often accessed through engagement
with indigenous narratives (Plumwood 2007). In a central ecocritical work, The Isle
Reader: Ecocriticism 1993–2003, Carol Cantrell too suggests that place, as much in
process as any living being, “has an open-ended identity negotiated by multiple
voices, not just one, and not just by human voices,” as she uproots ecocriticism from a
conventional critique of thematic place writing directed by a male white gaze
(Cantrell 2003, 39). Indeed, emphasizing the importance of mobility to ecocritical
study, in their introduction to a special issue of Melus, entitled The Shoulders We
Stand On: An Introduction to Ethnicity and Ecocriticism, Scott Slovic and Joni
Adamson address the “relatively non-diverse” roots of ecocriticism and conclude with
the hint that we need to learn how to dwell culturally and ecologically in place and in
motion. Slovic and Adamson state that the issue will explore “what seems to be a new
third wave of ecocritcism, which recognizes ethnic and national particularities and yet
transcends ethnic and national boundaries” (Slovic and Adamson 2009, 6). Crucially,
Doreen Massey’s For Space conveys the sense that land itself is mobile—
geologically and epistemologically—and is therefore resistant to modernist projects
that require place to be defined as static (Massey 2005).
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More recently, although drawing mainly on the American literary canon, Buell
acknowledges the effect of globalization on a criticism grounded in subjective placeattachment and suggests narratives that investigate the “local-global,” such as
immiseration and environmental refugeeism, as possible future paths through this
problematic. For example, Buell’s discussion of Derek Walcott’s Omeros emphasizes
the differing conceptions of place depending on one’s physical context, and
designates Omeros as: “simultaneously a St. Lucian poem, centering on a particular
island-nation’s landscapes, culture, and history; an Antillean poem, a North-American
poem, an Afro-Caribbean poem; a poem of the Atlantic world cutting across the black
and the white; and an oceanic poem of global reach” (Buell 2005, 94). This critique
makes the poem itself a space and even a place, one that is entangled with a
multiplicity of material forms and narratives ostensibly outside of itself. Moreover, it
suggests that the multiscalar motion of water is a way in which to move from the local
to the global. Wai Chee Dimock, too, speaks to the imaginative interrelation between
subjects and cultures that crosses geographical and historical separations. In Shades of
the Planet: American Literature as World Literature, she joins in editorship with
Lawrence Buell to combine her World Literature background with an environmental
focus to produce a global ecocriticism, which Buell terms an “ecoglobalism” (Dimock
and Buell 2007, 227–248). Some of the studies I am responding to and building on
splice together ecocriticism and postcolonialism explicitly and some, such as
Damrosch’s and Spivak’s, hint towards this interrelation in the metaphoric languages
they use to explain their theories. As Jonathan Skinner states in “Small Fish Big Pond:
lines on some ecopoetics” “ecopoetics overlaps cross-cultural poetics when they
include the horizon. Ecopoetics is working it from both sides” (Skinner 2009).
The posthumanist and material ecocritical notion of intra-action and material
agency overrides the realism/constructivism dichotomy that plays out in
poststructuralism and first wave ecocriticism and that is continually investigated in
comparative literary studies. Erin Mouré, Canadian feminist thinker and translator of
poetries and poetics states in her contribution to “Biopolitics for the 21st Century” in
The Capilano Review’s special issue on ecologies: “We…think it urgent to consider
structures and concepts from an economic and socio-political standpoint. No
ecopoetics can be separate from this, however radical it wills itself to be” (Mouré
2012, 58). A political ecopoetics emerges that renders a collective engagement of
nature, textuality and selfhood, writer and reader, in one unstable system. This
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interrelationality also points toward the engagement of ecocriticism with media and
digital culture. Media and digital culture create differently architectured environments
and form newly evolved communication and relational systems essential to consider
within our globalized world (Haraway 1991; Hayles 1999; Massumi 2002).
Inevitably, these new communication methods silence and erase certain voices, a
continuing concern throughout this thesis.
A study of contemporary ecopoetics and ecopolitics must question the
ambivalence of the metaphors of water throughout, implicated as they are in the
language of capital and the possibility for cultural dilution by forces of globalized
homogenization (Bauman 2000; Gielen 2012). Indeed, issuing a warning to
interdisciplinarians, in his essay, “The Diasporic Imagination,” Subramani states
“diaspora, multi-disciplined and transnational, slips easily, in this era of late
capitalism, into the borderless world of global economy” (Subramani 2000, 173). In
1972, Deleuze and Guatarri’s Anti-Oedipus introduced the word “deterritorialization”
to denote the fluid tendencies of capitalism (Deleuze and Guattarri 1983), an
ambivalence I take up in connection to the use of water as cultural metaphor in the
poetries that I investigate here. Although I attempt to “deterritorialize” ecopoetics, I
argue that to focus only on the fluidity and dissolution of water is to reiterate the
language that humans have imposed on water for use in specific paradigms. What is
more problematic, yet may offer more potential for restitution, is to note the systems
and disruptions within water. As literary ecosystem approaches have developed from
homeostasis to disequilibrium at a time of environmental crisis, water provides a clear
space in which to understand such volatility. On the one hand is the positive valence
of structural and intercultural fluidity within the metaphor of water. On the other
hand, environmental crisis further intensifies the already inherently volatile processes
of water, meaning that our land-based habitats and our water dependent livelihoods
are under real threat. It is also important to remain aware of the use of a water
metaphor to present sensory saturation by continual information in a contemporary
mediascape of open access and instantaneity (Klinberg 2008).
In this study, I investigate the generative tensions and collaborations within
the volatile space and material of water. Further, I link the ambivalence within the
concept metaphor of water to a non-assimilatory notion of contact yet dissonance
between languages and cultures that is also drawn on in the work of Natalie Melas. I
investigate the play between continuity and discontinuity, connection and
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disconnection within the context of the precarious dynamic of water, in part as an
engagement with and, in part, as a further response to Spivak’s qualification of her
recommendation of planetarity when “alterity remains underived from us, it is not our
dialectical negation, it contains us as much as it flings us away” (Spivak 2012, 339).
In The Location of Culture, Homi Bhabha locates ambivalence within the split
identity of the colonized other, one who is both “original” and articulated as
“different” (Bhabha 1994). This self-doubling can be a stance of radical empathy.
Spivak goes so far as to encourage a completely new conception of self/other
relationship as a planetary “dialogic of accountability,” which will interrupt the
controls and emplacements of globalization with “a planetary imperative to
responsibility” (Spivak 2012, 350, 347). Noting also Philip Steinberg’s decree not to
simply use the ocean as a metaphor for an ontology of fluviality, I draw on the interlandmass space of water, as well as its precarity and “indefinite” nature, to develop a
concept metaphor for interculturality that yet listens to the processes of water in the
material world, and water as an element and space though which social and
intercultural encounters take place (Steinberg 2013).
My chosen poets develop texts that are written through and with other texts
(human and nonhuman) both on the page and within site works and performance.
According to Karen Barad’s concept of “diffraction” as a material-discursive
phenomenon a literary text can be read together with the material, cultural, political
and natural as an entanglement of narrative agencies (Barad 2007, 381).
Ecopolitically, this reminds us of our individual and national implication in the
environmental crisis stories of the global collective. Ecopoetically, it urges us to
consider the languages of the natural world as active within our own narratives. By
drawing ecopoetics together with ecopolitics of water and intercultural politics, I am
offering a mode of rethinking human-to-human, human-to-water and human-tolanguage relations that is crucial in a water crisis world.
CHAPTER OUTLINES
In order to show the meeting of ecopolitics and ecopoetics, I begin by discussing a
strong statement of environmental activist poetry. Chapter One addresses threatened
and resistant glacial waters in the Andes by investigating El Quipu Menstrual, a site
poem performed by Chilean poet, Cecilia Vicuña, in protest against the melting and
mining of sacred Andean glaciers (Vicuña 2006). In exploring Vicuña’s poetry, I
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argue that water is an important source of physical power and can register as a space
through which conflicts between majority and minority cultures play out. In El Quipu
Menstrual, the dissolution/dispersal duality at play in the physical behaviour of
meltwater serves as a crucial concept metaphor for the fluidity and vulnerability, yet
resistance, of indigenous cultures who depend on the glacier for physical and spiritual
sustenance, reinforcing the entanglement of water politics and identity politics. As El
Quipu Menstural is ongoing, the iterative nature of the work suggests cross-media
poetry as functioning with similar transformative and durational characteristics to the
glacier as it melts, slowly moves and refreezes. This alignment of poetic and material
form attests to a deep entanglement of poetry with water.
My discussion of El Quipu Menstrual lays out the language-body-water nexus
at the centre of a poetics of water and unravels the complex and often paradoxical
metaphors with which this study deals. It demonstrates the coming together of politics
and poetics in a protest work that speaks for the entangled vulnerabilities of local
water space, indigenous language and spiritual guardianship of a particular culture. I
discuss the complex material site of the glacier and its meltwater in order to introduce
my concept metaphor of forms and characteristics of water as impelling the structural
aspect of a cross-media iterative poetics that continually morphs and modulates
around the language systems of the dominant culture as a resistant ecopoetic act. The
ambivalent duality of dissolution, yet dispersal, of meltwater metaphorized as
indigenous language and resistant subaltern culture contains within it a crucial
speech-silence interaction. This speech-silence dichotomy flows through a poetics of
water as a whole and refers to the silence and silencings around the entangled
violences against water spaces and the indigenous peoples who live around and on
them, as well as those who cross water in order to escape brutality at home.
Chapter Two continues the exploration of Cecilia Vicuña’s work by following
the streams of glacial meltwater as they flood into the rivers of Chile. I explore the
entanglement of contemporary poetic language, ancient Andean weaving practices
and sacred rivers in order to argue that textual weaving of multiple languages on the
page, site weaving of many strands of thread across rivers, and performance weaving
that involves multiple hands convey the developing physicalization of the languagebody-water nexus suggested in the first chapter. As previously I aligned the structural
make-up of the glacier with an iterative poetic work, here I draw flow complexity
within rivers into an exploration of the fluid unbound subject. As this chapter
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continues to deal with the unraveled quipu and the multiple ways in which it functions
as metaphor, material and language, I continue to map the connection between
indigenous language and identity, poststructuralist subjectivity and water space. In
highlighting the multiplicity of voices from minority and majority cultures within
“Arte Precario” and its companion works I show the complex moving together of
sources, languages and socio-political encounters within a poetics of water that has
the duality of connection and disconnection at its centre. This multiplicity suggests a
mode of “being-with”—drawn from the motion of river water—as a generative
progression of a poetics of water into a positive mode of intercultural and
naturalcultural interaction.
This chapter builds on the first by developing the pressured speech and
resistant silences of one culture speaking back to another through the forms of
meltwater (within a protest piece that seeks to protect the natural melting and
reforming of glaciers), into a conversation amongst multiple cultures, that seeks to
unsettle definitive meaning in language systems in order to react against the control of
riverways by dominant powers. The body aspect of the language-body-water nexus is
emphasized through physical weaving of strands of wool through waterways and
around human bodies, as well as the multiple sound weavings of performance poetry.
Chapter Three moves from the Chilean River Aconcagua out into the Pacific
Ocean to explore the erasure of oceanic waters and peoples by the exploitative
behaviour of global powers, through the work of Chamorro poet Craig Santos Perez
of Guam. The River Aconcagua flows into the Pacific Ocean, therefore allowing us to
see the continuous chain of intercultural connection established by water. In reading
Santos Perez’s work as a poetics of water, I argue that threatened water space is a
crucial site of human/natural and material/linguistic entanglement. Furthermore, in a
comparative sense, I argue that contemporary indigenous poetries from precarious
island regions can teach us about the rhetorical modes through which oceanic space
and its inhabitants are thought or ignored. Drawing on erasure poetics, with its central
dynamic of submerging and resurfacing text, I suggest that contemporary poetics is an
important tactic in the re-visualizing of threatened and disappeared cultures and
languages. Perez’s ongoing work reconfirms the deep entanglement of water,
contemporary poetics and politics as it calls for the water spaces, languages and
bodies of Guam to be seen and heard.
In this chapter, I return to on-the-page poetry that yet develops the
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deconstructive and reforming processes of a poetics of water in order to argue for the
narrative agency of oceanic water itself. By moving from a coastal country of South
America to a Micronesian Island and the work of a diasporic Chamorro poet writing
from U.S. soil, I also show the multiple migrations, yet simultaneous cultural
particularity, within a poetics of water. I focus on the erasure techniques used in
Perez’s poetry in order to suggest that a poetics that listens to the motion of water and
the violence it suffers and one that is invaded textually by the material narrative of
ocean water can help us to hear the erased voices of our global community.
Remaining with the erasure poetry and poetics of Perez, I then discuss the
resurfacing of the voices, stories and bodies of Guam and the toxic interconnectivity
we experience globally via oceanic contamination. I move in this chapter from erasure
to explore the related excesses of contemporary oceanic contamination to suggest that
water borne toxicity can act as a connector between peoples and cultures, yet also
serve to highlight stark imbalances of global vulnerabilities. The plasticity of Perez's
texts— structurally informed by the motion of oceanic currents and flows—reinforces
the entanglement of water and poetic language. Detritus text and “waste cultures” are
shown as always present, disrupting the smooth flow of global capital and
highlighting the impossibility of total eradication. Therefore, oceanic water is evinced
as a conduit for historical and continuing colonial/neoliberal violence against water
itself and the people who live on and near it.
The transcorporeal toxicity discussed in this chapter develops from the
resurfacing textual body in the final section of the previous chapter, in order to
centralize the body as the site for material discursive entanglement of narratives
relating to oceanic contamination. Through addressing the language-body-water
nexus in this way, I continue to suggest that disruptions are as much a part of a
poetics of water as fluidity is, both materially and metaphorically. In this way, a
poetics of water becomes global in reach as I investigate, through the iterating texts of
Craig Santos Perez, the ingestion of toxicity and the mixing of ocean waters with the
waters of our individual bodies.
I close my argument with perhaps the most pressing contemporary water
based crisis of the moment: the current migrant situation in the Mediterranean Sea.
Through a study of Drift by Norwegian-British poet, Caroline Bergvall, I emphasize
the importance of listening to the traumatized stories of and on water and show the
sometimes problematic enmeshing of ecopoetics and ecopolitics embarked on in this
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thesis (Bergvall 2014). I argue that the current water-based human refugee crisis is a
crucial component of a poetics of water, therefore reiterating the entanglement of
ecopoetics with ecopolitics, and the enmeshment of bodies of water with the human
bodies that move across them. I suggest that the circulating and drifting motion of the
currents of the sea can be found in the dynamics of political and intercultural relation,
as evidenced in the details of the tragic Left-to-Die boat case, and in the language of
Drift. The linguistic oscillation to and from accessible meaning in Drift demonstrates
the entanglement of water poetics and water politics with the material behaviour of
water. Moreover, the Mediterranean Sea, situated between many nation states, shows
further complications within a deterritorialized ecopoetics as it plays out in the lived
reality of humanitarian water crisis. Considering the multiple disorientations within
Drift, I argue that getting lost allows us to think about our intercultural, interpersonal,
naturalcultural responsibilities in fresh ways. At the same time, Bergvall offers a stark
reminder of the terrifying and fatal results of physically getting lost at sea. These
contrary meanings of disorientation highlight the stakes of water poetry that draws
ecopoetics together with ecopolitics in a context of uneven global power and relative
safety.
In this final chapter, I show the problematic union of ecopoetics and
ecopolitics within a poetics of water that deals with multiple particularities of context
within a global framework. However, despite discussing an ongoing and distressing
water-based crisis, I highlight the hopefulness in the language-body-water nexus of
these water poetries by gesturing towards the physically disorienting properties of
seawater and the destabilizing narratives that play out on it as opening us to new
modes of thinking and behaving. Though this chapter argues that we are globally
complicit in the tragedy of the Left-to-Die boat case, it also reflects the complex
discourse of relation, response and responsibility that can be impelled by the physical
motion of tides and waves, ultimately asking us to attend to the centrality of the state
and status of water in our material, cultural and ethical imaginations. In discussing the
mutually informing humanitarian, environmental and cultural crises of our times, I
suggest the crucial ways in which, as a result of its material centrality in these crises,
water can serve as a material and metaphor through which our increasingly fluid
identities can be imagined and discussed. Likewise, questioning what we mean by a
material ecocritical poetics of water can help us think more clearly about the
connections between language, water and the body in our age of digitalization and
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globalization.
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CHAPTER ONE
Metaphors of Meltwater: Dissolution, Resistance, Precariousness in
Cecilia Vicuña’s El Quipu Menstrual
The slowly moving ice is the testimony of our ancient relationship with the land, and
the ritual maintenance of its flow, our true cultural patrimony.
—Cecilia Vicuña, “A Response to Pascua Lama”

My life work is the unfolding of a quipu, or a non-quipu,
a spatial weaving which can only be understood through its own undoing.
—Cecilia Vicuña, kNOT A QUIPU
Cecilia Vicuña’s quipu poems use the ancient Andean record keeping device of the
knotted thread—or quipu—and are sited around sacred Andean water spaces. They
draw together endangered indigenous language systems with physical water spaces in
poetry and performance art to demonstrate the entangled vulnerabilities of Andean
languages, cultures and waterspaces in a time of environmental pressure. In Chile, this
environmental pressure arises partly from prospecting by state-owned and
international mining companies and is registered in the loss of glacial mass and
ensuing droughts. Vicuña’s work shows extensive engagement and deep connection
with the ecology and water ecology of the Andes and of her home in New York City.
Yet although water is a crucial theme for her, as well as a setting and often a
collaborator in her site works, no criticism has extensively engaged with her focus on
and use of water as it intertwines with language and the body in her work: the
entwinement of water with Quechuan language and the body. To show this languagebody-water nexus and the pressured political and ecopoetic context in which it moves,
I discuss two works that illustrate the complex intertwinement of quipu language and
water in Vicuña’s ritual performance work. In discussing Vicuña’s first precario—or
temporary work—“El Quipu Que No Recuerda Nada” and her ongoing protest piece,
El Quipu Menstrual, I work through three interlocking themes: dissolution, resistance
and precariousness.
I begin with a discussion of dissolution and its linguistic counterpart, silence.
Using “El Quipu Que No Recuerda Nada,” Vicuña’s first quipu work, I introduce the
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quipu system itself and Vicuña’s subversive methodology of unravelling the typically
knotted thread as a form of expression. When I discuss dissolution—the watery
term—I first approach it in terms of the dissolution of cultural forms and indigenous
language under Chile’s repressive governmental regime of the 1970s and the potential
dissolution of the connection to homelands and water spaces for Vicuña, who found
herself unable to return home after the coup.
This exploration of dissolution develops in the second part of the chapter into
a discussion of ecological dissolution in the form of glacial meltwater and the
potential for its incorporation into discourses of resistance. Drawing on the multiple
iterations of El Quipu Menstrual, Vicuña’s 2006 site work protesting the sale and
destruction of the Chilean glaciers, I explore glacial meltwater as both positive, in
terms of seasonal melt that feeds the local ecosystem, and negative, as many Chilean
glaciers have been destroyed in order to access mineral wealth beneath them, leaving
the valleys suffering from extreme drought. I suggest that the silences and dissolution
embodied by the unravelled quipu threads in El Quipu Menstrual act as a kind of
resistant demonstration of the eradication of indigenous language and cultural
practice, and a subversion of the fixity of meaning within dominant language. In
following El Quipu Menstrual from its original offering at the foot of El Plomo, the
glacier above Santiago, in 2006 to its installation as El Quipu Austral in Sydney,
2012, I also posit that its movement across countries enables a crucial intercultural
dimension in indigenous ecological resistance work. Holding together the positive and
negative valences of dissolving glacial water and of dispersing indigenous identity, I
thereby suggest that El Quipu Menstrual offers dissolution as a kind of resistant
dispersal.
Lastly, through a discussion of “Letter to Michelle Bachelet,” “A Response to
Pascua Lama” and “The Menstrual Quipu,” the accompanying texts to El Quipu
Menstrual, I consider how dissolution and resistance are held together in
conversation, producing a precariousness that listens to Vicuña’s iterative quipu
methodology, her long-term precario work, and to the precarious position we
currently find ourselves in ecologically, politically, and in terms of the rapid losses of
indigenous language. Ultimately, I suggest that the works discussed emphasize the
link between the precarious state of water and of indigenous language and cultural
forms by thematically highlighting water-based environmental precariousness, and by
existing in precarious and iterated forms that themselves mimic the processes of
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water.
DISSOLUTION: “El Quipu Que No Recuerda Nada”
The quipu is the matrix of its own undoing.
—Cecilia Vicuña, kNOT a QUIPU
Dissolution functions through Vicuña’s oeuvre in the physical unravelling of the
quipu and in the continually remaking mode of poetics that she employs in order to
discuss water-based and intercultural issues in the Andes. The khipu or quipu is the
ancient Incan record keeping system consisting of cords tied in a series of knots to
convey meaning. Created around 5,000 years ago in Peru and still, though rarely, used
in highland regions of the Andes, it was officially eradicated by the language of
colonizing Spain. Demonstrating the entanglement of water with language,
throughout her site work and print poetry, Vicuña enacts and emphasizes the
entanglement of thread—the base component of the quipu language system—water
and speech: “Hilo de agua, hilo de vida, hilo de voz,” meaning “thread of water,
thread of life, thread of voice” (Vicuña 1997, 124). More complexly, in her poem, “El
Ande Futuro,” Vicuña situates thread as a concept metaphor for poetic expression and
thought: “Thoughts are threads and the strand we spin is our thought” (Vicuña, 1997
98). Finally, she emphasizes the connection between thread, waterspace and the fluids
of the body that enable and propel poetic expression and birthing, such as breath and
blood: “water weaves glaciers to sea. / Water weaves mother and child” (Vicuña
2017, 96). Within local Andean communities and in Andean cosmological viewpoints
too, the metaphoric languages of water are entangled with the material function and
sacredness of water and with the fluids of the body. In El Quipu Menstrual—under
discussion in the second part of this chapter—the blood is of the continually
dissolving and reforming female body. The language-body-water nexus within
Vicuña’s work is emerged partly from her time spent with female Shamans in the
Andes, engaging in non-linguistic modes of ritual expression and communion with
the natural world. This mode of beyond-speech communication informs the speechsilence complexity in her quipu works. In this way, water and quipu, both of sacred
centrality to Andean culture and religion, are semantically—and structurally—
informing aspects of Vicuña’s work. Furthermore, they are bound together within
Quechua cosmology and ritual, showing the yoking together of water with indigenous
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culture, language and bodies. In the first essay of The Precarious: The Art and Poetry
of Cecilia Vicuña, the combined book with her collection, quipoem, Catherine de
Zegher explains the union of body, thread and language within the name, Quechua,
the “sacred language” of the Andes. Quechua means thread and the intertwining of
copulating bodies, as well as designating the language of a group of Inca tribes and a
member of that group. In Vicuña’s words, Quechua is also “conceived as a thread,”
and is entangled with streams of water and bodily fluids (Vicuña 1997, 133).
Developing from this metaphoric enmeshing of quipu with poetic language, the
waters of the world and the body, Vicuña continually uses quipu as a material
metaphor for water in her site and performance works.
Quipu translates in Quechua as knot (deriving possibly from ‘“q’eswa : a rope
made of twisted reeds”’ and the knot is its signifying form (Vicuña 1997, 133). The
quipu has been described variously as a mnemonic device used to keep calendrical
records and historical data a cataloguing device still used by Q’eros people in the high
Peruvian Andes to record village resources and personal holdings, and a ritual
artefact—the quipucamayo—a quipu still worn to celebrate transferral of office
within allyus, the indigenous community government systems in the Andes
(Silverman 2008; Mackey 2002). There is some suggestion that, as well as keeping
administrative records, the quipu also held narrative and were used in performance,
although it is unclear how the method of numerical data-keeping translated
traditionally into language (Urton 2008). The quipu is therefore a device embedded in
the economic and spiritual structure of the Andes as well as in the moving topography
and water spaces of the land it describes. As such, its expressive methodology is
unfixable. Vicuña herself describes quipu as ‘"script" or "writing" used for oral
poetry, storytelling, accounting and maintenance of communal rights and
responsibilities, but also as a tactile, processural narrative structure in which was kept
“the self-knowledge, the self-naming, the self-understanding of the [Andean] people”
(Vicuña 2005, 2). Although the significant content feature of the quipu is the knot and
knotting can be aligned with noting, or writing, it can also be aligned with not-ing or
refusal. This multiple meaning underscores the fluidity of signification within the
quipu, which can be seen as a positive collaborative kind of poetics or, on the other
hand can render its expression precarious or simply unheard.
A poetics of precariousness is evident in Cecilia Vicuña’s oeuvre through her
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textual strategies, modes of performance and exhibited works, as well as the themes
of ambivalence, relationality and temporal undecideability that inform her practice.
Precario is the term Cecilia Vicuña uses for her temporary earth poems—her ongoing
sculptural work often sited around waterways—that modify and disperse with the
action of winds, water and that change according to their environmental setting and
context. In the case of El Quipu Menstrual, the precariousness of the form is also
enmeshed in the political precariousness around ownership of the glacier and its
meltwater. In its first iteration, El Quipu Menstrual lies on the ground at the foot of El
Plomo, the glacier itself, thereby physically becoming a temporary part of the
meltwater’s path. This precariousness of context and form is reflected in the ways in
which the meltwater dissolves and moves, and the ways in which that movement
figures in Vicuña’s work, as both a negatively and positively valued dispersal. The
unravelled quipu and accompanying texts speak to the precariousness within the
mutable form of the glacier itself, the state of environmental crisis we now inhabit and
the status of the silenced, the sacred and unsayable within discourses of power.
Ecopolitically, and in terms of identity politics, precariousness is an essential
term. Porosity or permeability of the subject’s identity and language can lead to new
and positive modes of relationality. Yet precariousness can suggest an open-ended
subject as vulnerable to attack—perhaps to ingression by a dominant language
system. In more obviously traumatic terms, as we will explore in Chapters Three and
Four, this ingression is physical and national invasion. Indeed, the ambivalence within
precariousness when considered in relational terms is key within a poetics of water
that deals with the dominant culture’s invasion into and erasure of indigenous cultures
in water-based sociological and environmental crises. Within ecocritical thought, in
Queer Ecologies: Sex, Nature, Politics, Desire, Catriona Mortimer-Sandilands refers
to Judith Butler’s notion of the mutual precarity of self and environment, suggesting a
precarious relationality that impresses the need for human responsibility to its
surroundings (Mortimer-Sandilands 2010). The concept through which MortimerSandilands develops her ideas is plant-based and territorialized rather than the
boundary-complicating zones of water that I deal with. Precariousness figures
strongly in the concept of the world as an intra-action of forces, which centralizes
disequilibrium, particularly in a contemporary moment of accelerated environmental
crisis. Furthermore, considering the precarious nature of our global interconnected
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water systems and systems of power, globalizing forces perform silencings and
erasures on those who live in ecologically precarious regions, which are yet
strategically helpful locations (Guam) or are ripe for exploitation (El Plomo and the
Upper Huasco Valley). The final sentences of Judith Butler’s “Performativity,
Precarity and Sexual Politics” can be applied to my study of these global imbalances:
“How does the unspeakable population speak and makes its claims? What kind of
disruption is this within the field of power? And how can such populations lay claim
to what they require?” (Butler 2009, xiii). Though, on the whole, Butler frames
precariousness within a self-other relationship, I argue that precarity—or
precariousness—is inseparable from how we live with collectively, across multiple
relational subjectivities, and amidst the nonhuman forces with which we co-exist,
namely our water environments. Focusing on “disruption…within the field of power,”
precariousness provides a way to understand the language-body-water nexus of a
poetics of water as always politicized.
The Precarious: The Art and Poetry of Cecilia Vicuña is the title of the only
print collection of essays about her work edited by M. Catherine de Zegher (De
Zegher 1997). In The Precarious, long time Quechuan/Incan anthropologists, Billie
Jean Isbell, Regina Harrison and Hugo Mendez-Ramirez interview Vicuña and
critique her work alongside that of fellow poets and critics, Lucy R. Lippard and
Kenneth Sherwood. All pieces are united by the central notion within Vicuña’s work
of the temporary joining of forces, languages and cultures—the weaving and
unravelling—that functions to collapse the boundaries between humans and between
humanity as collective and its water environment. In “From Precarity to Planetarity:
Cecilia Vicuña's Kon Kon,” Candice Amich describes Vicuña’s work as attending to
the relationship between a physical location and the layered histories and aesthetic
representations of it. Amich suggests that Vicuña refigures precarity as planetarity in
looking to a pre-Colombian aesthetic to imagine a new planetary future (Amich 2013,
135). I would argue that at the core of both precarity and planetarity is mobility and
intra-action and that they therefore position human material languages (of quipu,
sculpture, polylingualisms, etymological excavation) as a global collective of intraacting human and nonhuman elements. In adhering to Vicuña’s own water-centric
methodology, themes and activism, I argue that it is important to understand this
precariousness as located within our local and global water spaces and the undeniable
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connections between them.
Vicuña’s on-the-page etymological explorations perform a similarly
connective, yet precarious boundary-crossing, as JF Alvergue discusses in “The
Material Etymologies of Cecilia Vicuña: Art, Sculpture, and Poetic Communities”
(Alvergue 2014). The physicality of her approach to word-making—her “poetic
etymology”—is taken up in my second chapter, in which I emphasize the
entanglement of language with water and the body of the artist. Working with the
ancient Quechuan sign system of quipu, Vicuña’s webs of relation address the
complications of globalization and incorporate the invisible connections of the
internet and perpetual, mediatized communication. Simultaneously, her works
highlight the human body as an active participant in meaning-making. By engaging
with material, spiritual, physical, virtual, ancient and contemporary worlds, Vicuña
provides a water-based poetry of cross-cultural relation that acknowledges the
potential and precariousness of relation in a globalized world.
To investigate Vicuña’s quipu methodology and the complexity of dissolution
and silence as active expression, to lay the groundwork for a discussion of
precariousness, we can start with her first quipu, “El Quipu Que No Recuerda Nada.”
Constructed in 1965, in New York City, “El Quipu Que No Recuerda Nada”—the
quipu that remembers nothing—was the first of Vicuña’s precarios, or temporary
works. Precario is the term Vicuña uses for her small sculptures or temporary works
that, once assembled, are left to modify and be dispersed by wind, rain and the
movement of passing bodies and that change according to their environmental setting
and context. She explains on her website that “precarious means prayer, uncertain,
exposed to hazards, insecure.” The precarios indicate attention to the dynamism
within an object and are therefore a witnessing of a set of relationships: spatial,
temporal, bodily, ecological, material and imaginative or even memorial. In the
“Documents” section in the final pages of quipoem, Vicuña mentions the construction
of “El Quipu Que No Recuerda Nada” in a poem entitled, “Entering,” dated and
located “New York, 1983-1991:”
“The quipu that remembers nothing,” an empty string, was
my first precarious work.
I prayed by making a quipu, offering the desire to remember.
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(Vicuña 1997, 132)
Precario comes from the Latin, precis, or prayer. It therefore invokes the sacred mode
of expression used by individuals or collectives when in contact with divinity. Its
positioning as a response to bewildering violence and official silencing of
colonisation invests the prayer with a deep sense of precariousness or precarity, as if
the precario form of “El Quipu Que No Recuerda Nada” were repeating the
dissolutions of culture that it responds to, instead of railing against them. “El Quipu
Que No Recuerda Nada” was a string that temporarily wove together the walls of
Vicuña’s room and was then dismantled. As a single unknotted thread, it established a
migration line travelling geographically and culturally away from her homeland of
Chile yet, simultaneously, provided an ephemeral line of connection to an ancient past
located in Chilean indigeneity and language system. It therefore exemplified a calling
up of home at the same time that it emphasized estrangement and the precariousness
of connection to a country of origin. The subversal of the quipu’s usual role as recordkeeper showed dissolution of place relation as interconnected with the dissolution of
language.
The unravelling of traditional quipu methodology “El Quipu Que No
Recuerda Nada” demonstrates dissolution, eradication and, in quipu terms, silence
within what is yet a work of poetic expression. In kNOT a Quipu, an interview
recorded in 2005, Vicuña explains that after constructing “El Quipu Que No Recuerda
Nada,” she then “wrote it down,” dismantled it and “kept the note” (Geschwandtner
2005). The ambivalence within the tied knot is therefore exemplified and further
iterated by its release and the subsequent discarding of the original quipu. The
dismantling of “El Quipu Que No Recuerda Nada” also iterates the tenuousness of
conveying information out of Chile during the coup. The original temporary work
extends into a handwritten record that itself becomes a temporary work or precario
that may now be physically misplaced, degraded beyond reading or simply thrown
away, despite Vicuña’s comment that she has kept it. The original “El Quipu Que No
Recuerda Nada,” therefore, exists in the artist’s memory, in our imagination, in the
possible record of a handwritten note and in the story told on the documentary. The
initial empty string of “El Quipu Que No Recuerda Nada” and its subsequent
discarding performs an iterated deconstruction that extends the precario beyond its
initial context, then beyond again, allowing the work to perform, at the same time that
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it questions, dissolution. The suggestion is that prayer—precario—arises in crisis and
dissolution or silenced speech may be a generative locus for a reconstructive language
that exists outside of official systems.
The poetics of dissolution enacted by the unravelling of threads in Vicuña’s
quipu work activates a complex material metaphor that deals with the speech-silence
dichotomy alive in the Andes, which Vicuña refers to as “an Andean aesthetics of
dissonance” (Vicuña 2009, xxix). Remembering Vicuña’s constant metaphor of the
thread as a stream of water shows the link between expressive dissolution of language
into dissonance—in the unravelled quipu—and the dissolution of the glacier into the
streams of meltwater that flow through the Andes. Utilizing this kind of dissolving
and dispersing silence as an expression of resistance gives voice to the silences of
thousands of years of brutal oppression in the Andes. Furthermore it unsilences
indigenous protest against the desecration of sacred water sources and even against
the eradication of the quipu language system itself by the language of colonizers. At
the same time, the silence suggested by the unknotted quipu is part of the sacred
silences of Andean cosmology and ritual. Ritual engages alternative understandings of
community, territoriality and connection to water space that are not necessarily rooted
in prevailing nationalist discourse. Therefore the layering of metaphoric encounters
within the unravelled quipu lends silence an active quality of expression, and
dissolution a mode of resistance and regeneration that exposes language, water space
and the body as intra-acting in a space of precariousness to dominant powers, yet
intrinsic power.
We come to “El Quipu Que No Recuerda Nada” as a printed poem that opens
Cecilia Vicuña’s 1997 collection, quipoem.
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Fig 1. Cecilia Vicuña, “El Quipu Que No Recuerda Nada” (pages 1–2), Quipoem,
1997.

Vicuña refers to the collection, quipoem, as an “autobiography in debris,” thereby
suggesting that the language and even the personal identity aspects of the bodylanguage-water nexus in the collection of which “El Quipu Que No Recuerda Nada”
is a part are concerned with erasure, unravelling and dissolution. This text version of
“El Quipu Que No Recuerda Nada” starts as a line of ink, drawing attention to the
material fluidity—technically the water—that is involved in handwriting. The ink line
runs along the centre of the blank left-hand page into the typed words on the facing
page, which describe the quipu in its original thread state as well as in its present
printed form: “The quipu that remembers nothing, an empty cord.” The traditional
structure of the quipu conveys meaning through an accretion of knots on its thread.
That “El Quipu Que No Recuerda Nada” contains no knots would suggest that, even
in its first iteration, it subverts the quipu language system and is a record of absence
or dissolution. However, although accretion of knots conveys meaning, the potential
for continual inscription, erasure and reinscription is also present within the form of
the quipu. This potential refers to the eradication, or unravelling, of the quipu as a
language system by the languages of colonizing Spain. At the same time, the
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openness of interpretation and ease of reinscription in the quipu speaks back to rigid
structures of colonialism and the official “forgetting” of years of brutalities within
Chile. Reading the printed version of “El Quipu Que No Recuerda Nada” within the
context of its time of printing—1997—calls up further silencings to the indigenous
language system of the Andes that were carried out by Pinochet’s regime after the
overthrow of Salvador Allende’s government, and which attempted to redefine Chile
as an independent communist country. Indeed, according to Vicuña, as an unknotted
quipu, “El Quipu Que No Recuerda Nada” is “a statement about the erasure of
memory” (pers. comm. 2013). Therefore the quipu’s potential for continual
reinscription also functions—in the printed iteration of “El Quipu Que No Recuerda
Nada”—as a precariousness that reflects the disruptive spatial reorganizations of a
new Chile.
“El Quipu Que No Recuerda Nada” continues to exemplify formal
precariousness even when within the pages of a printed book. As the remembered
physical line of “El Quipu Que No Recuerda Nada” is reversioned into a printed line,
the original Spanish title of the piece is converted into English in the body of the
poem: “the quipu that remembers nothing, an empty cord.” This translation can serve
either as an exemplification of the difficulties of retaining language when a work
reaches a new context, or as a celebration of the fluidity of speech. As printed English
text dissolves into handwriting that holds the appearance of unravelling knots on a
thread, a tension plays out between the three languages of English, contemporary
Spanish of the original title—“El Quipu Que No Recuerda Nada”—and quipu
knotting. The line then follows the same track across the spine of the book to the
right-hand page. Here squiggles emerge like knots on a string, gesturing towards the
traditional quipu methodology of knotting as meaning-making. The reader is able to
make out the handwritten words “is the core.” Core is derived from cuerda, meaning
cord, referring to the quipu itself, but is also etymologically related to record and
corazon, meaning heart. The word, then, yokes the body—the heart—to language and
memory—the record. These words that can be perceived as visual knots signify
content, containing meaning both within contemporary language as well as in the
quipu scriptural mechanism. Repeating a sense of dissolution, the word shapes then
loosen back into a straight line of ink. Turning the page, the ink line continues into the
typed words, “the heart of memory,” set close to the left margin. The transmutation of
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“cuerda” invoking both heart and record into “the heart of memory” converts record,
usually a spoken or written expression into memory—a silent, internal and sensory
reflection, unless it is shared. This movement from a public expression into an
ineffable or bodily mode of recall seems to be suggesting a further dissolution of
official and/or vocalized language.
The mutability of representation continues as the printed English then
reappears before the handwritten line continues unknotted into a black and white
photograph of Con-cón, Vicuña’s first earth precario comprising spirals drawn in the
sand with sticks erected around them. The precario of “El Quipu Que No Recuerda
Nada” has dissolved into the printed version, which now dissolves into another work.
Vicuña explains the construction of Con-cón in Spit Temple: “I was on a beach in
Con-cón, when I felt the wind and the sea feeling me. I knew I had to respond to the
Earth in a language that the tide would erase. I arranged the litter I saw strewn about. I
called it arte precario knowing that art had begun in me” (Vicuña 2012, 55).

Fig 2. Cecilia Vicuña, “El Quipu Que No Recuerda Nada” (pages 3–4) including Concón, Quipoem, 1997.
The strange permutation between the tactile handwritten lines—that retain a bodily
sense of the aura of the writer (Benjamin 1936)—and the printed text effects a
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dissolution, which is continually interrupted by the reappearance of language, the
body and challenges to comprehension. The hand of the poet is now again in evidence
in the photograph of Con-cón. The spiral groove in the sand is framed by the natural
ripples in sand created by waves and wind, and is overlaid by shadows cast by sticks
and sprigs of grasses. The bodily imprint of the artist’s hand and the shapes made by
forces of nature are entwined. Con-cón, therefore, demonstrates a kind of writing that
is embarked on with the elements of the natural world, bringing language, body and
water into active co-creation; in the photographic record of it, light too plays a part.2
However, it seems the authorship shared by the Pacific Ocean and the wind and other
nonhuman elements is again largely based on erasure and dissolution. The knots or
attempted lettering on the line that lead us into Con-cón visually echo the waves that
would have washed away Con-cón soon after the photograph was taken. However,
this dissolution is converted into dissemination as a new concrete poem, co-authored
by the tide, is developed through the compilation of memories—the written and
printed text—and documentation—the photograph—of two past precario works:
Con-cón and “El Quipu Que No Recuerda Nada.” The ambivalent relationship
between silence and speech, dissolution and dissemination, is extended out to
incorporate the waters of Pacific Ocean as co-author, as we imagine the natural
motion of the tide will alter and ultimately wash this work away. This encounter
between a print version of “El Quipu Que No Recuerda Nada” and a photograph of
Con-cón enacts an ambivalent, yet intra-active, relationship between dissolution and
dissemination, suggesting that deconstructive iterations are not simply dissolution, in
the same way that the unravelled quipu does not purely signify silence.
Drawing the waters of the earth and the Andean notion of the earth as body
into the relationship between language and water, the words, “the earth, listening to
us,” are printed below the photograph. The name, date and location of the piece:
“Con-cón, Chile, 1966,” is also below the photograph, which paradoxically fixes the
precario in time and space. In fact, Juliet Lynd has suggested the photographic
documentation of Con-cón may be a contradiction of the spirit of the precario’s
impermanence by “making it a permanent object for aesthetic contemplation” (Lynd
2005, 1594). Similarly, we can see the print iteration of “El Quipu Que No Recuerda
Nada” as a complication of the notion of erasure by reinscription of a discarded
2

See Bruno Latour’s concept of actants, actants being material forces or entities that modify human
actors and create events in conjunction with them. (Latour Politics of Nature, 75)
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precario into a concretized textual format. However, the knowledge of the previous
incarnations of “El Quipu Que No Recuerda Nada” as both a precario in its original
and the record of a precario in a handwritten note—itself an unseen precario—turns
the notion of dissolution from eradication to dissemination. The very fact of its
iteration continues a progression of flux and mutability, suggesting that recordmaking is perhaps not an act of creating fixity or permanence, nor is dissolution a
simple eradication of meaning. Even in text form, “El Quipu Que No Recuerda Nada”
narrates and exemplifies its own disappearance as it dissolves into a further
precario—Con-cón. However, carrying with it traces of each context, the quipu
remembers far from nothing; instead, as it evolves and mutates across time and space
from New York to Chile, it generates different meanings within its different forms of
production and political and geographic locations. In New York, “El Quipu Que No
Recuerda Nada” serves as an exemplar of the silence around colonial brutalities that
have occurred in Chile and as a reminder of the oppressed Quechuan culture.
Published in the U.S. in 1997, the piece becomes a gesture of the potential
expressiveness of silence and the cross-cultural, nature-culture interrelationality of
non-linguistic poetic forms, albeit alive to the U.S. as a dominant power that played a
pivotal role in the destruction of socialist Chile. The differing iterations thereby
convert an expression of dissolution into an ongoing process of dissemination and
accretion through their movement across different spatio-temporalities and different
political contexts.
In the physical act of weaving the quipu, the body comes into contact with a
language system, as well as with the streams of water that the thread symbolizes and
indeed the continuity of an indigenous culture. However, the erasures that the original
“El Quipu Que No Recuerda Nada” deals with are even more evident in the
subsequent printed version, as the original context and the original body contact are
removed. Without the body or voice of the artist, the empty string of the original
becomes part of a multimedia print and visual text. Instead of performing an easy
interweaving, this multilingualism flags up encounters between languages as
collisions and even possible dissolutions. This draws us to consider problems faced by
fluid intercultural identity, and its vulnerability to being diluted on contact with
dominant language and culture.
“El Quipu Que No Recuerda Nada” was made in 1965 at around the same
time that Vicuña was forming Tribu No or The No Tribe. The No Tribe’s written
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manifesto, “The Non-Manifesto of the No Tribe” spoke back, or rather refused to
speak back, to the eradication of indigenous languages and cultures under early
Spanish colonization and further violence carried out by cultural homogenization
(Vicuña 1997, 135). The manifesto expressed a refusal to speak as a political act
against categorization and the engulfing of individuated expression by the language of
authority. Similarly, through the negation of language, “El Quipu Que No Recuerda
Nada” resists being subsumed by the autonomy and embedded erasures of political
and bureaucratic language. Its unknotted lack of signing slips through and around the
dominion of language, producing elusive meaning through its multi-layered, manyvoiced silence; indeed, unique meaning is produced through contextualization, and is
largely governed by the response of the individual in the act of momentary encounter.
To recover the quipu as a poetic device, therefore, is to speak of dissolution, the
dissolution of ancient indigenous language and writing systems under early
colonization and the further dismantling of indigenous culture under neoliberalism,
yet also to highlight resistance to that through subversive poetics. In the work of an
artist who experienced second-hand, on smuggled out newsreels, the horror of the
1973 Chilean coup, the unknotted quipu, reversioned in 1997 as a printed text poem,
evolves into an exemplification of the silenced voices and erased bodies of the
deseparecidos, the “disappeared” political prisoners of Pinochet’s militant regime.
Many of the disappeared were dumped into the Pacific Ocean off the coast of Chile,
where Con-cón is sited, while media reports about the brutalities were censored.
Despite operating through a poetic methodology of silence and unravelling, “El Quipu
Que No Recuerda Nada” is therefore a desire to remember, to allow neither the
vitality of Andean indigeneity nor the imprint of terror to be erased from the cultural
and aqueous landscape of Chile. In discussing the dissolving and fragmented
languages she employs, Vicuña points back to the Chilean military coup, claiming:
After that moment I have lived mostly in english. the coup disintegrated
language...the disintegration of my speech began when that axe blow was
inflicted on us. if we are to be made into litter and cast-offs, then fine, I
assume that position, I am garbage and a cast-off, and that is my language, the
exploded fragment.” (Vicuña 2012, 26)
These erased memories stretch back to the initial colonization of the Andes by
the Spanish and interweave with the silencing and disappearances carried out by the
Pinochet regime. Furthermore, reading within our contemporary context, they
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entangle with silences about our current humanitarian and environmental crises
brought about in part by the practices of neoliberal control. By claiming to remember
nothing, “El Quipu Que No Recuerda Nada” is a visual and linguistic memory of the
official practice of silencing—the erasure of languages and bodies under centuries of
control in the Andes, and the subsequent lack of records about these disappearances.
Therefore it highlights an erasure of indigenous language, bodies and autonomy over
land and water spaces, and does so in a way that mimics and subversively repeats
those very silences. “El Quipu Que No Recuerda Nada” draws poetics together with
politics to address the silencing that has occurred in the Andes around cultural
erasure, from early colonization to the Pinochet era and into the present day. That it
does so within the quipu thread that Vicuña metaphorizes as water means that it yokes
violence against bodies, languages and water spaces together: the destruction and
contamination of sacred water space, the eradication of indigenous writing
techniques, with the systemic violence allowed to go unwitnessed and unremembered
by the selected speech and silences of brutal regimes of control.
Through combining subversive silent quipu language and impermanent
precarious earth art within new forms that carry memory and nation-self across
countries and times, “El Quipu Que No Recuerda Nada” and its iterations are mimetic
and metaphoric of the motions of water and identity in flux within a climate of
political and environmental precariousness. The River Aconcagua runs from Mount
Aconcagua, the highest knot in the Incan c’eque, and is fed by glacial meltwater as it
flows down through the cordillera to the largest ocean in the world, sustaining human
and nonhuman life on its path. Dissolving from solid yet continually moving glacial
ice into meltwater running through streams and rivers and out into the Pacific Ocean,
the modulations of water and its movement across space and time echo the iterations
of “El Quipu Que No Recuerda Nada,” yoking ancient and contemporary language
together with water and the body in the Andes. For Vicuña, the flux and shapeshifting
of water is present in her interpretation of the quipu. Vicuña directly links the quipu
thread to the stream of water and the wik’uña goat, from whose fleece the quipu is
made, as dependent on the water. The wik’uña is also the source of Vicuña’s name.
Thus, the following lines show a material, metaphoric and linguistic interweaving of
the quipu and the waterway, as well as the body of the animal and even the body or
identity of the writer: “Thread of water, thread of life, people say the wik’uñas / are
born where the springs are born” (Vicuña 1992, 89). Vicuña is less interested in its
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semantic specificity than in its mutability and syntactical fluidity. The quipu knot
becomes a sculpture of relation and reciprocity, entanglement and ambivalence
enmeshed in the motions and figurative denotations of vulnerable glacial ice and
meltwater. Therefore, paradoxically, re-enactment of the forgetful memory
mechanism of “El Quipu Que No Recuerda Nada” in print as it melts into the
transient art of Con-cón in photographic form, alters the sense of dissolution within
both the unravelled cord and the washed-away sand inscription into one of
dissemination, and becomes a potential form of resistance, an idea that I will pursue
with reference to El Quipu Menstrual, Vicuña’s most dramatic and mutable
environmental protest piece.

RESISTANCE: El Quipu Menstrual
Water is the main element of the Andean cosmos: the principle that explains
movement, circulation and forces of change, the essence of life itself.
—Jeanette Sherbondy, “Water Ideology in Inca Ethnogenesis”
El Quipu Menstrual (2006) is a large scale and iterative quipu site work that uses
unknotted and singly knotted strands of red wool in order to demonstrate the
intertwining of glacial meltwater, blood and poetic expression in the Andes. The
multivalent and embodied metaphor of meltwater in El Quipu Menstrual exposes and
enacts the dissolution of Chilean glaciers under attack from environmental crisis and
capitalist prospecting and the bleeding to death of an indigenous culture. The first
iteration of El Quipu Menstrual was created as a political act, placed at the foot of the
glacier of El Plomo, the water source, in the Upper Huasco valley above Santiago on
the day of the general election, January 15th, 2006.
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Fig 3. Cecilia Vicuña, El Quipu Menstrual laid at El Plomo, Upper Huasco Valley,
2006.
Huasco Valley lies in the Atacama Desert, the driest in the world and the surrounding
ecosystem, including humans, relies on the glacial water to survive. Indeed more than
3000 of the world’s glaciers are within Chile and state-owned copper mining as well
as overseas gold mining has destroyed huge tracts of these crucial freshwater
catchments (ipsnews 2015). In support of newly elected president of Chile, Michelle
Bachelet, El Quipu Menstrual was laid as a ritual offering against the sale of the
glaciers to the Canadian Company Barrick Gold’s Pascua Lama Mining project.
Bachelet’s campaign was built partly on protecting the glaciers from the prospecting
company and she publicly addressed the issue in a speech to the nation in May 2014.
El Quipu Menstrual therefore served as a celebration of Bachelet’s proposed
governance of ‘listening’ and a reminder to her of her responsibility.
El Quipu Menstrual’s lengths of unspun wool lay along the surface of the
earth as a demonstration of the enmeshing of indigenous cultural narrative with the
earth. The metaphoric connection between quipu thread—the ancient Andean script—
and meltwater was materialized. Historically, as well as knot number, variations such
as directionality of knot, colour of thread and number of strands were significant in
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conveying meaning via the quipu. Here, the red unspun lengths of wool seem to
denote blood and ancestral blood because of their colour and the political context in
which they are presented. Vicuña repeatedly presents blood and water as
interchangeable and as red skeins of thread or clumps of unwoven wool, for example
in her film, Red Coil (Jones 2005). As streams running from the base of the glacier,
the red threads of El Quipu Menstrual embodied the structure’s potential destruction,
and, through their colour, implied the bleeding to death of a culture. It was, therefore,
a plea for the safeguarding of the glaciers, 152 of which are in this region of Northern
Chile, for both physical sustenance of the Andean people and the ensured continuity
of their cultural heritage. In its form and placement—as strings on the earth—El
Quipu Menstrual visually echoed the ce’que: the giant quipu radiating from the
ancient city of Cuzco in Peru that the Inka used as a calendrical and temporal device.
In her 2010 short film, Quipu/Ceque, an addition to Kon Kon, Vicuña explains the
ce’que as a “virtual quipu” that translated astronomical observations onto the land and
connected sacred sites around water sources (Vicuña 2010). Aconcagua Mountain, at
the foot of which the original El Quipu Menstrual lies, was the “highest knot” in the
ce’que. Ce’que translates in Quechua as line and Vicuña explains that the forty-one
lines radiating from the city of Cuzco at its centre connected together communities
and tribes across the Inca land. However, El Quipu Menstrual’s appearance at the
base of El Plomo also recalled the string technique still employed by surveyors in
their initial demarcating of land, when threads are situated on the earth crossing the
designated area for building, or to divide up land for sale. The unknotted silent
threads of El Quipu Menstrual therefore exemplified dissolution of a natural form—
both positive and negative—and of indigeneity, as well as demonstrating the
destructive demarcating grids that are the often the first stage in developmental
destruction of a natural resource or place. However, it did so in a language system
emerged from Andean cosmology and conjuring up the great Inca spatio-temporal
device. Therefore El Quipu Menstrual in its first siting at the foot of the glacier
already resists the definition of being a structure that simply denotes destruction or
dissolution.
That Vicuña explicitly refers to quipu thread as a reciprocal metaphor in
relation to poetic speech and to water brings this multiplicity of expressive silences
together with the fluid dynamism of glacial meltwater of El Plomo in El Quipu
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Menstrual. Within the metaphor of meltwater we now see a further interrelational
ambivalence: the duality of dissolution and dissemination that can be read in the
glacial meltwater and the blood of an Andean culture. Both fluids—meltwater and
ancestral blood—are signified by the unravelled red quipu threads. In Vicuña’s work,
the silent unknotted quipu stands for the streams of water running through the
cordillera, bodily fluids that signify dissolution and regeneration—blood, semen,
spit—at the same time that, through active poetic speech, they enact the dismantling
of indigenous language.
Although the multivalent metaphor emerges from the material results of
environmental and human degradation, it presents as ambivalent, denoting both the
potential dissolution of indigenous cultures under globalization as well as, more
positively, open textuality and modulating intercultural subjectivity. Within the bodily
aspect of my language-body-water nexus, the red wool and the title of the work
denotes menstrual blood and therefore fertility and regeneration. The glacier and the
quipu are, respectively, deteriorating material elements and cultural icons within the
Andes, yet, in El Quipu Menstrual, the material and metaphoric enmeshing of
meltwater, poetic speech and ancestral blood resists the powers of neoliberalism that
attempt to dissolve indigenous language and culture. Dissolution and resistance are
significant characteristics of glacial meltwater and their interaction is necessary to its
physical motion and developmental processes. The various entangled environmental,
cultural and lexical dissolutions of El Quipu Menstrual therefore perform resistance
against the destruction of the glacier and the eradication of cultural heritage by
enacting the structural processes of the glacier and its natural and anthropogenically
impelled dissolutions, drawing our attention to a perpetual remaking of culture,
identity and natural forms.
Meltwater is a crucial embodied metaphor in El Quipu Menstrual and one of
the most visually dynamic emblems of environmental disaster in our global cultural
consciousness. In the Andean region, close to 10 million people depend directly on
glacial water. Glacial melt impacts hugely on the livelihoods of local settlements in
terms of accelerated run-off, meaning short term intensification of farming, followed
by drought and seasonal disruption, as well as geological hazards such as glacial
floods, debris run-off, contamination and avalanche (Carey 2010). Mark Carey details
how response to such disasters in the Andes has resulted in an influx of opportunistic
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developers, turning glaciated mountains, specifically the mineral wealth within them,
into commodities. Further, privatization brings social groups into conflict with one
another. Climate change in the Andes, therefore, not only instigates physical
environmental instability, but ushers in an atmosphere of political and social
precariousness which threatens to dissolve, physically and metaphorically, the
spiritual and cultural centres of indigenous peoples.
The glacier is venerated because of its control of waterways and thus the
fertility of crops and the survival of animals. The sacred adoration of glaciers, then,
emerges from a practical ecological connection with them. Their seasonal meltwater
feeds the crop fields, their condors (mummified bodies buried by the Incas), still
function as spiritual caretakers of the glaciers and the communities they stand among
(Allison 2015). In spring, the ice of the El Plomo supplies the Molina Stream with
meltwater, which later converges with the San Francisco Stream to form the Mapocho
River. The wik’una, the high mountain Andean goat and Vicuña’s namesake and
totem animal, drinks from these waters: it is the wik’una’s fleece from which is spun
clothing that has narrative woven into it through symbol and pattern and the threads
on which knots are tied to form the quipu (Silverman 2008). The wik’una is,
therefore, an economic mainstay and provider of the principal descriptive and textual
mechanisms of the indigenous Incas from whom the Andean people are descended.
Thus, as source of the wik’una’s sustenance, the fertility of crops and as a stand-alone
spiritual icon, the glacier functions practically and poetically within Andean
communities. The glacier physically supports the goats whose fleece is spun into
threads for the quipu; thus glacial meltwater is part of what allows the quipu to come
into being. Furthermore, the glacier is part of the complex metaphor of language,
breath, blood and thread within El Quipu Menstrual. For these reasons, the glacier is
vital to the survival of indigenous bodies and also indigenous language and culture in
the Andes, as well as Vicuña’s poetry and poetics.
The glacier is a natural form that exists between form and force, it is a
landform that is yet comprised of water, it is a source of physical sustenance and—as
a sentient being to the communities that live with it—it is an interlocutor, which
produces and retains imprints of cultural memory. As such, the glacier collapses
boundaries between land and water, nature and culture, static and mobile, human and
nonhuman. In his work The Ice, Stephen Pyne explains the physical make up of
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glacial ice (Pyne 2003). Existing between structure and element, the berg and the
glacier are complex, iterated structures, continually moving, modulating and
migrating, leading us, in the context of El Quipu Menstrual, to a consideration of the
glacier itself and its meltwater as a site of resistance against homogenization and
systematization. Just as the glacier is a complex, iterated structure, continually
moving, modulating and migrating, El Quipu Menstrual functions in a processural
way. It exists in three different versions. Taken as a whole quipu, the versions of El
Quipu Menstrual reveal the notion of continually shifting and deconstructing states as
central to understanding the work. El Quipu Menstrual migrates from the foot of the
glacier at El Plomo to the art gallery within the government building in Santiago to
the courtyard outside it. It changes in size and angling, its agency expands from single
author to group, and its form from ritual site work to gallery exhibit to group
performance. The process of perpetual deconstruction and redevelopment of a socioecopoetic open textuality emerges from the natural motions of the glacier that melts
into water and refreezes into structure, existing now more than ever in a precarious
space of potential and dynamism.
The movement implicit in the streams of red wool symbolising blood and
meltwater at the foot of El Plomo extended into the actual relocation of El Quipu
Menstrual on 6 November 2006 to the basement of the government building Centro
Cultural Palacio de La Moneda as part of the exhibition “Del Otro Lado”: Art by
Contemporary Women Artists in Chile. La Moneda Palace, damaged on 11 September
1973, was reopened in 1981 as a prominent cultural symbol of the new modernizing
Chile, a sign that the junta had succeeded in saving Chile from crisis under Allende.
Steve J. Stern explains how this powerful conveying of institutionalization was an
exercise in redirecting cultural memory, promoting forgetfulness of the brutality of
the coup as a form of patriotism (Stern 2006, 174-8). The twenty-eight long red
threads of unspun wool that formed El Quipu Menstrual hung from the gallery ceiling
in this building. Either unknotted or with a single knot along each strand, their excess
length pooled on the floor. In this re-angling of El Quipu Menstrual, the memory of
the horizontal trails of the first version at the foot of El Plomo ran through the visible
vertical streams of the second. When the two pieces are addressed together, this
ghosting of one piece within another provided simultaneous opposing crossings of
space, vertical and horizontal. The fluid, grid-like shape and the motion of the threads
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passed by bodies in the gallery are mimetic of the malleable, physical structure of the
glacier and the interpretive immersive textuality Vicuña proposes. To follow quipu
mechanics, in which the unknotted thread lacks signification, this new development of
El Quipu Menstrual acted as a layering of silence over the memory of silence.
However, rather than providing a doubled muteness, this relationality lends silence an
active quality. Situated in the government building, El Quipu Menstrual became a
dynamic yet silent memory work that performs resistance against official forgetting of
the silences of colonization and the regime’s brutality. However, at the same time, it
becomes official art by virtue of its context as supportive of Bachelet’s promise to
head a government of listening. This dynamic memory work therefore embodies the
functioning of a poetic text—and indeed a political conversation—that, in its
continual redevelopment, is not a solid, consistently interpretive structure but rather
an interaction of forces, of voices and of silences. In this context, El Quipu Menstrual
works to resist suppression and delineation, as well as static concepts of art, and even
of record-keeping. El Quipu Menstrual’s original horizontal placement on the ground
beneath El Plomo is converted into a vertical positioning in the gallery. As such, the
processural poetics of El Quipu Menstrual “embodies the multiple spatiotemporalities in one interwoven continuum that forms the basis of Andean
cosmological belief” (Williams 2005, 35).
The vertical quipu of the second El Quipu Menstrual draws the human body
into a physical text that signifies water and blood, thereby materialising the languagebody-water nexus that I have identified as constitutive of Vicuña’s poetics of water as
well as blurring the boundaries between materiality and metaphor as well as author
and reader. As visitors are allowed to walk through and around Vicuña’s installations,
the visitor bodily enters into a co-creative meaning construction that unravels the
static or authoritative nature of language, in favour of individuated yet collaborative
response. However, the disruption caused by the body of the visitor in the space-time
of the quipu itself brings a unique embodied form into the work that interrupts the
potential within El Quipu Menstrual for the dissolution of the particularities of
specific historical moments and scales of time into one protest piece. For example, the
collapsing of the oppressions of Pinochet’s regime that exist in living memory, with
the brutalities of hundreds of years of colonial rule in the Andes and the millions of
years of geological time that have formed and deformed the glaciers, could be
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problematic. However, the reversal of the classic expressive methodology of the
quipu as knotted threads, often joined together in a collection, into unravelled
untouching strands that yet form one work, honours the specificity of moments of
official silencing, and the later moment of official “remembering” in 2006, when the
work was laid and exhibited, as well as offering the potential for seeing them as
interwoven in one relational totality. Within a space of official silencing, the singly
knotted or unknotted silent and untouching strands exemplify multiple dissolutions—
the dissolution of the glacier and the many silencings of indigenous speech and
history, silences that are suggested as distinct, yet working together to disrupt the
state-endorsed homogenization that can occlude erasures.
The temporal continuum of El Quipu Menstrual extends beyond the instances
of its exhibited occasions. As it draws with it multiple specific spatio-temporalities, it
suggests a new way of making meaning across times and cultures, a way that operates
through the fluidity and mutability of meltwater and interaction with the bodies of
humans and indigenous language. According to Vicuña’s former website, El Quipu
Menstrual was reduced by the artist on 9 November 2006, to twenty-eight strands that
mark a lunar month and a woman’s menstrual cycle and remained in situ as “a
wounded quipu” that bore the mark of censorship (Fig. 4.).
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Fig. 4. Cecilia Vicuña, El Quipu Menstrual in La Moneda Gallery, Santiago, 2006.

The dimming of the voice of the quipu, in terms of the reduction of the number of
threads, echoed once again the colonial eradication of the quipu itself as a writing
system and the silenced voices of the deseparecidos, as well as the colonial silencings
of the Andean people.3 Concurrently, it enacted the Chilean press’s muting of
information about the Pascua Lama mining project. Despite its reduction in size,
though, the new iteration of El Quipu Menstrual performed resistance to complete
dismantlement, invoking a sense of determination for these silences to be
acknowledged and heard, despite their repeated despatializing and muting. The
decrease in size of the quipu also acted ambivalently. Although the decrease in size
mirrored the decrease in mass of the glacier, a decrease of glacial mass means a
temporary increase in glacial meltwater, a meltwater that Vicuña metaphorizes as
poetic speech. This multiple value of meltwater further complicates the multiple
silences and silencings of the piece. Although diminished in size as a form, El Quipu
Menstrual continues to bleed and melt, producing an increase in force: a disruptive
silence, unravelling and flowing around the structures of dominion.
3

There is no publicly accessible photograph of the original El Quipu Menstrual.
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The next iteration of El Quipu Menstrual draws the body in a vivid
performative way into the language-body-water nexus of a poetics of water. While El
Quipu Menstrual remained inside the government building, a performance entitled
The Blood of the Glaciers, flowed through courtyard outside as thicker lines of red
wool were held up in silent protest against the sale of the glaciers (Fig. 2).

Fig. 5 Cecilia Vicuña, The Blood of the Glaciers in the courtyard of La Moneda
Gallery, Santiago, 2006.
Drawing Vicuña’s very recent experience of her poetic expression being silenced
together with the historical, ecological and cultural brutalities demonstrated by the
previous iterations of El Quipu Menstrual, The Blood of the Glaciers was a spectacle
and exemplification of destruction that demonstrated the intertwining of state violence
to the waters, bodies and expressive languages of Chile. Exiting the government
building, “a site where official culture dominates marginal subjects,” yet presenting
the work towards it engendered a slippage from the clutches of an institutional
authority (Masiello 2001, 235). It unfroze the potential rigidity that an installation
takes on when within the context of an art gallery and highlighted instead the fluidity
of languages and cultures that stand outside of official culture as well as poetics that
move outside of literary canons or state-approved artistic endeavours. Expanding the
piece from single authorship to collective authorship—as the group who held the
strands of wool outside the museum—also resisted individual autonomy over
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language. The bodies of participants were physically interwoven with the tangible
metaphor of meltwater produced through the red quipu threads. As such, they
performed the right to be seen in a political space, and the right for the glacier—and
the blood of the physical and cultural bodies, which it sustains—to continue to exist
(Butler 2015). These threads—the symbol of meltwater, ancestral blood and poetic
speech—woven around human hands enacted Manning’s “ecology of relation” in
which textuality is interrelated in one co-creating system with the material, human
and natural world. Re-spatialized, returned to their horizontal plane, as they had lain
beneath El Plomo, the lines of red fleece held by hands emphasized the responsibility
humankind bears towards the physical environment. Though the visual clue was one
of blood on the hands, the gesture also functioned as a sort of pieta, returning the
heavy Catholic iconography of colonized Chile back to the Pachamama earth
spirituality of the indigenous people and again emphasising the sacredness of El
Plomo, the glacier. Like the meltwater and blood it stood for, the collective ecoindigenous narrative of the unravelled silent threads held by hands offered fluidity
and mobility, as well as the human intra-action with the nonhuman as resistance to
destruction. Simultaneously, it converted dissolution to dissemination, suggesting that
silence can hold the potential for multiply interpretive ecopoetic and ecopolitical
speech.
I encountered El Quipu Menstrual in person, when the work was reiterated as
Quipu Austral as part of the Sydney Biennale in 2012 (Fig. 6.). Ochre, yellow and
brown threads joined the original red as the piece hung in the windowless upper
storey of the Timber Drying Store on Cockatoo Island, former prison colony and shipbuilding island in Sydney Harbour.
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Fig. 6. Cecilia Vicuña, Quipu Austral, Sydney Biennale, Cockatoo Island, 2012.
The red meltwater / blood of the vulnerable glacier at El Plomo was re-imagined into
the colours of Australian earth and the lines of unravelled quipu, which stood for
silenced Quechua expression, became representative too of critically endangered and
lost Aboriginal languages and songlines of dreamtime. The ecology of relation
extended out across cultures: from the expressive devices of indigenous Quechua
peoples of the Andes to include the Dharug, the Kuring-Gai and the Dharawal of
Sydney. The lines of meltwater became veins of earth and lines of tribal migration,
yet remained symbolic of meltwater and human blood, and demonstrative of a silent
resistance to collective intercultural and environmental muting. This collapsing of a
metaphor of meltwater into a metaphor of earth lines speaks with the Andean hydrocosmological concept of the cosmic sea that flows through the veins of the earth,
therefore dissolving our notion of the dichotomy between a stable land and the
mobility of water (Zwartezeen and Boelens 2015). From the perspective of Aboriginal
songlines, it speaks to the navigatory system of retelling stories that can move a body
across vast distances and language groups, emphasising the entanglement of language
with the body in motion and the topological geographies of the Dreaming (Manning
2009, 183).
The siting of Quipu Austral in the former penal colony and ship building area
of Cockatoo Island drew us further towards the tension in the work between the
history of containment and freedom of movement, and silencing and the expressive
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collaborative intercultural mutability of Quipu Austral. Like the memory of the first
El Quipu Menstrual running through the second iteration, here the gridded wooden
slats on the floor, the quipu strands and the shadows created a multidimensional
confluence of tangible and virtual lines that seemed at once a cage, a connecting
network of lines and a dynamic overflowing of structure, particularly as the wind and
sunlight engaged actively in the motion of the work. The continual movement and
space-crossing called to mind the journey of El Quipu Menstrual itself from its
original placement in the Andes to here in Sydney Harbour. The bodies of visitors
moved through the piece, often touching the fleece or being touched by it. The motion
of Vicuña’s hand in the initial tying of the thread was answered by the touch of
visitors’ hands. As children played and tried to swing off the quipu threads, by the end
of the weekend, some of the strands were torn, engendering a further dissolution. The
threads had been grasped as we attempt to grasp meaning in a language we are
unfamiliar with but that yet has shared roots with our own. The precarious nature of
the work was extended by the attempted meaning-making of the visitors and a further
iteration was effected.
In Quipu Austral, the yoking of language, body and earth/water functioned in
exactly the same material and metaphoric way as the previous iterations of El Quipu
Menstrual. Yet the wind moving the threads of fleece and the modulating shadows
thrown on the walls of the Timber Drying Store developed the element of co-creation
with the forces of the natural world in order to conjure up the past, unseen and
unheard moments and histories that lie beneath and are woven through the
experienced present. As unstable marks and ephemeral imprints of motion, the
shadow lines spoke as much as the physical threads, adding a further dimension of
volatility, disruption and momentary connection between meanings and cultures. The
shadows became part of the quipu and indeed whole quipus themselves, striping the
bodies of the international visitors who moved through the work and drawing the
human into a process of reciprocal exchange with the other human bodies and
nonhuman forces that moved through the building as well as the remembered waters
and languages of indigenous peoples. The dissolution exemplified and embodied by
the singly knotted and later torn threads of Quipu Austral continued the accretion of
meaning within a multiply deconstructed work. The space allowed visitors to bring
their own contextual meaning to the work and converted dissolution and silence to a
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pluralistic, multi-ethnic form of expression that resisted the compartmentalising of
separate cultural and language groups, as well as drawing human and nonhuman
forces together in an act of co-creation. Therefore the combined water poetics and
water politics of El Quipu Menstrual subvert the silencings and brutal separations of
Chile and encourage resistance to cultural and environmental dissolution on a global
scale, and move beyond subversion and resistance by highlighting the
interconnections, collisions and encounters between different cultures.
In order to rewrite cultural identity as embedded in the fluctuating forms of
glacier and meltwater, Vicuña turns to the ancient scriptural device of the quipu and
continues her subversion of its expressive capacity by using its unravelling as a
resistant voice. The signifying aspect of the quipu is the knot, which denotes
expression while its untying translates as silence. However, in El Quipu Menstrual,
the threads are predominantly unravelled and sometimes singly knotted, producing an
expressive technique that complicates the speech/silence binary. Indeed, in El Quipu
Menstrual, it is the designification of the quipu that activates significatory potential
and the capacity for interpretive poetic speech. The unravelled quipu that stands for
meltwater is no longer simply silent, but figures expressive potential, producing an
ambivalent metaphor. By physically and textually unravelling the quipu, enabling its
meaning through decomposition, Vicuña refutes the idea that identity and its
expression can occur through static or rigid text, insisting instead on the power of
interpretation, motion and decomposition. The many iterations of El Quipu Menstrual
draw water poetics and politics together to investigate further the precarious
relationship between speech and silence that emerges from a union of the waters of
the body with the sacred waters of El Plomo glacier. The double metaphor of
meltwater and blood engages with the bodily organization of the landscape of the
Incan Empire, with Cuzco as its navel. Rivers are the veins of Pachamama or Mother
Earth, the surface of the earth is the skin. The blood of El Quipu Menstrual therefore
takes on a feminine quality, further evident in Vicuña’s textual communications with
Chile’s first female president, Michelle Bachelet.
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PRECARIOUSNESS: “A Response to Pascua Lama” and “A Menstrual Quipu
(from a Letter to Michelle Bachelet)”
Water is gold.
The blood of the earth
Hearing us.
—Cecilia Vicuña, “A Response to Pascua Lama”
The accompanying written texts to El Quipu Menstrual, “A Response to Pascua
Lama” and “A Menstrual Quipu (from a letter to Michelle Bachelet)” (2006), further
complicate the interaction between dissolution and resistance in the metaphor of
meltwater and suggest a precarious interrelationship between the two opposing yet
interlinked states. This interrelationship firstly demonstrates the felt precarity of the
local indigenous people under the conditions of neoliberal globalization and secondly
expands out to encompass the broader sense of precarity impelled by environmental
crisis. Published on ceciliavicuna.org—accessed prior to 2016, when her website
content changed—the two texts explain El Quipu Menstrual and the inauguration of
Chile’s first female president, Michelle Bachelet. “Letter to Michelle Bachelet” is an
open letter to the then president of Chile, Michelle Bachelet. It celebrates Bachelet’s
position as Chile’s first female president and also serves as a directive to her to stand
by her promise of leading “the government of listening,” and developing a new
environmental commission in order to protect the glaciers. “A Response to Pascua
Lama” is an explanation of the first iteration of El Quipu Menstrual at the foot of El
Plomo, interwoven with a description of the condor, the boy buried by the Incas and
now the spirit guardian of the glacier, and Vicuña’s thoughts on the Pascua Lama
mining project’s assault on the cultural memory embedded in the glacier and its
meltwater. As in El Quipu Menstrual, throughout the texts of “Letter to Michelle
Bachelet” and “A Response to Pascua Lama,” both concepts and acts of speech and
silence are entangled and unravelled to explore dissolution, resistance and precarity,
and the intertwining of the materiality of water with its cultural, social and metaphoric
figuring in the Andes.
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“Letter to Michelle Bachelet”
As an active poetic and political stance in the face of environmental precarity, the
“non vote” of the first iteration of El Quipu Menstrual highlights the tense, yet
generative, encounter of water poetics with indigenous water politics. Through
oscillations between speaking and listening—speech and silence—and conflations of
the two with the blood of the body and the waters of the earth, it creates a space of
ecological, cultural and political precariousness. “Letter to Michelle Bachelet”
describes this original version of El Quipu Menstrual and reads as an expression of
encouragement and accountability directed towards the new president. However,
despite being a strong poetic and political statement, the letter involves complex
layers of silence that are themselves demonstrated by the strands of unknotted quipu
at the base of El Plomo. “Letter to Michelle Bachelet” positions the space of listening
and hearing as not only within the mutable forms of El Plomo, the glacier, and its
meltwater, but within the blood of the Andean people as represented by Bachelet.
Equally, Vicuña states: “the river wants to be heard” (Vicuña 1997, 47). Therefore the
body of the language-body-water nexus of a poetics of water becomes the mutable
female body that seems to house the speech/silence dichotomy and suggest—as in
Shamanic practice—blood as a communication site and substance. The narrative
agency of natural forces within material ecocritical thought has a clear counterpart in
the sense of animate speaking power of water in Andean sacred rites and Vicuña’s
work.
Vicuña states: “you were elected so that your voice will hear the people of the
earth and with you: another possibility, another matrix was being born. The voice of
listening.” The “voice of listening” positions silence—listening—as an active mode of
expression. Furthermore, it suggests that a certain kind of speech can also function as
listening, or at least can function as a reciprocal moment of communication. In her
1992 collection, Unravelling Words & the Weaving of Water, Vicuña states: “to
communicate is to listen.” She explains, through a poetic etymological deconstruction
of the word communication that “communication contains the potential for common
action” (Vicuña 1992, 54). This collectivity that emerges from a reciprocal moment of
listening and speaking—silence and speech—moves out to encompass the waters of
the Andes. Indeed, “your voice will hear the people of the earth” conflates speech—
“your voice”—with listening—“will hear”—and the languages and bodies of people
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with the place in which they speak—“the people of the earth.” By embedding the
bodies of ancient and contemporary Chile, “the people of the earth,” within the
landscape or waterscape of the Andes, it again shows the intertwining of language—
both heard and silent—with the body and the waters of the world.
The double metaphor of the red threads of El Quipu Menstrual that stand for
glacial meltwater and blood—as well as for the complexity of speech and silence,
dissolution and resistance—occurs textually as an interweaving of the opposing states
within “Letter to Michelle Bachelet.” Highlighting the embedding of language and
communication within the body, Vicuña locates the relationship of listening and
speaking within the blood: “My blood heard you, and the blood of everyone heard
you. The land and the glaciers also heard you” “My blood heard you” is a statement
of personal bodily response, which then disseminates the act of listening to a
collective—“the blood of everyone”—and further out to include the glacial waters—
“the land and the glaciers also heard you.” However, despite this dissemination of
attention, and therefore interrelational connection, being located within the blood,
blood is the very substance that is symbolized as being shed—in an intertwining with
meltwater—in the red strands of El Quipu Menstrual. This duality of shedding and
dissemination in the symbol for blood is intertwined with the act of listening. This
intertwinement further renders the space of listening, and ultimately communication,
as precarious. Later on in “Letter to Michelle Bachelet,” the metaphor of blood slides
into a metaphor of water as being a container for ancestral memory and language
entangled with its capacity to sustain life and to take life: “Water is life and water is
memory. Our ancestors lived and died for water and water will give life to those to
come.” Therefore, water is yoked to language and the body—dead and alive—across
time, in terms of past, present and future generations who are sustained by the glacial
waters, and—in poetics—across the planes of lived individual experience, collective
memory and global imagination.
Bodies—ancestral and contemporary, dead and ceremonially sacrificed—are
interwoven through the speech/silence device of El Quipu Menstrual, manifested in
text form in “Letter to Michelle Bachelet,” as enactment of the language-body-water
nexus of a poetics of water. The bodies conjured up by “the people of the earth”
include both living, ancient and recently deceased Andean people as well as the
condor of El Plomo, the boy buried beneath the glacier by the Incas, whose spirit
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remains the sacred guardian of the glacier. Water is thereby shown as a connecting
device that moves across space and time, containing memories and cultural heritage.
In discussing the multiple languages used by Chilean poets to work against a
homogenizing and eradicating grand narrative, Masiello describes the “double
function of language as both movement and root” that which transports to new
destinations yet yokes to a specific cultural nation-past (Masiello, 2001, 263).
Certainly, “Letter to Michele Bachelet” remains hopeful as text, or the “poetic
current,” flows through time and space, disrupting national and neoliberal
metanarrative and forming new constructions (Masiello 2001, 266). However, the
chemicals used in mining projects are highlighted as a real threat to both material and
cultural life in the local area: “If cyanide permeates the valleys, water and air, the
memory of cyanide will be longer than any other memory.” As glacial water is in a
precarious position, so too ancestral memory and cultural narrative are in jeopardy
when in contact with the artificially extended lifetime of chemicals, such as cyanide.
The blood of the glaciers is the blood running through the veins of everyone
but also, in the twenty-eight threads of El Quipu Menstrual, it refers to the cyclical
blood of women, rendering this text—a letter written by a woman to a woman—a
feminization of the language-body-water nexus. The red strands of El Quipu
Menstrual directly link the work to a feminist model of resistance via cyclical flows
and the simultaneity of bodily presence and absence indicated by menstrual blood.
Furthermore, the red strands refer to the mothers’ resistance movement of the coup
years and the arpilleras—the textile art displaying the atrocities carried out under the
regime—that were smuggled out of Chile, making the glacier a site of resistance
through its very fluidity and amorphousness. In Memory and Modernity, William
Rowe explains the arpilleras, the patchwork pictures made by groups of women
during the dictatorship. The delicate scraps of cotton are in stark contrast to the
horrific scenes that the cloth works depict. This transformation of personal loss into a
political and artistic event transitioned into an event of global mobility when the
works were sent overseas. The Chilean focus on minor detail in hand-made weaving
work correlates with the focus on “minor literature” or threatened indigenous
language and is crucial to Vicuña’s word-working and practice of “poetic etymology”
(Rowe and Schelling 1991), as will be explained in the following chapter. Therefore,
although water itself is seen as androgynous in Andean cosmology, the title of El
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Quipu Menstrual feminizes water. Moreover, the figuration of the generative female
body calls up ancestral bloodlines, the blood of murdered Chileans, depicted by the
mothers’ resistance weaving work, and the blood of the Earth’s veins—the feminine
force of Pachamama.
The number of threads and the title of El Quipu Menstrual refer to the regular
blood release of the female body—a dissolution, which is also evidence of fertility
and the potential for dissemination. The suggestion is that a female president may be
able to use language that safeguards the water of the glaciers, as well as the cultural
memory of those abused and destroyed by centuries of colonialism, to greater effect
by virtue of her gender and her body’s fluidity, as well as its natural birthing potential.
The complex orality/aurality in the phrase “the voice of listening” again lends silence
an active speaking quality, yet also gives speech the potential for silent attention,
activating a reciprocity between silence and speech, dissolution and resistance, that
operates in a context of precariousness—the vulnerability of the glacier and the
indigenous Andean cultures. Locating the precarious space of speech and silence,
dissolution and resistance, in the blood speaks to the practices of female Shaman in
the High Andes, among whom Vicuña lived and studied. In Shamanic practice, blood
is seen as animate: “capable, in some individuals, of sending signals or speaking,”
therefore yoking language, the body and meltwater together in a sacred silent mode of
expression (Vicuña 1992, 55).
Vicuña’s own decisions around speech and silence can also be questioned, yet
must be read within the context of intra-activity and sacred silences of Andean
cosmology. Vicuña states that she did not vote for Bachelet, after her right to vote was
destroyed along with the ancient Electoral Registry in Santiago. Instead, Vicuña
instated El Quipu Menstrual as her intentional offering of support. A further challenge
to those indigenous voices being heard is that, often, expressive acts within Andean
sacred rites and language systems are silent, or involve non-linguistic chanting.
Indeed, as Vicuña laid the threads, she chanted and sang according to the
methodology of Andean ritual. Even so, El Quipu Menstrual reaches an audience as a
silent ritual offering, and the texts that encircle it emphasize silence and silencing.
The important sound element of Vicuña’s works, which will be discussed in the
following chapter, exists as a memory or indeed a silence within the original El Quipu
Menstrual. Therefore, it is not simply a case of Vicuña’s speech not being heard, but
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her acts of silence have been recorded in her own work, both in the silence of El
Quipu Menstrual and in her admission of not voting in “Letter to Michelle Bachelet.”
These silences within poetic acts of political resistance return us to “El Quipu Que No
Recuerda Nada,” whose refusal to speak became a potent political speech act,
operating as a silently expressive precario or prayer within multiple contexts of
political silencing and precarity. The laying of the first iteration of El Quipu
Menstrual, the commentary on it and the still permutating work itself, enacts the
multiplicity of interchanges—heard and unheard—at play within a poetics and
indigenous politics of water.

“A Response to Pascua Lama” and “A Menstrual Quipu”
“A Response to Pascua Lama” works to extend the speech/silence component of the
metaphors in El Quipu Menstrual and the textual interplay in “Letter to Michelle
Bachelet,” into an embodied communion with meltwater through attentive
relationship to the sound of “place” and to a specific place—El Plomo. The way in
which this interrelationship plays out in “A Response to Pascua Lama” is through
communication and attentiveness, as shown in the following extract: “A place is a
sound, and a way of hearing it. A web of interrelationships. An exchange between
people and earth. The space of naming.” Again there is the sense of switching
between expression—“a place is a sound”—and the quiet or even silent process of
listening—“and a way of hearing it.” The interchange between speaking and listening
that arises from speech and silence becomes “a web of interrelationships” and the two
interlocutory states of speech and silence almost interchange on contact, leading us
towards a sense of precarity and instability, characteristics of environmental and
cultural crisis but also of the paradoxical wordplay practiced in the Andes. That this
precarity occurs via a place—the glacier—highlights the vulnerability of water space
in a crisis world and the entanglement of language with water. Furthermore, the
linguistic aspect of the precarity is particularly potent as the “naming” and ownership
of El Plomo—the place—is what is under discussion. For example, the glacier and the
gold beneath it may become the property of Barrick Gold, or may remain under the
protection of the Incan condor and the guardianship of the Chilean government. The
suggestion is that whoever applies language gains ownership of the glacier, the
meltwater—the blood and voices of the culture—and the mineral wealth it contains.
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Although the reversals and wordplay of the Quechua language function cyclically to
suggest that all things are contained within one, the involvement of corporate interest
in the glacier adds a threat and instability to the dualities, making them no longer
regenerative. Therefore, the dichotomy of dissolution and resistance rendered as
speech and silence functions in “Response to Pascua Lama” to draw us towards the
idea of listening to the silenced voices of cultural memory located within a specific
natural place—the glacier—in order to revivify its “inner music that dies when no one
wants to hear it,” a crucial ecospiritual stance to take in the face of the destructive
pressures of capitalist prospecting and environmental crisis.
The power within the creative act of naming in “A Response to Pascua Lama”
is further explored through the methodology of sacred wordplay of indigenous
Andean language in “A Menstrual Quipu” to register the union of blood (body) and
water at a point of ecological and cultural precariousness. Subtitled as an extract from
“Letter to Michelle Bachelet,” “A Menstrual Quipu” describes Vicuña’s laying of the
original El Quipu Menstrual before El Plomo. The full text is as follows:
On election day
I climbed the mountain
to make an offering:

A menstrual quipu.

I climbed the condor’s shadow
spinning a solar thread.

“Re
member
(it said)
re
cord
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The union of water
and blood.”

“The glacier’s thirst.”
In “Metaphor Spun: A Conversation,” Vicuña describes her first experience of seeing
words within words that lead her towards her strategies of “poetic” etymology (Isbell
and Harrison 1997, 46–57). Vicuña’s vision of sixty riddles and words opening up to
show her “their internal words” occurred at the foot of the glacier, El Plomo. The
oppositions of speech/silence and dissolution/resistance are shown as encompassing
masculine/feminine and human/nonhuman entanglements, urging us to remember
union over separation. For example, menstrual is aligned with the moon, via menses
and month, yet Vicuña climbs the mountain “spinning a solar thread” (My italics).
The at first female-gendered ritual and accompanying poem also draws masculinity
into it with the lines:
“Re
member
(It said)
Re
Cord

The union of water
And blood.”
(7–13)
Remember is separated into two parts. Re stands alone as a shortened version of
repeat, which would refer to Vicuña’s iterative method in the making of El Quipu
Menstrual. Re is also a shortened version of regarding or in reference to. Member
becomes phallic when set alone on a line, and is linked to the separated part of
record—cord. Cord refers to the quipu itself, and to the umbilical cord, therefore
locating it within the generative female body, to the string of a musical instrument and
the sound, chord, that it makes when strummed, as well as being a shortened version
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of cordillera, the mountain range of which El Plomo is the highest peak. This opening
of record into separate words in order to understand the multiplicity of meanings
yokes mountains through which the meltwater runs (cordillera), together with the
body (umbilical cord as well as member) and sound or language in the material means
to make it (cord) as well as the sound itself (chord). As such, Vicuña yokes “poetic
etymology” together with non-linguistic indigenous expression (the quipu cord) in
order to demonstrate the crucial role of water in the sacred geography, rites and
cosmology of ancient and contemporary Andean civilization.
The lived individual time of the twenty-eight strands of El Quipu Menstrual
that mark a lunar month and a woman’s menstrual cycle encounters a broader
treatment of geological glacial time and the “cycle of return” of Andean cosmology,
all of which are in turn threatened by the shortened time span of environmental crisis
and imminent glacial destruction through the Pascua Lama Project. The meltwater
metaphor that signifies menstrual blood, semen and the blood of ancestral bodies and
the Chileans of the future, unifies male and female expressions within the body.
Therefore, meltwater is shown as vital to the physical and spiritual sustenance of the
Andean communities, and as a crucial organizing metaphor through which to order
and unify the cosmological body. In her poem, “Entering,” Vicuña says: “To recover
memory is to recover unity” (Vicuña 1997, 132). The urge to “remember the union of
water and blood,” then, is a direct appeal to safeguard the glaciers for the physical
longevity of the Andean peoples and for the continuity of their sacred culture and
language. The meltwater is metaphorically, materially and spiritually entangled with
the waters of the body at a precarious historical moment.
Vicuña states that each performance is like a quipu in its incomplete entirety,
that it is “something that happens in its own undoing” (Vicuña 2005). The expansive,
dissolving yet disseminating aspects of El Quipu Menstrual therefore work to explore
how identity can be re-imagined through structures of deconstruction, redevelopment
and multiple metaphoricity. “El Quipu Que No Recuerda Nada” demonstrates
Vicuña’s subversive method of the unravelled or singly knotted quipu and shows her
poetics as politically born. The iterated dissolutions of “El Quipu Que No Recuerda
Nada” play out in the large-scale environmental protest work El Quipu Menstrual to
show dissolution as resistance and silence as expressive. The dissolution in meltwater,
demonstrated by the red quipu threads of El Quipu Menstrual, echoes the accelerated
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glacial melt as a result of global warming, as well as figuring a bleeding body and
culture and the silenced quipu language system. Dissolution became resistance as we
explored the potential for expressive speech within silence, the life-giving powers of
the menstrual blood of the regenerative female body, and the dissemination of
indigenous language through the works of Vicuña, a traveling poet and artist. The
accompanying text pieces, “Letter to Michelle Bachelet,” “A Response to Pascua
Lama” and “The Menstrual Quipu” deepen the investigation of the multiple speech
acts and silences within the interrelation between language, body and water in
hydropolitical and poetic work. The dissolution/resistance and speech/silence
dichotomies were shown to stand in a space of precariousness in which time and
cosmology are dealt with on multiple levels. These accompanying texts offer a further
demonstration of the collapse of boundaries between nature and culture in order to
present a plurality of interchanges and intra-actions within a space of political,
cultural and environmental precariousness. Therefore, the full quipu of El Quipu
Menstrual offers a transgression of silence as muteness and a resistance to the
negative valence of dissolution, yet continues to render the meltwater metaphor
precarious in its unstable ethical figurings and multiplicity.
Problems with such ecologically entwined fluidity of subject identity in
relation to politics arise when we consider such questions as, how can a poetics and
politics of indigenous place-based resistance spread out and ingress into places of
power without itself dissolving? Furthermore, speaking of an indigenous group as a
whole—the Andean community—threatens to bypass the internal divisions and power
imbalances within specific indigenous groups. This potential homogenization works
as a process of dissolution itself. Located specifically within water politics,
Zwarteveen and Boelens point out the real threat of incorporating the “Andean
worldview” of reciprocity, mutuality and complementarity into political discourses,
suggesting that this may allow for such inequalities as gender imbalance over water
control to continue (Zwarteveen and Boelens 2006, 5). Although Vicuña is keenly
aware of such possibilities, she emphasizes a transboundary subject that crosses
space, time and the gulf between human and nonhuman. Certainly in ancient and, to a
certain extent, contemporary Quechuan culture, a continuous exchange between the
self and the environment is celebrated, particularly in environmental rituals, those
from which El Quipu Menstrual emerges.
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On an intercultural level, though, fluidity and dissolution can present
difficulties. Intercultural exchange is rarely across equal terms, as the dominant
culture can threaten to engulf or dilute the alterior. This is the space of precariousness
and ambivalence that El Quipu Menstrual moves through, complicating and
potentially exceeding the dichotomy of dissolution and resistance within glacial
meltwater and within this particular kind of indigenous political resistance work.
Furthermore, it speaks to Vicuña’s own sense of identity. Descended from a Basque
family who emigrated to Chile, although she was born in Santiago, Vicuña’s
indigeneity is constructed through an insistence on particular cultural heritage rather
than from a genealogical history (de Zegher 1997, 50). Masiello points out that the
“mestizaje” quality of Chile—the mixing of races, cultures and languages within
Chile—as well as the fluidity of identity experienced by Chilean writers, emerges
from assault on fixed notions of identity through early colonization and subsequent
threat of disappearance under Pinochet’s military regime. For Vicuña, identity is born
of encounter between forces, a dynamic relation to the natural environment and to
others, which stands in resistance to fixed representation. As the overthrow of Allende
coincided with Vicuña studying fine arts in London, she remained in New York, as to
return to Chile would have been too risky. Writing now as a Chilean in New York, at
the centre of economic and cultural power, her personal and national experience of
relation and displacement occurs across waters and is expressed through them,
commonly in acts of cross cultural poetic collaboration and group work. From visual
poems, multilingual “untranslations,” performances, films, site works, and the representation of these in photographic and textual form, Vicuña’s works of volatile
agency privilege motion, encounter and re-encounter. The use of quipu and the
Quechua language grounds her work in a culturally specific locale, yet, in its
multimedia production techniques and intercultural multilingual source material, the
poetry gestures out towards a polyvocal globalism. Her poetry presents the workings
of intercultural indigeneity within a contemporary world as enmeshed in the
restructuring fluidity found both in the unravelling and retying of quipu and in the
natural motions of glacial meltwater.
At the same time that Vicuña’s unravelled, unknotted threads mourn the loss
of glacial mass through a mimetic demonstration of deconstruction, they suggest that,
from destruction can emerge an open perpetuity of poetic speech, a continual
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precarious transformation of agency, alive to internal ambivalence and intercultural
contact. By developing the valence of meltwater from dissolution to dissemination
and resistance and underscoring the fertility that can emerge from water, Vicuña
activates the sacred linguistic aspect of Andean rites that function al reversa, meaning
in reverse, in order to safeguard the waters of El Plomo for the sustenance of the rural
local communities. A sense of precariousness that manifests as prayer—sacred
language—yet also as anxiety about the physical degradation of water sources, runs
through Vicuña’s deconstructing quipu works. The iterations of El Quipu Menstrual
are transgressive discourses that are committed to breaking through societal norms of
communication and returning to a mode of expression that functions through the
body’s reciprocity with the earth’s waters and the silent language of its sacred
guardians. Reciprocity is a word Vicuña explains as praying back: “reciprocity. By
praying you reconnect” (De Zegher 1997, 10). El Quipu Menstrual suggests that
discourses of the sacred and the silenced in communion with the waters of the earth
can interrupt the dissolving processes of capitalist power and dominant language
systems via this reconnection. By using the precariouness of a threatened language
and sacred system embedded in a vulnerable natural place, Vicuña works to resist,
unsettle and dissolve the status quo.
Understanding El Quipu Menstrual as enacting a poetics of water centred on
the language-body-water nexus allows us to see the entanglement of indigenous
culture and language with water space and global politics in the Andes. Water is a
central concern to Vicuña, both as a threatened natural resource in the Andes and as a
metaphor for ancestral blood and the ambivalent relationship of poetic expression and
silence within a context of globalization, cultural dilution and environmental crisis.
The Andean cultures and narratives she engages with are threatened by globalization
just as the glacier is made precarious by capitalist prospecting in the region and
anthropogenically generated global environmental crisis. From “El Quipu Que No
Recuerda Nada” through to the ongoing El Quipu Menstrual, Vicuña’s work
acknowledges the essential role that culturally grounded poetry plays in
environmental social action and identity expression as it works to resist totalizing
narratives of neoliberalism and the collapse of cultures entwined with natural
resources. By discussing the work of a migrant poet who yet locates her spirituality
within a vulnerable South American place, culture and language system, this chapter
has shown how a poetics of water can urge attention to the inextricable links between
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language, culture, waterspace and the body in an era of mobility, global
environmental crisis and language loss. The language-body-water nexus I identify
allows us to see Vicuña’s work as the interweaving of iterative poetics, indigenous
poetry and language work, environmental water activism, touch-driven performance
and Shamanic work. I believe my approach provides a rethinking of the separations
between nature and culture, thought and practice, speech and silence, ecopoetics and
ecopolitics and posits the iterative cross-media poem as a vehicle for doing so.
In the following chapter, I develop the dissolution-resistance-precariousness
model of this chapter into a moving-together of many voices, languages and bodies in
Vicuña’s river works. As I explored the material make-up and modulations of the
glacier as a crucial structural device, I locate the material motion of the rivers as
intrinsic to any discussion of them. This approach listens to the interweavings of
Vicuña’s own practice, to the ethos of material ecocriticism and to the mutual
meaning-making of the language-body-water nexus that I continue to identify in
Vicuña’s work. That Vicuña delivers these multiple mutually enabling concepts and
actualities within politically alive, multilingual on-the-page poetry and performance
evidences the interrelation of ecopoetics and ecopolitics in her work. I continue to
argue for the crucial understanding of ecopoetics and ecopolitics as working together,
in order to encourage lasting change in the ways in which we think and speak about
the waters of the material world on a local and a global level.
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CHAPTER TWO
“Unravelling Words and the Weaving of Water:” River Flow and
Relational Movement in Cecilia Vicuña’s River Works
The poem is not speech, nor in the earth, nor on paper, but in the crossing
and union of the three in the place that is not.
—Cecilia Vicuña, “Purmamarca”
Following the stream of glacial meltwater as it dissolves into Andean rivers, this
chapter develops from the dissolution-resistance-precariousness model within the
material metaphor of the quipu as environmental protest work to an argument about
multiple strands of woven language enmeshed in river flow. The works I discuss here
demonstrate weaving as materially and metaphorically entangled with river flow,
showing the interrelation of water, body and woven language that I identify in the
work of Cecilia Vicuña. The multiple strands of Vicuña’s polylingual text poetry, site
river weaving and group performance work, denote intercultural and naturalcultural
movement and encounter, and provide a model for an iterative, cross-media poetic
practice that is environmentally and interculturally concerned. We progress, therefore,
from the duality of dissolution and resistance within a space of cultural linguistic and
environmental precariousness of the previous chapter to an exploration of the
movement of multiple threads of sources, languages and socio-political contexts that
Vicuña interweaves on the page (language), in the environment (river water), and as
performance (body)—as figuring for a complex poetic interweaving of sources,
languages and socio-political contexts.
Although Vicuña’s modes of thinking and presentation are by nature
interlocking, fluid, amorphous and cyclical, I organize this chapter into three
sections—text, water and body—while signalling the inextricable links between them.
Firstly, I address the textual presentation of river flow and weaving in Vicuña’s
written poem, “Arte Precario” (1997). I take the interlacing words allqa and con as
my starting points to discuss the complexity of simultaneous connection and
separation of cultures, languages and individuals that runs through the poem and
exists within the materiality of the river and the power struggles over its ownership.
Con translates as with in Spanish, as water in Mapuche—an Andean language—and
derives from contra, meaning against in Latin and Spanish. Allqa signifies as a water
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word and a weaving word. In exploring and employing textual strategies of
polylingualism, poetic etymology and quotation, I suggest that “Arte Precario”
functions in an analogous way to river flow dynamics and relational subjectivity.
Through my language-body-water framework, I identify a fluid ecological
subjectivity in the textual poetics of water within “Arte Precario” that moves around
and resists a dominating regime of control.
I then move to Antivero (1981), a site river weaving that is reproduced
alongside text in printed form in the same collection, quipoem, to continue to explore
how a poetics of water understands poetics as enmeshed in the socio-politics and
pressured materialities of water in the natural world. The physical intermeshing of
strands of thread with streams of river water in Antivero locates the kind of textual
interweavings already discussed in “Arte Precario” within a water space threatened by
privatization and exploitation from a global technology company. As the threads
physically cross the river from bank to bank, I read Antivero through the word and
concept of trans, meaning cross, sustaining my argument that boundary crossing is
crucial to new conceptions of interculturality and ecocriticism, as well as being a
driving factor of iterative and cross-media poetics. However, equally, my reading
remains alive to the problems of such boundary-crossing for an indigenous culture
and waterscape attempting to be heard on the global stage. My conception of the
interrelationship of language, body/bodies, and water highlights the vulnerability of
both the matter and metaphors of indigenous language and river water when engaging
in the intercultural conversations that Vicuña proposes and enacts, on this occasion
within the very water she is speaking for.
I then move on to a discussion of Cloud Net (1999), a book which records the
performance, filming and subsequent gallery showings of a group weaving work on
the banks of the Hudson River in New York City. In exploring the body in motion as
a crucial part of Vicuña’s weaving poetry performances, through my language-bodywater nexus, I further develop the entanglement of matter and story that underlies
material ecocritical thought and can be found in the substance and the cultural status
of water itself. I suggest that the encounter between quipu threads, water and a
collective of moving bodies that emit their own waters in breath enables a distributive
communication that shows the unravelling of the separations between body, language
and water. This section also explores Vicuña’s multiple notions of site work through a
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bodily communication that moves beyond poetic language into sound and experience.
Cloud-Net exists in book form as a record of the performance, including photographs,
text and performance stills. The continuing modulation of text and performance
across media therefore works to extend the performance and include the reader within
it, simultaneously enacting and commenting on the language-body-water nexus. This
develops a strange space of perpetuity yet precarity, that speaks to the precarious
status of water, indigenous language and craft, as well as bodies within our current
environmental context.

ALLQA AND CON: The Textual Weaving of “Arte Precario”
Water and weaving thematically and structurally inform “Arte Precario,” from
Vicuña’s 1997 collection, quipoem. “Arte Precario” describes the art of weaving
alongside reflections on the precarious contemporary moment of cultural and
ecological dissolution in order to suggest a new model of interrelational language and
existence, a speaking-with that is bound up in the motion and flux of river water.

Fig 7. Cecilia Vicuña, “Arte Precario,” quipoem, 1997.
Aligning our reading practices with Vicuña’s methodology of unravelling, we can
begin by exploring allqa, the final word of “Arte Precario” before the epigraphs.
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Allqa is a governing word in Andean weaving practice as well as in irrigation
techniques. To an English speaker, the word allqa contains all and visually and
sonically alludes to aqua meaning water in Latin. Therefore, allqa directs us towards
a reversed reading of the poem that helps us untangle the complex dynamics of water
and weaving as well as drawing our attention to the encounters of singular yet
relational identity within a multicultural and polylingual whole. Allqa is an Aymara
word and textile term referring to “a sharp contrast in the play of light and shadow,”
as well as—in the terminology of Inca water management—the divergence of
irrigation streams that then reconverge (De Zegher 1997, 40; Dean 2011, 27). As
such, it denotes an intertwining of separate specifics, a temporary uniting, and
declares an entangling of language, water and indigenous representation through
weaving and water. In weaving, “allqa…applies to the connection or encounter of
things that can never be together” (De Zegher 1997, 40). The physical act of weaving
is of running horizontal threads, the weft, over and under vertical threads, the warp,
held taut in a loom, or in body loom practice, the flexed foot of an outstretched leg.
De Zegher, Vicuña’s editor, suggests that the encounter—a word itself derived from
con—between the light and dark threads that is denoted by allqa formulates an
alternative model of subjectivity to one grounded in binary thought or opposition. I
suggest that the selfhood indicated is one of being-with that attends to the separations,
forced and otherwise, of contemporary existence, and attempts to reweave our
experience into a whole that yet honours difference. The entanglement of water
models with weaving models to express this subjectivity in “Arte Precario” suggests
that this relational self moves out to encompass the waters of the natural world. Allqa,
therefore, through its complex and multiple meanings, exemplifies the intercultural
and ecological fluid self of Vicuña’s multilingual poetics that is yet rooted in specific
indigenous narrative creation and is governed by the reciprocal motion implied by
con, that extends beyond interhuman contact to humannatural contact.
Turning to the use of allqa in the water aspect of the word further
demonstrates the physical similarities and lexical intertwining of the relational motion
of multiple threads in weaving with the concept of many streams of water in the flow
of one river. Furthermore, it shows the interweaving of many meanings within one
word. P’allqa is the divergence of waters in an irrigation canal, the reconvergence of
which, in yet distinct streams of water, is called tinku. According to Carolyn Dean’s
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work on Inka hydrology, “the play of p’allqa and ‘tinku, divergence and
convergence…was a key part of the Inka’s water aesthetic” (Dean 2011, 27).
Although divergence of a stream into an irrigation canal shows human intervention
into natural forces, hydrodynamics operates in a similar mode as tributary flows come
together to create patterns, upwelling and eddying in a river, propelled by friction and
viscosity. According to Randall: “the emphasis on both unity and separation is one of
the basic tenets of the Inca political and social organization, best symbolized in the
concepts of hanan (above) and hurin (below), which are dependent on one another but
must remain separate” (Randall 1982, 56). This togetherness yet separation of the
transition space of the border, brought up by p’allqa and its unsaid sister word, tinkuy,
is therefore a crucial aspect of Inca cosmology. Tinkuy is also the Quechua word for a
meeting place between two opposed worlds—sacred sites chosen for fiesta are termed
tinkuy and are often located beside water or at the edges of jungles (Randall 1982,
54). This sense of transition space beside water speaks to the boundary-crossing drive
of this thesis, and ecologically, the concept of the ecotone, the transition area between
two distinct biomes. Recently, the ecotone has served as an important concept
metaphor for the space of boundary yet exchange in critical thought. For example,
Eppelsheimer proposes the ecotone as a way to address the striking monolingualism
of ecocriticism (Eppelsheimer, Küchler and Melin 2014). Relational and process
thinkers such as Manning have aligned the ecotone with the liminal spaces of
subjectivity in contact with another. Furthermore, the ecotone speaks to the intraactive subject of the material ecocriticism of Barad, Alaimo, Tuana, and others. Allqa,
separated from its usual phraseology—“the play of p’allqa and ‘tinku”—retains
connotations of separation yet working-together. Allqa draws our attention to multiple
spaces of cultural coexistence, separation and negotiation within the poem. These
multiple spaces exist in the text of “Arte Precario” in a context of indigenous
specificity—Quechuan language and weaving practice—that yet reaches out to
broader schools of cultural critique through quotations from and references to a
literary canon that it speaks with and holds to account.
Lastly, to follow Vicuña’s own method of mining a single word for its
multiple meanings, as mentioned, the first syllable of allqa is all. The second syllable
qua echoes que from the Chilean que p’oh?, which is translated as: “what do you
mean?” Therefore the word allqa denotes totality—all—yet also stands as a site of
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internal separation, yet negotiation and connection, through questioning in que p’oh?
This questioning on contact impels new ways of speaking-with and governs Vicuña’s
inter-bodily and textual poetics. This new relational language is exemplified by que
p’oh? or, what do you mean?, which was, for Vicuña, the impulse to the creation of
her term, quipoem, the title of the collection from which “Arte Precario” is taken.
Vicuña describes the etymological process that resulted in quipoem, in kNOT a quipu,
as the evolution of the initial question, que p’oh?—what do you mean?—into que
poema?, meaning, what poem?, and then into the neologism quipoem (Geschwandtner
2005). This allows us to follow an etymological and phonetic line from the
connotations of water and weaving in the word, allqa, through the act of questioning:
que p’oh, which itself depends upon an encounter with another, to the quipu, the
knotted recording and narrative device of the Incas, and the new kind of poetics that
Vicuña proposes and enacts in the quipoem. The multiple words and meanings woven
into one word in allqa therefore show that weaving, water and language are, on a
micro level, themselves woven together in Andean thought and language across
temporalities in a relationship of moving-with, from which new forms of contact can
develop.
The second key word to the theme of interrelational movement of separate
entities in “Arte Precario” is the word con. Con is woven through the italicized line
“el con de la continuidad” (line 33), meaning “the with of continuity.” This line
emphasizes and enacts the process by which Vicuña delves into words and
extrapolates internal words from them. Con is lifted out of continuidad to stand in its
own right as with as well as forming a crucial part of the word, continuity. This flow
of one word into another in a process of joining or intermingling mimics the
entwining of threads in weaving as well as the multiple streams of water that come
together to form one river. Con, the word for water and with is woven into the fabric
of the phrase “el con de la continuidad” (33). The strategy is the unravelling of a
word in order to emphasize the internal relation between the parts of which it is made.
As well as exemplifying the multiple entangling, unravelling and reversing meanings
of the single word con, the phrase explores its wider connotations. In the phrase, the
two metaphors of language as thread and language as water combine to become
metaphor for each other. Water itself becomes woven through the phrase: el con de la
continuidad. Water is therefore hidden, or even threatened, but its continuity is
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highlighted through repetition and transmutation. The phrase, el con de la continuidad
therefore provides an exemplification of the first two lines of “Arte Precario,” which
describe two words transforming upon encounter, as well as performing a textual
weaving and a demonstration of a meandering water stream. The entwining of
metaphors suggests that the meaning of the internal parts of a word overflow the
structure of the whole word, creating new patterns of interrelational language.
Con also stands at the beginning of the couplet:
Continuity in obliteration.
In death, resurrection.
(16-17)
This couplet offers a crucial insight into the reciprocity and potential reversals of the poem
that are activated through thematic content as well as through reflective line layout and word
arrangement. The positioning of the words in the couplet demonstrates the encounters of
opposing forces in weaving and in the motion of water, and draw attention to the
ambivalence or anxiety within this interweaving. These lines provide a moment of textual
interweaving and reversal that emphasizes the entanglement of the relational dynamics of
water, weaving and language, as well as the permutations of the Andean hydrocosmological
cycle, under threat from capitalist engineering within rivers. The potential for connection and
continuity within con is demonstrated, despite the word’s framing within the context of
destruction. Indeed, the reciprocal play of death and rebirth, familiar in both Western
Christian religion and Andean cosmology, destabilizes the idea of fixity and of isolated
cultural and/or spiritual thought in order to posit that we are continually creating and being
created across cultural boundaries in a process of being-with. As Jean-Luc Nancy says,
existence can only be apprehended in “togetherness” and con—or, “with is at the heart of
Being” (Nancy 2000, 30).
The exchangeability of the words in the couplet “Continuity in obliteration. / In death,
resurrection” calls to mind weaving and the participatory meaning-making of human hand
and thread. The Kwakiutl string figures that “receive names from their patterns of dissolution
/ in the hand” (11-12), recall Vicuña’s first quipu, “El Quipu Que No Recuerda Nada” and
her methodology of unravelling that emerged from the political silencings and disappearings
of Andean historical and contemporary oppression. The continual re-patterning of the string
figures as they are tied, untied and retied, again highlights the unfixed nature of language and
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inscription. On the one hand, the “patterns of dissolution,” similar to the endless transitions of
water, ostensibly offer a positive notion of the fluidity of intersubjective relations. However,
they also alert us to the ambivalence within the notion of transformation when it is
incorporated into the progressive terminology of capitalist prospecting and privatization of
natural resources, that in fact leads to a dissolution of indigenous histories, sacred space and
the required resources for the sustenance of life. Therefore, although the transience that is the
precarious nature of the precario work or string figure, as described in “Arte Precario,”
converts to transformation—a kind of union from which emerge new ways of relating and
speaking with each other and the waters of the world—there is a darker side to “the
dangerous instant of transmutation” (6).
Visually, the exchangeable arrangement of lines sixteen to seventeen points toward
the disorientating depths and reflective, refractive properties of water. In its natural motion of
reaching toward and conversion, water offers connection, yet also threatens dilution, and is,
as we will explore further in the next section, under threat of contamination and privatization
by global companies. The arrangement of the couplet provides a double reflection. Each line
has a word reflected in another word, weaving and crossing almost developing a syntactic
chiasmus, chiasmus having its root in the word cross, originally from the Greek letter X, chi.
The second line inverts the word order of the first so that there is a vertical reflection and,
reading diagonally, the meanings of the words are themselves continuous. There is the
possibility of changing the positions of the words around the axis or point of relation of in,
which itself is neither static nor stable. This multiple reflection and the potential for dynamic
exchange activate a sense of discontinuity within continuity, despite the meaning of the
phrases. The idea that words have definitive meanings is unsettled and language is presented
as mutable. Indeed the con of continuity is registered as the con of contra as the connections
between and within the words always figure as separations. The mirror image of the wording
in this couplet indicates the ambivalence of transformation that must always interact with
notions of dissolution. This therefore highlights the ambivalence within the concept of water
as a metaphor for cultural relation and being-with as the imbalances in intercultural
relationship within an era of globalization are brought to light.
Vicuña’s emphasis on ecological dissolution and the dilution of cultural and
indigenous linguistic forms is prevalent in “Arte Precario.” There are six instances of English
words with the valence of dilution: dissolution (which appears twice), disappearance,
obliteration, death and debris, as opposed to just two of restorative valence: continuity and
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resurrection. These last terms are modified by their opposing forces. The repetition of
dissolution evidences water as a key metaphor through the poem, as well as indicating
anxiety or ambivalence about the state of indigenous culture, language and water space in a
contemporary moment of ecological crisis brought on partly by the ingress of dominant
Western culture into sacred indigenous water spaces. At the same time that Vicuña’s poetic
weaving together of cultures and languages can be seen as a gesture of plurality and
knowledge dissemination, opening artistic practice to communion and slipping the political
bounds imposed by state sovereignty, it can also invoke notions of dilution, destruction and
deliberate silencing, as explored in Chapter One, thereby highlighting again the contra nature
of con.
Con informs these themes of context, connection and continuity that run
through “Arte Precario” as well as their opposing forces. The ambivalence is
amplified by the allusion to opposing forces within the word consciousness itself, as it
contains both con, meaning with, but also scire, meaning to cut, thereby denoting both
a joining and a separation:
Perhaps consciousness
To join and to cut
(28-29).
Cut is a further weaving word, as it refers to the joining and unjoining motion of
threads in weaving and the cutting of final pieces, and alerts the reader to the
ambivalence within con and the poem as a whole. Returning to ‘el con de la
continuidad’, and developing the reading of “Arte Precario” as a sort of textual
weaving, the line forms part of a wider section that visually exemplifies the “double
movement” of weaving, interrelational subjectivity, river flow and poetic language, at
the same time that it describes it. Apart from the unattributed quotation of line six:
‘“the dangerous instant of transmutation”’ and the indented and italicized “ecliptic” of
line ten, the first page of “Arte Precario” is left aligned. However, halfway down the
second page, the lines begin to criss-cross the page.
If art is the form of perception,
a way of seeing and hearing,
perhaps consciousness,
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to join and to cut,
the double movement of the
weaver
Is the art,
el con de la continuidad,
the togetherness of union, allqa.
(26–34)
This textual shape enacts the back and forth motion of the arm against the loom when
weaving as well as the crossing of the weft and warp threads. From the more basic
weaving of a Kwakiutl string figure in the hand described on the first page of “Arte
Precario,” loom weaving and ritual weaving that crosses river banks (to be explored
later) are shown in the above extract. As the reader’s eye moves forward and back
across the page, it seems that the italicized lines add to the sense of forward direction
or force that is then pulled back to its origin, in a kind of syntactic weaving. The space
on the page opened up between the italicized lines 29 and 33 becomes a textual
embodiment of the huacas in the quipu, metaphorized in Andean thought as
transitional spaces between dimensions. If it figures for the p’allqa turn of divergence
in water streams, we can see the shape of the lines as also figuring cross-currents of
water. Just as in the couplet of lines sixteen to seventeen, in which the axis of in is
mobile, offering multiple reflective and refractive connections and exchanges
between the words that it separates/joins, so here the fragmented lines and
indentations offer ways of following the lines both horizontal and vertical, almost
circularly, movements that suggest the reflective, refractive properties of water and its
disorientating depths. Indeed, the line placement exemplifies the notion of a new way
of speaking-with that has the body and its motion at the centre. As a description and
an embodied experience of reading (and previously writing) as weaving, these lines
offer new ways “of seeing and hearing” (27).
The second reflective couplet in the extract above is the two italicized lines
taken together:
“To join and to cut”
(29)
is set directly above:
“el con de la continuidad”
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(33).
“To join and to cut” emphasizes the duality within con as a joining force and a
separator. As an etymological translation, it shows consciousness as a derivative of
the Latin: conscius meaning a knowing, either “with others” or “in oneself,” therefore
demonstrating the root of consciousness as a collaborative understanding—a
knowing-with. The sense is of also of incise or incision, coming from scire, meaning
to cut. The Shaman is termed, in Quechuan, she or he who ties: watuq, yet is also one
who cuts away the veils of illusion from the initiate. These Shamanic words have
themselves emerged from physical weaving techniques. A Shaman is perceived as a
guide, one who conducts passengers through other conjoined worlds. The “double
movement” of the weaver and wave line is therefore also the double movement of
Shamanic practice and of the poetic etymology or word-working that at once reveals
and conceals internal words and deeper meanings.
The positioning of “weaver” alone on a line directly above “is the art” returns
us to the beginning of the poem, “When I said,” with its assertion of autonomy within
a collective of voices. Again, we are given a clear moment of singularity within intraactive togetherness. If we read lines 31 and 32 in isolation as the “double movement
of the weaver is the art,” it extends the nature of art to include the artist herself,
making the weaver/poet a mutable object, arguably a deeply ecological stance that
positions the creating body within a co-creating environment. The “double
movement” refers to the interplay of joining and separating that runs through the
whole poem. The positioning of the weaver as part of her art, within an ecology of
relation composed of speaker, speech and natural world is set up in the preceding
lines, which refer to Vicuña’s vision that led to her practice of poetic etymology:
The word, unravelling in the air, begins again.
The warp is the arm
and the weft is the world.
The city is the book
And our gestures in it, the writing.
(21-5)
Words and the body—including that of the reader—therefore move relationally. The
warp becomes the arm, and the weft becomes the world, which itself develops from
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the word of the previous line. The creating body is, therefore, centralized within its
environment, both material and textual, highlighting an interrelationship between
language, body and environment. That the textual environment is laid out with
fluidity and motion across the page, emphasizes that this is a relationship of language
and the body with the waters of the environment. These fluidly positioned lines cite
sensuous, poetic participation as instigation and reveal the complex meanings within
the underlying patterns of language. By situating the body as a crucial and central
element to poetic art, weaving and indeed to the safeguarding of waters, the
suggestion is that, although it operates through flux and “double movement,” “Arte
Precario” opposes the notion of dissolution or endless deferral that can be implied by
a poetics of continuously moving relationality.
Con-cón is the title of Vicuña’s first precario, performed in 1966 at the mouth
of the River Aconcagua in Central Chile as it emits into the Pacific Ocean a work that
I will further explore in the following section in its print form as Antivero (Vicuña
1997, 138). Discussed in the previous chapter as part of the print version of “El Quipu
Que No Recuerda Nada,” Con-cón would mean “Water-water” if translated straight
from Mapuche. However, as Con-cón was a site work, built on the shore of the
Pacific Ocean, the work was co-created through erasure with the natural action of
tides, suggesting that the title could be equally read as: “with water.” Additionally,
although in Vicuña’s first language of Spanish, con means with, its late Latin root is
contra, meaning against or opposing. So, equally, the title Con-cón can mean
Without-water, making a comment on the vulnerable water space of the River
Aconcagua, as it is fed by streams of meltwater from the glaciers in the high Andes,
which are threatened by destruction. Con as a trick or subterfuge links the seemingly
infinite permutations of the word con to the trickery and reversals of Andean
wordplay, which itself has a relationship of reciprocity at its core.4 Indeed, a crucial
broader understanding of con is the intermeshing of myth and metaphor, sacred
paradox and wordplay with the physical realities of everyday existence in the Andes,
a concept addressed in the previous chapter and one that will be taken up towards the
end of this one. Therefore it is important to note that in Inca mythology, at the
4

Martina Faller discusses the semantic reciprocity at the heart of the Quechuan

language in detail in ‘The Ingredients of Reciprocity in Cuzco Quechua’ (Faller,
2007).
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beginning of Earth-time, Wiraqocha, the androgynous creator god and tribal ancestor
of all Andean people, rose from the Pacific Ocean and travelled to Lake Titicaca, the
largest freshwater lake in South America. On emerging from the lake, Wiraqocha
brought light and order to the Andes, creating the sun, moon, stars and all Inca
ancestors (Williams 2005, 38). The creator god and that which he created—the Inca
Empire—therefore comes from water. Furthermore, the creator god is linguistically
entangled with water. The name, Wiraqocha, sometimes spelt Viracocha, is a
compound of wira meaning foam of the sea, and qocha, meaning water or lake
(Heckman 2003, 114). The alternative name for this androgynous creator god is
“Con-Tici,” also spelt “Kon-Tiki.” To demonstrate again the conjunction of water and
weaving in Andean belief, Wiraqocha was not only the god of water, but was
responsible for teaching the art of weaving in the Andes (Randall 1982, 75). That con
forms part of his alternative name is a further key to the centrality of con within the
poem. We have seen above how con can be aligned with the encounters of weaving
and that con also translates as water in Mapuche. Furthermore, con is the shortened
version of confidence trick. Therefore the word holds multiple meanings that weave
together and sometimes oppose, as well as standing as metaphor for each other. The
mode of interrelational subjectivity that is imagined is a being-with (con)—a dynamic
holding together and unravelling of ambivalences—which emerges from the flows of
river water (con) and the movement of threads in weaving.
By exploring the multiplicity of meanings within con, I have developed the
methodology of “poetic etymology” used by Vicuña—“a philosophy of language, but
from a poetic orientation”—and listened to the sacred wordplay and riddling of
Andean communication and cosmological precepts, themselves a process of continual
interweaving and unravelling language in order to access its ecospiritual dimensions
(de Zegher 1997, 55). “Poetic etymology,” a study of words within words and the
connection between words across languages and cultural contexts, is a key linguistic
strategy for Vicuña: the desire “to discover the ancient metaphors condensed in the
word itself” (Vicuña 1992, 36). In her poem, “Palabrarmas,” Vicuña recounts
“seeing” the inner structure of words as constellations during the experience of a
phenomenon that she describes variously as akin to constellations separating and
recombining and seeds sprouting:
I saw a word in the air
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solid and suspended
showing me
her seed body

She opened up and fell apart
and from her parts sprouted
sleeping thoughts
of love, livid
in love, living
out of love.
(Vicuña 1992, 29)
This vision revealed to Vicuña the structure of a word as composed of multiple other
words that could move across languages and cultures. Each word, then, is not an
individual unit but a collective of singularities. This structure can be noted in the
formation of bodies of water—singular particles moving relationally within a
collective, expanding, contracting and changing form—as well as in the weft and
warp of weaving. This vision that Vicuña experienced at the foot of El Plomo, the
glacier beneath which she laid the first iteration of El Quipu Menstrual, can be
considered a spiritual versioning of a concrete poem, and is referred to in “Arte
Precario” as a moment of transformation, yet continuity: “The word, unravelling in
the air, begins again” (21). Vicuña’s methodology of poetic etymology calls to mind
the practice of deconstruction as a composition technique in ecologically invested
poet Craig Santos Perez, as well as the microcosmic language work of Bergvall,
which will be addressed in detail in the final chapter of this thesis, as a
hydropoetically attentive practice. Furthermore, it roots Vicuña’s work deeply within
Andean sacred language tradition as, in the Andes, the more meanings a word has, the
greater its value: it belongs to the Hatunsini or “important language” (de Zegher
1997, 19). For example, as discussed above, the italicized phrase from “Arte
Precario:” “el con de la continuidad” (33) exemplifies the weaving of words
metaphorized as threads and as streams of water, and demonstrates the unravelling
that is the creative impulse of Vicuña’s etymological vision.
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The premise of “Arte Precario” is the transformative power of connection,
encapsulated in the word con, and located in the act of speaking or speaking-with.
The poem begins:
When I said arte precario an energy was born.
The two words transformed each other.
(1–2)
As a marker of the poem’s position within Andean Shamanic practice, the opening
lines introduce Vicuña as instigator of a transformative encounter between words,
located at an unspecified historic point before the writing of the poem. Yet as each
new reader comes to the poem, this moment of transformation is re-enacted, and the
“I” concurrently multiplies and transfers. This perpetual activation of the
transformative potential of words, initiated by the speech act of the writer, “When I
said,” and reiterated by the subsequent engagement of each reader exemplifies J. L.
Austin’s notion of “performative language” (Austin 1962). The act of saying
something makes its reality come into being. To extend this instance of performative
language from a speech act into an act of reading makes the reader an active
performative author in the work of “Arte Precario. It displays a fluidity of agency and
gestures towards the centrality of orality and performance within Vicuña’s poetic
practice, to be taken up later in this chapter.
The multiple relationality of con as with extends beyond the page to perform
an intra-action that is differently transformative in each of its new contexts. The
relational body is also highlighted and then brought into question via its differing
contexts, through Vicuña’s use of quotations, both attributed and unattributed. As
“Arte Precario” begins with “When I said,” and concludes with attributed quotes from
Eckhart, Suzuki and Fernandez, this poem of exchange and vocal multiplicity is
framed by specifically located moments of speech. The three quotes stand as separate
strands that yet move in relation, returning us to our water and weaving word, allqa:
“He himself must be the place in which he acts.”
___ M. Eckhart
“We are waiting for a new sun to rise above the
horizon of egotism and sordidness in every sense.”
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___ D. T. Suzuki
“Humanity begins tomorrow.”
___ Macedonio Fernandez’
To offer a trio of quotes—a weaving of voices together—means the central phrase
acts as connector or con, with all the reversals and ambivalence that implies. Within
the mechanics of the text, “we are waiting…” becomes the con that means with, yet
can indicate without. It therefore connects and separates the first and third quotation, a
device of relational movement of coming together yet retaining apartness inherent in
the natural behaviour of water and the motion of weaving. Indeed, the epigraphs as a
whole have a wave-like structure. However, this tidalectic is not one of reassuring
return but is complicated by the pre-becoming of the final line, a stance of ante-origin.
The word waiting, in the central quote, confers a sense of anticipation. Despite the
word being in the present tense, waiting brings in a sense of moving forwards yet at
the same time being held back. These almost apocalyptic sentiments that dislodge
stable notions of time and place show the precarious state of territorialized notions
and expressions of self in an era of environmental degradation, and link back to line
18: “debris, a past to come: what we say about ourselves.” However, on page one is
an unattributed quotation: “the dangerous instant of transmutation” (6). This indented,
unsourced excerpt attempts to locate the “instant of transmutation” in time, although
the constancy of that time and its position within past, present or future has already
been destabilized. Indeed the quote continues this destabilization through its lack of
particularity. Further, as time is destabilized, so is the speaker. It is unclear whether
Vicuña is quoting herself, another text, or overheard speech. It seems that this
unanchored quote links to line eighteen, which—in its mirror dialectic similar to line
three—affords reflective speech the power to warp and reverse time: “a past to come:
what we say about ourselves.” Again, the self is rendered more than a singular entity
with the words, “what we say about ourselves,” and poetic speech is given the power
to transform identity. Equally, the unattributed quotation could be a lexical strategy to
distance language from the speaker’s unique body and voice. Just as words transmute,
so do people and so do the structures of water. That this potential for transmutation is
suggested as sometimes “dangerous” speaks again to the ambivalence within a poetics
of water that deals with fluid relational identity. Not only is the relational dynamism
of Vicuña’s polyvocal poetry aligned with the movement of water and woven thread,
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it also investigates the destabilization of time and self-expression, components of
place ethics and cultural identity brought into question by environmental crisis. This
is made clear in the epigraphs, which complicate nostalgia with a sense of futurity that
sharp poignancy we experience by being on the brink of dissolution as a species.
The oscillation and encounter between with and against in the word con
occurs throughout “Arte Precario,” as well as between connecting and cutting, in the
two roots of conscience. This multiplicity of meaning offers a fluidity of reading
experience that shows the weaving and unravelling of quipu threads and multiple
streams of water in one river as directing both the theme and textual structure of the
poem. Furthermore, it demonstrates the guiding concepts to Vicuña’s wider
intercultural and ecospiritual methodology that emerges from a nexus of language,
body, and water. Indeed, the notion of consonance and double meaning is central to
Vicuña’s multilingual and etymological work and denotes a “double movement” of
togetherness and separation, found in the motion of words in her particular textual
practice, as well as in the dynamics of weaving and water, and in the intercultural
drive of a poetics of water. To return to those first two lines of “Arte Precario,” and
the “energy” that is born on encounter, the suggestion is that weaving together
multiple streams of meaning makes connections between cultures, between the human
and nonhuman and between the waters of the present and the pressured future, that
may help us understand global interconnections for a more hopeful future. If we can
understand with as a mode of living, that is, living with nonhuman elements such as
water, living and speaking with other cultures and languages to our own, and living
with the larger systems of control, manipulation and ecological exploitation that we
are inevitably ensnared in, we can see the encounter of con as potentially
transformative, turning the dialectic of with and against into a process of being-with
and, ultimately, continuity.
ANTIVERO: Weaving With Water
I now turn from the textual weaving presented in “Arte Precario” to a material
embodiment of the metaphoric entangling of thread, water and poetic speech.
Antivero situates Vicuña’s poetics of water, which we have explored textually, within
a physical river location.
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Fig 8. Cecilia Vicuña, Photograph of Antivero (1981), Quipoem, 1997.
The river poem physically enmeshes the material metaphor of water—the thread—
with the materiality of the river’s flow. In 1981, Vicuña performed Antivero, a
weaving work which joined and separated the banks of the Antivero River with
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threads wrapped around the river stones. The name Antivero is a compound word
made up of anti meaning both before, as in anticipation, as well as against, and vero,
which means truth. A complex and fluid sense of time is produced, similar to that
developed in the quotations at the end of “Arte Precario.” Antivero, despite being the
name of the river and therefore a specifically locating word, offers us a typical
ambiguity of time and position.
Indeed, there are two instances of Antivero in the collection quipoem. The first
is titled, “Antivero, Chile, 1981.” It is a close-up black and white photograph of the
river weaving printed on the right hand side of a double page spread. On the opposite
page is a photograph of threads crossing a dust road. The threads are suspended,
presumably, from roadside trees, despite these being obscured by the way in which
the image has been cropped. Each image presents a multilayered emblem of
journeying. The road and the river, paths emitting from the self into a temporal future
or onward geographic location, are crossed further by horizontal and diagonal
migratory lines. However, although the river threads mingle with the flow lines,
presenting a sense of fluidity and deixis, of reaching towards, the threads that make a
web across the road operate on an opposing axis, barring or obscuring the way ahead.
By 1981, under Pinochet’s rule, bodily movement in Chile was constricted. In fact, in
much Chilean (particularly feminist) literature of the time, the body was presented as
a politicized and colonized space, under threat of attack or brutality/dismemberment.
Alice A. Nelson explains that “Pinochet’s regime relied on a combination of the
literal, exterior, direct exercise of violence…with the more subtle and efficient
mechanisms of modern surveillance” (Nelson 2002, 36). This allows us firstly to see
the threads that cross the road as physical barriers to passage. Secondly, in their visual
reference to telephone lines, they present a notion of communication and connection
that is corrupted and reversed by knowledge of the political climate of surveillance
and media manipulation. The threads run across the road, opposing the normal
direction of telephone wires that pass along parallel to the road. The threads as
physical barrier and as corrupted lines of telecommunication gesture toward
communication wires that initially functioned to connect citizens, yet work, in 1981,
to confine them within Chile and, under a surveillance government, to invade
privacies. Governmental control of communication routes not only manipulated
connections within Chile but limited external contact: the road to the outside world
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was literally barred.
The emblem of the net is present through Vicuña’s work as denoting this
notion of simultaneous connection and separation, as well as the ambivalence of the
proliferation of knowledge alongside the insidious controls allowed by new media
that are susceptible to corruption. In 1981, the new Constitution of Chile was ratified,
the main features of which were an undemocratic electoral system, the quashing of
labour movements and the privatization of natural resources. In 1981 as well, an
Information Communication Technology initiative was begun to enable more efficient
bureaucratic procedures and public administration. The threads can therefore be read
as lines of connection to the outside world, but for specifically economic means.
Indeed, they are lines that foster the smooth running of an exploitative military regime
and its methods of privatization. As with Vicuña’s exploration of the interaction
between speech and silence through her meltwater metaphor, the mesh of threads here
serves as a figure for the interplay between positive aspects of telecommunication and
the vulnerability to manipulation that entails. They are at once visioned as a carrier of
meaning and an ensnaring device. The juxtaposition of the image of the woven road
with the image of the woven river illustrates this contrast. Across the road, the web
signifies obstruction. Within the river, it emphasizes the natural mesh of flow
complexity that enables motion. The complexity of notions of home and displacement
are presented through the common motifs of journeying and voyage—the road and
the river—here problematized further by the lines across them. There is a swing
between departing and returning/remaining, and—particularly in the road image—a
sense of halted dynamism, a frozen narrative of journeying.
In contrast, the threads across the river, although anchored to the rocks, are
loaned motion by the flow of the water around them. Some hang above the water in
loosened strands, some fall below the surface of the water. The threads mimic and
reflect the flow of the river, they cross and oppose it and are simultaneously
physically part of it. They seem to indicate a loosened sense of identity or subjectivity
aligned with the natural motions of the water. They are not tied as tightly as those
across the road and they do not interfere with the body’s progression through space.
Rather there is a sense of ease revealed within the notion of both home and journeying
in this second image. Home is identified by a fluid natural form within a specific
locale, the Antivero river, and the notion of the journey is presented as that river’s
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natural motion, unobstructed by lines barring the way. However, similarly to the lines
that serve to hinder progression across the road, these lines that flow with the current
of the river still highlight the river as a body of water that is itself a block to the
body’s motion across land. The river therefore stands simultaneously as a metaphor
for fluid subjectivity and as a barrier. In this latter incarnation, it is shown as a
claimant. It too has a subjectivity and mode of expression that must be respected in
the second version of Antivero that appears in the book quipoem. This version
includes a text, whose final line reads: “Before it is polluted, the river wants to be
heard” (Vicuña 1997, 65).

Fig 9. Cecilia Vicuña, “Antivero,” Quipoem, 1997.
Antivero is a double page poem. There are four black and white images in a
strip across the upper centre of the page. Instead of a large sweeping view of the river
from above, these close-ups give us the sense of an intimate conversation with the
blood of the earth; a particularized and local view. The first and second images show
threads across rocks. It is difficult to ascertain here whether there is water present.
The first image on the facing page is simply of rocks. They are unthreaded yet their
natural cracks are obvious, echoing the line of the absent string. Cracks in rocks are
made prominent by paint in another of Vicuña’s site works, “K’jllu,” to illustrate
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borders separating the multiple components within a single object, as well as the
fluidity within the materials of the earth (Vicuña 1997, 69). In fact, the foregrounding
of the rocks in this second presentation of Antivero draws our attention to the way in
which Vicuña thinks indigeneity as an interaction between earth and water. Her sense
of indigeneity, despite its fluidity, is not untied to a specific locale, nor is it an
oscillation between the roots of nation soil and the dispersal of global routes
(DeLoughrey, 2007). It is, instead, an interaction of forces, aware of the dynamism
inherent in the materiality and metaphor of land-based symbols of nationhood, such as
the river rocks, as well as those that are water-based, such as the river itself. This
interaction lends both rocks and water dynamism and fluidity. The final image is of a
thread flung in the water, taking on its own shape in collaboration with the river’s
flow. The static navigatory and connecting lines are dismantled from their positioning
around the rocks and one is shown as flung into the water to make new markings.
Again following Vicuña’s metaphorizing of the thread as a stream of water and as
poetic speech, it enters into an intersubjective meaning making in which one agent is
the river and one agent is the thread, which emblemizes the line of poetic speech. This
interaction physicalizes the textual enmeshing of weaving, water and poetic speech in
“Arte Precario.”
The words beneath the left hand pair of images are in a larger font, with each
letter spread out, offering the eye a path to follow:
Stringintheair
thethreadisapathIlosemyselfon
thepathisascentIgodown
(1–3)
If, as Susan Stewart suggests in Poetry and the Fate of the Senses, the eye is as much
an organ of touch as the body, this elongation of words, which forces our eye to linger
over the comprehension process, draws us closer to the experience of being the
creator of the thread poems who touches the lines in order to arrange them (Stewart
2002, 162–164). We navigate the written lines on an ocular level, as we would
physically walk the weaving were we to encounter it on site. The eye has a path to
follow and the process of reading is deliberately drawn out in streams, temporally and
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spatially, so we are alerted to the physicality of the experience of reading and the
entanglement of the textual element of the poem with the site aspect. The notion of
disorientation in the second line is reversed by the sense of finding one’s way in the
following line in which scent is introduced as setting up a trail to follow. The poetic
line is the thread or “the path I lose myself on.” The ephemerality of scent as a
navigation device injects the trail with precariousness and enacts a further
disorientation - the concept of being lost and then finding a trail can easily give way
to becoming lost again. There is also the sense of being lost as being unaccounted for.
This gestures in part toward the deseparecidos, the lost bodies of the Pinochet era, but
also to the positive aspect of slipping the clutches of a military and surveillance-based
system of government. If the poetic line is “a path I lose myself on,” it is suggested
that poetry, a form of language that exists outside of official discourse, is a tool
through which to enact this positive disappearance. The thread stands, in Vicuña’s
work, as metaphor for both a line of poetic speech and a stream of water. The implied
dispersal of subjectivity, the losing of oneself (“I l o s e m y s e l f”) and an embodied
mode of readerly comprehension are all activated through the motion of text and
waterways, creating a strangely grounding nexus.
However, the free movement of the river that flows unobstructed through the
land of Chile is presented as in a precarious state. In 1981, in the same year that the
site work Antivero was created, Chile’s Water Resource Management passed the
Water Code to capitalize on Chile’s water quality through the development of water
markets and the trade of water permits. This quickly led to monopolization and
environmental mismanagement. The relative freedom of the river was threatened and
restricted through the intervention of humans to economize on its natural processes.
This registers a more sinister interpretation of the flung string as a mark of the human
imprint on the waterscape, which leads to contamination and unnatural disruptions. It
returns to an anxiety pervasive in ecopoetry that any representation of, or with, nature
negates the ethic of nonintervention at the centre of such work. The flung thread could
also represent the memories discarded by Pinochet’s regime that solidified its
standing during the early 1980s through a process of cultural forgetting and
indifference. It could equally signify a stuttering inability to express traumatic
experience in words, which leads to the need for performance. Indeed, the photograph
of the string in the river has within it the ghost of the gesture of throwing it in. The
photograph retains the memory of a performance, one which, to follow Vicuña’s
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complex metaphor, is simultaneously an act of divesting oneself of speech and of
embodying the dispersal of poetic speech. It stands as a multiple disappearance or
dissolution which echoes the discarding of the Quechua language. Yet as an act of
dispersal, it sends that silenced language out to a global audience: the speech that
travels along the river will emit into the Pacific Ocean. There are many possible
readings of the signification of the string in the river, yet in all interpretations, it can
be seen as offering a material demonstration of the enmeshment of river ecology with
semantic and semiotic systems.
The body is foregrounded as within a relationship of encounter and
movement with water in both the textual elements of the poem. Continuing from the
sensuous and physical reading of the first three lines, the second section reads:
The glabrous nipa leaves, with veiny undersides,
are the spirit, the guardian.
Thigh and lava, dry sun and scented space,
the earth asking for love.

Before it is polluted, the river wants to be heard.
(5–9)
The veiny leaves are like palms, the creases on which echo the lines of thread and the
tracks of the river’s flow. The lines are conjured as journey markers across the palm
of the hand. Equally, the word veiny takes us back to the additional component within
the water and thread metaphor—ancestral blood. This is therefore a complex
enmeshing of earth and the human body through fluid lines of migration and
circulation. This combining of the image of the leaf with the image of the human hand
alongside the gesture towards ancestral blood engages the present and embodied with
the ancestral and the environmental. It ties the practical concerns of waterway
pollution to the degradation of spiritual ancestry through an exposition of the
contamination of the guardian’s sacred space. The presence of spirituality and
ancestral myth are reinforced by the quote from a Q’eros myth above the strip of
photographs on the right-hand page: “In those days everything was alive, even the
stones.” Locating this myth as being of indigenous Peruvian origin enables a local
Andean position that radiates out to encompass myths of multiple cultures that
commonly incorporate the animation of stone, activated through touch “the glabrous
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nipa leaves,” which are figured as hands. It also alerts us to Vicuña’s emphasis on
touch as a component of ritual communion with the earth and makes clear the
ritualistic aspect of her river weavings.
Antivero—in its first iteration across the river—functions through tactility. In
its photograph and text form, it still invites a reader to engage with the poem spatially
and sensually. The wool, spun into yarn, criss-crosses the river in multiple directions,
establishing various nodal points of contact and various lines of perspective, so that—
even in photographic form—the threads suggest physical immersion and fluidity.
Running from bank to bank, the threads become force, rather than form, reflected and
entangled in the flow lines of the river. However, despite the fluidity of the lines
echoing and interacting with the river’s flow lines, the installation remains, to a
certain extent, static, as the threads are tied to the rocks. In Vicuña’s performance
work, she continually returns to her past work, reactivating its dynamism through
recontextualising and establishing new nodes of contact. As touch is a crucial part of
Antivero, reanimating the vulnerable river itself, I now turn to discuss Vicuña’s
performance and book, Cloud-Net, focusing on con-tact, (touching-together), to
explore the fluid and iterative nature of the waterway and the poetic work as it moves
between forms, contexts and bodies via the impetus of touch.
“Er:” Weaving Bodies
The water wants to be heard. Everything is falling apart because of lack of
connections. Weaving is the connection that is missing, the connection between
people and themselves, people and nature.
—Cecilia Vicuña
The true performance is that of our species on Earth: the way we cause suffering to
others, the way we warm the atmosphere or cause other species to disappear. I cover
myself with clouds to feel like the Earth feels.
—Cecilia Vicuña , Cloud-net
At some point, I began tying the audience with threads, or tying myself to the
audience. Who is performing: the poet, or the audience? United by a thread, we form
a living quipu: each person is a knot, and the performance is what happens between
the knots.
—Cecilia Vicuña El quipu vivo / The Living Quipu
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Bodies, language—tactile, spoken and on-the-page—and water metaphorically and
materially interweave through the medium of dance poetry in Cloud-Net, a one-off
group weaving dance enacted on South Finger Pier in Lower Manhattan, New York
City, 1998. The original unpublicized dance was recorded and then shown alongside
poetry performance and quipu-making by Cecilia Vicuña in three U.S. galleries in
1998 and 1999. Photographs and stills from the film are reproduced in the book
Cloud-Net (1999) alongside verse in Spanish and English, photographs of past quipu
works, three essays and an interview with Vicuña. At no point in the book is the
whole of the original Cloud-Net shown, neither the physical expanse of the work in
space in one photograph as it stretches down South Finger Pier, nor the temporal
expanse of it via a link to the full recording. We are offered fragments of the matrix,
close-ups of the wool criss-crossing the dancers’ hands and photographs of parts of
the reversionings of Cloud-Net as they hang from art gallery ceilings or are glimpsed
in the set-up process. The matrix—from matter and mater, meaning mother—is
constantly moving, in the initial dance performance, in the fact of the reweaving or
the iterations of the work and in the further fluidity invested into it as we, the reader,
view the work as photographs in Cloud-Net, the book.
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Fig 10. Cecilia Vicuña, “Er,” Cloud-Net, 1999.
Cloud-Net plays with the ambivalences within a poetics of water of connection
and disruption, distributive communication and silence, and is activated by the vehicle
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of touch, thereby emphasizing the bodily aspect of the language-body-water nexus.
The central poem in Cloud-Net, entitled “Er,” is a splicing together of a translation of
a “long visionary poem,” Savitri, by Sri Aurobindo, the text that sparked Cloud-Net
with the line “delight shall sleep in the cloud-net of her hair” and a description of the
first performance of Cloud-Net:
The thread in the air
Bladers passed by
Waving their blades
Weavers waving
Their waves
After seven days they came to a shaft of light
Like a column extending through
The whole Heaven and Earth
A beam of light
Like a child dancing in the dust
And here,
Translators disagree:
A series of circles surrounded the shaft, eight of them,
The whorl of the spindle and in each of them a siren
Hummed a note
El tono es la cuerda, el hilo de voz
All notes creating one harmony
All notes turning a sound
On which revolutions turn (41–60)
Here the interpretive possibilities within language are shown as aligned with
processes of water, weaving (textile language), and dance (the body’s movement).
The textual strategies used in “Er” to demonstrate this bodily-focused presentation of
the language-body-water nexus include multilingualism, line settings, metaphor that
unites water with bodily motion and blocks of translation that are not flagged up and
so weave through the main text unannounced. “The thread in the air” is the line of the
quipu—the Inca textile writing system—held by the dancers’ hands. It symbolizes
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cloud vapour—water—and inhabits the same space that clouds do—the air. At one
point it is thrown into the river. It brings bodily performance into text by way of
description. The enmeshing of language, body and water continues in the subsequent
lines as the rollerbladers moving along the pier wave their blades, an action that
immediately elides into the “weavers waving / their waves.” The dual meaning of
wave as communicative hand gesture and the way in which water can move is
followed by the sonically similar action of weaving. Weaving itself can be a full
bodily motion, as demonstrated by the rollerbladers and the dancers, and it can refer
to the specific act of creating textiles with the hands as well as to the interweaving of
language/languages. This juxtaposition of waving and weaving returns us to Vicuña’s
collection title, which emphasises the reciprocity and linkage between water,
language and the bodily action of textile-making: Weaving of Words and Unravelling
of Water.
The line settings here repeat the criss-cross action of many of Vicuña’s on-thepage works and force the reader’s eye to move back and forth across the page in a
movement aligned with that of loom weaving as well as the drawing-in and retreat of
a wave in water. This “turning” is emphasized in the final lines of the above extract:
All notes turning a sound
On which revolutions turn
(59–60)
The repetition of turning becomes like a spiral that works its way deep into a single
sound and a single word, yet the word revolutions gestures out to suggest a wider reopening spiral. This simultaneous turning within, yet movement outwards, is repeated
in the wider iterations of Cloud-Net in the performance as it moves through media and
from gallery to gallery to book. Furthermore, “revolutions” is another word for
turnings, but also refers, in a political sense, to a collective social act of resistance
against a dominant regime. The spiral shape features physically as part of Con-Cón, a
work in which the spiral is scored in the sand, as described in the previous chapter,
and above. The spiral can also function as a mode through which to read works that
have a local particularity yet reach out towards a global concern. Here, in Cloud-Net,
that concern is the forgetting of indigenous language and lore amidst global
environmental destruction.
Just as Cloud-Net recurs in different local contexts with each performance, so
Vicuña’s mode of expression is one of relational interculturality. This oneness, yet
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also internal individuality, is highlighted previously by the lines: “and here /
translators disagree.” The untranslated Spanish line “El tono es la cuerda, el hilo de
voz” translates as: “The tone is the rope, the thread of the voice.” The
interrelationship between body, language and water is shown in the encounter
between quipu thread, and a collective of moving bodies that emit their own waters in
breath, enabling the tone and the voice to be heard in a distributive communication.
The spoken word is metaphorized as the thread, which is moved between the dancers’
hands and then stands for water. As the dancers move with the thread in the
photographs beside “Er,” the idea is one of collective expression. Ultimately,
Vicuña’s techniques argue for individual authority over meaning, yet a being-with
that augurs a collective authorship, enabling a fluidity of identity within a collective
that may resist, with its revolutions, the netting, yet separations of capitalist existence.
The dance of Cloud-Net physically enacts Vicuña’s philosophy, ontology and textual
strategies and supports my reading framework of a language-body-water nexus within
her work.
Cloud-Net demonstrates the volatility and flux of water and of media as well
as the precarity of “cloud” data storage and the shifting “net” of interconnection
between humans. The idea of the net as something that captures or contains, even—in
our contemporary era of cloud space data retention—as something that saves, is
subverted by the dynamism and iterability of Cloud-Net. The thread continually
moves, is unraveled and rewoven through the hands of the three women who, out of
many who were invited, came to participate in the dance “entirely by chance” (34).
This ambivalence and instability within the event of the performance and the emblem
of the net—a form that captures, but that can enable items to easily slip through its
open structure—reverberates out towards the other connotations of net within a
capitalist language system (for example, net worth), and highlights the precariousness
of our modes of retaining knowledge and organising wealth.
Indeed, the multiplicity of ways in which we can read the emblem and the
material object of the net, as well as the many ways in which the strands of thread in
Cloud-Net cross and move dynamically during the dance, are aligned to the
polylingual textual strategies that Vicuña employs in the print parts of the book
Cloud-Net. The multitude of streams of water within one river, the Hudson, echoes
the sense of multiple authorship of one fluid work. Equally, the Hudson River calls to
mind the rivers of Chile as the Cloud-Net photographs feature alongside photographs
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and stills from Vicuña’s past site works in South America, effecting a movement from
the local out to the global and at the same time holding together the water space from
Vicuña’s indigenous past with the water space in her present home in the country of
dominant culture. In the instance of its first performance the thread of Cloud-Net is
intertwined with the waters of the Hudson River metonymically, metaphorically and
in one case materially when the yarn is thrown by a passer-by whose motion has been
frustrated by a thread caught in her bicycle wheel:
A woman, angry at a thread
Caught in her bike said:
“Is this a booby trap”
“Only in your mind”
The girls thought as she threw the web into the river
Dark as the sea
The thread pulsating and throbbing
A heart in the sea
(66–73)
Language (the thread) is thrown into the water (the river) and becomes part of a
human body (a heart), highlighting the language-body-water nexus that in Cloud-Net
is weighted towards the body. Furthermore, as language (the thread) hits the river, the
river becomes “dark as the sea.” Finally, the thread pulsates and throbs and is “a heart
in the sea.” The movement from simile to metaphor echoes the morphology within
water, and reveals fluid qualities within language, showing water, language and the
body as moving together in a relationship of interweaving. Equally, it exposes the
insecurity of cloud data storage and the potential for eradication or manipulation of
what is saved. The ways in which meaning alters according to who the reader or
viewer of an event is, is also revealed in the lines: “Is this a booby trap” / “Only in
your mind” (68–69).
Throughout Vicuña’s work, the quipu thread is metaphorized as a line of water
and as a line of poetic expression. Equally the quipu thread visually describes the
relational forces of connection and exchange between moving bodies. As the thread is
wound around the hands of the dancers in Cloud-Net, the language-body-water nexus
is enacted as an ecology of movement. Clouds are water vapour and symbolize, as
Vicuña explains in her interview with David Levi-Strauss, “clouds of cosmic
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gas,…semen and seafoam” (Vicuña 1999, 19). In this exchange, Cloud-Net is shown
as adhering to the language-body-water nexus in its linking of symbol, i.e. semiotic
sign or language (cosmic gas), with water (clouds) and the body (semen), via an
explicitly ecopoetic and ecopolitical work. The emphasis on touch, movement and
environment in the language-body-water nexus in Cloud-Net relates to Erin
Manning’s notion that “perception is an ecology.” By this, Manning means that we
exist in a field of relation in which our perception of other subjects and objects and
the relations between them is managed via movement and touch. The reciprocal
meaning-making between bodies and between a body and the world it moves through
makes the body itself part of the process of relation: “the senses translate the body not
as the individual but as the relational exchange between worlds and bodies” (Manning
2006, 61). Elsewhere, Manning says: “to feel ecologically is to directly perceive the
relations out of which space-time is composed” (Manning 2009, 73). The title of
Manning’s chapter, “Erring towards Experience: Violence and Touch,” from which
the first quotation is taken, relates us back to the title of the Cloud-Net poem, “Er,”
and to the yoking of fluidities and errancy within iterative poetics and water as
material and metaphor. Indeed, in the same interview mentioned above, Vicuña
explains: “to weave clouds at a moment like this is an attempt to change the pattern of
destruction” (Vicuña 1999, 19). Violence against water spaces and bodies carried out
by states and interconnected governments and the silencing of these issues is shown,
not as a separate force against which we position ourselves, but as a gridding of our
experience. It is this entrapping that Cloud-Net resists through the medium of touch as
a reaching-toward that “foregrounds the unknowability at the heart of all bodies of
knowledge, reminding us that we cannot know the body as the state claims we do, for
no body is ever thoroughly articulated” (Manning 2006, 63).
In the performance of Cloud-Net, the language-body-water nexus takes on a
materiality that emphasizes unknowability and instability, at the same time as it brings
language into physical form via the quipu. Within a quipu framework, the bodies of
the dancers become signifying knots on the thread of the wool, which Vicuña
metaphorizes as the line of poetic speech and a stream of water, as well as becoming
enmeshed in the emblem—and even the material substance—of the river. Therefore,
although Vicuña is the dominant agent or instigator, the dancers, the woman on her
bike and the audience at her gallery performances, become co-authors of the poem
and they become the content of the poem. This physically enacts Tuana’s notion of
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transcorporeality—of the body being the transit site and the meeting point for
multiple meanings and narratives, both human and nonhuman, text and water.
Furthermore, the performance breaks down a barrier between bodies and between
human body and body of text via the moving line of wool that is at once water and
language. These dissolutions of the boundaries between author and work, symbol of
water and text (the wool) and the material actuality of the two, as well as the human
body, demonstrates the inextricable link between body, language and water. CloudNet returns us to the ambivalence of con discussed in Part One of this chapter in the
sense of con-tact, or touching together. The touch here is the physical hand through
which the physical thread—language—runs beside and with the Hudson River. This
notion of touching language and letting it slip through the hands emphasizes the
ephemerality of relational existence that underscores the material motion of water,
bodies and language in an eco-crisis world.
The sense of temporal and spatial transferral across contexts and media, held
together by the continuity of language, is multiplied further by the performative
aspects of the framing of each occasion of Cloud-Net and its accompanying
temporary sculptures or precarios. Gallery director, Sara Kellner, describes the wider
performance of one of the iterations of Cloud-Net: “One day during installation, I
heard Cecilia singing with the precarios as she unpacked them and arranged them on
a table. It was a high, light song that rose above the noise in the gallery….In the
gallery we witnessed the act of doing and undoing threaded by a song” (Sara Kellner,
quoted in Vicuña 1999, 8). This ritualistic preparation of the precarios is shown in a
photograph in the book Cloud-Net. Vicuña is kneeling and holding a clump of the
wool up as she prepares the installation, therefore setting up the motility of touch and
the fusion of touch with sound as key to the ontology of Cloud-Net.
Through Vicuña’s practice, words are considered sensual and bodily. One way
to transfer across the boundaries between words, particularly incomprehensible
words, is through touch. Vicuña encourages touch as a momentarily anchoring force
in her performance work. Indeed, the quipu, as used by the Incas as geographical
sight-lines, rendered touch a navigational device. The importance of touch and the
body to Vicuña’s river weaving works is drawn from her sense of the body as a site of
porous encounter and fluid recomposition. Touch is the physical manifestation of the
word con, pervasive through Vicuña’s poetry as a water word; it is at once a moment
of connection and separation. Therefore, the group weaving of Cloud-Net serves as a
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material manifestation of an ethic of interconnectedness, yet separation. The weaving
alters according to each body’s position in relation to the whole and to each person’s
unique perspective. A phenomenologist such as Maurice Merleau-Ponty would situate
the human observer as the starting point of a continuity between body and world
(Merleau-Ponty 1968). In Signs, Songs and Memory in the Andes, Regina Harrison
points out that for the Quechua, “things are never statically described but are seen as
things in movement which recombine to make new wholes in meaningful
juxtaposition” (Harrison 1989, 30). The participation of many bodies, therefore,
creates an unstable collective of co-creators with no stable point of contact, either
tactile or sonic. Delving more deeply into the bodily aspect of the language-bodywater nexus as presented in Cloud-Net via physical materialization of metaphor, the
strands of thread also figure for DNA strings that alter their expression according to
the context and organization they are in, incrementally developing in an iterative
process.
In the quipu, the knots themselves denote meaning in their different forms,
creating a three-dimensional method of writing that depends on the different turnings
and weavings of multiple threads. Equally each dancer’s body in Cloud-Net is
uniquely constructed and meets and interacts with the thread in a unique and
constantly changing way as she moves. This sense of individuation in relation is
within the word con as well. Like the word con that both joins and keeps apart, when
we touch another, although we are in physical contact, we are reminded of our own
individual bodies, our separation from that other. This sensation occurs when the
touch happens between two people or between a person and an offered thread. There
is a sense of both separation in connection and a carrying over in which touch itself is
the carrier of experience across contexts. Touch offers a temporary porousness and
activates a transpersonal meaning-making within the group-weaving and the wider
reverberations of Cloud-Net. Furthermore, when we touch our own hands together,
“we can move between feelings of subjectivity and objectivity, between sensations
that are localizable and those that are dispersed; we experience a confirmation of our
state of being and alienation from it at once” (Stewart 2002, 163). This dual sensation
of being subject and object correlates with the interweaving of body (subject) and
quipu thread (object) via the theme, setting and even—in its original performance as
recorded in “Er”—the participation of water.
The group weaving of Cloud-Net and the re-presented past works continually
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reform and begin again, moving as the dynamic, directional interactions of flows
across boundaries within a river. As Lynd says, “the precarious aesthetic is for Vicuña
the vehicle for attaining an open-ended mode of representation that denies fixed
meanings and privileges creative connections, positioning the ephemeral as a gesture
of hope against hegemonic discourses of power” (Lynd 2005, 1592). The touch aspect
of the weaving performance enacts a present moment event that is then repeated
throughout the single performance and across the several described in Cloud-Net—
echoing the repeated motions of weaving itself. The momentary connection and
dissolution enacts Peggy Phelan’s conception of the ontology of performance, when
she says, “performance’s being…becomes itself through disappearance,” despite the
performances then being recorded in the book Cloud-Net (Phelan 1993, 146). CloudNet therefore activates a state of temporal interpenetration and spatialization
(Sherwood 1997, 85). Standing against the potential hegemony of bioregionalism,
although Vicuña’s poetry emerges from a localized Andean culture, its ethics of
relational possibility is both more radical and more scientifically accurate. It implies
subjectivity is a collective moving-through, “a provocation that effects the
recomposing of bodies-in-the-making, creating not fixed subjects but infraindividuation” (Manning 2012, 22). It is aware of the irreducible inconsistency of
living systems and the traces of the unknowable around and within us, with which we
connect and disconnect.
In Cloud-Net the line of thread, alongside the flow lines of the river, becomes
a sound wave, a trajectory path for the motion of the three bodies, and a line of
individual and shared breath—the water that unites us across the boundary between
inside and outside the body. As the thread moves dynamically with the dancers’
bodies, creating and loosening points of contact, the encounter of poetry itself is in a
process of continual dissolution and creation. The poetic encounter is between the
individual dancers, between the dancers and the audience, yet also between the parts
of the self within each dancer. This relates to the “duality-of-self” within Quechua
world view, in which the body and soul are separate, yet coexisting, factors leading to
an exterior “controlled” self and an interior, uncontrollable self, that yet work
together. This duality is comparable to the separation of body and soul within IndoEuropean thought, yet—importantly—reciprocity and mutual engagement are at the
core of Quechua duality-of-self. Semantic plurality in some Quechua indicates this
different view on the interaction of the body and the soul to the Indo-European
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conception. For example, verbal constructions which demonstrate the notion that the
soul (or the mana) and the body are separate yet co-creating show the “duality-ofself” that is “an inextricable part of the world view of Ecuadorian Quichua speakers”
(Carpenter 1992, 118). There are situations in which one is in control: “mikunayan,”
(I feel like eating), and when one is driven by an internal power beyond one’s control:
“mikunayanchini” (I make myself want to eat). Carpenter gives the example of a
description of birth, in which this soul or internal drive is impelling the action, rather
than the external self: “Warwata urmachijun,” (It is causing the baby to fall)
(Carpenter 1992, 121). Just as “a thread is not a thread but a thousand tiny fibres
entwined,” and there are multiple streams of water in one river, there is more than one
self within an individual, and many interpretive possibilities within a poem or even—
as Vicuña shows—a word.
In Unravelling Words and the Weaving of Water, Vicuña emphasizes her
integral practice of reconnecting each singular word within a compound word to its
meaning and its source of power, and separating them again in order to allow for new
connections and new ways of speaking-with: “A word is divine: internally divided. /
Its inner division creates its ambiguity, the inner tension that makes growth and
association possible” (Vicuña 1992, 35). This creative relational word-working
encourages a sense of language (thread/water), as containing within its body a
complexity of flows moving collectively and relationally with endless potential for
permutation and new encounter, and is aligned to the Quechuan language system and
worldview that she draws on. The threads of Cloud-Net are like lines of thought,
strands unspooled and regathered in an ongoing search for communion. The
performance of the original Cloud-Net depended on the bodies of whichever women
would answer the call and turn up. The matrix of threads in Cloud-Net thereby
became a negotiation of poetic space that was out of the hands of the author.
Transferring the syntax of the thread physically into the hands of the three dancers
was a way for Vicuña to explore and readjust her relationship to the “mother tongue,”
challenging the notion of identification and tranisitioning authorship into an act of
facilitation or space-holding, which augurs a new kind of poem-making. At a
historical moment of environmental degradation and social instability, Cloud-Net
embodies this potential for self and other within the self, for the self rendered
indefinite and open to transformative encounter with another. It develops a strange
space of perpetuity yet precariousness, that speaks to the status and condition of
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water, indigenous language and craft, as well as bodies within our current
environmental context. Cloud-Net could arguably be an embodiment of the space of
poetry itself.
My discussion in the previous chapter of the precariousness within Vicuña’s
presentation of dissolution and dispersal through her glacial meltwater work flowed
into an exploration of the contiunual connection and disconnection within her riverweaving works. In this chapter discussing Vicuña’s river works, I moved through a
page-based focus to a bodily focus to show how emphasis on the different aspects of
the language-body-water nexus illuminates the complexity of Vicuña’s awareness of
eco-crisis yet her ultimately hopeful and deeply interrelational outlook. Both chapters
have shown the mobility, relationality and mutual meaning-making within Vicuña’s
poetics of water and the ways in which she works with the dynamism of text and of
water to unsettle: the suppression of indigenous language in the Andes, the capitalist
blockages to free movement of bodies and water in the Andes, and even the
compartmentalizing of poetry, poetics and politics into predefined boxes.
For Vicuña, “the poem is not speech, nor in the earth, nor on paper, but in the
crossing and union of the three in the place that is not” (Vicuña 1997, 73). In other
words, she declares that her poetry is the language-body-water-nexus, if we take
“speech” as bodily, the “earth” as referring also to the waters of the earth and “on
paper” as language. Vicuña’s sense of precariousness and ambivalence shows an
awareness of the fleeting nature of our experience of the world and its waterways. Her
quipu work demonstrates an articulate unravelling that resists hegemonic power
discourses. The precarious aesthetic, though, in Vicuña’s work is one of open-ended
interpretation, a reaching-towards and a being-with that offers a mode of hope, as if
the unravelling of concretized connection allows for new potentialities of relation,
collaboration and re-writing with the body, language and water working together.
The interplay of cutting and joining in the multiple intercultural, linguistic and
human/water strands of Vicuña’s river poetry moves now into a discussion of
linguistic deletion, cultural displacement and oceanic erasure in the Pacific Ocean
poetry of Craig Santos Perez. For Perez, a native of Guam in the Marianas
Archipelago, the language-body-water nexus functions textually and in material
experience and ecopolitical terms as “the place that is not.” Santos Perez’s erasure
tactics reveal dominant power regimes’ erasures of Chamorro language, culture and
water space. Perez’s poetry is located deeply within the place and space of Guam on
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the Marianas archipelago and gestures out towards the interconnectivity of dominant
capitalist forces and the experience of being a global citizen. The textual void left by
Perez’s deletions, which are both representative of and a challenge to the brutal
deletions experienced by the Chamorro people can also serve as a space of
potentiality, albeit one that is still traumatized by ongoing neocolonial actions on the
water spaces around Guam.
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CHAPTER THREE: The Ocean Under Erasure
in the Poetry of Craig Santos Perez
On some maps, Guam doesn’t exist; I point to an empty space in the Pacific and say,
‘I’m from here.’
—Craig Santos Perez, “Preface”
In the preface to from UNINCORPORATED TERRITORY [hacha], Perez introduces
his ongoing poetic project in the following way: “these poems are an attempt to begin
re-territorializing the Chamorro language in relation to my own body, by way of the
page” (Perez 2008, 12). As such he announces a nexus of language, body and oceanic
territory based on erasure and re-emergence. In identifying a poetics of oceanic
erasure in Perez’s work, I argue that human needs of language, identity and belonging
in the Pacific Ocean are enmeshed with their material needs for water. This nexus
within a poetics of Pacific oceanic water demonstrates the ambivalences, tensions and
entanglements of pressured oceanic and linguistic identity. In “Gardens of Resistance:
Gilles Clément, New Poetics, and Future Landscapes,” Jonathan Skinner—who also
works with and writes about Vicuña—describes Perez’s “map poems” in from
UNINCORPORATED TERRITORY [hacha] as spatial patternings that converge on
the point of erasure.5 Deterritorializing this notion in a way that I see as more aligned
with Perez’s work, I investigate the intermingling of oceanic identities, languages and
human and nonhuman bodies, with awareness of the ambivalences that my framework
brings up. For example, in the context of the drowning out of Chamorro language and
voices in an ocean of English words, re-emergence of what has been designated waste
acts positively to unsettle narratives of imposed hegemony. However, contamination
remains a pressing problem for the bodies and livelihoods of oceanic peoples.

5

Skinner introduces the concept of “The Planetary Garden” in reference to “mestizo

poetics” or interlingual poetics that exist somewhere between the earth and the page,
thereby drawing text and interculturality into one ecology of relation (Skinner 2011,
271).
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Reading Craig Santos Perez’s work as a poetics of water allows us to see the
enmeshment of water, language, and body in his work and how this intertwining
affirms the importance of water to the material and cultural existence of his people.
Following the flow of the River Aconcagua as it moves into the Pacific Ocean, this
chapter develops from the complex, yet ultimately hopeful, mode of speaking-with of
the multiple intercultural and human/water strands of Vicuña’s river poetry towards a
discussion of linguistic deletion, cultural and bodily displacement and oceanic erasure
in the Pacific Ocean poetry of Perez. In his poetry Perez forms an articulate mode of
resistance to the erasure of his home island and waters, which has occurred both
physically, through the brutalizations of colonization, and in the global imagination.
Addressing the notion of the Pacific Ocean as an empty or erased space within
dominant global thought, I suggest that Perez’s usage of deletion, fragmentation and
untranslated indigenous language develops an oceanic poetics of water based around
displacement, slippage, erasure and disruption. Such a poetics speaks through and
resists the idea of the ocean as an empty space through its very strategies of erasure.
The Pacific Ocean is the largest tract of water on the planet; its low-lying
atolls are in a vulnerable position with regard to rising sea levels and toxicity, yet the
inhabitants of the islands contribute the least in terms of global anthropogenically
accelerated climate change (Nixon 2011). The dehumanization of island inhabitants
through the continued shrugging off of their plight and exploitation of their lands and
waters correlates with the increasing precariousness both of their own physical
existence and the material safety of their islands and surrounding ocean space. Guam,
one of these precariously located islands, is an unincorporated territory of the U.S.,
bordered by the Pacific Ocean, the Malaysian Sea and the Philippine Sea. Perez
deploys the metaphor of the “poem as ocean” and develops a continually erasing and
remaking poetics that speaks on behalf of ocean space and island terrain, and the
vulnerable languages and bodies of the inhabitants of those ecologically precarious
regions.
This chapter therefore develops from the physical embodiment of the
language-body-water nexus of a poetics of river water seen in the previous chapter, to
on-the-page poetry that discusses and exemplifies the interrelated erasures of bodies
of humans, texts and water under the militarization and nuclearization of the Pacific
Ocean. In this chapter, I suggest that the contemporary indigenous and multilingual
poetry of Perez is crucial in teaching us about the rhetorical modes through which
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oceanic space and its inhabitants are thought or ignored. Further, his poetries and
broader Pacific poetics require us to rethink the separation of politics and poetics by
asserting that it matters how we think, write and speak with, about and through the
waters of the world.
I begin by analyzing the sequence of poems “from LISIENSAN GA ‘LAGO,”
which is woven through Perez’s 2008 collection, from UNINCORPORATED
TERRITORY [hacha] and addresses the violent displacement of Chamorro history and
identity by longterm colonization that has culminated in the definition of Guam as an
“unincorporated territory” of the United States. I explore poetic strategies of erasure,
untranslated text, switching between languages and concrete poetry within the
sequence, demonstrating how Perez entangles the brutal erasures and monstrous
refiguring of Guam in terms of the language and identities of its people with the
treatment of the waters of the Pacific Basin, which are perceived as a strategic place
for the warfaring activities of global superpowers. The shifts between Chamorro and
English speak the trauma enacted upon the inhabitants of Guam by violent transitions
between the island’s occupational forces. Therefore, I develop the mode of speakingwith of the previous chapter into the exploration of a submerged textual identity, in
which the brutalized, disappeared body is—paradoxically—centralized in its absence
and in its struggle to re-emerge.
I then turn to address the final poem of the long sequence, “from preterrain,”
from Perez’s 2010 collection, from UNINCORPORATED TERRITORY [saina]. I
show that in erasure poetry thematically engaged with water and language loss, the
body resurfaces through re-found and newly made languages that speak with the flux
of oceanic water. Perez presents the very languages, bodies, and identities that
colonization has tried to erase in the form of wave-like textual line patterning aligned
to oceanic waves, shifting pronouns and a lack of punctuation. The material and
natural forces of water coalesce with the flow of migrant bodies and their collective
stories, in turn re-emerging to disrupt the smooth flow of capitalism within the Pacific
Basin. In “from preterrain,” the material and imaginative entangling of the body with
water and language is read through a search for an erased home—understood as both
physical place and as an acknowledged identity—and pivots on the imbalance of
power in the globalized militarism of the Pacific Ocean. Therefore, as in the first
section, I explore the mutual and entangled traumas of the erasure of oceanic space
and Chamorro language, but furthermore I argue that the erasures performed on the
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language, bodies and histories of the inhabitants of Guam intersect with the erasures
performed on the waters of the Pacific Ocean to impel a resurgence of a transoceanic
identity which speaks with the circulating and intra-active languages of water.
ERASURE: “from LISIENSAN GA ‘LAGO”
Perez’s three collections: from UNINCORPORATED TERRITORY [HACHA] (2008),
from UNINCORPORATED TERRITORY [saina] (2010) and from
UNINCORPORATED TERRITORY [guma’] (2014), are compiled of long interwoven
sequences of poems, some of which stretch across more than one book. The poems
include factual commentary, text lifted from online news sources and forums,
testimony, map imagery, quotations, fragments, glossary, ancient legend, excerpts
from official documents, prose poems of personal loss and concrete poetry. The shifts
between form, languages, media and textual strategies enact the struggle for identity
formation and narrative emplacement, when from a vulnerable contested place. Perez
perpetually entangles his national identity with the ocean around Guam and the
violence it has suffered. His compositional techniques — in their volatility and flux—
exemplify the motion of oceanic waters. This exemplification occurs through what we
might call textual drift—when fragmented and partial phrases break off and
recombine in a poem largely comprised of white space. I read Perez’s poetry through
a poetics of erased oceanic water identifying the central nexus of language, body and
water in his work through the intertwined erasures of oceanic waters, bodies and
narratives of Guam.
In the series “from LISIENSAN GA ‘LAGO,” which moves through both
from UNINCORPORATED TERRITORY [hacha] and from UNINCORPORATED
TERRITORY [saina], the indigenous language of Guam is submerged within the
“ocean of English words.” Perez’s own concept metaphor of the Chamorro language’s
struggle to emerge and be heard and seen in a sea of English words is explained in the
preface to from UNINCORPORATED TERRITORY [hacha]: “The colonial school
system on Guam, when I grew up there, did not teach written Chamorro in the
schools, a consequence of Americanization and a sustained desire to eradicate the
native language. In the ocean of English words, the Chamorro words in this collection
remain insular, struggling to emerge within their own “excerpted space” (Perez 2008,
12). However, the presentation of ocean space within the poem is ambivalent. On the
one hand, the ocean is a metaphor for the engulfing of the Chamorro language by
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English and, by implication, the brutalizing of the indigenous body by the colonising
body; yet, on the other hand, the ocean is shown as a force through and across which
indigenous language and culture can be carried and therefore continued. The ocean
space becomes a transit zone for the development and proliferation of indigenous
narrative through stories: “[We] / carry our stories overseas” (Perez 2010, 126).
In the first two lines of “oceania compositions” from Perez’s second
collection, Perez develops his “poem as ocean” metaphor further. Perez now situates
the word of the poetic text as a landmass and the surrounding white space of the page
as both silence and meaning, implying that this white space is in some way oceanic:
“Poetry, too, consists of textual land surfaces and the surrounding deep geographies
of silence, space, and meaning” (Perez 2010, 65). Perez therefore situates the poem as
an islanded ocean, in which the word stands for the land and the white space for the
water. However, in this second development of the concept metaphor, meaning is
partially located in the white space or “waters” of the page—the “surrounding deep
geographies of silence, space and meaning”—rather than solely in the “land surfaces”
of the words. Developing this suggestion, I argue that the white space of the page that
develops the concept metaphor of poem as ocean brings an oceanic narrative agency
of its own. The material-poetic enmeshing of Perez’s own precarious and erased
narrative with that of the erased ocean highlights the mutual meaning-making
engaged in by the human body, its language, and the local body of water.
Erasure functions structurally and thematically in the sequence “from
LISIENSAN GA ‘LAGO” to establish a multilingual concrete poetry that circles
around identity and language loss. Lisensan ga ‘lago is the Chamorro phrase for dog
tag and refers to the identificatory system carried out on Guam by the Japanese in
early occupation in World War II. “from LISIENSAN GA ‘LAGO” explores the
interrelation of the erasure of Pacific Ocean waters in the views and actions of
dominant cultural powers, with the bodily and linguistic erasures brought about by
colonization on Guam. The formal structure of “from LISIENSAN GA ‘LAGO” is
oceanic in terms of the predominance of white space, the separated lines that flow
back and forth across the page, and the tildes that represent waves or ripples (Perez
2008, 34).6 At the same time, the white space in the poems offers a dynamic reading,
activating the blank space and exemplifying a perpetual recontextualising of
6

The bracketed number refers to the page number, not the poem number. From now on I will use the
format (34) for the reader’s ease.
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experience and language, aligned thematically and formally to the continual
dissolving, dispersing and regathering motion of water.

Fig 11. Craig Santos Perez, “from LISIENSAN GA ‘LAGO” (34), from
UNINCORPORATED TERRITORY [hacha], 2008.
The Civil Affairs section of the Japanese Imperial Army initiated a dog tag
identification system in which each island inhabitant was required to wear a strip of
cloth bearing his or her name in Japanese characters (Rogers1995, 171). In “from
TA(LA)YA” (Perez 2008, 73), Perez explains the receipt of the lisiensan ga ‘lago
through the voice of an unnamed speaker: “we waited in line and they gave us a white
piece of cloth with japanese writing on it and we had to keep it pinned there”—he
points to my chest—“by our heart and they pointed to the sky where we had to bow”
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(76). As the poems in “from LISIENSAN GA ‘LAGO” weave through both
collections around other extended sequences, they follow their own tracks, creating a
wave-like structure to each collection and to the collections as a larger unit of work.
Each poem shares the same title, with the prefatory “from” written either in English or
in Chamorro, as “ginen.” This slight shift activates a fluid back and forth motion
across the languages that at once textually demonstrates yet contests the notion of
intercultural poetics. The fluidity could be seen as a positive interrelation between
languages, but the context of the sequence of poems is language theft and colonial
brutality. Additionally, the repetition of title and the lack of numbering in the
sequence implies a troubling aesthetic of palimpsest or exchange, which highlights
the destabilising function of the lisiensan ga ‘lago on the psyche of the Chamorro.
As an outmoded mechanism by 1949, the Lisiensan ga ‘lago now functions in
these poems as the ghost or memory of a forced and unnatural identification system, a
filament of a text within a text that destabilizes personal identity as much as it renders
administrative language of dominion as arbitrary or passing. Throughout the
sequence, “from LISIENSAN GA ‘LAGO,” words spread across each page in singles,
doubles and truncated, elongated phrases. The white space performs the role of
enforced erasure of identity, while the words that stand are largely incomprehensible
to a non-Chamorro speaker. When reading with the concept metaphor of the poem as
an ocean, the erasure of indigenous language and imposition of unknown languages in
the lisiensan ga ‘lago correlates with the demeaning of the ocean that therefore allows
for its exploitation. Additionally, in the extract above, the lisensan ga ‘lago is aligned
with the empty space of the sky and with bowing to it, which is a culturally alien
gesture to the Chamorro speaker in the poem. Further, these erased spaces of ocean,
lisiensan ga ‘lago and sky stand for an act of brutality so severe that it is
untranslatable.
The lisensan ga ‘lago features visually in the poems as a rectangular glossary
box, which is usually a space of translation across languages or explication within one
language. In “from LISIENSAN GA ‘LAGO” (34), the box reads as straightforward
glossary extract. The, first three lines, which discuss native and foreign words, are
translated from Chamorro to English:
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Fig. 12. Glossary box from “from LISIENSAN GA ‘LAGO” (34), from
UNINCORPORATED TERRITORY [hacha], 2008.
However, the final line of the glossary box does not provide an accurate translation as
it shifts from a Chamorro to English translation into, ostensibly, a Spanish to English
one: “alientos : breath.” Confusingly, breath translates as aliento in Spanish, so the
plural, alientos—breaths—becomes a singular in translation. This slight disruption of
expected meaning plays on the word alien, within alientos. The final line of the poem
as a whole repeats alientos, showing the words as drifted out of their glossary box:
“alientos: inherited trench.” This time no attempt at straight translation is made.
Instead, there is a reference to the brutal scars on the landscape and suboceanic beds
around Guam as well as the gaps in language left by colonial and nuclear activity on
the island and its surrounding waters.
In terms of the poem as ocean metaphor, in “from LISIENSAN GA ‘LAGO”
(34), oceanic waters—white space—are shown as volatile, disrupting expected
meaning within the poem. Furthermore, focus on the fluid qualities of water seems to
lend similar fluidity to the land. The words for “I,” “native words” and “foreign
words” are separated out in the first two lines as if the bounded words of the glossary
box have dissolved and dispersed into the surrounding ocean poem. The centrality of
the English word “inscribes,” on a line of its own, highlights written language as
crucial to projects of location and indeed dislocation and erasure. The interlingual
code-switching also prompts a feeling of the shock of exile from one’s own language
and nation whilst yet remaining territorially resident, as well as linguistically echoing
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the brutality of multiple transitions between dominant powers on Guam. It offers a
sense of the conversion of a place into a space without one’s volition, and suggests
the crucial role of language in identity formation and in terms of kinship with a
natural space. The untranslated Chamorro words function for the monolingual reader
as detritus of lost or unknown languages—a metatextual reference to the poem’s
method of production. The convulsive shifts between languages exemplify the
disruption and disconnection that the poem describes. Perez thus in a way reclaims
the disorientation of multiple languages imposed onto the indigenous psyche by using
poetic strategies of plurality, displacement and eradication to unsettle and destabilize
the reader.
The metaphor of the white space of the page as ocean accelerates in “from
LISIENSAN GA ‘LAGO” (35), which has only eighteen words in total across the
whole page and a completely empty glossary box.
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Fig. 13 Craig Santos Perez, “from LISIENSAN GA ‘LAGO” (35), from
UNINCORPORATED TERRITORY [hacha], 2008.
The wave lines or tildes are separated even further from the words, emphasising their
appearance as ripples or wave lines and upholding the poem as ocean metaphor. The
white space in the lines also functions to break the reader’s chain of expectation. For
example, we might assume the word “separation” to appear after “in violent,” but
instead we read “possession.” The “break of” what we would expect to be either
“day” or perhaps “waves” becomes “the break of / veins.” The truncated Bible quote:
“the last shall be” does not end in the familiar “first,” but in “forgotten.” These three
surprising twists of phrase convey violence. “Break of / veins” has specifically to do
with murder and the breaking off of a culture’s bloodlines and therefore its ability to
continue. ‘“The last shall be”/ forgotten” subverts the phrase from Matthew 20:16,
“the last shall be first and the first shall be last.” Violence is therefore echoed and
activated by the truncation and disruptions of the poem’s form. The ocean, as white
space, seems to seep into the poem, partially engulfing phrases and whiting out
words, until the last two untranslated Chamorro phrases: “todu i lugat” and “hasa gi
tasa,” meaning “all of the world” “drifts out to sea.” Echoing this feeling of drifting,
the multiplicity of languages—English, Chamorro and Spanish—contiguous and
untranslated, creates challenges to comprehension and makes reading the poem a
bewildering, disorienting and disturbing experience. On the one hand, the barrier to
understanding stands as an exemplification of Chamorro experience under multiple
colonial occupations. But the lack of translation also disrupts our reading process and
activates a stepping back from the poem, which in turn reminds us of how distanced
our experience of reading a poem about colonial brutality is from the lived experience
of that brutality. This distancing serves to create a further dislocation between the text
and the non-Chamorro reader.
The glossary box is dramatically modified on the first page of “from
LISIENSAN GA ‘LAGO” (35) and, with no words inside, it presents as an empty
bordered space. As such, it represents the unincorporated status of Guam itself and
presents a stark eradication of both languages, and an erasure of the ability to
communicate interculturally. Indeed, if we see the glossary box as also signifying the
lisiensan ga ‘lago itself—the Japanese enforced ID tag, which is tangible historical
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evidence of linguistic and identity erasure—the empty rectangle of page thirty-five
also stands for an eradication of identity via wiping out the name of an individual.
Rather than the ID tag bearing words in a language foreign to the wearer, there are no
words at all. This absence of language is made clear as being aligned with absence of
a speaker’s body and the bloodlines that run through that body, by the centralization
of the word veins on a line of its own at the centre point of the poem. The word veins
stands at the centre of the cross shape of the poem, which itself reflects the strong
Catholic iconography of Guam under Spanish rule, and runs through Perez’s poetry,
such as pot sinat, in this very poem, meaning “the sign of the cross.” However,
despite referring to death, it also evokes fluidity, life and continuity by referring to the
circulatory system of the human body, which in turn entangles in this poem with the
naturally circulating currents or “koriente” of the ocean. Furthermore, veins also
refers to the continuity of Chamorro language through its passage across the water in
the bodies of the diaspora, in its own way linking the blood of the body with the
waters of the ocean.
The eradicated white space of the ocean poem amplifies in “from LISIENSAN
GA ‘LAGO” (36) through erasure, yet also through repetition of the erasing word, tai
meaning no.
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Fig 14. Craig Santos Perez, “from LISIENSAN GA ‘LAGO” (36), from
UNINCORPORATED TERRITORY [hacha], 2008.
The extracted lines from the box in “from LISIENSAN GA ‘LAGO” (36) show a
relentless repetition of no in both English and Chamorro:
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Fig 15. Glossary box from “from LISIENSAN GA ‘LAGO” (36), from
UNINCORPORATED TERRITORY [hacha], 2008.
The untranslated words in the glossary box are taiguia, meaning having nothing or
not here, tailagua, meaning no net, and taisongsong, meaning no village. These words
refer to erasures of physical sustenance and shelter, as well as to the place identity of
the Chamorro. Drawing attention to gaps in our understanding of each other and each
other’s languages and customs, the partially and fully erased glossary boxes highlight
the impossibility of full intersubjective, cross-linguistic and experience-to-language
translation. In Perez’s poetic essay, “from A Poetics of Continuous Erasure and
Presence,” he explains the prefix tai as signalling erasure, and points to the censuses
of Spanish colonization in which his ancestors were named as to what they did not
have: “In our Chamoru language, the prefix “tai-” signals erasure. In eighteenth
century Spanish census records of Guam, the names of my ancestors narrate the past:
Taiguaha (having nothing), Taigualo (without a farm), Tailagua (no net), Tailayag (no
sail), Taimagong (not healed), Taimanglo (no wind), Tainini (no light), Taipati (no
shore), Taisongsong (no village), Tainaan (no name), Taitano (no land), Taitasi (no
sea), Taifino (no language)” (Perez 2013). This allusion to the names in the Spanish
census suggests the reading of the vertical glossary box on page thirty-six as a
gravestone, with the names of ancestors inscribed upon it. Although identity has been
stolen through denaming and renaming, the names still remain within the poem,
revivifying the ancestors into presence through the highlighting of their erasure.
The second page of “from LISIENSAN GA ‘LAGO” (35) is written entirely in
Chamorro, and every word has the prefix tai, signalling erasure or loss, except for the
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standalone word, song. As taisongsong means no village in Chamorro, to separate the
word into two parts and situate them on separate lines “tai song / song” performs
destruction of the village, or the home, yet it centralizes the word song, placing poetic
speech as a powerful word within the poem through an interlingual pun. This pun
suggests that, in the face of multiple erasures, a poem that speaks on behalf of the
brutalized in their indigenous and silenced language, as well as in the language of the
perpetrator, can be a force of presence and continuity that makes the reader confront
his/her own complicity in the devastation on and around Guam. However, although
there is a song—a poetic voice of “continuous presence”—in “from LISIENSAN GA
‘LAGO” (35), it contains erasure within as there is no body and no home village to
which it is attached. Indeed, the final word of both the poem and the glossary box is
taifino, meaning, no language. No language works to undermine the power of song
and thereby underscores that the intercultural drive of the sequence is directed by
conflict and loss, rather than redemption. However, to say no language within
language is to show that that language still exists. The paradox therefore develops a
kind of speech out of no speech, a song out of its own erasure. Indeed, it is clear that
this song or poetic voice has a fluid relationship with place, needing a place or a body
from which to speak, even though it still emerges without one.
This movement between erasure and re-presencing that drives the
interculturality within the poem emphasizes the flux and intercultural movement that
is central to a poetics of water, as well as the crucial aspect of indigenous
particularity. Despite the dominant modes of fluidity and motion of this poetics, the
language-body-water nexus needs all of its parts: voice—song—identity and
embeddedness in particular place or water space—village—in order to function.
Indeed, the violent dominance of one language over another that is encapsulated in
the lisiensan ga ‘lago encompasses theft of identity not only of individuals and of
collective bloodline, but of the island itself, its villages and the waters around it, as is
highlighted in “A Poetics of Continuous Presence and Erasure:”
My home island has been inscribed by many names over the last four
centuries :
from the Spanish colonialists : “Islas de las Velas Latinas” (Island of
Lateen Sails) and “Islas
de los Ladrones” (Island of the Thieves)—
from the Japanese occupation of World War II: “Omiya Jima” (Great
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Shrine Island)—
from America’s territorialization beginning in 1898 : “Guam.”
We have many names. Yet these names erased our native name […]
(Perez 2013)
It is not until the end of the essay that Perez states the native name of Guam, thereby
performing the act of multiple de-namings himself through his essay: “In 2010, the
original name of our island, Guåhan, was officially restored. The name translates as
‘we have’” (Perez 2013). The suggestion is that in the brutal repetitions of unnaming
and renaming, something has been erased from Guam that cannot resurface. Even the
naming process—one of official restoration—contains within it the violent history of
dominion, lending the original name, Guåhan, which translates as “we have” a tragic
irony.
The ambivalence of erasure and continuity develops in the second page of
“from LISIENSAN GA ‘LAGO” (36) as the glossary box is upturned to a vertical
positioning, conjuring up not only the Japanese method of vertical writing, but also
the image of the gravestone, which implies the death of a language and a culture.
However, by maintaining horizontal writing within the box and returning it to a
partially functioning glossary, the complete eradication of indigenous language is
overturned, though the way in which Perez overturns this erasure is through
emphasising and reiterating it. The boxes could also be seen as keys to a map.
Whether reading the poem linguistically, in which case the boxes would be glossary
boxes, or in a concrete poem context, in which they would be a key, the partial or
empty glossary boxes disrupt the notion of translation and subvert the function of both
identification card and either visual or comprehended language itself as an
identificatory system. The empty glossary box/ID card gestures toward the
unincorporated status of Guam, as well as to the unidentified, unheard and erased
inhabitants of the island, over half of whom now live away from Guam itself. Textual
devices such as glossary boxes are supposed to augment meaning. However, here they
are employed in order to obfuscate and disorientate. For example, the boxes are
incomplete, the languages they move between are in flux and unstable or they
mistranslate a word. Crucially, if the rectangular glossary boxes stand as a metaphor
for the lisiensan ga ‘lago, they also speak to Perez’s concept metaphor of the whole
poem as an ocean. Applied to environmental crisis, then, the eradications suggested
by the incomplete glossary boxes are characteristic of the precarious, wounded nature
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of the extended marine ecosystem around Guam, and the lack of conversation about it
in global news and politics.
The white space inside the demarcated boxes gestures out towards the white
space of the page and what that space can figure for in a poem about the erasure of
language, identity and water space. As previously explained, in the prefatory essay to
from UNINCORPORATED TERRITORY [hacha], Perez situates the erasure
techniques of his poetics as emerging from the material qualities of ocean water and
its ability to engulf and submerge. However, although he refers to “the ocean of
English words” as the concept metaphor and structuring device of the whole
collection, in these three poems from the “from LISIENSAN GA ‘LAGO” sequence,
the erasing agent is not the English language, but the white space of the unmarked
page. Indeed, in “from LISIENSAN GA ‘LAGO” (34) and the first page of “from
LISIENSAN GA ‘LAGO” (35), the Chamorro words are the dominant language, but
they struggle to establish themselves in an ocean of white space. In one way, the
glossary boxes could serve as a landmark in a disorienting ocean space that is
partially erased or corrupted. However, these landmarks themselves are uncertain and
difficult to comprehend or identify. This partial erasure or even occupation of the text
suggests that, within Perez’s concept metaphor of poem as ocean, the threatened
ocean around Guam—its militarization, contamination and unincorporated status—
begins to threaten the identities, bodies and languages of those who inhabit the islands
within this water space. The reciprocity of impact and meaning-making between
white space and words on the page mirrors the relationship between ocean and text
that is bound up in the concept metaphor of poem as ocean. Equally, the obstruction
of meaning activated by the white space and fragmented text demonstrates the
volatility and methodology of silencing within the relationship between water, body
and text in an ecopolitical context.
The poetic strategies of partial erasure and untranslation within a poem about
the theft of identity and language and the occupation of local ocean space show that,
how we talk about water has impact on the material of water and vice versa. This
entangling of the natural world’s agency with our own shows the influence we have
on each other’s narratives and also on each other’s bodies—bodies of water, human
bodies, and bodies of text. Imaginative and poetic thought, as well as, by extension,
text, can be seen as porous to the activity of oceanic waters, meaning that thought is
located in the reciprocal porosity of body and world (Tuana 2008).
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Perez’s concept metaphor of the poem as an ocean functions through erasure
and disruption, yet also through offering new kinds of readings and meaning.
“Native” and “foreign” words shift context and location on the page as the excerpts
progress, effecting a textual dynamism that continually offers and withholds meaning.
Erasure on the one hand eliminates meaning, but it also reveals meaning as the
filaments of other texts within the main text are illuminated. The bare bones of
language are exposed through the glossary translation technique and then unsettled
through the deliberate omissions and, at times, deliberate inaccuracies of translation.
If erasure activates collaboration between the present excerpt and its subsequent
versions, as well as a performative exchange between author in fluid identity mode,
and multiple readers, then the text can be read politically and interculturally. Erasure
poetry situates itself politically because it works to disrupt textual power relations and
the wider imbalances within which the text exists (Dworkin 2003). As “from
LISIENSAN GA ‘LAGO” details the horrors of identity theft and the muting of
language, the erased—or wounded—text speaks to atrocities committed against the
subject’s body and its nation. That it is discussed within a poem setting itself up as a
troubled ocean space draws us back towards the language-body-water nexus and lends
a redoubled political and ecopolitical weight to the ecopoetics of oceanic erasure.
RESURFACING: “from preterrain”
In “from sourcings,” Perez introduces the ethnographic concept of “preterrain” as
referring to “forces that exist within and beyond the ethnographic frame of the ‘field’,
such as modes of transportation, forms of dwelling…lived realities” (Perez 2010, 634), Although we can approach the poems without the supporting text of “from
sourcings,” it provides a valuable access point into Perez’s poetics. Decontextualized,
the word preterrain seems to signify before land. On the one hand, this has mystical
connotations, referring to the myth of the origin and pre-origin found within
indigenous spatiotemporal cosmology of Guam and also, clear in the strong Catholic
imagery in Perez’s work, to the period of Spanish colonization and Christianity on
Guam. In addition, preterrain offers a sense of land before it has been settled or
claimed and, importantly, before it has been named. If the Chamorro concept of
terrain extends out into the ocean, making no separation between land and sea,
preterrain might refer to a concept of Oceania as land/ocean before its separation into
culturally accessible place—island—and inaccessible erased space—ocean—by the
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colonial West. Perez’s concept of preterrain, in which the islands and waterspaces of
Oceania are equally mapped and traversed, aligns distinctly with Epeli Hau’ofa’s
resituating of Oceania in “Our Sea of Islands.” Perez’s notion of Oceania is as “an
oceania, preoceania, transoceania,” a place that incorporates the dynamism of travel
to, from, through and across it—a place alive with material transportation and
physical and spiritual nourishment in which routes themselves are places (Steinberg
2001). Referring to the concept of “open field” poetics, Perez states: “while i try to be
aware of the several forces that surface when writing in the open, the concept of the
‘field’ doesn’t entirely translate into my own cultural experience” (Perez 2010, 63).
Perez’s concept of terrain, identity and epistemology are, therefore, fluid and oceanic.
Rather than simply a place to be traversed, water is shown as a dynamic network of
forces—material, poetic, cultural, historic, mythic and political—which informs his
sense of fluid subjectivity, resistant to total erasure.
Other critics, such as Paul Lai, have read Perez’s erasure techniques as a
conversation with the status of Guam’s landmass as unincorporated (Lai 2011).
According to the U.S. Department of the Interior, an unincorporated territory is
defined as a United States insular area in which the United States congress has
determined that only selected parts of the United States Constitution apply (doi.gov).
Therefore Guam is not entirely protected under U.S. law yet it “belongs” to the
nation, meaning that it can be used by the U.S. government for strategic reasons,
while not being held under constitutional protection. Lai suggests that Perez works
through a “decolonial poetics” and refers to Perez’s “focus on the way language
produces the convoluted understandings of insular territories’ in-between status as
part of America’s narrative of itself” (Lai 2011). In Decolonizing Methodologies:
Research and Indigenous Peoples, Linda Tuhiwai Smith issues a warning to
“researchers”—a term she takes to task—about the challenges and pitfalls of the
methodologies and languages in use, arguing that many of the touchstone terms have
themselves emerged from projects of imperialist “discovery” and colonial
“exploration.” Furthermore, she illuminates the potential for collectivization of
“indigenous” experience of colonization. The continual theme of water in Perez’s
work leads to an inquiry about just this erasure, discussing the conversion of the
Pacific Ocean into a space between landmasses, giving the water around Guam and its
multiple archipelagic populations non-specific and “in-between status” itself. The
violent ways in which water is eradicated—both spatially and terminologically—is
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intertwined with the eradication of the languages and identities of those who live
within the Pacific.
Indeed, in Perez’s “Transterritorial Currents and the Imperial Terripelago” he
himself points out that America could more accurately be mapped as a global
archipelago, considering its extensive non-mainland territories. Perez suggests the
neologism terripelago to draw attention to all the different kinds of land and water
territories that exist, and to attend to “the shifting histories of territorial regimes,
including incorporated territories (states), unincorporated territories, trust territories,
commonwealth territories, freely associated states, tribal territories, and federal
territories” (Perez 2015, 620). Perez states that “historically, the Pacific has been a
‘strategic’ site of American Empire; however, the Pacific has also been strategically
invisible to the popular and scholarly American imaginary” (Perez 2015, 623). In
“from LISIENSAN GA ‘LAGO,” Perez plays with this strategic invisibility and
constructed visibility through engagement with the fluid material of the Pacific Ocean
and its contested status as a place. He shows the interrelation of vexed water space
with the pressured native bodies and languages that exist with and within it.
“from preterrain” (126), written solely in English, explores the enmeshed
concepts of language, home and the body through themes of transoceanic migrancy
and textual strategies aligned to the movements of ocean water itself. Concepts of
language, voice, home and displacement therefore demonstrate the necessity of
language and place attachment in order for the embodiment of identity to occur, as
well as the dependence of Chamorro language and identity on the oceanic waters
surrounding Guam. I continue to present the necessary understanding of language as
part of the material of the world and the ability to speak and be heard in one’s own
language and from one’s own place as crucial to projects of equality. Developing
from the submerged body of the previous section, we now explore the resurfacing of
the body through its narratives that are entangled with oceanic water and migration
across it. Human needs of language, identity and belonging are enmeshed with the
material needs for water. Identifying a poetics of water in Perez’s work helps us to see
the intertwined material needs of body, oceanic environment and language. In order to
emphasize the development of the language-body-water nexus in Perez’s poetics of
water, and despite inevitable overlapping, I separate the discussion into three parts:
first, a discussion of homelands and water (water); second, of the thirst and drowning
of the body when water engages with the human form (body); and third, a “place
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called voice” (language interacting with both the human body, and the water, which
that body crosses in migrancy).
Each “from preterrain” poem can be seen as a section of a longer poem that
runs through from UNINCORPORATED TERRITORY [saina], iterates motifs from
from UNINCORPORATED TERRITORY [hacha], and re-emerges across Perez’s
wider poetic project. Through the whole long poem, “from preterrain,” the repeated
motifs are homeland and home waters; waters crossed; skin and breath, which
designate the body; and voice, or language. All have core elements of fluidity, erasure
and the struggle to resurface. Here I will examine “from preterrain” (126) in relative
isolation:
[we] cross with only these possessions
and look for something familiar yet so much belongs to a separation
unlike definitions i lose what objects mean
in time i could almost say we belong to what we lose
somewhere beginnings persist that were never simply given never simply
taken
maybe this is more than lost cargo maybe this
is only where light comes to breathe from afar no exact location
disclosed because no breath ends
return
is it true that you can live with thirst
and still die from drowning only to have words
become as material as our needs
i want to ask you is it possible to hear our paper skin opening [we]
carry our stories overseas to the place called ‘voice’
and call
to know our allowance of water
(Perez 2010, 126)
The central struggle of the poem is that of the ambiguous simultaneity of dislocation
and location, experienced physically, linguistically and psychogeographically by an
archipelagic people. The land of Guam has been repeatedly stolen and its waterscape
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is rendered volatile by neocolonial activities, yet is also viewed as a place devoid of
valid identity for the purposes of global capitalism, potentially even a “non-place”
(Bauman 2000, 102). This cultural context activates the duality of erasure and excess
in Perez’s poetics. In “Our Sea of Islands” Tongan writer Epeli Hau’ofa urges the
readjustment of this global perception of Oceania from “islands in a far sea,” a view
that allows the perpetuation of violence against the waters, lands and peoples of the
Pacific, to “our sea of islands,” which registers the Pacific as a vast, fluctuating place
in which the ocean is, in some ways, an extension of the land, thereby affording it
protection (Hau’ofa 1993).
However, the anxiety that runs through Hau’ofa’s essay, despite its call to
positive linguistic reframing, is echoed in the initial sense of archipelagic connection,
yet separation, that is expressed in the second line of “from preterrain” (126): “[we]…
look for something familiar yet so much belongs to a separation.” This separation
could refer to the experience of archipelagic living on Guam and to the sense that the
rest of the world views Guam as part of a group of “islands in a far sea,” and therefore
ripe for exploitation. But it could also suggest the amplification of distancing, which
is felt by the diasporic Chamorro population, including Perez himself, who relocated
with his family to the U.S. as a child. Furthermore, the separation refers to the
dislocations felt around identity, as a Chamorro, when language theft, denaming and
the erasure of local waterspace has been performed (as explored in the previous
section). This reflection of the lived experience of separation from one’s home in the
textual strategies of the poem suggests the deep entangling of language and body with
oceanic water as, when the body is separated from its native water space, language
and identity too are cut adrift. “Separation” also conjures up the physical separation of
bodies from life in the massacres of early Spanish colonization and the subsequent
violence delivered by nuclear activity in the waters around Guam at the end of World
War II. As Manny Cruz notes in a Guam Daily Post article on April 3 2017, between
1946 and 1962, the U.S. conducted sixty-seven reported nuclear bomb tests in the
Marshall Islands, east of Guam, and between 1977 and 1980, the U.S. military’s Runit
Dome was filled with nuclear waste and radiation-affected debris. In these first two
lines of “from preterrain” (126), we therefore move beyond the more theoretical
conceptual separations of human/nonhuman, or nature/culture, matter/thought that are
discussed extensively in ecocriticism and other interdisciplinary studies, as well as in
this thesis so far, to consider a pressing, physical experience of separation and bodily
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erasure.
The bodily erasure in this poem is directly related to water: its excess, in
drowning, and its scarcity in “thirst.” The crossing detailed in “from preterrain” is a
voyage overseas. As “words become as material as our needs” (11–12), the body and
the body’s language become cargo that is carried on that voyage. The water in the
poem—the Pacific Ocean—therefore functions as a passage space for the body and
for language. Additionally, water and the lack of water invades the body’s sensorium
through thirst—in the body’s response to a lack of water—and the threat of drowning.
“No breath ends” draws us into the body aspect of the language-body-water nexus in
the movement in and out of breath that produces water vapour (8). The water vapour
of breath has “no exact location” because it is cyclical as the water cycle itself and
localized within one body, yet shared amongst many (7). The relationship between the
body and water, then, is one that exists outside of and within the body. The ocean that
the stories are carried across is emphasized in the vaporous inhalations and
exhalations of breath, which make possible the speaking of these stories.
“So much belongs to a separation” (2) seems a counterintuitive phrase, as
belong has implications of relation, ownership and emplacement, yet separation
speaks of disconnection, displacement and disenfranchizement. The next use of the
word belong is in line four as part of a multilayered potential speech act: “In time I
could almost say we belong to what we lose.” The belonging here seems to emphasize
separation again, as our chain of expectation is broken. A skimming reading might
expect, “we belong to each other,” yet a sentence of expected unity becomes one of
loss. This disruption of expectation enacts a linguistic displacement and thereby
provides one among many moments of textual dislocation within the poem. A further
separation or erasure occurs with the distancing of thought from speech set up by the
prefatory “I could almost say.” The sense of precariousness set up is then
compounded by the delay or time lag of “in time.” Indeed, “we belong to what we
lose” suggests a relationship that is founded on loss or erasure, erasure that is implied
in terms of the inability of the speaker to definitively say where he or she belongs
despite the clear relationship to Guam. Therefore the bodily connection to homeland
and water space is shown as dependent upon ownership of, or identification with,
language, highlighting the inextricable link between water, body and language.
Belonging is yoked together with the ambivalent concept of origin in line five,
in which beginning or origin is subverted linguistically to become a plural, iterated
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experience that is again proving evasive for the subject of the poem: “Somewhere
beginnings persist that were never simply given never simply taken” (5). The
beginnings that perhaps belong to the body, the body’s histories and originary
narratives, are out of reach. Instead, identity, which is fed by history and collective
narrative, is given or erased by a dominant power and its language systems. The
multiplicity of beginnings suggested in line five alerts us to the history of transfers of
dominant forces on Guam that have erased or imposed identity from/on the Chamorro
people through treatment of its land, water space and language. Indeed, the body
seems to depend upon a place that retains the continuity of particular histories of a
collective identity in order to belong. In order for location to be stable, there must be a
continuity of histories that have not been severed by colonial violence. The
somewhere in which this exists is an imagined space in which language, water space
and the body are entwined, that is, the components needed in order for a body to feel
located in the world. As Perez is part of the Chamorro diaspora, the somewhere lies
across the water, thereby drawing water into the language-body-water nexus in a
different guise. The Pacific Ocean is not only home for the Chamorro, but it is the
space that is crossed in order to find a new home as an ejected migrant. This imagined
somewhere towards which the diasporic Chamorro are moving lines up with the sense
of “no exact location / disclosed” of lines six to eight:
Maybe this is more than lost cargo maybe this
Is only where light comes to breathe from afar no exact location
Disclosed because no breath ends
(8–10)
The contiguity of sound and similarity of spelling of the juxtaposed words location
and disclosed unsettles the thematic sense of no exact location within the poem
further as it activates a linguistic displacement or deferral that multiplies the
possibility of a location somewhere in the text at the same time that it declares that no
location has yet been reached. The desire to reach somewhere contrasts with the
apparent unwillingness to admit structural closure (“no breath ends”) as implied by,
“somewhere beginnings persist that were never simply given nor simply taken” (5).
Perhaps this unknown and hoped for somewhere in which Chamorro can experience
ownership over language serves as a comment on Perez’s own struggle to assert
himself as a Chamorro poet within an English literary canon, as well as in the midst of
the new compositions of Guam by its renaming and linguistic as well as physical
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colonization. Indeed, echoing the poetics of continual presence and erasure, there is a
sense of simultaneous desire for fluctuation and continuity, offered by hydrological
identification, yet also for a territorial grounded identity.
“From preterrain” (126) demonstrates the Micronesian place of the ocean as
under erasure by a Western imposed perspective of it as an empty space. A sense of
place and a sense of body is destabilized via the crossing of water away from one’s
home water. The bracketed “[we]” that is the first word of “from preterrain” (126)
opposes the “[we]” that stands at the farthest textual reach of the poem to the right of
the page in line thirteen, providing an image of terrestrial identifying points on either
side of the poem’s stretch of oceanic water. Distanced by the blank water spaces of
the poem, the only two instances of the collective pronoun we that symbolizes the
Chamorro voices, both on the island and diasporic, are pressured and partially erased.
Although the word we itself remains in the text, the partial erasure performed by the
rather formal use of square brackets indicates eradication, yet also resurfacing,
specifically to disrupt official textual erasure. Indeed, the first line implies selfinduced motion: “[we] / carry our stories overseas,” yet also refers to the forced or
voluntary migration of Chamorro away from Guam. At the same time, it emphasizes
the physical crossing of the Ocean by diasporic inhabitants of Guam as well as by
military and trade ships that have used and continue to use Guam as a strategic
territory. The crossing and crossing out also calls up the strong Catholic imagery
through Perez’s work and the brutality suffered under the Spanish conquistadors in
the Reducción, the transfer of Catholicism to Guam in 1668. The cross and its
iconography could also signify the crossing from one conception of time to another
linear time, brought about by the colonising activities of Christianity. The temporal
disjunction in the birth, death and resurrection enables a conception of “pre” and
“post,” with the moral implication being that “post” is the desired and “right”
outcome (Bird Rose 2004, 59–61). This stands against the notion of “preterrain.”
“[We] cross” implies self-induced motion, yet also anticipates a diasporic
people, forced out of their homes through economic circumstance. Furthermore, as an
intervention into official documentation, “[we] cross” suggests crossing out, redaction
or eradication—of language, culture, Chamorro bodies, and also of the space of the
Pacific Ocean in the global imagination. The blank space of the page as the ocean
brings up questions around who is able to cross the water and why they do so.
Chamorros are the most geographically dispersed Pacific Islander group in the United
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States. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, in 2000, there were 92,611 Chamorros
in the United States. Within ten years, this number has grown to 147,798. Robert
Underwood explains the migration of Chamorros, largely as a result of voluntary
military consignment, saying “the military connection provided not only a convenient
exit from Guam but also established the major U.S. points of entry, since Chamorros
in California concentrated in communities adjoining such major naval facilities as San
Diego or Long Beach” (Underwood 1985,167). I do not support the terminlogy
“convenient exit.” The deep connection to Guam for many of Perez’s family is
evidenced in the trauma around either leaving it, or around feeling as if they have left
it, although they remain on the island, as the altered environmental, political and
social climate instils a sense of homelessness at home. Indeed, continued invasion is
prevalent and now comes in the guise of being tempted to cross the ocean away from
Guam in order to serve the military forces that attacked it in the first place, and
continue to do so. In “ginen ta(la)ya” (73), from Perez’s most recent collection, he
writes: “At one school I see depending on the angle of the sun a life-sized cardboard
cutout of a uniformed soldier carrying a machine gun, standing perfectly still surface
movement of currents and shadows. Recruiters stalk ghost nets” (Perez 2014, 73).
Physical motion as a result of signing up for military service is conflated with the
natural movement of shadows and currents on the still cut-out figure of the soldier.
This suggests a destabilized or disoriented relationship between the Chamarro and
even the natural forces of light and water on their island, as a result of continual
military presence.
The tentative or embattled sense of group identity offered by the two
bracketed instances of “[we]” shifts to the personal singular pronoun in lines three and
four: “i lose what objects mean” and “i could almost say,” and continues to modulate
throughout the poem, serving to underline the effect that this uncertain physical and
psychogeographic location has on personal identity. The effects are demonstrated as
working in terms of relational identity as the addressee, too, shifts. The you of line ten
may be read as the more formal and implied one, but the you of line thirteen is either a
distinct person to whom the italicized question is directed or an overarching you,
flung out along with the request to know the “allowance of water” across the ocean to
a dominant landmass (16). This fluidity within the interlocutory relationship builds on
the changes of pronoun, addressee and voice—with the inclusion of italicized lines—
and serves to foreground the fluidity of relational identity formed through a pressured
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coexistence with a continually modulating field of forces, poetic, political and
material.
The “lost objects” again position this poem within ontologies of material
ecocriticism (Iovino), objectism (Morton), and a material feminist focus (Tuana) on
the body as a site of the entanglement of narrative and environmental materiality.
Language becomes as essential to life as the material need for water—thirst. In this
poem, textual materiality—“[we] / carry our stories overseas”—unites with the
materiality of water and the body’s needs—“is it true that you can live with thirst /
and still die from drowning”—until the two are completely entangled: “words /
become as material as our needs.” Materiality reaches an impasse, however, when
“possessions” are (un)described. The “only” possessions that “[we]” cross with are
not detailed. Instead, they stand before a blank space at the end of the first line. The
blank space suggests that the possessions have been engulfed or erased by the blank
space of the ocean. Equally it could signal either a material absence of possessions or
a lack of language through which to define them. Indeed, rather than “I lose objects,”
the phrase “I lose what objects mean” implies that the object is less important than the
its linguistic or relational dimension—objects as vehicles of exchange, or ways of
situating self and other—again showing the importance of language and symbolism as
intertwined with and as important as the materials—the essentials—of life, such as
water. Indeed, there is a sense throughout the poem of looking for belonging—with
another and in a place—rather than for belongings.
In the second stanza, water serves as a metaphor for a longed-for sense of
identity, yet also as a threatening material place of bodily destruction and a space that
can threaten to engulf cultural identity. These interweavings again show the
metaphoric and material entangling of water with identity as ambivalent:
is it true that you can live with thirst
and still die from drowning only to have words
become as material as our needs
i want to ask you is it still possible to hear our paper skin opening
(10–13)
Just as words are shown as material—“words / become as material as our needs”—the
body is aligned with textual materialities of language production in the guise of the
pages of a book: “is it still possible to hear our paper skin opening” (15). This
emphasizes the reciprocal meaning-making and life-giving relationship between the
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three components of water, body and language. The almost erased body resurfaces, in
“thirst” and in “paper skin,” dry conditions that are both symptomatic of a diseased
body or one close to death, and that signify water by negation.
Though there are two questions in the four-line extract above, the lack of
question marks cuts adrift the sense of relational encounter. The relationship is
therefore presented as pivoting on loss and erasure, with the body resubmerging as a
deformed thing: “our paper skin opening” and its languages as only partly or not at all
heard: “is it still possible to hear” (15). The “paper skin” also provides a clear
interconnection between the body and written language. The need for water for the
body to speak is emphasized in the “thirst” of line ten, as the dry throat finds it
difficult to emit sound. However, thirst could also refer to a thirst for knowledge or
language acquisition. In a similar reversal, the drowning of line eleven could refer not
only to the erased bodies of Chamorro under brutal occupation and the dangers of
transoceanic migration, but also to the idea of “drowning’ in information, a fairly
commonly uttered phrase. As “thirst” and “drowning” are so aligned to water, as a
lack or excess thereof, moving to the uses of these words in broader colloquial
metaphor perpetuates a linguistic dislocation that enacts a dilution of the particularity
of language by the engulfing metaphors of dominant global speech. Furthermore, it
points to the specificity of ocean water as composed of salt and thus undrinkable,
providing a hidden allusion to Coleridge’s “The Ancient Mariner:” “Water, water,
everywhere / and not a drop to drink.” The volatility of water is foregrounded as the
scarcity of water in thirst and its excess in drowning offer sensuous experiences and
create a traumatic/pressured contact zone between the human body and the waters of
the natural world, which come together in the breath and the voice.
The yoking together of “deep geographies of silence, space and meaning” of
oceanic waters and the blank page of poetry requires us to rethink the dialectics of
connection and separation, and of speech and silence through the body—the body of
water, the body of text and the human body (Perez 2010, 65). The clearest moment of
this coalition is in the italicized line: “is it possible to hear our paper skin opening”
(16). The paper of the skin leads us to the page of the text and the speech inscribed
there. Despite the dryness implied by “our paper skin,” it is the wetness of the body’s
interior that is emphasized, when the paper skin opens in order to vocalize. “Our
paper skin” may open at the collective mouth or perhaps at the pores, underlining the
body’s inherent porosity and wet mode of contact, ultimately enmeshing the textual
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body—paper with the human body and the body of oceanic water.
The physical experience of diasporic living is united with a personal anxiety
around being distanced from an interlocutor. Although there is a clear I to you
dynamic, it disperses immediately into “our paper skin,” a fusion of the book with the
body—that is, language with body. Is it possible to hear the collective voice when
both thirsty and drowned, when ignored and engulfed in a double act of erasure? As
the reader is uncertain about who is speaking and who is being addressed, the unstable
pronoun not only linguistically enacts the Chamorro identity under pressure but
behaves with a fluctuation and perpetual motion aligned with the water that dominates
the Pacific geography. A poetics of water, then, on this micro perspective of the
shifting pronoun, allows Perez to speak of the entangled materialities of bodies, water
and language. However, it is this tension that propels the resurfacing of the
submerged body in “from preterrain” (126), which re-emerges through a combination
of breath and voice—the expressive soundings of the body—with the “thirst” of line
ten, and an unknown “allowance of water” mentioned in the final lines. Thirst—the
absence of water—aligns with the ability to speak or not and the relative dryness or
wetness of the throat and, more pressingly, the ability to survive. “Drowning” points
to a fatal excess of water around and within the body, although also points to an
experience of drowning without dying, as water can enter the lungs without death.
Calling “to know our allowance of water” implies an organizational dominance of one
culture over another, one that in Chamorro experience can confer not only the ability
to be heard or not, but can designate life or death.
The perpetual presence and erasure and the ambiguity of simultaneous
connection and separation, are demonstrated in the full structure of “from preterrain”
(126) as a looping, spiral reading is offered, as if the reader could begin at any stanza.
The single word line “return,” which stands in the white space of the page as a kind of
refrain also acts as a switch point between the inhalation and exhalation of breath that
does not end (9). Drawn from the enmeshed function and motions of oceanic water
and breath, the structure of the poem enacts Perez’s central poetic premise of
perpetual presence and erasure. The lines indent alternately and the single placing of
“return” at the centre of a line of its own acts as a sort of tidal switch. Return is also
the button used to create a new line when typing. Read with this meaning, the word
makes visible the blank space of an empty line.
This wave-like structure of the poem is yoked directly to the human body by
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means of the breath: “no breath ends / Return” (8–9). The loss or erasure that runs
through the first stanza is immediately undermined by the continuity implied in the
statement, “no breath ends,” meaning that each exhaled breath continues to be inhaled
by another. This continuity of shared breath claims the importance of collective voice,
of shared breath and emphasizes the two instances of “[we],” set as island structures
across an oceanic text space and, potentially, markers of individual subjectivity within
a collective. The wet inhalation and exhalation are the waters of the body enmeshed
poetically in the motion of the waters of the ocean. However, if the reader, Chamorro
or not, is alive to the subtle motions of the text and the potential meanings within the
blank space, the continual beginning and returning may become aligned with his/her
bodily rhythms. Reading in this way, the indented lines could offer a regular wavelike feeling; the single placing of “return” at the centre of the poem in a line of its
own acting as a sort of tidal switch or a moment between breaths:
no breath ends
return
is it true.
(8–10)
The two surrounding stanzas are thus rendered as an inhalation and an exhalation,
conflating human breath with the motion of tidal waters, and complicating Perez’s
initial siting of the text as landmass and the surrounding blank space as water. For
“return” seems to act not only hydrologically—as a point between inhalation and
exhalation and a point between the withdrawing and crashing of a wave—but
terrestrially, as a bridge island in the archipelago of the poem’s white ocean space.
The poetic enmeshing of the waters of the body with the waters of the ocean therefore
extends into an assessment of the landmass as similarly fluctuating, lending island
territory a fluidity of its own, a point also made by Hau’ofa in “Our Sea of Islands”
(Hau’Ofa 1999).
In referring to the “place” as “voice,” water, language and the body come
together:
[we]
carry our stories overseas to the place called ‘voice
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and call
to know our allowance of water.
(13–16)
Perez implies that both the body and the voice have been stolen by the experience of
colonization and the physical eradications that it performs on the land and water
spaces around Guam. The “place” is named “voice,” referring again to the diasporic
experience of Chamorro in the U.S., as if it is the place from which you speak, for
example the U.S., that validates your voice, rather than the words you use. “To know
our allowance of water” speaks to the experience of rationing and the imported food,
water and other goods that the people of Guam depend upon (16). But further, if water
is necessary for speech—the physical wetness of the breath and saliva, that is—as
well as being equated with speech, Perez seems to be asking here either ironically,
desperately or with sorrow, how much identity he is allowed; how much of a voice.
The sense is that someone like Perez can only have his voice heard when he speaks
outside of Guam and specifically within the U.S. The empty page, on which this final
line hangs, the ocean perceived of as blank, offers no answer.
That the stories have been carried overseas unites a mode of poetic narrative
expression, deeply embedded in Chamorro indigeneity, with the physical motion of
seawater, a motion that enables the circulation of story and collective memory
through physical migratory routes. This naturally circulating motion of water is
entwined metaphorically with the circulatory system of our own bodies, offering a
positive valence of life and continuity. But, on the other hand, it reminds us of the
blood that materially circulates in the ocean around Guam, as a result of brutality,
massacre and nuclear activity. The ambivalence and complexity of the fluidity within
a poetics of water—as an erasure and a circulator—is again highlighted. Indeed, the
permutating metaphors of ocean are continually interrupted by the body’s reemergence through the circulatory motion of oceanic water, when the ocean is a
conduit for human blood. That this new location is described as “the place called
‘voice’” (14) therefore interrupts the identity of the new place overseas (and possibly
any migrant identity that can be carved out in a new country) with the brutal
narratives of a home island, indeed with these stories that “[we]” have carried
overseas. That the place is called “voice” further emphasizes the elision between
language, body, identity and country, suggesting that the ways in which we speak
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about the world activate the creation of the matter of the world. This posthumanist
notion of “thinking as the stuff of the world” explores exactly the entangling of the
narrative agency of the materials within our environments that are also part of our
bodies, such as water, that the language-body-water nexus of a poetics of water
suggests (Alaimo 2014). Indeed, the entanglement here emerges through the
resurfacing body, and declares the body itself the site for the encounter between
erased language and water space.
Perez’s poetics contests the notion of textual white space as simply empty of
meaning and resists the view that his own themes simply deal with erasure. Instead,
Perez clearly highlights the materiality of the page, including its dynamism and
traversal, and shows it as enmeshed in the material needs and motion of water and the
transoceanic body. The Western perspective of the ocean as an empty space—or
merely trade routes and neglected locations—is what leads to the material “erasure”
of the ocean. Yet reading “from preterrain” (126) through a poetics of water uncovers
the dynamic of resurfacing within erasure, so that we can understand erasure and
erased water space as interrupted by the presence of submerged cultures and
languages that remain alive and resistant, though marked by political trauma. Through
“from preterrain” (126), a poem that discusses rather than enacts erasure, language
can be seen as a resistant force that continuously draws attention to these threatened
but resurfacing indigenous transoceanic bodies and languages. It becomes clear in
turn that our bodies and texts are permeable, vulnerable, and entangled with the
brutalities that are enacted on and across bodies of water.
In the next chapter, I suggest contaminated oceanic water as an interconnector
that moves dynamically between positive and negative valences of contamination
itself, to highlight the Chamorro experience of dispersal and even disposal. Perez’s
textual strategies of intergenre juxtaposition, redaction and untranslation interrelate
with the material motion of contaminated ocean waters and its ingression into the
bodies and identities of Guamanians. This enables a relationship of “viscous
porosity,” a form of “interactionism” that, as Tuana suggests, “acknowledges both the
agency of materiality and the porosity of entities” (Tuana 2008, 191). I argue that the
poems situate water-borne contamination as a force of vexed intercultural connection.
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CHAPTER FOUR: Oceanic Waste and Contamination
in the Work of Craig Santos Perez
“We drink from plastic water bottles so we know / that the ocean is really in our blood
. . . The plastic ocean is in us. It molds our bodies and our stories.”
—Craig Santos Perez, “Our Sea of Plastic”
In this chapter I develop my reading of Craig Santos Perez’s work from a poetics of
oceanic erasure to a poetics of oceanic contamination. This poetics of oceanic
contamination suggests the toxicity within the Pacific Ocean as a force of vexed
intercultural and human/nonhuman connectivity, at the same time that it works to
make visible the devastating effects of that contamination. Whereas the erasure
poetics of the previous chapter engaged with the erasure of the language, culture and
ocean space of Guam, this chapter deals with the consequent mistreatment of Guam
as a site for dumping waste. In both cases, Perez also finds positive valences for this
erasure and designation of Guam as a waste site. Indeed, his poetry activates the
articulateness of erasure and uses waste speech to oppose the very forces that
contaminated Guam in the first place. In the poems and prose that I explore here, I
identify a development from Perez’s poem–as–ocean metaphor to suggest a poem–as–
contaminated–ocean metaphor. By presenting the poem as a contaminated ocean,
Perez frustrates the notion of discrete authorship and nationhood, and shows that
human identity is entangled in local waterspace and the impacts of global activities on
that waterspace. The concept metaphor shows the multiple levels on which the
language-body-water nexus of a poetics of oceanic contamination works, and
proposes a new way of understanding our connection with each other through the
largest tract of water on our planet.
The first part of this chapter investigates “Our Sea of Plastic,” Perez’s own
statement of poetics that deals with oceanic contamination (Perez 2013). “Our Sea of
Plastic” addresses the effects of waste dumping in the Pacific Ocean alongside the
impacts of invisible toxins that leech from that waste and are circulated further
through the ocean. The text is part lyric—including sometimes unidentified quotations
from other texts—and part reportage, including statistics with uncited sources.
Through the text are scattered photographs of dead Mōlī birds with their insides full
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of plastic shards, showing the congestion within the ocean surrounding the Great
Pacific Garbage Patch. In “Our Sea of Plastic,” the unincorporated territory of Guam
“intra-acts” with the Great Pacific Garbage Patch—the plastic island that, according
to one source, covers an area of ocean twice the size of continental U.S.—to further
complicate notions of territory and land-based identity in the Pacific. At the same
time, the text itself is made up of many components that work to disrupt and
contaminate each other. Oceanic water is shown as playing a crucial role in the
affective bonds between human, nonhuman, plastic, and waterspace, and serves as a
structural concept for the contaminated text. I discuss the notion of the “plastic” text
alongside the political perception of Chamorro as a “waste” culture and the ocean
around Guam as a waste disposal site, to demonstrate the complex entanglement of
ecopoetics with ecopolitics within the contemporary poetics of oceanic
contamination.
The second part of this chapter discusses “ginen tidelands” (45) and, more
briefly, “ginen tidelands” (60), from a long ten section poem in from
UNINCORPORATED TERRITORY [saina], 2010. “ginen tidelands” (45) contains a
lyric section that opaquely deals with issues of relationality and communication, and a
redacted footnote that details the effects of hyper-militarization on the land and waters
of Guam. The footnote to “ginen tidelands” (60) details oceanic contaminants. Both
poems are written in a combination of Chamorro and English, and the redacted
footnote, which continues across all poems in the sequence, is Perez’s own testimony
given at a UN committee hearing. Though Chamorro culture has largely been deemed
“waste” by global capitalist culture, “waste” language resurfaces, in “ginen tidelands”
(45) and (60) to disrupt the readerly process and, by suggestion, the flows of
dominant culture. Furthermore, the resurfacing of “waste” texts within the poems
problematizes the possibility of full textual or linguistic erasure. In multi-genre texts
that function through mutual contamination, these poems deal with the refusal to hear
indigenous voices that describe local contamination enabled by global activity. They
do so through juxtaposed poetic strategies that both perform and query confusion and
silencing around the issue of contamination in the Pacific Ocean.
I move from this refusal to hear a vulnerably located voice expressing the
impacts of oceanic contamination, to an investigation of the failure to see the impacts
of waste dumping in the waters around Guam. “ginen all with ocean views” (58),
contains a fragmented lyric section drawn partly from tourist magazines, and a
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legible, yet greyed-out footnote that details the beaches that are out-of-bounds due to
high levels of contamination. By splicing tourist literature together with the reality of
contamination on the beaches of Guam, Perez exposes a “translated” tourist
experience of Guam that sanitizes the toxicity of Guam’s waters. As such, he
contaminates the tourist version of Guam with the truth. The interrelationship of
language with body and waterspace is made clear in poems that deal with a refusal to
hear testimony and a refusal to see the contamination with which that testimony is
concerned.
The notion of contamination brings up charged and conflicting connotations
within the three fields this thesis engages. From an ecocritical perspective,
contamination is broadly negative, as it shows the degradation of water spaces by way
of anthropogenic activity. Within comparative literary studies, however,
contamination reacts against notions of racial purity and colonialism. Indeed, I argue
that the flow and reach of water-borne contamination between landmasses can
provide a connecting concept metaphor for intercultural relation. Furthermore,
although its effects are damaging, water-borne contamination enables physical
connectivity across boundaries when ingested through the body. Within avant-garde
poetics, too, contaminating intergenre and intermedia textual practices provide a
generative space of boundary overflow and encounter. On a material level, waterborne contamination impels environmental degradation and physical ill health. Yet
discursively and politically, contamination presents the intermingling of cultures as a
resistant response to the separatist, and culturally and linguistically eradicating
workings of dominant culture. In this way, the poetics of oceanic contamination that I
identify here continues to produce a poetics and politics that refuses to treat political
issues as separable and bracketed off from global water ecology, human bodies, and
our individual and intermingling languages.
OCEANIC REFUSE: “Our Sea of Plastic”
“Our Sea of Plastic” examines the material contamination of the Pacific Ocean. It is
an ecopoetic text, yet it draws in postcolonial and Oceanic writers in order to
demonstrate the notion of plasticity of text and the complexities within the term—
contamination—and its signification. The contamination of the Pacific Ocean with
excess toxic matter is entwined with the view of the Pacific Ocean as extraneous to
the functioning of global capitalism apart from its role as a disposal site and a
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crossing zone for the passage of ships and global trade. Perez’s prose piece deals with
two toxic islands in the Pacific Ocean. The Great Pacific Garbage Patch is formed of
scraps of plastic that have coagulated in the unique circulation of currents in the
Northern Pacific Ocean. This only partially visible plastic mass is contrasted with
Pihemanu or “Atoll,” a coral island which, like Guam, is an unincorporated territory
of the U.S. Pihemanu is connected to the Great Pacific Garbage Patch via the waters
that it shares and also via the figure of the dead bird, as the island is a nesting site for
Laysan albatrosses, the dead bodies of which cover the island, their digestive tracts
clogged with plastic ingested from the Great Pacific Garbage Patch.
The material presence of a kind of landmass constructed through, in Barad’s
terminology, the “intra-action” of plastic waste from contemporary culture with the
natural motion of oceanic waters is therefore juxtaposed with the eradication of a real
island—Pihemanu—into unincorporated status by the U.S. government and turned
into a kind of graveyard for the plastic-filled corpses of birds that fished in the
contaminated surrounding ocean. The islands themselves therefore have a toxic status
within the “plastic soup” of the surrounding waters: one island is made of waste and
one is littered with waste. The linguistic defining of one through its name—the Great
Pacific Garbage Patch—and the eradication of the original name and renaming of the
other, that is, the linguistic claim on it by dominant powers—Midway Atoll—
underscore their status as extraneous to dominant discourse. Yet the physical transit of
their toxicity in the waters around them, as well as the bodies of birds and humans
who make their homes on and around them, offers a troubling manifestation of the
border-crossing capacity of contamination through the language-body-water nexus at
the centre of Perez’s poetics of water.
Indeed, although “Our Sea of Plastic” deals with oceanic contamination that is
not on any level positive, the ambivalence of contamination in poetic terms—the
plasticity of text—is starkly addressed in “Our Sea of Plastic” through the structure of
the piece itself. “Our Sea of Plastic” is a multi-genre text that is difficult to categorize:
it could be seen as lyric prose, a prose poem, a report or a reflection as it incorporates
photographs and an almost stilted kind of analytical or newspeak tone alongside its
poeticism: “The US annexed the circular atoll in the 19th century, and turned it into a
military base in the 20th century. Pihemanu means “loud din of birds”, and it is
managed by the state of Hawaiʻi, the Fish and Wildlife Service, and NOAA. It is a
part of the Papahānaumoku Marine National Monument.” Additionally, “Our Sea of
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Plastic” includes simply expressed personal anecdote, such as: “I remember Sundays,
when my dad would fry Spam in the early morning because he knew it would be the
one thing that would get us kids out of bed to go to church.” Etymological explication
is present, alerting us to the translinguistic nature of that practice, which aligns with
the boundary-crossing power of the water-borne plastic itself: “’Plastic’ comes from
the latin ‘plasticus,’ capable of shaping, and from the greek ‘plastikos,’ able to be
shaped.” The whole essay opens with a reference to Epeli Hau’ofa’s “Our Sea of
Islands.” With its multiple discursive directions, “Our Sea of Plastic” therefore
becomes a kind of self-contaminating text that discusses oceanic contamination
through a poetic process aligned with the border-crossing of material-discursive
elements in motion.
Converting the title of Hau’ofa’s seminal work “Our Sea of Islands” into
“Our Sea of Plastic” confronts the reader with the new and frightening ways in which
territory and oceanic geography can be remade by humans and plastic objects that
remain in constant circulation past their use value in our contemporary world. Epeli
Hau’ofa’s text sought to reframe the Pacific Ocean as a “sea of islands” rather than
islands scattered across distant water space in order to counter the alienating views of
colonialism: “There is a world of difference in viewing the Pacific as ‘islands in a far
sea’ and as ‘a sea of islands.’” The first emphasizes dry surfaces in a vast ocean far
from the centres of power. Focusing in this way stresses the smallness and remoteness
of the islands. The second is a more holistic perspective in which things are seen in
the totality of their relationships” (Hau’ofa 1999, 152-153). “Our Sea of Plastic”
demands a further rethinking of the Pacific as a carrier of the contamination of a
global disposable society—itself a kind of colonialism—and therefore stands up
against the refusal to see the refuse within our oceans. Hau’ofa’s reorientation of the
view of the Pacific Ocean and its island inhabitants from “islands in a far sea” to “our
sea of islands” sought to create a region out of the Pacific. The text went some way
towards territorializing the ocean, and therefore giving it status and emplacement
within global imagination, without reducing its dynamic fluidity. The Great Pacific
Garbage Patch, as the central figure within “Our Sea of Plastic,” continues that
trajectory of attempted re-emplacement but offers a tragic and warped kind of
territory-making, a territory that is itself contested and largely indefinable.
The Great Pacific Garbage Patch, Pihemanu and the contaminated waters
around them therefore stand in an unstable discursive place, only partially visible,
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barely heard and often contested, a fate similar to Guam itself, Perez’s home island.
Just as Perez is unusually vague about his sources—“Our Sea of Plastic” has no
footnotes and only an opening reference to Hau’ofa—so the exact nature, size, and
even relative problem of the Great Pacific Garbage Patch varies across reports. The
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, who first drew attention to the
Great Pacific Garbage Patch, suggests that, while the gyre area is vast, much of the
debris is small floating pieces of plastic that are in constant motion, largely invisible
on satellite imaging and even unnoticed by vessels passing through the waters.
Despite the varying estimations of size, however, the direct effect of ingesting plastic
on the albatross population of nearby Pihemanu is clear, as discussed in “Midway:
Message from the Gyre,” from which Perez sources the photographs for “Our Sea of
Plastic” (Jordan 2010). “Midway: Message from the Gyre” is a confrontingly visual
work. Just five prefatory sentences introduce the column of photographs of dead Mōlī
chicks. Jordan explains: “To document this phenomenon as faithfully as possible,
none of the plastic in any of these photographs was moved, placed, manipulated,
arranged, or altered in any way. These images depict the untouched
stomach contents of baby birds in one of the world’s most remote marine sanctuaries,
more than two thousand miles from the nearest continent” (Jordan 2010, 110).
Jordan’s tone is sorrowful and intimate, yet strangely distanced, reflecting the
paralyzing combination of emotions most viewers would feel on seeing the images.
That the stomach contents are “untouched” brings an adjective usually reserved for
nature documentaries extolling uncontaminated wildernesses into juxtaposition with
evidence of mass toxicity. Of the 1.5 million albatrosses that inhabit Pihemanu, nearly
all are found to have plastic in their digestive systems and one third of all chicks born
die as result of being fed plastic. In a complex entangling of contaminated body of
bird with contaminated body of ocean, the bird corpses make the contamination
coagulating in the ocean visible, as in death—and in the photographs in “Our Sea of
Plastic,” such as Fig. 1—the plastic is revealed, thereby allowing us to see the
narrative of contamination in a confronting way.
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Fig. 16. Chris Jordan, photograph of a Mōlī bird, reproduced in Perez, “Our Sea of
Plastic,” Kenyon Review, 2013.
In an intertwined yet reversed move around hearing the narrative of contamination,
the plastic in the ocean partially silences the loud din of birds (the translation of
Pihemanu, the atoll’s original name) by eradicating large parts of the albatross
population. Notions of provisional location and displacement are also examined
through a focus on the Great Pacific Garbage Patch, which functions, like Pihemanu
and indeed Guam, as an unincorporated territory, an indefinite location that is not
assimilated into any powerful country’s here, and is therefore ignored despite its
powerful invasive toxicity. The Great Pacific Garbage Patch therefore provides a
strangely ephemeral, only partially visible toxic location that interrupts the empty
expanse of ocean, confuses clear assessment of the state of the Pacific Ocean, and
even challenges our perceptions of what landmass and ocean space are. Therefore, the
dynamic transit of contamination serves to unsettle and collapse the boundaries
between static territory and oceanic dynamism, and between what is seen and unseen,
talked about and ignored.
“Our Sea of Plastic” highlights the problems of material plastic combined
with oceanic fluidity and, by destabilizing documentary and prose narratives, it offers
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a form of textual plasticity that questions the author’s own poetic methods. The
structure of “Our Sea of Plastic” deals with the fact that the Great Pacific Garbage
Patch is largely ‘unseen’ and not talked about. With the inclusion of photographs, as a
text, “Our Sea of Plastic” needs to be both seen and heard, thereby confronting the
global tendency to gloss over the issues of contamination in the Pacific that have
themselves arisen from the discarding of waste products into the water, mainly from
vessels and dock activity, that is, through the mechanisms of maritime capitalism. The
photographs in “Our Sea of Plastic” respond to the need for representational accuracy
when documenting a specific environmental crisis situation. They act as evidence in a
case laying out environmental racism against a particular, ignored or unseen place.
However, the micro-plastics that are invisible to the eye, yet discharge into the ocean
and its food chains, still go unnoticed. Any reader of the text also “sees” these
photographs but that does not necessarily mean they ‘see’ the problems faced by the
ocean around Guam, nor their own complicity in them, nor how it may physically
affect them. Just as the Great Pacific Garbage Patch is partially visible, and not talked
about, so the lack of references in “Our Sea of Plastic” shrouds the embedded echoes
of previous text within it: “In the North Pacific Ocean, currents gather marine debris
from the Western coast of North America to the eastern coast of Asia. Wind and
surface currents trap the floating waste towards the center of the gyre. Turning. And
turning as it widens.” The reference is to Yeats’ “The Second Coming:”
Turning and turning in the widening gyre
The falcon cannot hear the falconer;
Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold;
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world,
The blood-dimmed tide is loosed, and everywhere
The ceremony of innocence is drowned.
(Yeats 1996, 187)
“The Second Coming” includes suitably apocalyptic language, as well as uniting
water and birds as central figures, as Perez does in “Our Sea of Plastic.” Furthermore,
the line: “things fall apart; the centre cannot hold,” suggests some of the dynamic
between periphery and centre that runs through much Pacific comparative literature
and provides the title for Achebe’s Things Fall Apart, which deals with the
devastating effects of colonialism on a culture (Achebe 1958). The tension between
periphery and centre—the Pacific Rim and the Pacific Bowl—is clear in “Our Sea of
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Plastic:” “Pihemanu, an ‘unincorporated territory’ of the United States, has been
shaped by the imperial forces of global capitalism, militarism, and colonialism. The
US annexed the circular atoll in the 19th century, and turned it into a military base in
the 20th century.” This tension is entangled with the inter-genre structure of the text
itself and the fluidity or malleability of oceanic territorial geography, when new
“islands,” such as the Great Pacific Garbage Patch, are created as a result of plastic
clogging the waters.
Emphasising the material and cultural aspect of the language-body-water
nexus that runs through a poetics of contaminated ocean water, the plasticity of text in
“Our Sea of Plastic” continually exposes the material plasticity and plastic waste of
contemporary culture and indeed of colonialism: “The plasticity of colonialism can be
felt in how its toxic presence crashes against the shore of these fragments and floats
on (and below) the surface of the poem. The plastic ocean is in us. It moulds our
bodies and stories.” With these lines, Perez vividly expresses the poem as a
contaminated ocean. Furthermore, he shows the intertwinement of the contaminated
water space and the contaminated human body, as well as the text or story: “the
plastic ocean is in us. It moulds our bodies and stories.” These lines and the final line
refer back to the first line of “Our Sea of Plastic,” showing the fluidity and iterability
of the contaminated textual structure. In reference to the epigraph to Epeli Hau’ofa’s
“The Ocean in Us,” Perez uses the same quotation from Teresia Teaiwa in the body of
his text: “We sweat and cry salt water, so we know that the ocean is really in our
blood” (Hau’ofa 2005, 32). Teaiwa’s is a material and metaphoric notion of fluids
aligned with saltwater emitting from the body. However, Perez denaturalizes the
metaphor and instead uses it to discuss the material contamination of the body’s
waters via the drinking receptacles we use: “We drink from plastic water bottles, so
we know / that the ocean is really in our blood.” In some ways, then, Perez himself
contaminates Teaiwa’s phrasing, producing an unsettling iterative effect that
demonstrates the disruption of his ocean space of poetry, and its transition into
contaminated ocean space. Certainly, by continuing the unattributed subtext “floating
beneath the surface” of the main text, Perez plays with the ambivalent nature of
contamination and its cross-genre, cross-cultural interconnecting capacity. The
contaminated ocean entering and mixing with the waters of the body in Perez’s
updated version of Teaiwa’s line develops the language-body-water nexus in
alignment with the contaminations of contemporary culture and the iterative
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continuities of texts within distinctly Western (Yeats) and Pacific (Teaiwa) literary
canons. Their inability to fully break down means that these earlier texts remain
within the contaminated ocean of the poem.
The continued material presence of objects past their use value aligns with the
plasticity of the text and the iterated texts within it. The plastics that remain in the
water continue to circulate, providing a perpetually iterative text that functions
through accretion. The physical boundary-crossing potential of contaminated ocean
water develops into the discursive boundary-crossing of the contaminated text.
Furthermore, the move from the material realm to the discursive becomes a bordercrossing motion in itself. The poem, or here the poetic text itself, which is
metaphorized by Perez as an ocean, and discussed in terms of separation and
resistance in the previous chapter, becomes the means to overcome separation through
illumination of the textual contamination that it carries.
The presence of undecomposed text beneath the surface of the main text
echoes the physical longevity of plastic within the ocean and speaks to the notion of
sampling, repetition and unstable authorship within iterative poetry. The photographs
in “Our Sea of Plastic,” too, are not credited. Perez writes: “if you take a picture of
this post-island paradise, as others have, you will capture birds strewn across the
landscape: dead.” He implies that he did not necessarily take the photographs himself,
yet there is also a plea to the person addressed, you, to document or see the deadeffect of the plastic on the island’s animals. This doubled distance from the
contamination site echoes and is entangled with both the instability of official reports
and satellite imaging of the Pacific Ocean contamination and the material discursive
mixing of media and authorship that is evident in the “plastic” text of “Our Sea of
Plastic.” This is also shown in much contemporary and innovative iterative poetry.
The man-made object disrupts the natural cycle of decomposition and regeneration
through its toxic longevity. Perez states: “As plastic floats, the sun breaks it down.
Down into smaller and smaller pieces, which will take centuries to fully decompose.
These particles remain suspended on the surface, or right below the surface, of the
ocean. Oceania is vast, Oceania is plastic soup.”
“Our Sea of Plastic” discusses the plasticity of colonialism as well as the
contamination of global capitalism and the breaking down of an indigenous Chamorro
culture and peoples who are now largely diasporic. By referring to Oceania as “plastic
soup,” the region is placed within a discourse of human consumption and ingestion
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that darkly mirrors the birds clogged with plastic particles and the imported canned
foods diet of colonialized Guam:
When I see those pictures, I think about how our families have fed us
breakfast lunch and dinner of imported canned meats with white rice, or
imported canned meats with white bread….Our families thought they were
feeding us food. We didn’t know. It made us feel full and it was what we
could afford and it was easy to cook. And it was American. We never knew it
was tearing apart our insides. We never knew our Pacific bodies would be
strewn across our islands: dead. From heart disease and diabetes and cancer.
The human body is shown as suffering a similar fate to the Mōlī birds, and the image
of human bodies “strewn across our islands: dead,” directly maps onto the
photographic and textual imagery of the albatrosses strewn across Pihemanu. Both
imported food products and plastic waste emerge from a colonial capitalist culture
that designates certain human bodies, nonhuman bodies and bodies of water ripe for
contamination and even disposability. The “tearing apart [of] our insides” correlates
with the photographs of the dead albatrosses and refers more obliquely to a torn-apart
Chamorro culture and family line. It also refers to the fragmentation within “Our Sea
of Plastic” as a text. Therefore the contaminated text itself works on two apparently
opposing levels. Negatively, it is dispersed and non-cohesive, yet positively, it reacts
against the racial purity and hegemonizing, silencing powers of colonialism and
neocolonialism by performing an exposure of trauma: “The plasticity of the poem can
be read in how the poem lays the bird bare. How it shows you your own decomposed
body, exposing the traces of trauma, the evidence of crime. The poem proves that if
you are reading its currents of words, then you have survived, and it is not too late to
re-shape our future.” The shifting of agency in this quotation demonstrates the
interrelation of language, human body, nonhuman body and water within toxic
discourse. The “plasticity of the poem” that exposes the bird’s insides slides
immediately into the decomposed body of the reader—“your . . . body.” “Traces of
trauma” become evidence that despite contamination we remain alive and that
through the act of reading the toxic poem, we can move towards new ways of
remaking meaning for the future. Agency is assigned the text itself—the agency to
slice open and to expose. This agency then calls on the reader to take action and
exercise the agency that humans are already assumed to have, in order to address
ecological destruction. The “currents of words” locate the poem again as an ocean,
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and ultimately the act of reading, of seeing and understanding text is what offers both
an exposure and a prompt to take action. Text—poetics even—is given the power to
propel a more positive future.
REFUSAL TO HEAR: “ginen/from tidelands”
In this section, I explore oceanic contamination through interlinguistic contamination;
the material effects of oceanic contamination; and intergenre contamination, thereby
moving through the language-body-water nexus, which I see as operating through
ginen tidelands. By discussing the difficulty in being heard when speaking from a
contaminated place, I argue for the inseparability of the effects of contamination on
language, identity and water space for the Chamorro. “from tidelands/ginen tidelands”
is a long, ten-section poem, which deals with issues of oceanic contamination and
militarization, and accompanying linguistic and cultural displacements and
connections. Each section of “from tidelands/ginen tidelands” is separated into two
components. The bilingual lyric body of each section offers a three-part relationship
between speaker, listener and place in order to demonstrate the fluidity of territorial
identity and voice in an embattled island region. The erased footnote of each section
is a transcript of the author’s own testimony at the United Nations Special Political
and Decolonization Committee on 10 July 2008, as a member of the Guam
Indigenous Collective. In his testimony, Perez details the pollution of Guam’s water
spaces and the swamping of indigenous people and culture through Japanese
occupation (1941–44) and ongoing U.S. militarization and toxification of the
surrounding ocean.7 During the giving of this testimony several key members of the
7

Guahan and Tinian, two islands distant from Guam in the Marianas archipelago,

were chosen as assembly points for the components of the Manhattan Project’s atomic
weapons, to be delivered on Hiroshima, Kokura, Niigata and Nagasaki. Practice runs
were executed over Rota, the small island between Guam and Tinian and on 6th
August, 1945, Little Boy, the world’s first atomic bomb, was dropped on Hiroshima,
followed three days later by Fat Boy, dropped on Nagasaki. Established as being of
immense strategic value to the U. S. Military, during 1950 − 1953, Guahan itself then
served as a support base for U.S. Activities in the Korean War, as well as a nuclear
storage base. The island was a direct combat jump-off point in the Vietnam War and,
during the 1950s, held an increased store of US nuclear weapons for possible
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committee walked out, refusing to hear the information about ongoing water-borne
contamination. As “waste” speech, the text of the testimony now resides in a footnote,
which breaks off abruptly to end each poem section and picks up again in the
following section. This continuity develops an ongoing submerged commentary that
contaminates the lyric section of the poem. The footnote also joins each sub-poem to
the larger whole of “ginen tidelands/from tidelands.” The two-part structure of each
sub-poem of “ginen tidelands/from tidelands” and its positioning as one long poem
that weaves through the whole collection demonstrates the “poem as contaminated
ocean” metaphor both thematically and visually. Each component of each sub-poem
contaminates the other, and the footnote performs a transit throughout the whole
collection. Although the transcript is doubly subdued by both its position as footnote
and its partial erasure, it resurfaces and continues, demanding to be heard.
The titles of the poem sections alternate between the Chamorro prefix, ginen
in “ginen tidelands,” and the English from in “from tidelands.” Although this is a
moment of straight translation between Chamorro and English, the oscillation
between languages demonstrates a sense of dislocation around material, geographic
and linguistic location. The preposition from/ginen adds to this sense of instability by
highlighting the multiple meanings of from as separate to, emitting from, and from,
which indicates a gift sent from one person to another. To compound this
ambivalence, the word “tidelands” itself offers a fluid concept of territoriality—land
is suggested as shifting, as the water advances and retreats towards a shoreline. The
word “tidelands,” therefore, makes fluidity and ambiguity of contact central to the
poem. It registers the ambivalence within a poetics of oceanic contamination, which is
at once destructive and connective.
deployment against the Soviet Union. As a result of these activities, although Guahan
is only 30 miles long, it houses 19 sites deemed by the US Environmental Protection
Agency as the most highly contaminated sites in the whole of the US.
http://www.anti-bases.org/campaigns/Guam/HumanRightsViolations.htm. At the
same time, plans are ahead to relocate a further 8,000 US military personnel,
including dependents, from Japan onto Guam. Therefore, the clogging and
contamination of the waters around Guam are explicitly linked to neocolonial
invasion in the form of human bodies and the consumer objects of a neoliberal society
that swiftly convert to waste.
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ginen tidelands (45)

Fig 18. Craig Santos Perez, “ginen tidelands” (45), from UNINCORPORATED
TERRITORY [saina], 2010.
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In “ginen tidelands” (45), the reader is drawn into a challenging language-body-island
interrelationship that reflects the experience of territorial and oceanic identity in a
contaminated and unheard place.8 The lyric section of “ginen tidelands” (45) is
predominantly written in Chamorro, along with some translation into English and
Spanish loan words. The relationship between speaker and listener within the poem is
confused and disrupted by constant interlinguistic shifts and readjustments, to the
point that the subject of the poem becomes the play between searching for linguistic
meaning and emplacement, and—on a wider contextual level—surrendering to
intercultural connectivity borne of military occupation and oceanic contamination.
On the surface, the lyric section of ginen tidelands (45) does not seem to be
about anything specific. Rather, its repeated disjointed beginnings convey an attempt
to start telling a story. The first few lines in English are as follows:
And yesterday
And good : there
Where the listener is | and
…
Here : here
In this place | and
8

A translation of the poem into English is as follows:
And yesterday
And good : there
Where the listener is | and
Pa’ ago and
Here : here
In this place | and
Tomorrow and
There - place away from both speaker and listener : there away from
Speaker and
Listener : and all
Of the time
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Tomorrow and
There
The poem begins in media res with the word, and. Although and is a connective
word, as it is in a fragmented text, it emphasizes disconnection. The choice to repeat
and throughout the poem shows that relationality—as troubled interpersonal and
interlinguistic connectivity or the naturally circulating force of contamination—is at
the heart of this poem.
In ginen tidelands (45), the language-body-water nexus of a poetics of
contaminated water is contingent on the listener being willing to hear the speaker’s
here. Speech and being heard are shown not just to be about shared language and
acknowledgement of one’s speech act, but also about shared spatial and temporal
location, and shared agenda. Through repetition of here and there, the speaker of the
lyric section attempts to place himself within his physical surroundings as well as
within the relationship of speaker and listener before continuing to speak. Although
unnamed, place is so prevalent a concept within the lyric section of ginen tidelands
(45) that it almost becomes a further interlocutor alongside the speaker and the
listener, as well as an unstable location for action and a narrative space. The place of
Guam is constantly repositioned and destabilized in relation to a speaker and listener:
“here / in this place,” and “there away from / speaker and / listener” (5–6, 8–10).
Correlatively, what shifts is the speaker or listener’s position in relation to the place.
Identity and self-determination is destabilized when it is formed in relation to a place,
and that place has undergone trauma and multiple transitions in inhabitants. This is
made apparent through the tentative circling repetitions of the lyric section, and
explicated in the footnote, which details the outnumbering of indigenous inhabitants
of Guam by military personnel, their dependents and overseas contractors and
businesses. This hyper-militarization on Guam has resulted in the “transient
population” outnumbering Chamorro population in physical presence and voting
power:
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Figure 19. Footnote from Craig Santos Perez, “ginen tidelands” (45), from
UNINCORPORATED TERRITORY [saina], 2010.
On reading the footnote, the repeated use of the words there, here, and and,
written as the Chamorro yan, in the lyric section now become a search for physical
and linguistic emplacement within the text, within citizenship and within a plebiscite.
Through placement in a redacted footnote, Chamorro voices suffer a double muting,
as the description of their political silencing is poetically silenced. Furthermore, the
numerical homogenization of Chamorro and U.S. military reflects the large amounts
of Chamorro who themselves serve in the U.S. military and the wider displacement
that engenders. After the Organic Act of 1950, which made Chamorro U.S. citizens,
many signed up to serve in the U.S. army, resulting in a military diaspora: “this
military link to movement abroad was phenomenal, and three quarters of all
Chamorros living outside of Guam have been estimated as being currently or
previously associated with the armed services” (Underwood 1985, 167). In this light,
the influx of military and their personnel and dependents onto Guam is mirrored in
the exodus of Chamorro from Guam via military routes. There and here—the nonspecific ways in which a physical place can be described by a speaker—are contextdependent words. One person’s here is another person’s there. The sonic replication
of here into hear, on reading, is evident when considering the wider context of the
poem. The testimony was unheard by those members of the UN who physically left
the room when Perez began to speak, withdrawing from his here and refusing to hear.
Speech is thereby shown as dependent on a listener hearing a speaker and recognizing
him or her as saying, I am here. Similar attempts at anchoring are carried out on a
textual level by the reader as she navigates the disjointed phrasing of the lyric section.
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The challenges to readerly comprehension throw up wider questions of a global
refusal or inability to hear reports about ongoing contamination and militarization on
Guam.
It is not just physical emplacement that is the subject of the search in ginen
tidelands (45), but temporal emplacement and security of identity for the inhabitant of
an island that has endured multiple shifts in occupying forces and dominant
narratives, and whose waters are contaminated. The words yesterday and tomorrow
demonstrate an attempt at temporal emplacement, yet also highlight the impossibility
of that emplacement for the speaker. The classic beginning to a story, once upon a
time, which reassuringly places a listener within the space of narrative, acts as a
subversal of “and yesterday,” followed by “tomorrow and there.” This echo of, yet
turning away from, the well known and non-specific once upon a time accentuates the
sense of dislocation. In this quest for a temporal location from which to speak, which
is acknowledged by others, Perez is reacting against a sentimentalized notion of
Guam as “the timeless village” (Perez 2010, 92), a view that allows for continued
contamination and devastation. The name, Guam, is not mentioned at all in ginen
tidelands (45). Even the title of the poem, “ginen tidelands,” underscores the spatially
and temporally contextual status of Guam. Furthermore, the word ginen, meaning
from, shows Guam’s distance from the narrative definitions with which it has been
claimed. Indeed ginen / from can even highlight the theft of Guam from the Chamorro
and the island’s removal from its original status as dwelling place and its conversion
into a strategic military position. The entanglement of identity, place and language is
clear in the textual strategies that attempt to define and reclaim place-based identity at
the same time as they search for connectivity within a global conversation about
contamination. The sequence “from tidelands” also speaks to the strange temporality
of plastic and non-degradable objects within the ocean, which leads to questions of
the temporality of environmental crisis and the ironic longevity of disposable plastic
items.
Perez employs multilingual fragmented text and disarming punctuation in
order to discuss this very difficulty in being heard, when speaking from an uncertain
spatial and temporal location. His strategies operate ambivalently as
linguistic/translational contamination that at once connects languages and emphasizes
the dangerous or unbalanced aspect of that connectivity. In the lyric section of ginen
tidelands (45), the code-switching between languages is emphasized by the inclusion
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of vertical lines and colons that often do not perform their expected role. Instead,
these punctuation marks develop from the glossary boxes used in the poems discussed
in the previous chapter to serve as translational membranes, yet also as barriers
between Chamorro and English words: “guini: here” (5) and “guihi: there away from”
(8). The colons—markers that usually stand between a word and its translation or
explication—here function as sites of blockage and confusion. Sometimes there is no
translation and at other times the translation is not yoked to the expected word, for
example:
speaker and
listener : yan todu
(9–10)
The failure to translate the words speaker and listener into Chamorro reinforces and
exemplifies disconnection, as these are the two parties in the conversation.
Furthermore, translational discrepancies are highlighted in the lyric section, showing
that standardized English dictionary definitions for demonstrative pronouns do not
always have an exact English equivalent. For example, tērā in Māori is defined in the
online Māori dictionary as “that (away from or unconnected with both the speaker and
listener).” This exposure of the inability to fully translate further emphasizes
linguistic displacement and the difficulty in hearing across languages, despite the
constant circulation of contamination, which is the subject matter of the conversation.
If we read the poem according to the concept metaphor of “poem as
contaminated ocean,” each word comes to stand for an area of uncertain placehood
and each word intra-acts with, or contaminates, the others. Indeed, the “transient
population” of Guam, discussed in the footnote, could also refer to the transient
population of words within the poem that break off, are partially translated and
recombine. The colons and vertical lines further develop this notion of separation and
troubled interlinguistic contamination, as they perform Tuana’s concept of viscous
porosity—an interpersonal, material-discursive transition zone between bodies,
species, disciplines and genres. In her toxicity discourse, Tuana focuses on
transcorporeal interactions in material, social and political terms, where language
meets and intra-acts with the world. In the poetics of oceanic contamination I identify
in ginen tidelands (45), viscous porosity exists too in the intra-active site between
languages. In the lyric section, the vertical line—the substitute I, serves as a barrier,
yet contact zone, between words and cultures. The echo of the vertical line is in the
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horizontal line striking through the footnote. This strike-through line serves primarily
as a muting device, yet also—considering the way in which the footnote continues
across all sections of ginen tidelands—an extended hyphen, a long connecting device.
This supports the notion of the I being found in the membrane between languages, in
the transit space between here and there as well as human and nonhuman. Leticia
Sabsay’s introduction of “permeability” as a transindividual subjectivity suggests a
similar effect. She draws on Bakhtin’s dialogic conception of subject constitution, that
we can only come to know ourselves through the perception of another, and that our
“own voice” is from the start responsive to other acts and voices: “the world is
addressing us” (Sabsay 2016, 286). Sabsay goes on to lay out the ethical potential of
permeability thinking as different to that of other affect thinkers who continue to write
relationality through a framework of duality, citing Massumi as an example. Sabsay
offers an ecological-sounding perspective to explain permeability: “permeability
points…to the idea that being open (and therefore permeable) beings, we are all
mutually affected by each other and the world around us, which in turn, is permeable
as well” (Sabsay 2016, 287). In my framework of a poetics of oceanic contamination
the subject can be seen as permeable and contamination as an affective force. Using
watery terminology, Sabsay then goes on to say: “permeability indicates the relational
character of vulnerability in a way that highlights the impossibility of establishing a
clear origin and destiny for the circulation of affect (both in spatial and temporal
terms), and by this move it also reminds us of the unstable (and always in the process
of being negotiated) boundaries of the vulnerable ‘I’” (Sabsay 2016, 286). The
circulation of oceanic contamination reminds us that this is a force which highlights
geopolitical separations—in terms of unequal effects of toxicity on people within
different locations—as well as performing a troubling connectivity via the physically
permeable body.
The footnote of ginen tidelands continues into “from tidelands” (60), the next
instalment in the sequence, to detail oceanic contamination around Guam:
Military dumping has contaminated the pacific with peb’s and radiation. In
addition, peb’s and other military toxic waste have choked the breath out of
the largest barrier reef system of guam, poisoning fish and fishing grounds.
The continuation of redacted testimony draws together militarization of Guam and its
waters with the consequent ill effects on “environmental, social, physical and cultural
health” as well as “ancestral lands” on Guam. The content of the footnote thereby
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locates human and environmental devastation as part of the same muted system,
linking together the political, environmental, physical and linguistic costs of
militarization and contamination on Guam. That the oceanic contamination is detailed
in a redacted footnote suggests that the waters, the bodies and the voices of Guam are
toxic and ignored. In his essay “A Poetics of Continuous Presence and Erasure,”
Perez remarks that, “when the first petitioner from Guam took the stand at the United
Nations, the representative from the US decided to walk out of the room” (Perez
2013). This absence of a U.S. listener is repeated through Perez’s act of selfcensorship when he performs erasure on his own transcript. The semi-erasure of the
footnote works to partially mute the Chamorro voice, yet, as the footnote is still
legible, it resists the total silencing of the indigenous voices of Guam. The still legible
words offer potential for reconstitution. Thus, the Chamorro voice powerfully
resurfaces to question the separations and silencings within the main text. Indeed,
although the transcript is submerged within the redacted footnote, it remains as part of
the text to contaminate the lyric section of the poem. The lyric section of ginen
tidelands (60) is a version of ginen tidelands (45), entirely in English. It appears as a
kind of shadowy translation, a continuation of the circling around meaning and
positioning within a speaker-listener relationship, as well as a demonstration of the
repetitive aspect of lyric, which has been seen as intrinsic to the lyric and its demand
to be learned by heart.
Expanding on the inter-genre mixing of footnote and lyric, the footnote of
ginen tidelands (60) brings lyric-esque language of emotion into a factual account of
contamination with “toxic waste have choked the breath out of the largest reef system
in the world” (60). The phrase “choked the breath out of” makes vivid the enmeshing
of oceanic water, suboceanic life (the reef system) and the human inhabitants of
Guam. Both humans and ocean waters, plants and animals in the reef system, are
affected by—and their borders are transgressed by—the presence of oceanic
contamination. Use of the word breath specifically yokes the human body and its
expressive devices—its own waters or vapours—with oceanic waters. Therefore the
body, its ability to speak, and the ocean are shown as existing in one interrelating
system, which is impacted by the transit of toxicity. The precarious position of the
reef system and its waters is thereby reflected in the precarious systems of language,
identity and human bodies of Guam. The human is shown as part of a complex marine
ecosystem around Guam. The footnote of “from tidelands” (60) breaks off at the word
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“currently,” a spatio-temporal locator, yet one that can be repeated at each approach
to the poem. Currently reinforces the continual contemporaneity of an open-authored
poem, in that it is constructed anew on each reading. As the poem is spread
throughout the collection, the footnote too breaks off and is restarted, section by
section, adhering to the circulatory motion of oceanic waters. This splicing
simultaneously performs continuity—aligned with the flow of ocean currents—and
disruption. It also sets up an entanglement of the currents of oceanic water with
temporality, poetic expression and the ignored contamination of Guam’s water
spaces. The word currently also calls to mind currency and emphasizes the
entanglement of contaminated ocean space with both the waste of (specifically
plastic) consumerism within the Pacific Ocean. Perez entangles the struggle to
articulate identity and nationhood with the “choking” of the material waterscape
around Guam. This choking functions on several levels: both materially, as the ocean
is clogged with waste; culturally, as the voting voice of the indigenous people is
choked by a U.S. military majority; and spiritually, as the waters around Guam are
ancestral burial grounds. Furthermore, the phrase “the violation doesn’t end on our
shores” emphasizes the intercultural connective potential of water-borne
contamination and extends the affected marine ecosystem to a global network of
forces, all implicit in and impacted by contamination.
The force of “ginen tidelands” (45) and (60) arises from the two distinct
genres of lyric section and footnote, as they work to undermine, reconstitute and
contaminate each other. The testimony within the redacted footnote locates the poem
sequence within a particular time, place and political context, whereas the lyric part
offers a continuous repeating lyric “now.” Jonathan Culler discusses the “now” of the
lyric poem as somehow sitting outside of historical time: “lyrics strive to be an event
in the special temporality of the lyric present” (Culler 2014, 75). Elsewhere, he writes
of “the time of the apostrophe—a special temporality which is the set of all moments
at which writing can say ‘now’.” Culler implies that as long as normal space-time
dynamism is perceived by a community, the apostrophe allows a moment of discourse
with nature in which the differentiation of space and time is impossible. (Culler 1981,
512)
In “from tidelands” (60), lyric time and historical time are both present. The
juxtaposition of these two temporalities births a contested contact zone between the
material concerns of environmental degradation detailed in the footnote and the
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identity philosophy circulating in the lyric section. This has the effect of making the
poem at once here and now in Guam in 2010, but at the same time “for all time” (9–
10). The text is therefore specifically tied to a particular socio-political context and
geographic location, and yet unanchored. This iterative technique complicates this
particular sequence of poems, as political and environmental activism depends on
specific documentary evidence from a specific locale. While the testimony is a past
speech event, existing in recorded documentation, the lyric part of the poem is present
each time a reader comes to it, suggesting that the poem—which is about land loss
and identity theft—may be (paradoxically) permanently or continuously there and,
crucially, unredacted. Therefore the two parts of the poem are conflicted, and have
opposing senses of space and time. Each part contaminates the other through its
difficult presence.
Indeed, Jonathan Culler suggests the lyric as an iterative event, and one which
can occur in our worlds as we read. I understand this to mean that the lyric can be a
way of creating new meaning worlds upon each reading, specific to each reader yet
also existing within a milieu of the many specific readerly nows that have gone
before. That Perez includes the footnote that offers a suppressed recording of a speech
event that existed in a specific spatio-temporal context makes the lyric part of “ginen
tidelands” a complex offering of the fluidity and multiplicity of possible heres that
may or may not be heard by the dominant majority. The juxtaposition of the two
genres of lyric and footnote testimonial is accentuated by the exaggeration of lyric
characteristics, as per Culler’s schema in Theory of the Lyric (Culler 2015). Culler
emphasizes the importance of lyric utterance as a method of registering and
expressing real and lived experience. The testimonial footnote to “ginen tidelands” is
definitely “of the real world.” Although within the schema of the UN hearing there
has been an attempt to delete it from real experience, the attempt is reiterated, reified
and made public in the poem via the strike-through line, to act in an exemplificatory
protest against the unequal nature of certain speech platforms.
Secondly, Culler suggests that the reader can switch places with the speaker of
the poem and occupy the position of the speaker himself, via attentiveness to the
hearing of verbal patternings: “A reader of verse, attentive to the rhythms and verbal
patterning, produces or articulates the text as he or she hears it, occupying, however
temporarily, the position of speaker. Many of the well-attested effects of lyrics,
including the ‘hearing’ of rhymes…imply a subvocalization, placing the reader in the
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position of virtual speaker” (Culler 2015, 138). Though the lyric section of “ginen
tidelands” deals with voice, there is no recognizable speaker. In fact, the drama of the
poem rests on the presence of an anonymous and displaced speaker offering the
opportunity for the reader to invade the poem as speaker. Although the lyric’s
immersive readerly experience activates an empathetic place-switching that can
enable a new kind of communication and understanding via the poetic text, the word
“occupy” takes on a challenging tone when exploring a poem to do with who has the
right to occupy space, and who has the right to be heard. The speaker of the footnote
is Perez himself, and the speaker of the lyric is unclear. If the reader can occupy the
space of the speaker, and if lyric is not fictional, the lyric section of the poem
provides a strange mirroring of the testimonial footnote, in that the author / original
speaker can be silenced, or his words can be contaminated and unheard.
Ecopolitics and politics in general demand precision of place and accurate
presentation of self in a way that, particularly “ginen tidelands” (45)—with its
indeterminate agency of speaker and listener, and general use of here and there—
resists. Culler discusses the “triangulation of address” in the lyric poem: the speaker,
the you to whom the poem is directed, and the general audience. The footnote adds a
further addressee: the you to whom the UN testimony was delivered. The reader slips
in and out of these interrelations as he or she “subvocalizes” the poem’s
“soundworld” on reading. The redacted testimony, which was once sounded by a
specific place holder I (that is, Perez himself), and remains on record as such, adds to
the suppressed soundworld of the poem. By constructing the lyric section of the poem
around this fluid amorphous speaker-listener relationship, “ginen tidelands” (45) and
(60) demonstrate and undermine the lyric as a valid political vehicle. The different
genres conjure up specific and separate settings, or places, and therefore contexts,
both historical and located (the UN hearing) and contemporary and continuous (the
poem). By interweaving the two, the UN hearing transcript is loaned fluidity and
rendered unstable by its position within or contiguous to the lyric section of the poem
that circles continuously around the very concept of speaker and listener. This
questions the mediation of knowledge within the context of environmental justice. If
the voice emits from and therefore demonstrates the place, this fluidity or
precariousness exemplified by the muted transcript ultimately leads to a political
statement about the contamination of impartial hearing settings, such as the UN, with
personal and national economic agendas, leading to the unreliability of such
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communication forums and forms. The lyric reaches out and thus exposes itself to
possible contamination or silencing at the moment of its reception. This instigates a
relationship of mutual openness, vulnerability and responsibility as the lyric
constitutes the reader and vice versa. The two genres are also haunted by unheard
speech acts, which remain in visual form, presenting as the redacted footnote and the
blank spaces within the lyric that disrupt meaning.
The material need for uncontaminated water is entangled with the need for
one’s words to be heard, specifically in terms of the indigenous voice that calls out
water-based environmental crisis. The competition between languages shows the
political as entangled with the ecological and even the political as an extension of the
ecological. In the “ginen tidelands” poems, this vexed enmeshing of the political and
ecological—or in the poems’ terminology, “environmental”—sits within the context
of language theft and silencing, attesting to the implications of our entangled natural,
material and semiotic systems. Refusing to listen to the testimony of environmental
degradation goes hand-in-hand with refusing to listen to indigenous voices. The blank
spaces, the fragmented phrasing, untranslated words and redacted footnote
demonstrate the destabilization of interpersonal relation and communication within
the context of a precarious environmental and political situation, when the indigenous
Chamorro voice expressing the effects of contamination is being muted, yet remains,
to “contaminate” official narratives. Therefore, the impossibility of eradication has a
negative valence when concerned with contaminants in the ocean, but a positive
connotation when related to the continuity of the indigenous culture and language of
Guam. Perez’s struck-through testimony, which emerged from desperation brought on
by the contamination of water spaces, demonstrates the inextricable link between
abused water space and muted expression. As a partially erased testimony, it
highlights the brutalizing of cultures as enmeshed in the abuse of water space.
Furthermore, the very fact of the testimony now existing “for all time” in a published
poem, enacts and discusses the ambivalence of contamination as a textual device. The
poem suggests that meaning is created interrelationally and is dependent upon
language. If there is no speaker to say the Chamorro words, they will die out; equally,
if there is no one to hear them, they may cease to exist. The final lines position
speaker and listener together, yet cast them adrift into the vast nothingness of “all
time.” However, the poetry itself means the words are restored and remain within a
printed text. In this way, Perez’s poetics of oceanic contamination resists disposal.
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REFUSAL TO SEE: “ginen all with ocean views”
In Chapter Three’s discussion of “from preterrain,” I showed how Perez counters the
erasures and silences that comprise the constitutive “outside” of historical and
contemporary accounts of Guam, by using erasure, textual silence and attempted
silencing as an articulate device of resistance and presence. In “from tidelands,”
discussed above, the unequivocally contrasting meanings of the two juxtaposed texts
—lyric and erased transcript—examined the problem of being heard when speaking
from a particular “waste” location. I suggested the circulation of contaminants in the
ocean, and the silence around this global issue, is part of what erases place and
language, yet ensures it continues, through the necessary production of alternative
resistant modes of identity expression. “Ginen all with ocean views” (58) is one
section of a ten-part poem that weaves through Perez’s 2010 collection, from
UNINCORPORATED TERRITORY [saina]. “ginen all with ocean views” again
splices together altered versions of two different media, both of which give a slant
account of Guam: the tourist magazine and the news network. “ginen all with ocean
views” dismantles the contrived “views” of tourist literature and news platforms in
order to expose the ideological assumptions that inform any expression of Guam,
either as “island paradise” or as “contaminated island.”
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Figure 20. Craig Santos Perez, “ginen all with ocean views” (58), from
UNINCORPORATED TERRITORY [saina], 2010.
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Whereas “ginen/from tidelands” focused on the problematics of attempting to be
heard, yet being officially muted, “ginen all with ocean views” emphasizes invisibility
and the difficulty around being seen. The tourist magazine promotes sight as a
primary interactive tool. However, emphasis on visibility quickly slides into an act of
attempted invisibility through the masking of oceanic toxins and beach rubbish, in
order to uphold the ideal of Guam as a pristine paradise for the pleasure of those who
have, in part, contributed to its desecration. In “ginen all with ocean views” (58), the
paradox is that tourism depends on visibility but yet operates through a deliberate
process of making invisible what does not fit with its image-making schema. “ginen
all with ocean views” works to make visible the contaminants that are uncomfortable
and disruptive to a corporate tourist industry.
We are perhaps used to understanding most easily and immediately what we
can see and dismissing what we cannot. Constructing reality on this binary of
visibility and invisibility is disrupted by the discourse of toxicity, with its operative of
continual presence, yet invisibility. This disruption is evident in “ginen all with ocean
views” (58), with its focus on the seen: “‘the arc of a cliff” (3) being disrupted by the
deliberately hidden: “‘all our / employees are still” (6–7). The employees who are
“still” could be “remaining”—adhering to the tourist view of Guam as in some way
timeless and, instead of requiring translation, as easily accepting any meaning that is
given to it. Equally, “still” could convey that the employees are unmoving or even
dead. The “seen” and sanitized meets an attempt at obscuration from view in the list
of toxic beaches written in greyed-out footnote. The visual strategies of greying out
the text as well as the dissipative structure of the lyric part of the poem, including
vertical lines, highlights the dominance of the visual in both tourist literature and
environmental justice campaigning. Furthermore, the unstable topology of the poem
becomes a visual metaphor for the contaminated ocean and the toxic bodies of the
inhabitants of Guam, as it entangles the bodies of tourists, “Those inclined to
paradise” and “diver,” with indigenous bodies, “Native” and animal body, “Water
buffalo.” The boundaries of nature/culture, human/waste, life/death and self/other are
surmounted by the connective force of contamination. Furthermore, the invisible
invasion of toxicity is shown as the latest in a long history of colonization in a risk
society.
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The ginen, of the title, provides the only instance of a Chamorro word, besides
the place names, all of which are in Chamorro. The name for Guam itself begins the
footnote. The places detailed in the textually liminal space of the footnote are all
physically liminal places, tidelands, shore-lines and beaches. Their lack of capital
letters renders the representation of Guam and the material presence of Guam equally
transient and liminal. Despite the place names being in Chamorro, therefore
upholding the visibility of the indigenous language, their status as clean or toxic, seen
or unseen, is ambivalent. The first lines of the poem support this perception of
plasticity within the place names and the places themselves: “‘reinvented by / each
new gaze’” (1–2). That Guam can be “reinvented” by the gaze of a visiting other
suggests a lack of material stability within Guam as a place and refers back to the
previous section, which addressed instability of location via the unheard speaker’s
voice. This time, the instability occurs through the act of not seeing or of reinventing
as a certain kind of image.
The tourist experience of an island and its surrounding waters as a holiday
destination is necessarily a fragmented, multiply mediated experience. Perez utilizes
erasure techniques to exemplify the tourist experience of Guam, the seeing and
reading of certain views of the island. The tourist is offered the submissive island ripe
for “reinvention;” the bucket list island with its significant animal sighting—“the
water buffalo;” and safe yet exotic interactions with the “native” hotel employees and
the access to “paradise,” or more correctly, a performance of paradise. As “ginen all
with ocean views” (58) is written entirely in English, whereas the lyric elements of
“from tidelands” work together as semi-translated components, interacting across and
within the contact zone between languages and cultures, “ginen all with ocean views”
ironically purports to “require no / translations” (7–8). It thereby shuts down any
attempt at cross-cultural or interlingual communication via a homogenization that
depends on not seeing contamination.
The presence of absence and the spectacle of death are rendered vivid in
“ginen all with ocean views” (58). The funeral is the central action of the poem:
“‘funeral / complete with / water buffalo / sacrifice’’” (4–7). The ill human body,
plagued with “sickness and diarrhea” in the footnote, transmutes into the dead body of
the water buffalo, sacrificed for its part in a tourist spectacle, a performed narrative of
the indigenous island. This sickness and violence indirectly implicates tourism in the
toxicity-induced disease suffered by inhabitants of Guam who bathe in and drink
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contaminated waters. The funeral is non-specific, “reinvented by / each new gaze” (1–
2) and therefore rendered a performance that is perpetually repeated. In part, this is
for the amusement of tourists, or to engage their sympathies by offering them a
glimpse of the dark side of the island, the real Guam. However, this reality is
executed within the safe context of the tourist performance. The emotions it rouses,
then, will be on some level themselves performed. Death as a recurrent theme also
invokes the notion of being unable to imagine total annihilation of either a culture, a
place or the entire earth. Deborah Bird Rose raises the idea of “double death” as
distinct from death as a natural process. Double death is the annihilation that results
from colonial/imperial/capitalist oppression and the total depletion of natural
resources. Resistance to this double death is a feature of environmental disaster
(non)narrative, which manifests as either an inability to imagine the end or a refusal
or inability to express or narrate it (Bird Rose 2004, 175–176). The funeral “complete
with water buffalo sacrifice” becomes an ongoing event, which reassures us that there
will always be more who will die; we will survive long enough to keep on dying and
absolute death is always deferred. The spectacle of the funeral is performed
repeatedly in the continually contemporaneous present of the lyric and of the tourist
event. Despite celebrating a normal function of the cycle of life—that is, death—the
performance of the funeral stands outside of time.
On reading the poem, the reader is placed in the position of the tourist as
viewer. This suggests that the act of reading may be one of “reinvention” too, or of an
attempt to impose a sanitized version of a contaminated space. The context of
colonization suggests the danger of imposing meaning; it alerts us to the imbalance in
the process of writing and reading when one reader-writer is from a colonial power,
for example a U.S. reader, and one is not. The dismissal of Guam as a territory
reaches into the exclusionary politics around the Chamorro language. Even the title,
“from all with ocean views” emphasizes the exclusion of inhabitants of Guam from
their home island as waste that will spoil the tourist view. Also, it performs a
dismantling of the metaphysical conflation of indigenous person with place.
The “view” of the title not only refers to the ocular image of the ocean, but to
the way in which the ocean is epistemologically constructed by the tourist as a blank
space, a purifying space, and a romantic canvas for the enactment of a personal
teleological voyage. Clearly, though, the ocean is contaminated and clogged with
plastics and nuclear residue. The word, from or ginen is itself a locus of ambivalence
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and passage. It connects the text to a larger work, one that we are not given access to
as we attend to the specific poem itself. From either angle, this calls up an
exclusionary politics. Either we are denied access to the larger work, or this poem has
been deliberately omitted from that larger work. The greyed-out footnote lists all the
beaches from which tourists are denied access because of high levels of
contamination in the water. For the tourist, whose main translating device is sight or
the gaze, the question arises of whether a place exists if you do not see it or visit it.
On a political level, these beaches, as part of Guam, are already designated absent or
void in the eyes of dominant powers. However, they remain in the text and on the
tourist radar on account of an alert over their contamination levels.
As the list of contaminated beaches is written in greyed-out text, partially
obscured, yet still visible, there is a sense that the footnote—the voice of the news
platform—is the “true” submarine text, operating and resurfacing within the erasures
of the tourist magazine. Free of all punctuation, capitalization and separations
between sentences or paragraphs, the footnote is a disorienting un-demarcated
textscape. The lack of punctuation also renders the footnote text similar in tone to a
twenty-four hour news cycle: a constant stream of verbiage, which does not actively
participate in or aid the often negative situations it describes. Like the language of the
tourist magazine, the news platform has a distanced, displaced yet omnipresent voice
that also exercises power over the perception of particular places and sets of others.
On the other hand, the stream of beaches offers a fluid language that works with the
continually present and motion of tides, that circulates contamination and has ultimate
control over movement of visitors. The fact that these beaches are contaminated
creates a space in which the tourist cannot safely be. Therefore, although it is greyedout and secondary, the footnote exercises power over the main text and, by detailing
off-limits beaches, it prevents the free mobility of the tourist.
This notion of the visible and the invisible within the text, and within a tourist
experience primarily based on sight, is connected to Perez’s complication of the
speech/silence binary through his poetic devices. The blank space of the poetic
erasures discussed in Chapter Three were metaphorized by Perez as an invisible ocean
of colonial language and culture, engulfing Guam’s indigenous language and
practices. He now turns this conceit by identifying the blank space as the material
ocean itself, swamping and partially engulfing all expression and thereby performing
its own silencing. At the same time, his strategies assert meaning as located in the
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blanked-out ocean and thereby act as a material-discursive entanglement conveying
expressive resistance.
Tourist/indigenous encounter highlights the stark differences between forced
mobility and privileged mobility. Furthermore, the fluidity and mobility within “ginen
all with ocean views” (58), speaks to the use of mobility as a trope in postcolonial
literature that discusses the right for access to space, and the postcolonial movements
that can disrupt and undermine colonial reliance on movement in projects of settling
and appropriation (Upstone 2014). In another of the “ocean views” series of poems,
“from all with ocean views” (104), the footnote states: “we can no longer depend on
location we must earn tourism business.” Mary Louise Pratt discusses the mobility of
the colonizer as an activity that sought to fix and control. That tourism employs the
same techniques is shown in the reification of Guam into a particular static “view” as
seen from the vantage point of the tourist. This appropriation goes against the notion
of the human as part of a dynamic ecology of relation including humans of other
cultures, nonhumans and natural forces. As such, this view allows the privileged
watcher to eliminate from sight, and thereby from his zone of responsibility, that
which does not please him: waste and contaminants, or anything which interferes with
his predefined notion of what an “island paradise” is. Now the phrase “we require no
translations” becomes a gesture towards the overlaying of a preconceived tourist
notion of Guam onto the island. Furthermore, it underscores the terrifying ease with
which that transferral of discourse can be enacted. The repeated trauma of denaming
and renaming for Guam, as a result of colonial and military activity, is shown as
continuing at the hands of the tourist industry, which ironically brings Guam the vast
majority of its business.
Perez responds to the appropriation of Guam through tourist activity by
appropriating tourist literature in order to expose its fragility. Perez utilizes the fluid
semi-engulfing currents of the ocean to reveal the ironies and brutal eradications of
tourism—its “views,” as in its opinions, and its material impacts in terms of pollution
and cultural dissolution/reification. Perez thereby enacts a yet deeper entangling of
the material characteristics of oceanic water, as contested or seen in different ways. At
the same time, swamped narratives are allowed to resurface. Perez locates much of
the damage on the shore:
gua°han is not planning to beaches this memorial day weekend as
environmental protection agency deemed following beaches polluted
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The shoreline is therefore deemed a contact zone, a contaminated and clogged
boundary in which the effects of anthropogenic pollution are evident. If the shoreline
is designated a land/ocean contact zone, it is also presented as a human/natural
contact zone. The presence of waste that moves across both ocean and island in a
process of continual, dynamic interrelation contests and begins to erase the notion of a
boundary line, instead converting it into a transition site for transcorporeality.
In 1944, when the U.S military began building on Guam, they bulldozed,
sometimes in their entirety, sometimes partially, Japanese buildings and pre-war
structures and pushed the remnants off cliffs into the ocean along with tons of
wrecked army vehicles, weapons and refuse. The rapid military exodus after the war
had ended left a scarred and deserted landscape on Guam and a slowly toxifying
surrounding ocean. Rogers quotes an unnamed journalist who describes it as “a vast
junk yard and a onetime battlefield where the scars of combat offend the eye
everywhere” (Rogers, 1995, 205). It is these “offences” that are unsuccessfully
eradicated from the tourist’s sight in “from all with ocean views.” Waste and pollution
are detritus that bear traces of the hands that have made, used and discarded the use
object. Waste therefore is itself an interpersonal, intercultural contact zone and one
through which we can read an imbalance of power as well as an attitude of fear and
repression of both other and self. For, in terms of environmental racism, waste can
denote not only the silenced other, but the disavowed parts of the self. In “ginen all
with ocean views” (58), these disposed-of parts—of consumer culture and, perhaps,
of the self—resurface as pollution that attacks the body: “Swimming and fishing in
waters / Cause illnesses sore throat diarrhea.” Attempts to alloy the “distasteful”
appearance of Guam as a result of military activity have included mass seed
droppings from the air of non-indigenous plants and the spraying of DDT against
mosquitoes. This has contributed to the extermination of indigenous birds and the
long-term contamination of soil. Leeched toxins from waste and pesticide run-off
from golf courses contaminate the water, and waste tossed off the cliffs into the ocean
is resurfacing on the beaches to clog and disrupt the smooth enjoyment of a tropical
holiday. The notion of waste as something external to our systems is therefore
challenged by the fact that waste is never “lost” to us. Instead, waste and its leeched
contaminants act as trans-corporeal substances moved by the dynamism of the
oceanic waters that wash around the “junk yard” island of Guam, to invade bodies of
water, human bodies and, as these works show, bodies of text.
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It is through this notion of continual textual presence that Perez establishes a
narrative continuity with the past, while at the same time highlighting and exposing
the “reinventions” of Guam in the present alongside and in resistance to
contamination. Perez’s engagement with the contemporary and ongoing dystopian
militarization of Guam provides a counter-narrative to the myth of postcolonial
rehabilitation, often attempted via the interactions of the tourist trade. This counternarrative also emphasizes that the contamination of Guam is not limited to its own
waters. The toxicity of nuclear activity is essentially mobile and globalized,
subverting the dominant power concept of “isolated island state” by contaminating
mainland and island alike through the nature of oceanic circulation. Contamination
reveals the uneven economic, social and political patternings of global humanity, yet
simultaneously, the inescapable leech of toxicity infiltrates all areas of life. The
reluctance to speak about the region’s nuclearization is upheld by the myth of isolated
islands and contained effects. As the continually circulating force of water shows,
contamination is not a discrete problem.
Therefore oceanic contamination works on multiple connecting and
disconnecting levels: physically, contamination clogs and toxifies the ocean;
psychically, it renders diseased ancestral burial grounds and places of origin on
Guam; it disrupts Catholic notions of degradation and resurrection and cycles of
decomposition and recreation in an eco-imaginative sense; textually, it exposes
detritus text as always present and as powerfully entangled in the motion of water to
enable cross-cultural and naturalcultural transcorporeal contact. The contamination
within the poem is on the one hand threatening to identity and location, yet on the
other hand, the indetermination of the text allows for a playful substitution. For the
tone of “from all with ocean views” is not one of unambivalent trauma; there is within
it playfulness and trickery, as if Guam can be maintained by remaining hidden in
some ways. The disrupted language techniques indefinitely defer completion and
prevent a feeling of location. Indeed, it demonstrates the feeling of dislocation
imposed on the Chamorro by centuries of colonization and now the engulfing forces
of the neoliberal tourist industry in a world in which play and leisure are capitalized.
Even so, Perez uses the language and structural techniques of dislocation, emerging
from the ways in which ocean waters continually circulate contamination, to
disorientate the Western other, the tourist. Language, therefore, becomes both the site
and the object of the struggle.
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The force of “ginen tidelands” (45), “from tidelands” (60) and “from all with
ocean views” comes from the unequivocally contrasting genres and meanings of the
two juxtaposed texts in each section. Indeed, discussing “ginen tidelands” (45) and
“from tidelands” (60) through the concept of needing to be heard, and “from all with
ocean views” separately through the framework of the need to be seen is, in some
ways, counterintuitive to the way Perez structures his writings and to the theories I
have been drawing on throughout. Both poems draw the spoken and written word
together as well as demanding from the reader the action of reading and looking.
Because the poems are visual, almost concrete poems, the reader becomes a viewer
and a listener as well. The poem therefore is not a stable place. Because of the
addition of the transcript—even though it is partially erased—the poem is an
unbounded space, redetermined by each approach, as it meshes together historical
account and poetry. Perez offers a complex network of partially muted, half translated
speech acts within a poetic vehicle that demonstrates silencing and removing from
view as much as it describes it. Both the speaking of the transcript and the writing of
the lyric sections moves towards an absent or deliberately unengaged listener, reader
and viewer.
The interplay between the different types of text and partially deleted
reportage asks us to consider how the dominant understandings of the everyday world
rely on the silencings of particular histories and the dehumanization of racialized
bodies. The different texts contaminate each other and a material reality of
environmental crisis—oceanic contamination—is used within the text structurally and
thematically to expose that crisis and our global implication in it. Using multi-genre,
interlingual, partially silenced voices, Perez’s poetry of environmental activism attests
to the many political and material forces that interact with the discursive. Despite a
perceived relative immunity from the results of oceanic contamination in comparison
to inhabitants of Guam, who already suffer higher cancer rates as a result of the
contamination of drinking water, Western readers, too, are globally gradually being
affected by our actions (Szyfres 2006).9 Indeed, a poetics of oceanic contamination
suggests that the power of water to retain waste products and keep contamination
continually circulating serves to highlight our implication in and vulnerability to the
effects of ongoing water based humanitarian and environmental crises. As Stacey
9

This report was opposed by the U.S. government.
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Alaimo suggests, “To think as a body—indeed as a body that is part of the substantial
interchanges, flows, and substances of the co-extensive world—is an entangled,
provisional, highly mediated, but also potentially ethical and political endeavor”
(Alaimo 2010,17−18).
The play between erasure and re-emergence discussed in Chapter Three
developed into a discussion of contamination and transcorporeality in this chapter. As
the transcorporeal body is permeable to the physical flows such as water-borne
contamination, it is also affected and altered bodily by cultural flows and discourse
(Hayles 1999, 200). In the poetics of oceanic contamination that I identify in Perez’s
work, the transcorporeality of water-borne contamination emphasizes the shift from a
dualistic sense of nature/culture as well as the separations between the human body
and its water environment, by registering the transit of toxicity across water spaces.
Furthermore, a poetics of oceanic contamination underlines the social imbalances of
“environmental risk” or exposure to water-borne contaminants in a globalized and
interconnected world. The ambivalence within contamination operates at the levels of
language, body and water, the crucial nexus of a poetics of water.
The discussion in “from tidelands” is focused on whether one needs a place
from which to speak, in order to be heard. That place becomes the text itself and is
then further destabilized. “from tidelands” moves across three collections – from
UNINCORPORATED TERRITORY [hacha] (2008), from UNINCORPORATED
TERRITORY [saina] (2010) and from UNINCORPORATED TERRITORY [guma’]
(2014). By picking up the narrative of long poems across collections in this way and
by using multiple genres that refer back to past events and speech acts, the text is
indecisive in origin and incomplete; it overflows its edges. The unheard transcript also
has the effect of keeping the UN hearing open, as it waits for a speaker and listener to
be located. This suggests that Perez may be deliberately refusing to close the hearing
until a solution is found. “from tidelands” continues into his 2014 collection from
UNINCORPORATED TERRITORY [guma’] and the final section of the poem, which
is the last poem in the collection, is entitled: “ginen tidelands [pagat, guahan].” Its
penultimate couplet reads:
Guaha means
to exist
(Perez 2014 81, 25-26)
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The moment of translation provides, in the final poem, a stable point of translinguistic
communication from Chamorro to English. Guaha means “have; there is; there exists”
(chamoru.info/dictionary). As Gua°han is the original and recently restored name of
Guam, it emphasizes that the very name of the “erased” island contains within it
ownership and existence. That it is truncated into “guaha” emphasizes the
fragmentation of that ownership and existence into an “almost” state.
Through the intermingling of official redacted testimony with personal
account, tourist literature and military documentation, the ocean poem becomes
“contaminated” by extra-poetic text. At the same time, the extracts lifted from official
tourist magazines are contaminated by the real-life details of which beaches are
unsafe for swimming due to high levels of toxicity. The multiplicity of texts in these
works extends beyond the poems themselves through the use of footnotes and
references, thereby showing the positive aspect of textual contamination that works to
infiltrate and overturn dominant “sanitized” information about the indigenous
experience of living in a nuclearized and militarized oceanic region. The partial
erasures performed on the parts of the poems that detail the Chamorro experience of
toxic living on Guam operate to identify, enact, and overturn attempts to gloss over
oceanic and island contamination. The poetic structures and juxtaposed genres of the
works thereby produce a contaminated ocean poem that shows the entanglement of
strange and unstable agencies that make up the world—material, bodily and
discursive. Within the text, a poetics of contamination resists the silencing and
unseeing of indigenous voices and bodies by utilizing the interrelated and
undermining dynamics of the juxtaposed footnote and lyric, as well as redaction,
erasure and mistranslation to ensure that contamination remains illuminated, if only
through its power to structurally unsettle the text. Simultaneously, the ocean’s
continual circulation of leeched toxicity from dumped waste and nuclear residue
reminds us that we are all interconnected and complicit, all contaminated by the
actions of dominant powers, in unseen, unheard ways.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Lost at Sea: (Dis)Orientation in Caroline Bergvall’s Drift
Caroline Bergvall’s Drift (2014) turns to water to address urgent political, social and
ethical issues. Getting lost at sea—the central experience described in Drift—throws
up important questions about physical, social and ethical disorientation in the context
of the still unfolding refugee crisis in the Mediterranean Sea. Bergvall treats the
concepts of dislocation and disorientation both negatively and positively. Negatively,
she acknowledges the fate of those who are homeless and stateless, drifting at sea, and
examines the ways in the texts of the Left-to-Die boat case tragically failed the
seventy-two migrants from Tripoli, Libya, who died en route to Lampedusa on the
Italian archipelago. Positively, she treats disorientation as a means of breaking
down fixed, normative conceptions of self/other and identity, both
(trans)linguistically, and in her explorations of personal and sexual identity. In Drift,
Bergvall highlights the troubling contact zone between a liberating exploration of
disorientation and the horrifying experience of refugees left to die on a drifting boat.
Through this disturbing collision of disorientations, she creates a further disorienting
experience for the reader and exposes the difficulty of bringing (eco)poetics into
conversation with (eco)politics.
My reading of Drift extends my argument about the poetics of water in
contemporary poetry: that water stands as a metaphor for both enabling and disabling
forms of cultural fluidity as well as being a place in which crises are enacted and as a
material that has an active role in those crises. The ways in which water figures—
materially, as a framework for philosophical thought and emotionally—draws us into
important conversations about our relationships with each other and with water itself
in an increasingly fluid-dominant world. Water is the site and a crucial material actor
in the Left-to-Die boat case. Water also serves as a kind of metaphor for the ease with
which the plight of refugees can drift away from global/dominant view. Furthermore,
contemporary political, cultural and environmental circumstances impel vulnerable
individuals to leave their nation states, therefore moving away from a territorialized
sense of identity, to experience a traumatic kind of fluidity on the water. Yet,
alongside the Left-to-Die boat case, Drift also explores more pleasurable or temporary
experiences of disorientation such as immersion in an unknown text or language,
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altered mind states as a result of drug-taking and the losing of oneself in a love affair.
Bergvall explores the ambivalence within the notion of disorientation and the many
forms it can take through multivocal and visual texts that themselves effect an
experience of textual and ethical disturbance and disorientation for the reader.
Drift is a rewriting of the tenth-century Anglo-Saxon text “The Seafarer,”
interwoven with a compilation of reports on the Left-to-Die boat case. Concerning
this notorious incident from the 2011 refugee crisis, published in 2014 amidst the
second wave of that crisis and performed as the crisis escalated, Drift is organized
into ten sections:
- “Lines,” a series of drawings of scratched lines seemingly like a needle on
paper;
- “Seafarer,” Bergvall’s creative translation of the Anglo-Saxon text, ‘The
Seafarer,’ in a series of songs;
- “Hafville,” a translation mixed with lines from Norse sagas;
- “Sighting,” satellite imagery of the Left-to-Die boat;
- “Report,” a brief compilation of written reports and testimonials from the
tragedy’s survivors;
- “Map,” images of constellations;
- “Shake,” a series of short stanzas written in a combination of contemporary
English and Old Norwegian;
- “Block,” prints of the repeated “thorn” sign (þ), an Anglo-Saxon letter
rendered obsolete by the invention of Gutenberg’s printing press in 1436;
- “Log,” a diarization of Bergvall’s translation process, notes towards
glossaries and her feelings about her burgeoning new relationship;
- “Noþing,” a riff on the thorn letter as a shibboleth; and,
- “þ,” a discussion about the finding of a tooth from the skull of Richard the
Third, one time claimant to the British throne incorporated into the Western literary
canon via Shakespeare’s Richard III (1592). Aside from as a book, Drift also exists in
several other forms, including video and live performance, and the making of this
multimedia work is discussed in “Log.” For this study, although I refer towards the
wider performative context, I remain mainly with the text as it appears in the book
version of Drift in order to deepen into the linguistic aspect of the work.
The three sections under discussion, “Seafarer”—which includes “Hafville”—
“Report” and “Log” allow me to move between the possible positive and negative
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connotations of disorientation on, within and about water. In “Seafarer” and
“Hafville,” I look at textual strategies of creative translation, erasure and visual
poetics in order to discuss intergenre and textual disorientation as potentially
liberating poetic forces. In “Report,” I examine appropriation, recorded speech and
simultaneous microscopic and macroscopic text treatments around the tragic physical
disorientation of the migrants in the Left-to-Die boat case. I thereby identify negative
connotations of physical disorientation alongside and through a further
exemplification of apparently positive textual disorientation. In “Log,” I investigate
tonal slippage and genre shifts, as well as homophonic translation. These practices—
within the section of the book that reflects on interpersonal relationship and the
development of the project of Drift itself—engender a troubling intermingling of the
positive and negative valences of disorientation. In this final section, I also briefly
explore the performative aspects of Drift, which draws the speaking, stuttering body
of the artist powerfully into a disorienting textual space. I suggest a potential ethics—
and a poethics—of (dis)orientation that offers a way to rethink our relationships to
each other through water crisis and water itself.
Like the other works I have discussed, I identify a language-body-water nexus
as central to Drift. Throughout, I read experimental textual techniques within the
context of the tragedy of the Left-to-Die boat case and Bergvall’s own challenging
experience of a new and transgressive love affair, which itself develops a generative
space of exchange between body, language and water. Bergvall obliquely refers to the
language-body-water nexus in her work when she says: “it is not about having a
‘voice’ (another difficult naturalizing concept), it is about siting ‘voice,’ locating the
spaces and actions through which it becomes possible to be in one’s languages, to stay
with languages, to effect one’s speech and work at a point of traffic between them,
like a constant transport that takes place in the exchange between one’s body, the air,
and the world” (Bergvall 2009). Developing the thread of ambivalence that runs
through a poetics of water, Drift stages the tension between the pleasures and
problems of disorientation within different contexts, interrupting Bergvall’s own
textual “drift” with hard questions of responsibility and ethics. Ultimately, I suggest
that Bergvall’s intergenre and multivocal code-switching creates a transformative
textual space of political relational ecopoetics.
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TEXTUAL DISORIENTATION: “Seafarer” and “Hafville”
Much of Bergvall’s body of work, and certainly Drift itself, explores questions of
nation identity, linguistic identity, and the complicating and crossing of textual and
physical borders (Bergvall 2005; Bergvall 2010; Bergvall 2009 147). These
explorations emerge from Bergvall writing within a plurilingual condition or, as she
terms it, “a complex living jigsaw of multiple markers and untranslated biographical
circumstances [which make her] question what linguistic belonging means, what
fluency entails” (Bergvall 2009, 157–8). Always the thinking through and across
languages occurs via the body and the space it inhabits: “How does one keep ones
body as ones own, what does this mean but the relative safety of boundaries, could I
make sure that what I called my body would remain in the transit from other
languages,” and “Some bodies are forgotten in the language compounds / Some
immense pressure is applied on to the forgetting of the ecosystems some escape from
/ Some bodies like languages simply disappear” (Bergvall 2009, 149–50). This
entanglement of language, body and “ecosystem,” and the threats of disappearance to
them all, in Drift have a watery locus, theme and structure.
In the section of Drift entitled “Seafarer,” the motif of the sea voyage allows
for an exploration of the transgression of linguistic boundaries, the border between
land and sea and—as in much of Bergvall’s poetics—“the question of origins, the
myth of Home(coming)” (Bergvall 2002, 207). “Seafarer” is a reversioning of the
original Anglo-Saxon poem, “The Seafarer,” as found in The Exeter Book, a tenthcentury collection that contains nearly all the surviving poetry written in AngloSaxon. Bergvall’s translation methodology is creative: homophonic, allusive, analogic
and almost curatorial. Her rewriting of “The Seafarer” undermines the notion of a
territorialized and elitist literary canon through textual play, paronomasia, echoing of
canonical texts, erasure, repetition, iteration and contemporary allusions.10 Indeed, she
seems to set the original poem “The Seafarer” adrift in a sea of connecting and
10

Bergvall’s treatment follows on from Ezra Pound’s 1912 reinterpretation, which

was seen at the time of publication as radical in its creative translation style, and has
since become foundational to the modernist canon. Bergvall’s calling up of Pound’s
version highlights the ambivalence of the choice to base a nationalistic canon identity
on a text that has as its theme fluidity, mobility and landlessness, and that is also
incomprehensible to speakers of modern English.
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disorientating images and sounds. Bergvall’s range of strategies questions the notion
of frameworks to the extent that “intergenre” becomes an empty term. Indeed, genre
boundaries are presented in order to be transgressed, as an exemplification of a
positive kind of dislocation that can lead to liberation, in linguistic and cultural terms.
However, despite textual drift being the main poetic drive of this section,
disorientation functions in “Seafarer” as a continual draw towards and away from
structure and system, complicating the binary between disorientation and orientation
and suggesting that one state can be found within the other.
The classic translation of the original Anglo-Saxon text presents landlessness
and possible disorientation as a theme and an impelling force: “My heart’s longings
always urge me / to undertake a journey” (Crossley-Holland 1982, 54, lines 37–8).
Though life is “ephemeral on earth” and the earth-bound man is mocked, hardships at
sea yet impel a yearning for an anchored, earth-based living: “I, careworn and cut off
from my kinsmen, / have as an exile endured a winter / on the icy sea” (68, 14–16)
Despite the seafarer’s heart urging him to roam over the seas, when the “wretched”
reality of disorientation at sea is experienced, landlessness and isolation is no longer
an ideal state. Indeed, the seafarer seems disorientated at sea and on land, as the
pastoral pleasures of Spring are what spur him to travel. The natural bounty of his
homeland, the beautification of civic centres and the sense of national identity that
these might rouse is exactly what unanchors him:
Groves take on blossoms / the cities grow fair / the fields are comely / the
world seems new / all these things urge on / the eager of spirit / the mind to
travel / in one who so thinks / to travel far / on the paths of the sea
(49–53)
In “Song 9,” Bergvall’s version of the above extract, the draw towards and away from
a land-based and orientated existence is emphasized. Use of neologisms that conflate
surprising or even oppositional words textually enacts the dissolution of boundaries,
as well as offering the newness of experience that the seafarer’s wandering spirit
longs for:
When there was blossoming when boroughs
take with blossom Sumer is icemen in Lhude
sing cuccu! Birdpods grow on the barnacle
tree What gorgeous mingling ok lovesongs ok
honeysuckling ok allround horniness Hear
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hear heaving with tidal thoughts hustled from
all tha t-turning the mind aroused gewakes the
sleepwrecked lingers in the wide scarpers to sea
Blow wind blow, anon am I
(51)
The water creature of the barnacle, and the tree, a land entity, fuse into one barnacle
tree, collapsing the opposition between water and land and pointing to the liminality
of the barnacle, a shore crustacean that dwells on the border between land and sea and
attaches itself to mammals in order to move further through the water. Birdpods too
provides another fusion of mobility with rootedness: the bird flies in migratory
patterns, yet seedpods root into the land in order to grow, albeit often transported by
birds internally. This gorgeous minglin’ of the dynamic, grounded in the internally
oppositional invented terms barnacle tree and birdpod, echoes the dynamic between
disorientation and orientation in “Seafarer,” which registers as a swing between
territorialization and being adrift on water. The neologisms are themselves mingled
with echoes of Middle English song: “Sumer is icumen in,” with its refrain “sing
cuccu,” as well as “blow wind blow,” calling up Shakespeare’s poem “Blow blow
thou winter wind,” which precedes the repeated “blow wind blow anon am I” refrain
from “Hafville” (Shakespeare 1999, 58).
That “blow wind blow anon am I” is not an exact quotation further distances
language from context, detaching the words from historical genus by way of a bluff or
fake quotation. “Blow wind blow anon am I” becomes an almost echo, an error or a
red herring, a false landmark in a disorienting reader experience. The allround
horniness of Springtime develops the sense of getting lost within a text, into a bodily
and emotional disorientation that precedes Bergvall’s diarization of her burgeoning
and boundary-crossing love affair in “Log.” This disorientation itself impels the
fusion of distinct things, such as land and sea, tree and barnacle. The continual
linguistic movement across time and space pulls apart the notion of a concretized
language and reveals the existing iterations and versionings already within a national
literary canon. In the same way that it works to unanchor the reader, the textual
dynamism points to the allusive process of sonic association that Bergvall employs as
a translational methodology or potential navigatory device. On the one hand
disorientation is made clear and even exemplified. On the other hand, getting lost in a
sea of allusions can become a generative textual and ethical activity in itself,
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loosening concretized structures of nation language and identity.
Within the “Seafarer” section is “Hafville,” an iterative erased translation of
“The Seafarer,” which includes phrases from uncited Old Norse sagas. “Hafville” is
Old Norse for “getting lost.” As “Hafville” is a playful text that refers more broadly to
the tragedy that Drift deals with, the problems of physical disorientation are
illuminated, while its textual pleasures remain apparent. The effect is a challenging
readerly experience which itself functions as a kind of ethically disorienting event.
Readerly pleasures of being drawn into new textual space and the bodily pleasures of
sounding out words to make sense of them are in contact with the wider theme of the
migrant tragedy. (See Appendix for full extract.) Even the title word of the second
section of “Seafarer”—“Hafville”—contains internal division or ambivalence and
points to the separating of one word into many internal words, a further translation
tactic of Bergvall’s. In Old Norse, when in hafvilla, you are in the state of getting lost.
Hafvilla is therefore unsurprisingly a significant and repeated expression in the Old
Norse and Icelandic sagas, as the Norsemen used dead reckoning an unreliable
navigational tactic to find their way across waters, In The Conquest of the North
Atlantic, G. J. Marcus explains: “The allusions in the sagas to hafvilla are frequently
preceded by the ominous phrase, tok af byri, ‘the fair wind failed.’ Thus in the
Finnboga Saga it is stated that ‘tekr af byri, ok gerir a fyrir peim hafvillur,’ ‘the fair
wind failed and they wholly lost their reckoning’” (Marcus 1980, 107). “The fair wind
failed” is how Bergvall begins “Hafville.” This key repeated phrase paradoxically
anchors the reader, via repetition, with words that symbolically precede
disorientation. To follow Bergvall’s own partly homophonic translational practice and
creation of soundscapes, hafville sounds to me similar to have ville, meaning have a
ville—a town—or a place, an area of territory that belongs to you or a region to which
you belong. Therefore, sonically, hafville encapsulates the opposite sense of drifting,
being landless or at sea. Within “Hafville” then are the notions of being lost on water
and of belonging somewhere on land, echoing the tension between orientation and
disorientation, between a landed and a landless state and the potential reversibility of
the opposing experiences that runs through Drift.
The sense of hesitation, disorientation and not knowing where to turn when
between the states of being at sea and being drawn to land emerges through the
textual structure of “Hafville” as well as in its theme. “Hafville 1” is written almost as
a series of first lines in the process of being redrafted—first lines which echo the
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ominous phrase tok af byri, meaning the fair wind failed from the sagas. The elastic
temporality and tentative attempts at direction emphasize the sense of disorientation
by interrupting repeated attempts at directional forward movement:
The fair wind failed. The wind dropped. Winds were unfavourable
straightaway. The favourable wind dropped and they were beset by
storms so that they made little progress. Then the wind dropped and
they were beset by winds from the north and fog; for many days they
did not know where they were sailing. The fair wind failed and they
wholly lost their reckoning.
(36)
Bergvall repeats and reiterates versions of the first line. This choice to repeatedly start
again and to not fully end engenders a sense of disorientation for the reader. Again,
the duality of pleasure and problematization within disorientation is apparent. On the
one hand, the repetitions work in an incantatory way to offer an aurally pleasurable
experience. At the same time, the powerlessness of the reader is emphasized as it is
the translator/author who retains total authority over the text. The translator,
traditionally well versed in both languages, is able to decide what information will be
imparted to the reader and what will be withheld. As well as the power implicit within
deciding where to begin or end a text, the choice of beginning and ending lies with
one person, the author. However, through her clear confession of her translation
practice, and having little knowledge of the original language of “The Seafarer,”
Bergvall overthrows this power dynamic, again complexifying a sense of polarity and
questioning what authority over a text can mean.
The repetition of phrases from Old Norse sagas are layered over echoes of
Coleridge’s “The Rime of the Ancient Mariner”—“What cursed fool”—and
Shakespeare’s “Blow blow thou Winter wind,” in the repeated: “Blow wind blow
anon am I.” This layering develops a poetic soundscape, in which authorship is more
about navigation on a pre-existing, dynamic sea of languages than it is about creation
(25). Whereas Cecilia Vicuña will cite her quotations, Bergvall instead misquotes or
cuts words adrift from their sources. This act of concealing appropriation makes it
seem permissible, as the words move as one connecting ambient mass, although she
does give some references in “Log” and at the back of the book. Formally, the
repetition and iteration of familiar phrases from the English literary canon in the
comprehensible text of “Hafville 1” begins to devolve into disorienting and
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incomprehensible language in “Hafville 2.” In “Hafville 2,” instead of updating the
Anglo-Saxon, Bergvall reverses the usual process of translation and pushes
contemporary English back in time to offer a text that is written in modern day
English but phonetically retains echoes of Anglo-Saxon English: “Then the wind
ddroppe and they were beset by w inds from then / orth and fog for manyd ays they
did not know where they were / sailing Thef air wind f ailed and they wholly l ost
their reck their / reckoning” (37). This devolutionary translation tactic undermines the
forward moving linearity of both sea voyage and the concept of a canon in which
literary works build on works that precede them. Despite it being written in
contemporary English, “Hafville 2” reads with a similar rhythm and alliteration to
Anglo-Saxon English, The stops and blanks in words and the migration of letters from
the end of one word to the beginning of another textually demonstrate the themes of
migrancy and disorientation in Drift and lend an Anglo-Saxon aurality to “Hafville
2.” Textual drift is set into action while at the same time, when read aloud, the gaps in
words provide a jolt, a slight halt in the flow of text that undermines this feeling of
drift. By foregrounding the old English roots of language, within a contemporary text,
Bergvall effects a paradoxical move backwards, which subverts even the grip of time.
By excavating the Old English and producing an extremely contemporary
experimental language, Bergvall reveals the underground currents of text within a
master narrative. Broad notions of linear time are challenged, while the time spent
reading the text is also extended as a result of challenges to comprehension. The
reader is set adrift in a space in which familiar text grounded in British conquest and
literary canon is exposed as containing a sea of wild subversive disorientating
language.
Through her devolutionary translation practice, Bergvall provides us with an
estranged experience of our own language. This manipulation of sonic sense within
the poem produces a spatially and temporally disorienting effect that is developed in
“Hafville 3” into visual distortion, pre-empted by the final line of “Hafville 2:” “A fog
so thick covered us that we could scarcely see the poop or the prow of the / boa t”
(37), in order to further remove the reader from the commonly known anchoring
points of language. The word sea slides imperceptibly into the phonetically identical
see, where both are words that depend on context or the ability to see the text in order
to be differentiated. At the same time as the seafarer’s ability to see is almost
obliterated by the fog, we as readers begin to find it hard to see the ongoing text. Parts
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of words are erased or, in some cases, the final letter of a word is lopped off and
placed as the first letter of the word immediately after it. “Hafville 3” begins with the
first word of the second line of “Hafville 1” and then dives into an erasure of the full
text: “str ght w

Th f r w nd f l d” (38). Further temporal dislocation and greater

disorientation are effected as we attempt to relocate full words by joining the dots of
their separated letters. Words convert into spatial patterns that seem to describe
absence as the letters that are present frame the omitted part of each word. However,
meaning is still not withheld. We can guess at what each word might mean by reading
the fewer letters that remain, thus suggesting that absence of certain letters does not
derail comprehension completely: “l ttl pr re ss Th n th w nd dr pp d nd th w r b s t
by w nds” (38). In discussing Bergvall’s “poetics of the infrathin” in relation to “Say
‘Parsely,’” Vincent Broqua suggests that her tactics ask us to either “close the book”
or “listen to the infrathin frictions of the letter” (Broque 152). The simultaneous
presence and absence of the word, in particular of vowels—the sounds of breath,
uncontained by consonants—invite us into a different kind of meaning-making
activity in which absence and memory are active forces. We have to delve into our
own word stores in order to make meaning from fragments, activating a temporal and
a spatial layering—temporal in terms of the memory or stored knowledge of a word
playing an active force in comprehension, and spatial in terms of joining the words
back together and filling in the blank segments with imagined letters.
The erasures of “Hafville 3,” then, offer multiple possibilities for orientation
within an initially disorienting text. The iterative structure of “Hafville” deepens the
disruption and refiguring of linearity that is at play through the whole of Drift.
Bergvall’s repeated and incrementally altered lines live within our short-term memory
and are sparked off as we read on through the set of Hafvilles, mingling with phrases
already within our long-term memory, perhaps of poems that we have read, heard or
studied before. This strangely new sense of oldness is effected so immediately that,
through the reading of the “Hafvilles” a new kind of interlocutory canon is created
within the mind of the reader. This new mode of navigation arising through sonic
association, and repetition makes “Seafarer”—despite its extremely contemporary
position within literature—seemingly ancient. The crucial aspect of this textual
navigation technique is that it relies on the reader’s openness to moving through—and
at the same time creating—a new linguistic seascape.
“Hafville 4” continues the translation of the same “original” text of “Hafville
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1,” and delves deeper into the text, opening up greater spaces within and between the
words with a further erasure treatment, which sends the reader further from accessible
landmarks of language. Again reversing and disorienting the sense of textual
progression as well as the linearity of physical voyage, “Hafville 4” begins with the
partially erased word, destination, that suggests finality: “d st n tion W mb rkt nd s
l d b t” (39). Lines three and four are the only instance of repetition rather than simple
erasure: “s th t w c ld sc rc ly s th p p r th pr w f th b t f the / b t of the b t
the” (39), which is an erasure of: “a fog so thick covered us that we could scarcely see
the poop or the prow of the boat” (36). Having zoomed out from a cognitive process
of reading in “Hafville 1,” to experience reading as a visual activity in which symbols
are instantaneously translated into partial or possible meaning, we are then further
displaced in “Hafville 4” so that the act of reading becomes one of total
disorientation. We are not so much casting about for comprehension, or to find visual
signs, “landmarks” on which we can start to hang possible meanings. Instead we
return to the sound of the text and delve into our own sound memory of phrases,
either common phrases, phrases familiar from the literary canon, or phrases already
embedded in us by our reading of “Hafville 1” and “2.”
The further erasure performs a theft of sight. Disorientation is accentuated as
the marks on the page almost lose their status as letters. On-the-page writing is
aligned to image making or, paradoxically, mapping, in this further disorienting
readerly experience: “s th b t f g s th b t f g s th th th th th k k v r d s th t w”
(39). One way to read “Hafville 4” is to flip back to the previous pages to attempt a
reorientation, as the format of the book allows for a sort of overlaying of text bodies.
It is as if we can physically layer each “Hafville” section on the page over the
previous ones in order to establish how the iterated erasure treatments are working,
rendering reading a visual navigational act. However, this potential for orientation is
dismantled further towards the end of “Hafville 4.” The inability to make meaning out
of what one can or cannot see, is deepened experientially for the reader as the final
two lines of “Hafville 4” deteriorate into the repeated “t.” This “t” forms the entirety
of “Hafville 5,” the only hafville that runs over two pages. The repetition of “t,” the
final letter of “boat,” the last word of both “Hafville 1” and “Hafville 2,” renders the
letter a mark. Language becomes sign or symbol and performs a dual act. If one reads
the symbol as emptied of meaning and simply a physical mark on the page one
encounters total disorientation. If the search for meaning is embarked on by viewing
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language as a compilation of base units and autonomously rearranging them, a new
kind of orientation is accessed. The rearrangement of existing elements converts
letters into a spatial organization system and creates the possibility of a new kind of
language, or at least space for that language to emerge.
The repeated “t” encapsulates the complex duality of reorientation and
disorientation by standing as a repeated suggestion of disorientation—the direction
word “to”—yet one that is truncated and repeated, and never moves forward. The
letter “t” becomes a visual shape, either empty of semantic meaning, or with the
potential to stand for something that it is not, adding to the sense of now almost total
disorientation. “T” is a direction word, a shortened version of “to,” as we discover the
repeated “t” develops—by virtue of its juxtaposition with other words—back into to:
“T go / t go off / t go off course / t go off course hafville” (42). Whatever our accent
is, if we are speaking in English, we rarely give the word “to” its full enunciation, and
the phrase sounds more like “going t’ there.” In the North of England, “t” is also used
to denote “the,” a modifier or adjective that points towards another directional word.
This repeated “t” section foreshadows the repeated “þ” of the “Shake” section and the
obsolete thorn letter that is “tripped over” in the “Noþing” section, the thorn letter
sounding like unvoiced “th” when spoken. The repeated “t” section sounds, when
read as a stutter, like chattering teeth, spitting or short harsh exhales of breath. It can
also call up the sound of a tapping needle, a Morse Code distress signal gone wrong, a
broken machine, a percussive strike, the needle stuck on a repeating whirr. The
repeated “t,” therefore, at once effects disorientation in the reader and offers multiple
repeated possibilities for orientation, or at least gestures towards orientation, echoing
the repeated beginnings of “Hafville 1.” As a stutter, it demonstrates the blockages
within the body itself, or the body’s temporary incapacity to express language. This
suggests the possibility within any translation project of interrupted or distorted
meaning during its conveyance between languages, and even the conveyance between
thought and speech in an individual.
Indeed, the numerous ways to analyse the repeating “t” demonstrate how
reading this section can become our experience of hafville—of disorientation. Like a
word search, we could read “Hafville 5” the usual way from left to right but also right
to left, up and down, down and up and diagonally and still come up with the same
meaning. Like little ripples all over the page, reading “Hafville 5” places us in textual
water space, effecting an experience of disorientation. Or the “t” can be seen as a
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series of anchors, a landing place or thorn like a stumbling block that continually
interrupts the white space of the page. We, the reader, feel helpless, in an element and
a space that we do not understand. Perloff suggests that “Caroline Bergvall takes the
semantic to be produced both aurally and visually” (Perloff 2004, 42). Dazzled by the
repeated “t,” as if we have been gazing at a Magic Eye picture and trying to make an
image emerge, it is even more challenging to read “Hafville 6.” Half of “Hafville 6” is
again the repeated “t,” before at last a move is made into more comprehensible
language. “T” once again takes on semantic meaning as the stutter transposes back
into the shortened version of to: “t go off course hafville / t be lost forvillet hafville
Ache come off course hafville” (42).”T go off course hafville” implies that the very
act of writing has lost its direction, that words themselves have agency and have
drifted off into signs and shapes. Further, that this experience of hafvilla has occurred
within the writing and reading of the text of “Hafville.” The sense is of a repeated and
infinitely repeating disorientation. At the same time as “getting lost” is demonstrated
and effected through the production of an incomprehensible text, it is described and
commented on, compounding the disorientation through the quest for possible
orientation.
After the visual difficulty of reading the “t” section or of accommodating the
sound in the mouth if reading aloud, “Hafville 5” returns the reader to a possibility of
reorientation. This reorientation is offered as a regrounding in the materiality of the
known world via a list of names from fairly recent years of a Western literary canon
mixed with figures from contemporary culture. However, although the list of names is
an offer of orientation for the reader, it adds to the sense of disorientation. The figures
listed are removed from the reader, firstly, as they are distanced celebrity figures and
secondly, because they died either on water or in strange circumstances, amongst
them Amelia Earhart, Jeff Buckley and Percy Bysshe Shelley. Major Tom, from
David Bowie’s “Space Oddity”—a title that itself plays on the epic sea voyage of the
Odyssey—drifts off into space, and “Hafville 6” ends with a quotation from a poem
by Ingeborg Bachmann, who died mysteriously in a house fire: “When you rise from
the dead, / when I rise from the dead, / the hangman will hang at the gate / the
hammer will sink into the sea” (43). After this list of dead bodies, the repeated “t” can
retrospectively be read as a field of crosses marking graves, although the bodies listed
are not fully returned to earth. They are disappeared, drowned, “rising from the dead”
and floating in space. The hammer, plunging into the sea, conjures images of Norse
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myth and converges with the modern myths of the celebrity figures. “Hafville” ends
with another kind of non-ending, as the bodies become like spectres within the text,
vividly present in their absence. This kind of deviation from ending works again to
turn a reader away from comprehension, yet to awaken him/her to multiple possible
interpretations and interpenetrations of word and text. Clear meaning is enfolded and
shrouded within a vast waterscape of possibility. At one and the same time, this
strategy alerts the reader to infinite interpretive possibilities (that is, possibilities for
an autonomous kind of orientation), and renders any attempt at orientation a further
experience of disorientation. Throughout all the “Hafville” sections, disorientation has
been dealt with thematically as taking place on water. Furthermore, it has been
exemplified textually—within language—through erasure, devolutionary translation,
uncited quotation, repetition and elision. By ending the final “Hafville” with the list of
dead and disappeared bodies, the language-body-water nexus is activated, showing
textual disturbance as interlocking with physical disorientation. This leads us on to the
physical disorientation of the migrants in the Left-to-Die boat case and the strange
perspective shifts and narratives circulating around them, which engenders a deeper
and more troubling sense of disorientation.
PHYSICAL DISORIENTATION: “Report” and Drift as performance
“Report” is the section of Drift that deals with reports and testimonials from the
survivors of the Left-to-Die boat case. As an alternative to poetry about sea voyages
of conquest or heroic journey, “Report” details a tragic attempt at seeking refuge. As
such, it focuses on home and homelessness, yet disrupts the oikos—home—focus of
the kind of ecopoetics purveyed by Jonathan Skinner amongst others. Instead,
“Report” seems like other projects of contemporary poetry, to work towards a poetics
of relation in an ethical and political framework by questioning the relational tactics
of major powers and even dominant ways of thinking. The visual disorientation
experienced by the reader through the textual disturbances of “Hafville” is now
juxtaposed with the terrifying physical disorientation experienced by those on the
Left-to-Die boat. The heroic narrative of a classical odyssey is replaced and
undermined by multiply mediated versions of an event, and fragments of the
migrants’ excluded narrative. The main disorienting device in “Report” is the shifting
of perspective. This avoids any textual containment within a master narrative or
dominant genre. However, it then allows for the narrative of the migrants and their
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bodies to be lost in a textual and physical unboundedness. The sea is shown as a space
of tenuous and contested borders in which no one assumes responsibility for the
protection of those vulnerable people who cross it. The migrants seek the very
containment that they are denied, by the host countries, the original texts of “Report,”
and by Bergvall’s exposure of it.
The inability on the reader’s part to decode visual signs of letters in the pages
of Drift is now undercut by the inability to do so in the environment on the part of the
migrants leaving Tripoli on the Left-to-Die boat that led to a tragic outcome. In
“Report,” the migrant survivors are quoted as confusing the lights of distant boats
with the cities and shores of Malta or Tripoli: “During the night we would see the
lights of other big boats in the distance. We could not see them but the reflection of
their lights looked like a city in the distance” (79-80). Moving from the disorienting
reading experience of “Hafville” to the details of a lived and harrowing tragedy of
disorientation in “Report” throws the problematic linking of the two disparate
experiences of disorientation into sharp relief. Furthermore, “Report” suggests that
the quest for orientation—within a text and within a real-life experience of drifting at
sea—is perhaps as troubled as the surrender to disorientation. By sorting through the
fragmentary information surrounding the Left-to-Die boat case, “Report” offers a
stark, incomplete account of events interwoven with reported speech from the
survivors. Problematic disorientation and drive towards orientation in “Report” are
set alongside pleasurable disorientations within reading and creatively translating and
developing an ancient text, as enacted in “Seafarer,” and the terrifying disorientations
with which it deals thematically. This jarring juxtaposition shows the need to be
aware of the political context of a poetic work and, specifically, to differentiate
between different kinds of disorientation: textual, physical and political.
“Report” offers a glimpse into the facts and narratives of the tragedy of
disorientation from which the wider poetic text emerges. However, the mode in which
the apparently orienting fragments are collated effects an uneasy sense of ethical
disorientation itself. The movement between microscopic and macroscopic
perspectives further throws the reader off course. In “Report,” microscopic text
treatment is in evidence in the fragmentary nature of the text. Each fragment of
“Report” becomes its own full event. Because of the bare, statement-style language,
the groups of lines appear almost cut loose from each other, as if the text itself is
circling around the situation it describes, drawing close to understanding or
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orientation and then wheeling away again, as seen in the opening page of “Report:”

Figure 21. Caroline Bergvall, opening page of “Report,” Drift, 2014.
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Each statement is haunted by an absence or incompleteness because of the sense of
directionlessness, both within the scenario described, after the event upon analysis,
and then later during the writing and reading of Drift. Disorientation is experienced at
each level. On zooming out to observe the whole picture—or the whole text as a
book—and thereby engaging in a macro mode of interpretation, the tiny part which
was once the whole when reading on a microscopic level—“Report” or, within
“Report,” the survivors’ speech—is lost in a milieu of other tiny parts. Similarly,
when we zoom in from a macro mode of reading to a micro mode, we are disoriented
and lose the sense of the whole picture. Suddenly each tiny part, each section and
furthermore each single statement, takes the focus, and the view of the work as a
whole is lost.
As a whole text, the micro-macro oscillation in Drift is effected through
continual switches in tones and dimensions, shifts between languages and between
fully comprehensible and partially erased text, as well as the shifts across time and
space that arise when engaging with different media as single entities yet also as a
collection. All this creates a strong sense of disorientation, and increases the
possibility for misunderstanding of information. For example, switching between
languages, context and the migrants’ voices to the language in the NATO report,
echoes a shift in perspective that happens when we engage empathetically with the
migrants on a human relational level compared to when we witness their journey
through global news reports. Crucially, Bergvall emphasizes that in the Left-to-Die
boat case, this textual disorientation occurs physically in the lived experience of the
refugees: “The sea was very dark with too much waves and wind. We lost our
direction. From then on and for several days we dont know anything” (79). Macro
strategies of language are found in “Report” in the larger-scale textual apparatus of
collation, recombination and appropriation. The survivors’ speech has been detached
from its original bureaucratic context and relocated within the pages of Drift. This
displacement allows for the memory of the former refugees’ “place”—the
Mediterranean Sea, the physical context of the tragedy in which the words were
originally formed, as well as their homelands—to reemerge through textual
displacement, highlighting the repeated experience of physical displacement for the
survivors. At times, the survivor’s speech is directly quoted: “At the time we called
Father Mussie we had not even covered half the distance” (73). At other times within
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“Report” their testimonials are commented on: “The survivor’s testimonies differ on
the date of departure” (72). Bergvall zooms in to appropriate direct speech of
individual survivors, without naming the migrant him or herself. She then zooms back
out in order to comment on the collective speech of the group of migrants. This tactic
confuses the distinction between individual and collective identity. The appropriation
of individual speech acts and broader commentary from the official report creates
further textual and ethical disorientation.
The macro technique brings into relief these smaller scale linguistic gestures
that offer a close-up view throughout the multiple texts of Drift. Sometimes the micro
treatments are too close for comprehension, such as extreme erasure and the zoomed
in fragments of satellite imagery that form the cover image of Drift and are between
“Hafville” and “Report.”
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Figure 22. Caroline Bergvall, satellite image of Drift, 2014
Textually, we see these micro tactics most obviously in the repeated “t” section of
“Hafville,” as a relentless plunging into a word and the unsettling magnifying of a
single letter through repetition. Micro-delving is also often how Bergvall’s translation
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strategy works: a search within words to find internal words and their meanings,
arguably to orient or anchor oneself within a foreign word by unpacking its
component parts. However, the motion between microscopic and macroscopic work
undermines this quest for orientation. Plunging deep into one word or one letter and
then attempting to zoom out and see the entire picture creates disorienting moments in
reading, investigating and trying to understand the text, the specific situation
described and the world as global village, as made up of an infinite number of minute
parts that vibrate as a whole. With the awareness of the numerous interlocking parts
comes absence which, in this example of physical disorientation at sea, becomes
disappearance, as some of the migrants were drowned.
The process of shifting between micro and macro perspective intensifies the
disorientation experienced in the reading of Drift, and does so by using some of the
techniques and technologies that are employed as orienting devices: close up view,
testimony and satellite imaging. This code-switching also affects the production of
selfhood by creating a distance between authorship and language, overturning the
notion of ownership over text or speech. Authority over language is destabilized at the
same time that authority conferred on an individual by a particular usage of language
is disrupted. This destabilization gestures toward the slippery nature of languages of
authority that perform authority, yet also allow responsibility to be evaded. In the
Left-to-Die boat case, the plethora of bureaucratic recording devices and assessments
worked against their goal of location and orientation, instead providing an experience
for the refugees of further disorientation and the disappearance of bodies.
The perspective shifts in “Report” from the reported speech of the survivors,
to NATO’s verification strategies, reports from monitoring aircrafts, satellite phone
company logs and the Search and Rescue in Rome attempt to weave a net of visual
and textual locating devices in which the Left-to-Die boat could have been monitored.
After the event, too, the tragedy could have been pieced back together to understand
the cause. However, the lack of orientation within orienting technologies is vivid,
because of this plurality. The attempt at orientation—the mission to locate the boat
within the waters of the Mediterranean and, after the event, the attempt to string
together facts from a disparate set of sources—draws attention to the inherent
disorientation within the transmission of information through language, and uses a
macro micro code-switching to present the difficulties of accurate understanding. The
mass of information devices is physically moved by the force of the Mediterranean
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Sea. This movement of waves and tides conceals and reveals the boat so that the
accounts of its whereabouts move in a sort of drift motion, touching and overlapping
with each other to create brief moments of coherence and encounter: “What we do is
link up all our radar images together, all the ships. We are also working with
aircrafts that are tracking vessels. And from that we have a full picture of all vessels
in the area” (75). Although there is a sense that plurality of visual and aural tracking
information can be patched together to create a full picture of an event, Drift implies
— in its own splicing together of multiple texts and strategies of erasure and
appropriation—that this kind of meaning-making makes words, letters, images and,
tragically, human bodies easily misunderstood and lost: “They circled around us,
three times, until they came very close, 10 meters. We are watching them, they are
watching us. We are showing them the dead bodies. We drank water from the sea to
show them we were thirsty. The people on the boat took pictures, nothing else” (80).
Although the we in the quotation above is the voice of a migrant, we who read the text
are in the position of those on the NATO boat, who take pictures of the migrants and
leave. We can “watch” a text, or a global tragedy unfolding, without necessarily fully
engaging or understanding. We can come “very close,” but then withdraw, apparently
taking no “true reading” and no responsibility. This switching between micro and
macro focus is employed textually and visually throughout Drift to draw attention to
both the ease with which we can absorb only part of a story and believe we have the
full picture and the ways in which we can evade responsibility as we circle around the
lives of others and then withdraw. The sense of drift works in this way as a driftingoff or a lapsing of attention when presented with texts and events that we do not relate
to, or perhaps do not wish to.
The distancing and shifting of text and language away from the body of the
speaker (the survivors) or the writer (Bergvall, the anonymous sailor poet, the report
collators) is paradoxically brought together with a deeply embodied immersive mode
of cognition on the reader’s part to produce a further disorienting experience within
the body of the reader. This ambient mode of understanding is even more at play
during a performance of Drift. Bergvall developed Drift into a performance work with
experimental Norwegian percussionist, Ingar Zach, and Swiss visual artist, Thomas
Koppel, the production process of which is discussed in the “Log” section of Drift.
Bergvall performs in front of a screen on which the full text mass of Drift is projected.
The letters and words move across the screen visually conjuring up drift patterns,
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waves, current tracks and weather systems. The fragments of lines that float from one
group of words to another across the black screen evoke the satellite imagery on the
front of Drift, in book version.

Figure 23. Caroline Bergvall, still image from video of Drift performance, 2:15,
carolinebergvall.com
The physical motion of the words activates further the motion within their on-thepage existence. The percussion scrapes, hushes, wails and squalls, creating a
soundscape of sea voyage, perhaps even shipwreck. Bergvall’s body jerks as she trips
and stutters over the words, part reading from the tablet in her hand, part performing,
often with eyes closed or cast down, breaking into singing or part chants. Bergvall
situates her body in a liminal space between reading and improvisatory performance,
between searching for meaning herself within the fragmented words in her hand and
offering them to the audience, as an exemplification of the concept of drift. The sense
of all things happening at once creates an environment of its own, which the audience
can inhabit for the duration of the performance.
Micro and macro treatments of the text occur simultaneously during the
performance: the blown-up letters moving across the screen are a micro-element; their
movement in one modulating mass offers a macro perspective. However, despite the
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fullness of experience that this simultaneity offers, loss or absence remains central:
loss of letters within the words that Bergvall utters, loss of meaning in the letters on
the screen that are too magnified to be able to piece together as a word, loss of
attention even on the part of the audience who are lulled, moved, swept into a bodily
understanding of the work that is outside of linguistic comprehension. The experience
of information through ambient cognition means we run the risk of being mesmerized
into inattention by the sounds and sensations, experiencing an embodied response but
ultimately being diverted from the meaning of the words. Bergvall’s readings of part
of “Report” starkly contrasts with the impassioned immersive expressionism of the
rest of the performance, jolting the audience out of sensed response with a distanced
and bare recounting of the Left-to-Die boat case. The analytical reportage is shown as
just as disorienting as the incomprehensible words of the preceding performance, now
that it is decontextualized. The permutation of the text across the screen during a
performance of Drift yokes language and water together, suggesting that both
elements function as a mass of moving components and multiple directions. In the
immersive experience of the performance, it shifts the viewer from the realm of
observer to participator, automatically situating the audience member as part of the
hyperspace of the project, on a political level as well as an artistic one. In responding
to the work, the audience must answer questions of responsibility.
The performance of Drift therefore emphasizes and demonstrates the
development of a new paradoxically embodied understanding of multiple texts that
deal with disembodiment, loss, death and disappearance. The key factor that assists in
the delivery of the message is precisely what disrupts understanding—the rapid shift
between tones and voices, and the fragmenting of words. The decontextualization of
the languages in “Report” echo and add to the decontextualization of the drifting
refugee bodies, in terms of their deterritorialized state and for those who did not
survive, their death. These multiple experiences of disorientation frustrate attempts to
reorient as the audience member at a performance of Drift begins to experience
mental and bodily disorientation as the sounds and words drift over and around them.
The fluidity of language is enacted visually on the screen and cognitively through the
spoken and heard words. In the performance, the words work over the body like
water, and appear visually like waves on the screen, embodying the language-bodywater nexus of a poetics of water through a process of extreme intergenre and
linguistic disorientation. The desire is for meaning, yet that desire is continually
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unhooked from its landing point and set adrift again. Language itself becomes
nomadic.
A POETHICS OF (DIS)ORIENTATION: “Log”
“Writing becomes tracks and traces and lines” (153).
In “Hafville,” water was the site for the original seafarer’s voyage, and the textual
strategies deployed functioned with a disorienting effect. In “Report,” water-based
disorientation took on a more urgent tone in the context of a contemporary waterbased tragedy. “Log” offers an investigation and exemplification of physical and
emotional disorientation via further strategies of textual flux and watery metaphor.
The perspective shifts of “Report” find a companion in the splicing together of
revelation and occlusion in “Log.” Bergvall positions herself as the seafarer, crossing
the space between the germ of a creative project through to its completion, and the
space between inhabiting a secret love affair and letting it be known and marked in
the world (along with the adjustments of emotional terrain that will come with that),
as well as attempting to map the political ethical spaces of the Left-to-Die boat case.
As if she is underwater and then coming up for air, Bergvall fluctuates between
immersion in her love affair and her creative project and in reflections on them that
include official reportage on what happened on the surface of the sea. This section
will attempt to navigate the disorienting and de-contextualising shifts of “Log” in
order to query the responsibility of Drift as a text, as it continually unanchors itself
from the central ethical questions of the Left-to-Die boat case and drifts back to them.
“Log” is a metacommentary that weaves together further findings around
“Report”—the reports from the Left-to-Die boat case—with Bergvall’s working notes
towards her translation of “The Seafarer,” discussion of the development of Drift as a
performance and thoughts on her new relationship. Therefore “Log” offers a sense of
artistic and romantic disorientation and reorientation, alongside the ethical
disorientations experienced by being a global citizen in the wake of an intercultural
tragedy. Alive with conversation about personal, political and linguistic relationships,
“Log” meditates on the relationship between the many different texts, the pleasures
and problems of disorientation and the issues involved in creating a multi-genre work
that explores a personal and aesthetic experience of disorientation alongside a still
unfolding political tragedy. The intermingling of Bergvall’s metacommentary on her
translation practice with fragments of notes about the Left-to-Die boat case and
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reflections on her burgeoning new relationship draws poetics together with
intercultural politics and the workings of a sexual and personal relationship. However,
as “Log” focuses on bodies—the body of the text, the sexual/sexuated body of the
author, the lost and dead bodies of the refugees—the conversation between the
disoriented body of an individual in a relationship, and the multiple refugee bodies
drifting at sea produces points of troubling contact. These points of contact throw up
questions of whether or not perspective shifts of this sort can be ethically made. The
water poetics aspect of Drift is one of pleasurable disorientation and an embodied
readerly response. However, the political questions in Drift remain “thorny” and
begin to trip up the reading process with ethical challenges around what it means to
hold ecopoetics together with ecopolitics and whether an ethical imagination is
possible in a poem and poetics of this sort. While avant-garde poetics and particularly
feminist work tries to cut free from poetic forms and word systems that are wedded to
hegemonic power structures, Drift shows how any project of freedom must also be
one of interrelational responsibility. Indeed, in “Log,” the troubling intra-action of the
positive and negative connotations of disorientation suggests that disorientation can
be a productive way of thinking about contact between languages, bodies and
cultures.
Drift was conceived as an interdisciplinary creative translation of “The
Seafarer” and a collaborative performance with a percussionist and a visual artist.
Bergvall says: “The plan is to write a text for live voice, percussion and electronic
text. To explore the archaic, tribal traffic between voice and drum, between text and
beat, between air and skin, voice and breathing” (128). However, in a diary entry in
“Log” shortly after the above quotation, Bergvall notes her reading of the report
published in The Guardian in April 2012 about the migrant boat tragedy, or Left-toDie boat case: “Migrant boat tragedy: UK crew may have seen doomed vessel” (132).
From here on, Bergvall’s work on “The Seafarer” takes on a personal urgency and a
political immediacy, while at the same time surrendering entirely to disorientation:
“No longer expecting to make it to the other side, or any side, I open up the process to
the accidents of gravitational pull” (146). The tone of Bergvall’s language in “Log”
becomes mournful and seeking: “Total fumbling. The fog in my mind, my life, my
heart. Perhaps it is great on paper to find oneself after a long period of loss” (139).
The clinical language of bureaucracy undercuts these musings, as Bergvall
paraphrases report fragments:
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Executive Summary
In order to generate our analysis and report we employed a
wide range of digital mapping and modelling technologies
(133)
Additionally, deeply personal reflections on her sense of home and relationships with
family, homeland, self and other arise through her performance of the work: “the
report read live in more or less complete darkness, the audience’s intense response,
my Norwegian father’s inspiring presence at it, the disturbance that is pushing a way
into my life, all this leaves me in a total state of shock and openness. I come home
and find that I have lost my sense of home. I come home to find that I have left my
home. No rest, no refuge” (136).
The sea, through which Bergvall and the migrants seek refuge in very different
registers, is crossed with connective and disruptive natural and cultural lines: lines of
historical and contemporary human passage, lines of communication in the fibre-optic
cables on the sea-bed, lines of wave, ripple, current and gyre. The line features in
“Log” as a method through which to explore the various disorientations within the
quest for orientation and the concept of identity. Textually, the line is evident in the
forward slash, the underscore, the dash, the iterative lines of sonic association in
Bergvall’s glossary extracts, the gestures towards the URL and the I. Each of these
function to overturn what orientation means, and to complicate the concept of borders
and boundaries. Indeed, the disoriented and disorienting I stands as the figure around
which Bergvall’s creative exploration spins.
Bergvall’s working glossary extracts in “Log” offer the reader her own
experience of disorientation within an unknown language. She says: “In its original
language the text evades me nearly completely. I stumble on the largely
incomprehensible quality of the Old English language, the obsolete letters, the
pervasive syntactical declension, its internal poetic rhyming and chain of alliterations,
the repetitive and compact narration, very little of which can be accessed via
contemporary English. Indeed at times it feels easier to think of it in relation to
historical Norwegian, another language I know next to nothing about” (130). This
mode of translating is akin to a process which Bergvall has also called “unmastery” of
language, a kind of deliberate disorientation away from “frequently exclusionary
principles of national language and monolingual culture” (Bergvall 2002, 208). She
says: “writing oneself out of one’s language while recirculating it textually could
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hence be seen not as a way of mourning the language left behind but as a way of
unmasking the role any aggressively dominant linguistic culture plays to guarantee
the authentication of its memory and the univocality of its identity” (Bergvall 2002,
213). Following these ethics of displacement, in “Log” the “hyphenated identity” of a
diasporic individual is decentred. In the glossary notes for translation of the first line
of the original, “The Seafarer,” the I is translated and retranslated and tilted into the
forward slash. Identity, therefore, is revealed as being contextual and multilayered as
well as convertible into a sign or an indication of movement:
Maeg ic be me sylfum
Make me / let me / have me
May I / can ic / can ache
Ache / ache / ic
ic – ache: the slip is acceptable orally
ache to me myself and I
sodgied // sop – true real righteous // soppgiedd – true tale
sip(a-sax) – nm going movement journey expedition / also as some sort of
suffix?
(130–131)
In the original line, “maeg ic be me sylfum” the only two words that are the same in
Anglo-Saxon and contemporary English are be and me, alerting us to the identity
politics at work in the original Anglo-Saxon text, “The Seafarer,” and in Bergvall’s
new version (Gordon 1960, 33, line 1). What does it mean to be me? How can I be
me, when me can be altered drastically by what textually comes immediately before
me, and after, by what touches me or moves towards or away from me? The sense is
that identity is contextual, in motion, and dependant upon, yet resisting the acceptance
and validation of another. In these “glossary notes” extracts, the I is also the
underscore line of the original phrase, which is being translated. Therefore the I
becomes a grounding mark, providing a visual foundation to the original text. The I is
what is excavated for.
The open mode of translation provided by Bergvall encourages the reader to
add his/her own, implying that the formation and expression of identity in relation to
language and the other is shifting, contextual and open-access. In accord with
Bergvall’s own “stumbling” translation practice, I would translate “maeg ic be me
sylfum” phonetically as: “May I be myself?,” “Make me be myself,” or “May I by
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myself?” As registered by the request and command words, may and make, the
implication is that identity is dependent on another. In the line “Make me / let me /
have me,” the plea to the other seems to escalate with each iterated phrase. Identity is
suggested as processural or developmental, on the cusp of moving from one state to
another. The I identity can be altered by what is imposed on it by others, despite those
impositions being the result of a direction or request emitting from the self. The
suggestion is that the relational dynamic of turning towards and turning away from
does not necessarily need a same/other relationship to play out, but that it is a motion
that can be found within one language, one culture, or even one individual. This could
be an example of poetic apostrophe that serves to conjure something out of nothing.
That the poetic apostrophe is in operation here—within the poetics of disorientation—
makes the line read like a repeated request for orientation. The spiralling motion of
seawater is also conjured up to convey an even greater sense of disorientation.
Make me can mean force me to. It can also mean create me, shape me into a
being who is acceptable to you, and allowed across your border. Juxtaposed with “let
me” (as in, let me in) and “have me,” with its sexual connotations and conjuring of a
guest-host relationship, the full line becomes a plea for the reshaping offered by
belonging within a new nation state on the part of the migrants and within a personal
relationship in Bergvall’s own circumstances. It highlights the way in which, in both
instances, the I or me hopes to gain validation or acceptance from the other, and to be
remade as a person. Indeed, with “may I / can ic / can ache” (131), requests for
permission from another to do or act in a certain way—to move one’s body around
and in orientation with another—linguistically shifts into bodily pain. The contact
with the body of another or the nation state of another country becomes the
orientation site for a drifting, disoriented body—pain, even, becomes a bodily
orienting device. This situation of relational contact as disoriented contact zone draws
on Judith Butler’s thoughts in Precarious Life: The Powers of Mourning and
Violence, in which she states: “I cannot muster the ‘we’ except by finding the way in
which I am tied to ‘you,’ by trying to translate but finding that my own language must
break up and yield if I am to know you. You are what I gain through this
disorientation and loss. This is how the human comes into being, again and again, as
that which we have yet to know” (Butler 2004, 49). This yoking of the breaking apart
of language, with the generative aspect of disorientation in a relational context aligns
with Bergvall’s drawing together of interpersonal relation with intercultural relation.
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It further emphasizes that the drive of Drift is the reaching-towards gesture and the
exploration of disorientation as an activity of crossing borders—physical, linguistic
and political—into a new kind of communion.
Lines seven to ten of the glossary extract deal with the second half of the first
line of “The Seafarer,” which, in the original, is: “soogied wrecan,” literally translated
as, “true tale recite” (Gordon 1960, 33, 66, 69). The phrase, “true tale recite” opens a
discussion of responsibility and truth within narrative as well as within journeying. As
elsewhere in Drift, Bergvall offers this notion of embarking on a journey as an answer
to an impulse towards truth. Her partial translation suggests that there is action and
verb within the word “soogied,” which translates literally as “truth tale.” She performs
an unusual concurrent translation of the second part of the first line and the first part
of the second line, effectively translating one line through another: “sodgied // sop –
true real righteous // soppgiedd – true tale sip – nm going movement journey
expedition / also as some sort of suffix? (131).” In its original, the first half of the
second line is: “sipas secgan,” meaning: “tell of my journey.” Again making a “slip
acceptable,” Bergvall draws sop out of the word, soogied or soppgiedd and impels it
forward towards sip, a part of sipas. So sop, meaning true, slides into sip, which
means journey. The subsequent leap ahead to “sip — nm,” a translation of which
Bergvall suggests as: “going movement journey expedition / also as some sort of
suffix?” cuts the first line adrift just before its conclusion (131). Yet it also suggests
that where the line ends in her particular translation—i.e. at soogied—is a suffix point
itself. Sip — nm becomes an addition to an ending that Bergvall has eradicated. This
apparent addendum establishes a further blank space in the text, bracketed by a
guessed meaning. As a reader, we are again cut adrift, turned away from the shore of
a known word and set out into an unmarked space, after which point we arrive at
“some sort of suffix?”
“May I / can ic / can ache” charts a movement from a linguistic border- into a
crossing of the border between semantic sense and sonic meaning-making. The line
demonstrates Drift’s homophonic translational strategy that “veers off into sound
sense” (130). Even Bergvall’s annotation or note to herself on her process is
phonetically a close companion of this first line. Hear the first line and the first half of
the second line of the original Anglo-Saxon text:
maeg ic be me sylfum

soogied wrecan

sipas secgan
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(Gordon 1960, 33, lines 1–2)
alongside Bergvall’s internal note: “the slip is acceptable.” In this instance, two
languages—Anglo-Saxon and contemporary English—are embedded within each
other. In searching for meaning while attempting a translation with no knowledge of
the language of the source text, contemporary and Old English words are bound
together in a strange moment of aural echoing and reflection or “homophonic
translation.” This produces a slant communication that seems to overflow familiar or
imposed interpretive boundaries. By not understanding the meaning of the words, but
instead accessing them sonically and in fleeting moments of coherence, we are left
outside of fixed authoritative structures of semantic meaning. Instead, we follow
skeins of sound, piecing together instances of connection and understanding. A
potentially new way of relating and of understanding is offered, which goes beyond a
singular truth and indeed beyond a fixed self/other relationship. Instead, it offers a
proliferation of disorienting, yet interacting and intra-acting ways of being and
understanding, in which moving towards and moving-with are crucial modes.
Water and sea voyage become metaphors for Bergvall’s new relationship,
highlighting its fluidity, uncertainty and transgressiveness, yet also its superhuman or
elemental force: “the storms walked me down to her shore. The storms took me to her
sea” (164). Bergvall explicitly refers to her feelings of disorientation and
epistemological unravelling as a sort of deterritorialization: “Each we must break up
camp. Each we must be both lost and found. To be with her I must undo what I know
(165).” Thus, she yokes a water-based openness of emotion, a state of unknowing or
deliberate unravelling and disorientation together with fear around the very same
unbounded way of being. She locates this duality at the moment of embarkation on a
sea voyage: “But the menacing fear and the deep collective memory remain at the
point of crossing, at the point of sailing, as one raises the anchor, as one ships out”
(165). Moreover, Bergvall yokes her experience of emotional disorientation together
with the same feeling when in the creative process of writing Drift itself. Similarly, In
Hermes V (1980) Michael Serres uses sea voyage and a search for archipelagic
emplacement as a central metaphor for his writing techniques: “I am looking for the
passage among these complicated cuttings. I believe, I see that the state of things
consists of islands sown in archipelagoes on the noisy, poorly understood disorder of
the sea…Passages exist, I know, I have drawn some of them in certain works using
certain operators…But I cannot generalize, obstructions are manifest, and
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counterexamples abound” (Serres 1980, 23-24).
The doubled experience of orientation and disorientation, of landed and
landless existence, remains apparent in the final lines of Drift with regard to
Bergvall’s love affair as, soon after metaphorizing her lover as the sea and then
comparing the experience of their relationship to being on a sea voyage, Bergvall
states: “I need to join her,” and pleads, “let me come in from the cold cold way,
Seafarer.” Not only does this phrasing position Seafarer—the original poet and the
creative project of Drift itself—as that which can allow Bergvall refuge or keep her
adrift, it recasts her lover and their relationship as the safe haven that she desires
(166). This oscillation between water and land as safe space further confuses and
disorients the reader. The boundary or the distinction between land and sea itself
seems to collapse. For those “who still must live in abject lawlessness, in different
degrees of hideout”—by which I believe Bergvall means those who disrupt
heteronormative institutions such as families and specific cultural groups bound to
particular nation states—land itself takes on the qualities of water: fluid, ever
changing, disruptive, erasing, disturbing and disorienting (166). That Bergvall’s lover
is on the point of leaving her husband and children—a heteronormative protecting and
protected institution—demonstrates the potential within turning away from such
crystallized relationships and the embarkation on a voyage of losing oneself in order
to reorient. This brings up the notion of sexual orientation, which Bergvall refers to
directly when she mentions Sara Ahmed’s work and her “literal” use of sexual
orientation as “like a compass in a terrain” (139).11 Relationship—specifically one
that overturns old modes of being—is here shown as the ultimate refuge and is
described in territorial terms. Perhaps, then, orientation cannot be found on the water.
The fluidity within the material of water is found in the emotional and
epistemological disorientations experienced when moving from one state to another,
such as from married to unmarried, or from heterosexual to homosexual bisexual
through following the compass point of desire. In her essay, “A Manifesto for
Cyborgs,” Haraway refers to an ambivalent interaction between pleasurable
disorientation and responsible boundary construction, suggesting that “A Manifesto
for Cyborgs” itself is offered “for pleasure in the confusion of boundaries and for
11

Although it is not specified, it seems Bergvall is referring to Sara Ahmed’s Queer

Phenomenology: Orientations, Objects, Others (2006).
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responsibility in their construction” (Haraway 1985, 325, original emphasis).
Bergvall’s emotional landlessness as she embarks on a new love affair stands in
encounter and interrelation with the disorientation of Bergvall’s lover—and her
lover’s family—as she detaches from the recognizably heteronormative institution of
marriage: “There is much at stake. Chaos and illumination. Each we must break up
camp. Each we must be both lost and found. To be with her I must undo what I know.
To be with me, she must tell her husband, her kids, her family” (165). The phrase,
“break up camp,” alludes to refugee camps often located on borders or shorelines—
the waiting spaces for a journey to hoped-for safety overseas. It registers home as
temporary and land-based living as fluid. Perhaps Bergvall, eloquent in paranomasia,
is also referring to the use of the word in homosexual terms, and the need to break up
concretized and caricatured versions of homosexuality.
The reference to a migrant experience of embarking on a treacherous and
unmapped journey away from an inhospitable home, is brought together with
Bergvall’s sense of disorientation in her love affair: “to fall in love against all odds is
to leave everything behind…everything shuts down to open to something else” (158).
She further refers to a bodily experience of disorientation—this time in terms of a
lack of water—when she details: “passing out many times years ago at the club from
drugs and dehydration” (151). Indeed, troubling as it is, Bergvall continually casts the
disorienting experience of her new relationship within watery metaphor that is read
alongside the bodies of the refugees, disoriented and dying in the Mediterranean Sea.
This drawing together of the sexuated body of the self with the dying body of the
other makes for uncomfortable reading. However, this tactic of decontextualizing and
resituating speech draws attention to the multiple moments of appropriation at play in
any political situation in which vulnerable people must speak or be spoken for within
a global and mediatized system. Certainly, by fusing and collating personal reflection
with publicly available testimonial from the survivors, Drift as a whole calls up the
urgent need to differentiate between different kinds of disorientation: personal and
emotional, physical and cultural. Bergvall’s paratextual and appropriative textual
strategies arguably create a fluid site of resistance to the eradication and/or warping of
survivors’ narratives by the technical languages of bureaucracy and hyper-emotive
media speak. Slippages in creative translation and the errors in the report on the Leftto-Die boat case are brought together to point out the losses and disasters that both
kinds of slippage can result in. However, they also challenge the insistence on sharp
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separations between self and other and between cultures in an unbalanced global
system, and so suggest the ethical call to see and respond to the other—a call that
could have saved the lives of the refugees. The challenge within this yoking together
of the refugees’ disorientation with Bergvall’s experiences is that it likens elements of
a grave tragedy to something more easy to bear. Alternatively, we could read the
conversation between the different kinds of disorientation as underscoring the
inseparability of the personal and the political, the individual and the collective.
The Lagrangian method of modeling fluid dynamics in the ocean comes from
the perspective that objects come into being via movement, not that there is any stable
object against which to set movement. “Floaters,” which represent particles, are
tracked in their passage through the water. In this way, oceanography and mapmaking—geography even—is constantly in motion (Bennett 2006). Applied to Drift,
the text itself becomes formed of particles in motion. The long lines of thought in the
glossary boxes show the fluid progress of word formation. The body of the author and
the collective of unnamed, drifting refugee bodies are set in motion partly by the
reader’s attempt to understand a text in which disorientation is an instructing theme
and formal device. The language-body-water nexus is again in play within a context
of heightened political crisis set within a water space. Textual disorientation entwines
with the refugees’ physical experience of being lost and mostly dying at sea. This
enmeshing of readerly disorientation with a lived experience of disorientation
provides an unsettling space of intercultural and interpersonal encounter, in which
questions of global responsibility are asked. Because of the startling difference in
tones and language, the fragments seem to drift away and disappear, leaving ripples
behind them. This affords a textual dynamism in which the fragments themselves are
modified by contact with each other within the watery mass of the text. As the
conception, development and performance of Drift intermingle with Bergvall’s extra
research and personal background, “Log” itself becomes a textual mass in which
disorientation and disappearance feature strongly.
As “Log” stands as a kind of project journal, bringing together translation
notes, reflections and performance reports, so the performance and the writing of
Drift begin to blend. Bergvall refers to the public act of performing Drift within her
private—yet then published—diary entries. The boundaries between personal and
political, voice and word, inside and outside begin to collapse within a water-based
and bodily metaphor: “a reciting voice remains simultaneously input and output.
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Resonance is contact ripple” (135). The openness of the self to being impacted upon
by its external environment—ecological, linguistic and political—situates the
individual within an ecology of fluid elements that includes languages that are
historical, contemporary, and neologic. The excerpt “resonance is contact ripple”
explicitly connects voice and poetic line to the ripple lines that naturally occur in
moving water. The dynamics of text—from word to sound—are linked to the
movement of water and to the vibrations of the speaking voice emitting from the
body, clearly showing the language-body-water nexus of a poetics of water. Indeed,
the line that is not present yet reverberates through the text is the sound wave of its
spoken component, especially as the glossary extracts appear unedited and are
therefore close to spoken musings. Indeed, each of the ten sections of Drift resonate
through “Log,” situating it as a kind of sound chamber in which the rest of the work is
heard.
“Log” is the point at which the oral aspect of Drift and the relationships
between the different kinds of text, and disorientation within them, is meditated on
most clearly. On board a ship, the ship’s log, after which “Log” is titled, performs a
similar function. It is a complex, multi-authored text that incorporates written and
electronically gathered data.12 The log is a collaborative document which orients the
ship’s passage after the event. The other crucial orienting device is the speed log,
which—through electronics and sonar—measures the Doppler Effect—the difference
in sound that returns to the unit once a sound has been emitted and the time between
sounds—in order to gauge and record the speed at which the ship is traveling. The
speed log sends out a “ping” from a fixed station, which returns as a “ping” if the ship
12

The official log book, kept in the Captain’s safe and only filled out by the Captain

and the First Mate lists activity on board the vessel, such as disciplinaries, safety
drills, the ship’s drafts and stability on sailing and arriving in ports, as well as any
emergency. However, this is a secondary text that collates information initially
entered into the deck log book, which is filled in throughout the day by a variety of
deck officers. There is also a separate log for every sector of the ships’s activity: an
engine room log, an oily water discharge log, a garbage log. Despite the multiple
sources and media that make up its content, the official log book exists only in a
single hand-written hard copy as an original legal document, and is never transferred
into any other technological medium.
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is stationary and as an altered “ping” if the ship has moved. The official terminology
for the sound emitted by the speed log on a ship is “ping,” which draws us to the
“Noþing ” section of Drift. “Noþing ” deals with the lost Medieval thorn letter, and its
resurfacing through Drift as an absence that blocks initial movement through the
translation: “Its a fine day > you step on the top soil of your strata > you trip over
some ping nearly makes you fall over > you look down but cant see any ping” (171).
Though “Noþing ” is set on land, following ‘Log,’ the word ping suggests not just
thing, but also the ping of sonar that returns once a tangible object has been hit below
water, acting as a stumbling block that yet allows for orientation. The shared ping
provides a further collapsing of the distinction between land and sea as the ping
weaves through the lived experience of orienting oneself when traveling through
water and, in the text of “Noþing ,” the imagined process of disorientation in
movement across land. On board ship, the ping aids orientation; in the text of Drift,
the ping—or the fact that there is no ping—engenders disorientation, once more
complicating the opposition between those two states.
Drift functions across media and genres, including the nonhuman narratives of
the sea and references to the music of the performance, to develop a text and
referenced soundscape that engenders disorientation at the same time as it offers
temporary sites of connectivity and orientation. The many forms of data collection
and information-gathering media on board a ship expand to incorporate the human
voice when the deck officer speaks into the Voyage Data Recorder (VDR) is in use.
The VDR continually gathers data through radar and if, for example, an accident
occurs, the data can be downloaded and viewed on screen in graphical and audio form
alongside the officer’s spoken and written reports. Similar to the text mass of Drift,
projected onto the screen behind Bergvall as she performs, the meshing of historical
information and/or text developed into a visual display with the spoken word of
human voice echoes the extrapolating of data from the VDR and the combining of
human and nonhuman expressive devices. As such, it highlights the border crossing
between verbal and nonverbal language systems in a lived experience of a voyage and
in the performance and texts of Drift.
Indeed, the plurality of recording devices that all attempt to fix meaning and to
locate and orient—both during a voyage and within a poetic text—challenge the idea
of single authorship as well as the separation between human and nonhuman methods
of communicating and recording. The splicing together of reports and media in Drift
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undermines at the same time as it upholds the notion of orientation that is enabled by
the plurality of languages. The stability of the ship, as well as the text—the
“functioning c/raft” of Drift—and the many texts of naval analysis are brought into
question as the net of data gathering devices is revealed as still failing to assist the
refugee ship (152). The log must be a truthful, accurate recording of the events of a
sea voyage. However, as Bergvall loosens this concept of accuracy or the conveying
of definitive meaning through language, the dependence of the Log on human input
for veracity is also highlighted. The suggestion in “Report” and “Log” is that UK
crew and Italian naval ships saw the migrant boat and refused to assist the passengers
as it drifted across the water borders, under no one country’s purview.
In a complex metaphor, Bergvall suggests that the project of Drift itself is
becoming a ship, a “functioning c/raft” (152). Shortly after using this metaphor, she
points to her deliberate act of textual disorientation: “spin[ning] the work deeper
towards the heart of the fog” (153). After this disorientation, the work, the ship,
begins to re-emerge, “drawing its way back to language” (153). Bergvall seems to
suggest here that language is a known pathway, or a familiar trajectory. However,
throughout Drift, she has been dismantling this very notion of fixity and familiarity
within language and within the notion of linearity. She does so in order to re-invent a
relational network languagescape in which we can all be set adrift and attempt to
orient ourselves again, once we have attuned to the differences yet samenesses of our
languages and the ways in which we inhabit the world. In doing so, Bergvall’s goal is
to activate a sense of global relationality and ultimately responsibility for the ways in
which we use language and inhabit the world together. In the unintelligible and
fragmentary may lie ways to communicate afresh. In her chapter on the flux of
experimental feminine language, Joan Retallack states: “the mind more than ever
needs to make meaningful patterns out of the purposeful play of its own motions in
and out of sync with the motions of the rest of the world. It also needs to know how to
be very still, to find and listen to the silences, the emerging patterns in all the noise. In
those silences, those unintelligibilities, lie the forms of our futures” (Retallack 2003,
101).
My discussion of the ambivalences within the intercultural relationships that
play out in the Left-to-Die boat case draws us towards the ethical potentialities of
disorientation discussed in Disorientation and Moral Life (Harbin 2016). In
Disorientation and Moral Life, Harbin discusses the different kinds of disorientation
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within theoretical criticism and everyday experience in order to show how new
possibilities for moral action can open up at the point of being disoriented. In
suggesting identification as “disorientable,” Harbin discusses disorientation as a lack
of control that requires a certain attitude towards the self—that of “grace” (Harbin
2016, 172). She shows the development of disorientation through philosophical and
epistemological uncertainty, disorientation as the disruption of habitual bodily
movements and the loss of identity as a result of personal events such as trauma and
mental health struggles.13 However, she maintains emphasis on a “safe environment”
in which this identity of “disorientable” must play out. Although there is a potential
power for disorientation to spur moral change, that it needs to occur within this safe
space, I believe, makes Harbin’s argument a little extra-social. Drift enacts a poetics
of watery disorientation—an enmeshing of contemporary poetics, intercultural
politics and a vexed relationality—that requires us to rework the ways in which we
respond to others. In addition, it brings into sharp relief the disorienting shifts of
perspective when engaging with a humanitarian crisis and when interrelating to others
and to texts. My reading of Bergvall’s Drift extends my argument about the poetics of
water in contemporary poetry: that water stands as a positive, yet dangerous metaphor
for forms of personal and cultural fluidity. The fluidity that allows one to be lost at
sea, stateless, and left to die is a terrifying, even deadly form of watery disorientation.
On the other hand, the fluidity and mixing that allows for new relationships with
lovers, new kinds of translations of texts and new ways of relating linguistically and
interculturally might be enabling.
Drift draws together opaque, archaic and often incomprehensible text with
visual information that many readers will be unversed in, such as satellite imagery,
erasure techniques and a kind of devolutionary translation strategy that renders
contemporary English into a form more orally similar to Old English. In doing so, the
text establishes a further troubled relationality between form and genre, reader and
writer, visual and textual meaning, which reflects and textually demonstrates the
disorientation and vexed relationality under investigation in the work. The
disorienting elements of intercultural and interpersonal encounter are effected
linguistically in Drift as the different sections of the work turn towards and away from
13

Though Harbin analyses a wide range of existing texts in order to present her

argument, she does not approach the field of poetics.
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meaning, and from each other, meeting and altering each other at particular contact
points, resulting in obtuse and variant language. Although we could see Drift as a
whole project as an attempt to raise the dead, to locate the boat and to reincorporate
the thorn sign into language, I think the piece works instead to highlight
disappearances and open space for new intercultural and interlinguistic activity
situated at the nexus of language, body and water. By allowing multiple linguistic
modes to co-exist and transfer on contact, Bergvall’s code-switching may be a highly
ethical approach that offers a new transformative textual space of political poetics.
The textual disturbance and perspective shifts of Drift shows how a separated-out
consideration of local and global issues is problematic, and even provides the perfect
conditions for a people and text to get lost. Ultimately, Bergvall uses unsettling, yet
freeing, tactics of textual disorientation to suggest a glocal ethics of openness and
responsibility when considering issues that affect and implicate us all. Water—that
connects and separates, that submerges and reveals, that unites interior with
exterior—is the site and material and metaphoric impetus to this transformative
ecopoetics.
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CONCLUSION
The Water Wants to Be Heard
Throughout this thesis, I have examined the mutual meaning-making of language,
body and water that constitutes each poet’s poetics of water. Through this languagebody-water nexus, each poet explores the interrelation of humans and nonhuman
forces in a global water ecology. Thinking through this ecology of relation—which
includes cultural forms and human-made objects circulating in the water, as well as
text itself—means living with greater openness and responsibility towards each other
and our natural world. Recognizing a common poetics of water in how Vicuña, Perez
and Bergvall use multiple languages, modes and media means attending to the
multiple encounters between text and world that inform our experience. Ultimately,
my argument is for the power of experimental poetry that deeply attends to the
processes and narratives of water to activate necessary new ways of speaking and
being with each other in a water crisis world.
The language-body-water nexus is a conceptual framework that helps identify
how and why these poetries link language loss, environmental degradation of water,
and bodily imperilment. Through this framework, I have explored the ambivalence of
each poet’s distinctive mode of water poetics: precariousness, contamination and
disorientation. I have also highlighted the ways in which the language-body-water
interconnection surmounts the binaries within ecocriticism and comparative literary
studies, the critical areas in which I situate this study. Crossing disciplinary
boundaries further, the entanglement of metaphors and materialities of water is
evidence of the importance of water for physical sustenance as well as the
maintenance of our social, ecological and imaginative lives.
Vicuña’s environmental protest work El Quipu Menstrual and its
accompanying texts play out a speech/silence dichotomy within indigenous language.
The speech/silence dichotomy interacts with the ambivalence of dissolution and
resistant dissemination, which is itself drawn from the physical properties of the
glacial meltwater that El Quipu Menstrual seeks to protect. My reading of the
multiple performances and texts of El Quipu Menstrual identifies an entanglement of
the materialities and the metaphors of water. In examining Vicuña’s textual and site
river poems, I proposed the inextricable link between Quechuan language and
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cosmology, riverways under threat and the human body. In all the water/weaving
works discussed in the second chapter, Vicuña emphasizes the precarious
interrelationship between language, water, and the body. I showed this interweaving
by demonstrating how works that make one of these three elements primary also
interweave the other two. The interweavings and unravellings demonstrate how
crucial it is to understand ourselves as interconnected through and across water spaces
while at the same time keeping in mind the possible dangers of cultural dilution.
We can begin to grasp the global reach of water poetics by comparing Vicuña
to Perez and his engagement with issues of indigenous silencing and material erasure
within Guam on the Marianas archipelago and its surrounding waters of the Pacific
Ocean. Perez demonstrates and enacts silencing yet continual presence or resurfacing
through textual erasure techniques and polylingualism, thereby showing the
interdependence of water with the violated body and the body of the violated text. In
examining Perez’s work within the framework of contamination and water-borne
toxicity, I unraveled the complicated ambivalence within that terminology when used
in a thesis that is both ecocritical and comparative in nature. Contamination works
positively as a boundary-crossing connectivity between cultures, yet physically and
ecologically, it is a negative force. Perez’s juxtaposition of lyric and official
documentation utilizes contamination to show how within one text water politics and
water poetics can converse, intervene and hold each other to account, ultimately
revealing their continual interconnectivity.
Just as Perez presents contamination as a source of environmental destruction
and of poetic production, so Bergvall explores the problems and pleasures of
experiencing and writing about disorientation at sea. Delving again into the
ambivalence within my main terminology I interrupted—as does Bergvall—a drifting
textual experience with hard questions of responsibility. In Drift, the potentially
ethical stance of “getting lost” in relational, sexual and intercultural terms, encounters
the real tragedy of the Left-to-Die boat case. In highlighting the contentious nature of
dealing with disorientation on these multiple personal, political and humanitarian
levels, we can see the implications of a text such as Drift for the fields of
environmental justice and global socio-politics.
Much of this thesis deals with an interweaving of oppositions and
ambivalence. I have drawn ecopoetics and ecopolitics together in order to show their
mutual interaction, as well as the ways in which they hold each other to account. All
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of the poetries I have discussed are outwardly engaged in socio-politics related to
water, as well as being thematically and structurally informed by water. The
ambivalences within the terms central to this thesis—precariousness, contamination
and disorientation—alter within different contexts, and within ecopoetics and
ecopolitics, particularly considering the uneven distribution of power in global
capitalism and geopolitics.
In the first chapter, I demonstrated how the notion of dissolution, drawn from
the natural motion of glaciers, yet also from their destruction by humans, can convert
into a positive form of dissemination when read within a context of indigenous
language and culture resisting the homogenising powers of globalization. This
positive dissemination of language and culture, though, has the potential to dilute
localized indigeneity. The precariousness that runs through Vicuña’s work is the
awareness of this danger, and the ambivalence that runs through it is linked to her
poetic processes of silence as expressive and to her investment in the Andean
cosmological precepts of reciprocity and deep engagement with the cycles of earth
and water.
In avant-garde poetics, this sense of precariousness and of silence as resistant
expression is explored in the ineffable silences of erasure poetics as discussed by
Craig Dworkin and purveyed by Perez. Erasure poetics can be seen as an ecological
poetics in that it recycles, recovers and reshapes existing literary works. Also the
erasures that emerge from an impossibility to convey the meaning of text across
languages align erasure poetics with the work of translation. In indigenous poetics,
and poetry about contemporary intercultural violence and environmental
degradations, this silence, as I have shown, is more charged, as it relates to brutalities
and death.
This leads on to the ambivalent notion of contamination that I have examined
through the work of Perez. In Perez’s continuing oeuvre, the racially charged terms
“purity” and “contamination” are expressed via the material contamination of water
space with plastics and the physical contamination of the human body through
imbibing that water, as well as the ingestion of processed foods that are imported
across the ocean, arguably as a neocolonial tool of control.14 Yet within intercultural
14

‘Food Studies’ is a relatively new, yet increasingly important, branch of criticism

that interrelates with ecocriticsm and comparative studies. See Allison Carruths’
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poetics, contamination takes on a more positive mode as a kind of intermingling of
different languages, cultures and sources. Similarly an aesthetic and ethical angle
might value disorientation as a means to gain empathy and to interrelate with others,
as well as to develop the fluid identity and sexuality that can shapeshift around rigid
frameworks of control. However, the physical experience of disorientation on water is
life threatening and fatal for the migrants whose case is discussed in Bergvall’s Drift.
The continual interminglings of the positive and negative valences
characterize poet’s poetics of water. The terms and concepts: precariousness,
contamination and disorientation are not fixed nor deterministic: they are contextual
and above all relational and speak to and with the processes of water in its natural and
disrupted state. Furthermore, the fluidity of the concepts speaks to and with the
volatility of the water spaces in our natural world as the anthropocene progresses
deeper into unsustainability.
At stake in the flux and dynamism of the language-body-water nexus is the
potential dilution of minority culture, as well as the swamping of vulnerable voices.
For example, is the continual recontextualising and motion actually problematic
because it displaces the speaker, and makes it a challenge for them to be heard? In
Vicuña’s work, is the negotiation with official art spaces and governmentally
instigated ‘protest’ work problematic? Equally, is there a danger in engaging with the
ontology of cyclical deaths and regenerations of nature that governments will be
allowed off the hook when it comes to the protection of waterways and oceans?
Indeed, does overcoming the boundaries of traditional ecocriticism eradicate the
ability for culture to go some way towards protecting nature? This is where I
believe—in this complex matrix of movement and resistance—that poetics has a
crucial part to play. As a shifting zone of intertextual relationships that moves
outwards to an interpersonal and planetary relationality, the poetics I have studied
here highlights, troubles and makes porous official boundaries. Water poetics opens
up a conversation about ecological degradation, the heightened volatility of water, and
the vulnerability of minority cultures and languages. This conversation moves beyond
the page, the performance and the site in order to engage with a planetary
consciousness that urges responsibility.
Global Appetites (2013); Simon Estok’s special cluster ISLE on “Ecocritical
Approaches to Food and Literature in East Asia” (2012)
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Water is embedded in and marked by power relations on local and global
levels. Cultural representations of water are innately intercultural yet also deeply
local. They are shot through with private and cultural memory and with questions of
global geopolitical power. This thesis, therefore, deals with questions that are not just
limited to the poets discussed, nor to contemporary poetry and poetics as a broader
field. In drawing together ecocriticism, comparative literary studies and avant-garde
poetics, I have offered the language-body-water nexus as a framework through which
to understand our relationships with each other and with the waters of the world as
one of interdependence and intra-action. Furthermore, I have shown how it is crucial
to be aware of this mutual interrelation at this particular historical moment of
anthropogenically accelerated climate change. At the same time that writers such as
Stacey Alaimo are focusing on nonhuman life in the deep ocean and the transcorporeality of marine existence, events such as the Deepwater Horizon oil spill off
the Gulf of Mexico in 2010 and the nuclear disaster in the waters around Fukushima
have highlighted our increasing vulnerability to water-based environmental disaster
(Alaimo 2014). The poetry studied here demonstrates the entanglement of water
politics and water poetics on a global scale.
The language-body-water nexus I have identified within poetry that discusses
water-based environmental and intercultural crises offers new ways to think our
relationship to the water spaces of the world and our own position in a global
community. I have highlighted water as an important element through which to create
new modes of imaginative engagement between cultures and between the human and
nonhuman in a globalized crisis world. I have also suggested that polylingual,
multimedia and formally complex poetries offer a new kind of deterritorialized
ecopoetics that can speak with and for water spaces on which are enacted the
violences of a politically and environmentally volatile world. And I have suggested
that these new ways of understanding our relationship to water spaces may lead to
different ways of treating the water spaces of the world. Thinking through the
languages and forms of water may augur different ways of imagining relations among
one another on this planet. Poetry is a rich site for exploring the potentialities of
language to reformulate imaginative and discursive relations. As I have shown, the
poetry of water can interrogate and help dismantle power relations inscribed in
hegemonic uses of language. By identifying the language-body-water nexus at the
heart of the poetics of water, we can overcome the binaries on which ecocriticism has
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been built; explore the concepts of the decentred subject and fluid identity as they
have been applied to contemporary poetry; and recognize the global workings of
culture yet also its local particularities.
Our relationship to water is as wildly complex, volatile and multiscalar as
water itself. We are part of our water environments and our water environments are
part of us. We are also part of each other via the water vapours we share in breath and
speech. Spoken poetry is a wet activity. A poetics of water imagines a space in which
ethnic and linguistic differences can generatively coexist in entanglement with the
vulnerable yet resistant water spaces they speak with and for. In insisting on the value
of beyond-speech interconnection—between humans and in human/nonhuman
relations—yet at the same time word-working in order to better understand our
naturalcultural enmeshments, a poetics of water suggests a mode of relational being
that crosses predefined cultural, linguistic and political boundaries. A poetics of water
offers a conceptual tool for an intercultural ecopoetics of relationality and
responsibility that understands language as part of the flux of the world and listens to
the full range of ontologies and materialities within water as it is continually
reconstituted by a variety of elements: the non-human and the human, the biological
and the geophysical, the historic and the contemporary. Water transgresses boundaries
between self and other, nature and culture, poetics and politics, producing new
methods of thinking, speaking and being in the world and new ways of understanding
our planetary existence.
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APPENDIX
Caroline Bergvall, “Hafville” from Drift. 2014. 36–43.
HAFVILLE 1
The fair wind failed. The wind dropped. Winds were unfavourable
straightaway. The favourable wind dropped and they were beset by
storms so that they made little progress. Then the wind dropped and
they were beset by winds from the north and fog; for many days they
did not know where they were sailing. The fair wind failed and they
wholly lost their reckoning. They did not know from what direction.
Driven here and there. The fog was so dense that they lost all sense
of direction and lost their course at sea. There was much fog and the
winds were light and unfavourable. They drifted far and wide on the
high sea. Most of those on board completely lost their reckoning.
The crew had no idea in which direction they were steering. A thick
fog which did not lift for days. The ship was driven off course to
land. They were tossed about at sea for a long time and failed to
reach their destination. We embarked and sailed but a fog so thick
covered us that we could scarcely see the poop or the prow of the
boat

HAFVILLE 2
Then the wind ddroppe and they were beset by w inds from then
orth and fog for manyd ays they did not know where they were
sailing Thef air wind f ailed and they wholly l ost their reck their
reckoning did not not know from what direction D riven here and
there The f og was sodense that they l ost all ss ense of dirrrtion and
l ost thr course at sea There was much fog and the w inds were light
and unf and unfavourable They driftedf ar and wide on the high sea
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Mo stof those onboard completly l ost l ost l ost their reckoning Th
ec rew had no idea in which direction they were ststeering A thick
fo g which d i d n ot l ift for days The sh ip was driven offf course tol
and They were ossted about astea for a longt ime and f iled tor each
their destination We mbarkt and sailed but a fog so th but a fog so
th but a fog so th th th th thik k overed us that we could scarcely see
the poop or the prow of the boa t

HAFVILLE 3
str ght w Th f r w nd f l d Th w nd dr pp d Th f v r bl
w nd dr pp d nd th w r b s t b st rms s th t th m d
l ttl pr gr ss Th n th w nd dr pp d nd th w r b s t by w nds
fr m the n rth nd f g f r m ny d ys th y d d n t kn w wh r th y
w r s l ng Th f r w nd f l d nd th y wh ll l st th r r ck th r
r ck n ng Th y d d n t kn w fr m wh t d r ct n D r v n h r nd
th r Th f g w s s d ns th t th y l st ll ss ns f d rrrt n nd
l st thr c rs t s Th r w s m ch f g nd th w nds w r l ght
nd unf nd nf v r bl They dr ft df r nd w d n th h gh s
M st f th se nb rd c mpl tly l st l st l st th r r ck n ng Th
crwhd
n d

n wh ch d r ct n th y w r stst ring th ck f g wh ch d

d n t l ft f r d ys The sh p
w s dr ven fff c rse t l nd Th y w r sst d b

t st f r

l ngt me and f led t r ch th r
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HAFVILLE 4
d st n tion W mb rkt nd s l d b t f g s th b t f g s th b t
f g s th th th th th k k v r d
s th t w c ld sc rc ly s th p p r th pr w f th b t f the
b t of the b t the b
b s t b st rms s th t th m d l ttl pr gr ss Th n th w nd
dr pp d nd th w r b s t by w
The sh p w s dr ven fff c rse t l nd Th y w r sst d b t
st f r
l ngt me and f led t r ch th r d st n tion W mb rkt nd s l d
bt fg
s th b t f g s th b t f g s th th th th th k k v r d s th t w
c ld sc rc ly s

th p p r th pr w f th b t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t
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HAFVILLE 6
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tttttt
t go
t go off
t go off course
t go off course hafville
t be lost forvillet hafville Ache come off course hafville
Did not go where I was knowing hafville Had fear wildering hafville
For a minute there I lost myself Totally at sea lost myway tossed misted
lost mywill in the fog hafville hafville my love

Major Tom hafville
Li Bai hafville
Rimbaud hafville
Shelley hafville
Amelia Earhart hafville
Jeff Buckley hafville
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Spalding Gray hafville
Virginia Woolf hafville
Albert Ayler hafville
Reinaldo Arenas hafville
Hart Crane hafville
Ingeborg Bachmann hafville
When you rise from the dead,
when I rise from the dead,
the hangman will hang at the gate
the hammer will sink into the sea.
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